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PREFACE
The Cumulative Bulletin of Social Security Rulings is published annually
under the authority of. the Commissioner of Social Security for the purpose
of making available to the public, official rulings relating to the Federal oldage, survivors, disability, health insurance, supplemental security income,
and miner's benefit programs.
It is,the policy of the Social Security Administration to publish rulings of
general interest in order to promote understanding of the provisions and.administration of titles II, XVI, and XVIII of the Social Security Act, title IV
of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, as amended, and
related laws. In publishing these rulings, care has been taken to avoid -the
disclosure of confidential information, and of the identity of the parties or
other persons involved, unless already -a matter of public record, as in- court
cases.

The rulings contain precedential case decisions, statements of policy and
interpretations of- the law and regulations. A ruling would not be applicable
to other cases where the facts are not substantially the same -as those stated
in the ruling. In applying these rulings, the effect of subsequent legislation,
regulations, court decisions, and rulings must also be considered. The rulings
as published may be modified or superseded'by subsequent rulings.
Citation of Social Security Ruling may be made by reference to the ruling
number and the Cumulative Bulletin and page where reported. For example,

Social Security Ruling No. 19 for 1976 should be cited as "SSR 76-19
C.B. 1976 p. 5."

This Cumulative Bulletin reproduces in full Part I of all quarterly issues
of the "Social Security Rulings" published in 1976. It contains precedential
case decisions relating to the provisions of titles II and XVIII of the Act,
title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, as amended,
and policies and interpretations which may affect- the rights of claimants
under these titles. Cases decided in the Federal courts upon appeal from the
deciiion of the Secretary are identified by a suffix "c" after the ruling number.
Case decided by the Appeals Council of the Bureau of Hearings and Appeals,
representing the final decision of the Secretary, are identified by a suffix "a"
after the ruling number.
All references herein to sections of law relate to sections of the Social
Security Act, as amended, unless otherwise specifically designated.
All references herein to regulations, unless otherwise specified, relate to
those regulations of the Social Security Administration which are published

in the Code of Federal Regulations under Title 20Chapter IIIPart 404
(Federal Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance), Part 4.05 (Federal
Health Insurance for the Aged), and Part 410 (Federal Black Lung Benefits),
and Part 416 (Supplemental Security Income). For example, 20 CFR 404.312
refers to section 404.312, Part 404, Chapter III of Title 20 of the Code. New
and amended regulations are printed initially in the Federal Register.
iii

"Social Security -Rulings" was published quarterly from 1960 through
October. 1967, bimonthly from the January 1968 through November 1974
issues, _publication again became quarterly beginning January 1975. The
subscription price is $11.4 a year ($2.68 additional for foreign mailing).
the-price per-copy is-12.90;
Cumulative.Bulletins containing the rulings issued during 1974 and 1975
are -available by individual purchase from Superintendent of Documents,
Governmeht Printing Office. The prices are:
$1.55
1.90

Cumulative - Bulletin 1974
CiiiiitilatiVe Bulletin 1975

Cuniulative Bulletins from 1960 on other than those listed above, may be
obtained free of charge upon request to the Social Security Administration,
Office of Policy and Regulations, 6401 Security Blvd., Baltimore, Maryland
21235.

The Social Security Act and related laws are printed in the "Compilation
of the Social Security Laws." The 1973 edition is available for purchase in
two volumes. Volume I contains the Social Security Act as amended through
January 1, 1973, title IV of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act,
as amended in May 1972, and pertinent- provisions- of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954. Volume II- contains sections of amending acts affecting the
Social Security Act, provisions of the Act which have been repealed and
provisions of related enactments through December 31, 1972. These volumes
may -be purchased- together or separately, at $3.45 for Volume I and $3.20
for Volume H. The Social Security Act is also contained in title 42 of the
United-States Code, section 301 et seq; title IV of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969, as amended (miner's black lung benefits) -is
contained in title 30 of the United States Code, sections 901 et seq.
Title 20_of the Code of Federal Regulations, revised as of April 1, 1975,
consists of two volumes which can be purchased together or separately.
Volume I sells for $2.45, Volume II, containing Chapter III, sells for $9.70.
New and amended regulations are printed- initially in the Federal Registe-iThe charge for individual copies is 75 cents for each issue, or 75 cents for
each group of pages as actually bound.

The Social Security Handbook, fifth edition, reflects the provisions of the
Social Security Act as amended through December 31, 1973, the regulations
issued thereunder, and precedential case decisions (rulings), relating to the
retirement, survivors, disability, health insurance, black lung benefits, and
supplementary security income programs. It also includes brief descriptions
of- related programs. The Handbook is intended for the use of people who

want a detailed explanation of these programs, how they operate, who is-entitled to benefits and how such benefits may be obtained. The Handbook
may be obtained for $4.30.
iv
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These-publications, including materials now being prepared or planned,
when publiSlied, may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Nice, Washington, D.C. 20402. A check or money
order-covering the cost of the publication, when listed, should' accompany
the order for the publication.

For- sale by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Price:
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Child's Insurance Benefits
SECTION 202(d)(7) (42 U.S.C. 402(d)(7))CHILD'S INSURANCE

BENEFITSSTUDENTPERIOD OF NONATTENDANCE
SSR 76-19
20 CFR- 404.320
Where due to _a strike by the personnel of an educational institution, a
student beneficiary is unable to resume or continue full-time attendance at the
institution for a periqd of time exceeding four consecutive calendar months,

the period of time during which the beneficiary is unable to attend classes
because of the strike need not be considered a "period of nonattendance" as
that term is used in subparagraph (B) of section 202(dX7) of the Social Security
Act. For purposes of continuing entitlement in such situations, the inquiry is

whether, pursuant to subparagraph (A) of section 202(dX7) the beneficiary
would be considered by the institution to be a "full-time student" during the
strike or whether, but for the strike, the beneficiary would have been "in
full-time attendance" at the institution, and whether, upon settlement of the
strike and the resumption of classes, the beneficiary either intends to, or in
fact does, continue to attend the institution as a full-time student.

A strike of personnel of an educational institution prevented the holding of regularly scheduled classes, and a student beneficiary, because of

this strike, was unable to attend classes for a period of time which
exceeded four months. With respect to those students who were entitled
to student benefits prior to the strike, it is held that the period of time
during which the student beneficiary is unable to attend classes because
of a strike need not be considered a "period of nonattendance" as -that
term is used in subparagraph (B) of section 202(d)(7) of the Social Security
Act. In such situations the applicable provision of the statute is subparagraph (A), rather than subparagraph (B), of section 202(d)(7).
Subparagraph (B) reads as follows:
"(B) Except to the extent provided in such regulations, an individual shall be deemed to
be a full-time student during any period of nonattendance at an educational institution at
which he has been in full-time attendance if (i) such period is 4 calendar months or less,
and (ii) he shows to the satisfaction of the Secretary that he intends to continue to be in
full-time attendance at an educational institution immediately following such period. An
individual who does not meet the requirements of clause (ii)with respect to such period of
nonattendance shall be deemed to have met such requirement (as of the beginning of such
period) if he is in full-time attendance at an educational institution immediately following
such period."

9
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This provision applies where a student beneficiary has a "period of
nonattendance" which is four consecutive months or less and following
which he or she resumes full-time attendance. Subparagraph (B) provides
that in such situations, the student beneficiary may be deemed to have
been a full-time student during the period in which he or she was not
attending the institution. The legislative history of this provision indicates
that its intent was to provide for the continuation of benefit payments
during normal school vacation periods as well as during the school year
and to provide for benefits for any period of four calendar months or less
in which a person does not attend school.' A "period of nonattendance"
could properly be considered to be the period of time during which the
student beneficiary (who was enrolled as and who had, by the standards
of the institution, the status of a full-time student) personally decided or
was compelled not- to be active as a full-time student due to personal

circumstance or because of personal conduct. Such personal- circumstances could include events such as employment or illness, or could

arise because the institution is not then offering courses which are of
interest to-the beneficiary.
Section 404.320(c)(3) of Regulations No. 4 has defined the status of
"deemed full-time student during a period of nonattendance," to exclude
an individual whose nonattendance is due to expulsion or suspension,

notwithstanding the fact that the individual intends to or does in fact
resume full-time attendance within four calendar months after the begin-

ning of such period of nonattendance. Under both subparagraph (B),
quoted above, and section 404.320(c)(3), a "period of nonattendance"
may not exceed 4 consecutive calendar months. However, where a student beneficiary is prevented because of a strike of school personnel from
resuming or continuing full-time attendance, the applicable provision of
the statute is subparagraph-(A) of section 202(d)(7). Subparagraph (A)
reads as follows:

"(7) For purposes of this subsection
"(A) A 'full-time student' is an individual who is in full-time attendance as a

student at an educational institution, as determined by the Secretary (in
accordance with regulations prescribed by him) in the light of the standards
and practices of the institutions involved, except that no individual shall be
considered -a lull-time student' if he is paid-by his employer while attending
an educational institution at the request, or pursuant to a requirement of his
employer."

This provision defines a full-time student as a student who is "in
full-time attendance." Full-time attendance is to be determined in light of
the standards and practices of the institutions involved and in accordance
with regulations prescribed by the Secretary. The applicable regulation
section 404.320(c)(2) of Regulations No. 4, defines full-time attendance,to

provide, generally, that if an individual is enrolled at an educational institution and is carrying a subject load which is considered full-time by
the institution, he or she may be considered a full-time student. Thus, if

there are no classes being conducted by an educational institution because of a strike, but the institution intends to resume classes when the
strike is over, the inquiry should be whether the beneficiary would be
' See, H.R. Rep. No. 213, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 86 (1965) and S. Rep. No. 404, 89th
Cong., Sess. 97 (1965).
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considered by the institution to be registered or enrolled as a-full-time
student during the strike or whether, but for the strike, tbsetbeneficiary
would have been-in full-time attendance at the institution and whether,
upon settlement of the labor dispute and the-resumption of classes, the
beneficiary either intends to, or actually does, continue to attend the
institution as a full-time student.

SECTION 202(d) (42 U.S.C. 402(d))CHILD'S INSURANCE BENEFITSDEFINITION OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION.
20 CFR 404.320(c) (5)

SSR 76-11a

Where claimants for child's insurance benefits its "full.time students" con
tended that because the credits of the nonaccredited school they attended were
accepted, on transfer, by three schools recognized by the Social Security Ad.
ministration as educational' institutions, benefits- should be awarded, Held, although three schools accepting credits from the claimants' school are recognized by -the Administration as educational- institutions, they have -not been
accredited by a Staterecognized or nationally.recognized accrediting agency
and therefore the school attended by the claimants does not meet the definition
of an "educational institution" set forth in Section 202 (d) (7) (C) of the Social
Security Act.

The issue before the Appeals Council is whether the claimants are entitled

to child's insurance benefits as full.time students. Specifically at issue is
whether the school they attend meets the definition of an educational institution as prescribed by section 202 (d) (7) -(C) of the Social Security Act
and section- 404.320(c) (5) of Regulations No. 4.
The wage earner was entitled to old-age insurance benefits beginning
January 1973. On October 2,1972, he filed an application for child's insurance benefits on behalf of his two sons. This claim was denied initially and
upon reconsideration because it was determined that the school the children

Were attending was not a school approved by a State or accredited by a
-State.recognized or nationally-recognized accrediting body. The administrative law judge concluded that, since three schools that were recognized as

educational institutions by -the Social Security Administration accepted
transfer credits from the school attended by,the claimants, it met the definition of an educational institution and that the claimants were, therefore,
entitled to child's insurance benefits. Although the school in question is not
accredited by any recognized accrediting agency, it will be recognized as an

educational institution -for purposes of entitlement to child's insurance
benefits if three accredited educational institutions accept -its creditson
transfer.
Section 202(d) (7) (C) of the Social Security Act defines an "educational

institution" as follows:
"(C) An 'educational institution' is (i) a school or college or university
operated or directly supported by the United States, or by any State or local
government or political subdivision thereof, or- (ii) a school or college or uni

I
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versity which has been approved by.a State or accredited by a Staterecognized
or nationally-recognized accrediting agency or body, or (iii) a nonaccredited
school or-c.-311ege or-univ.Irsity-whosevcredits are accepted. on-transfer, by not

less than three institutions which are so accredited, for credit on the same
basis as if transferred from an institution so accredited." See, also, Social
Security Administration Regulations No. 4, section 404.320(0,15L

The Social Security Administration sent the customary school attendance
form to the school attended by the claimants. and the school informed the
Administration of three schools in the United States to which they had sent
academic records. These three schools are not accredited educational insti-

tutions and the acceptance by these schools of transfer credits from the
school attended by the 'claimants is insufficient to qualify-it. as an educational institution within the meaning of section 202(d)(7)(C) of the Act.

The claimant presented letters from three schools which all indicate that

they freely accept all transfer credits taken at the school which the
claimants attend. All three of these schools are recognized as educational
institutions by the Administration and precedent cases are available which
indicate that students at these schools are receiving child's insurance bene
fits as full- time students. Because these three educational institutions accept
on, transfer, the courses taken at the school attended by the claimants, the
administrative law judge found that it -met- the definition of an educational
institution.
However, none -of these three- schools an accredited schools. Since the
Social Security Act and the applicable regulations require that the credits
be accepted, on transfer, by three institutions "which have been 'accredited
by a State-recognized or nationally- recognized accrediting agency," the
acceptance of transfer credits by these three schools does not qualify the
school- in question.
This being the case, the school does not meet the prescribed definition of
an educational institution and the claimants are not entitled to benefits.

SECTION 202(d) (42 U.S.C. 402(d) )CHILD'S INSURANCE BENEFITSFELONIOUS HOMICIDEEFFECT OF JURISDICTION BY JUVENILE COURTMAINE

SSR 76-29

20 CFR 404.364

In the State of Maine, where the 15 year old son of the wage earner, accused

of murdering his .father, is dealt with totally within the framework of the
juvenile court, HELD, he has, not been finally convicted of intentionally and
feloniously killing his father and is, therefore, eligible for benefits.

The issue posed is whether a homicide committed by a juvenile is considered by the State of Maine to be "felonious." The fa.'s appear to be
that the wage earner was found shot to death and later the same day his
15-year-old son was arrested and charged with the murder. An attorney
was appointed for the boy. One week later, a hearing was held before a
judge of the District Court, sitting as a juvenile court, pursuant to 15
M.R.S. Section 2551. At that time, the case was disposed of with the son
not being bound over to the grand jury, as was possible under Maine law,

-12
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the clear inference being that-the juvenile court made its own adjudication
of the youth's act. On the following day-the wage earner's widow applied
on 'behalf of the surviving children for benefits.
The effect of the conviction for feloniously and intentionally killing a
wage earner is expressly stated:
"A person who has been finally convicted by a court of competent
jurisdiction of the felonious and intentional homicide of an insured
individual shall not be entitled to, monthly benefits or to the lumpsum
death paytaents based 'on the earnings of such deceased individual and
such felon shall be considered nonexistent in determining the- entitlement
of other persons to monthly benefits or the lump.sum death payment based
on- the deceated individual's earnings." 20 C.F.R. 404.3M.

Thus, if the son could be said to have been convicted of intentionally
and feloniously murdering his father, he would not be entitled to any
fits or be considered in any determination, of the amount of bene
which-his mother and/or siblings are entitled. The =mere fact that he lalteu
the-wage-eatmerls-nbreairigh-brilaelf-lodliiiiiiilifriliF-eliild-rrOra' re.
ceiving benefits; he must have been finally convicted for intentional- and
felon'..ous-horaicide-in- order-to-be-deemed-ineligible-to-receive lieeefiti.-In
those jurisdictions in ,which-courts-are empowered- to treat juvenile murderers in a manner different from adults guilty of the same crime,,adjudica-

tions by those courts are often deemed not to be criminal convictions.
Where the juvenile court adjudication is viewed- in such a manr%., the
child accused of parricide remains eligible for benefits.
Maine is- one such State that allows a District Court judge sitting in a
juvenile court session pursuant to 15 M.R.S. Section 2551, the option in
certain instances, of treating a child that comes before the-court as either
a juvenile offender or binding that child over for a grand jury hearing and
subsequent criminal proceeding. Where the latter course is decided- upon,
the judge must make-a finding of probable cause and also fmd that the
child is a dangerous person and a menace to the safety of the community.
Only upon such findings may the judge then order the child to be bound
over for the grand jury, thereby subjecting the child to standard criminal
proceedings. 15 M.R.S. Section gal, subs. 3.
If, however, the District Court judge employs the first- option mentioned;
that of dealing -with the problem totally within the juvenile court framework, then the effect on status of the child accused of a crime quite naturally,
is altered. The judge would then make an adjudication of the commission
of a juvenile offense, the effect of which will ". .. not operate in any manner,
or to effect, a disqualification for public office, nor shall it be deemed to
constitute a conviction-of crime." 15 M.R.S. Section 2052 subs. 1.
Newspaper reports strongly suggest that the judge chose to treat the boy
as a juvenile offender. According to the local newspaper, the judge, while
extremely reluctant to discuss the case, did_ acknowledge that the boy was
not bound over to the grand jury, -that-his case had remained within the
framework of the juvenile court system. As such, 15 M.R.S. Section 2502
subs. 1, would then operate to bar any attempt to view whatever decision

was reached by the District Court as a conviction for a felonious and
intentional homicide. An award of benefits tc wage earner's namesake
would then be proper and in accordance with the regulations,

13
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)nefits

SECTIONS 202(d) and 204(b) (42 U.S.C. 402(d) and 404(b))CHILD'S
INSURANCE BENEFITSOVERPAYMENTSCHILD OVER AGE
18 NO LONGER STUDENT

SSR 76-20c
20 CFR 404.506 and 404.507
MUNCE v. MATHEWS, 1A Unempl. Ins. Rep. #14,611 (S.D. Ohio 1976)
The child's insurance beneficiary born in January 1953 was graduated from

high school in June 1972 and did not continue in school after that date.
Knowing that entitlement to child's insurance benefits terminates when a
benefidiary over age 18 is no longer a full-time student, the plaintiff continued

to accept monthly benefit payments in the belief that notification of these
events was unnecessary and that payments would terminate automatically.
Held,lin continuing to accept such payments with the kniwledge that entitlement had ceased, plaintiff was not without fault in causing the overpayment of
benefits and = recovery of the overpayment may not be waived pursuant to
section 204(b) of the Social Security Act.

DuNcArrrThsTrac-r-JuDGE.

This is an- action under the Skid Security Act, 42 U.S.C. Section
--405(g)rforr;iview.ofa.final-decision.oftlie.Secretary_of_HealthEducation_
and Welfare refusing to waive repayment- of an overpayment of social
security benefits. This matter is before the Court on plaintiff's motion for
summary judgment.
Since 1959, plaintiff and her children have been receiving survivor
benefits under the Social Security Act. A child is entitled to benefits until
he reaches the age of 18. If a child continues in regular school attendance, he is entitled to benefits from age 18 to age 22. Plaintiff's daughter, Alice M. Estep, was born January 1, 1953. In June, 1972, she
graduated from high school. She did not thereafter attend school; thus,
she became ineligible_for further benefits in June, 1972. Neither plaintiff
nor her daughter notified the Social Security Administration of the daughter's ineligibility. An overpayment of $1,255.70 resulted.
The administrative law judge made the following findings of fact which
are fully supported by the record before the Secretary:
During the oral hearing, at which the appellant, Ruth K. Munce, and her
attorney, James W. Brown, appeared and participated on October 18, 1974,
Mrs. Munce testified that she actually telephoned the Social Security District
Office and informed them that Alice was no longer in regular school attendance. She stated that she was told by an individual to whom she talked on the

telephone at the district office not to bother them with this information

because they automatically adjust payments to children when they attain age
18, or when they stop going to school after age 18. She could not explain how
anyone could expect the Social Security Administration to know that a child
had discontinued school attendance, unless notification was given. In a questionnaire dated August 3, 1973, the appellant stated "I thought the Social
Security Office made the adjustments themselves when a child reached 18 or
finished school, as they did with the other children." Thus, the appellant's
statements on August 3, 1973 and during the course of the hearing are to the
effect that she believed that she was not required to notify the Social Security
Administration that Alice was no longer in school attendance after June 1972.
The fact remains, however, that Mrs. Munce did send a notice in March of
1971 with respect to the school year ending June 1971. On that notice, she
indicated that Alice was still in full time school attendance; that Alice intended to continue full time school attendance; and that she intended to

14
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continue in full time school attendance through the next school year ending
June 1972. The next notice sent by Mrs. Munce to the Administration contains
no dates and was received by the Administration in April 1973. It shows that
Alice is*not attending school and that she does not intend to attend school.
Upon further inquiry, it developed that June 1972 was the last month in which
Alice attended school, and that, thereafter, she obtained a job.
On the basis of a refund questionnaire *completed by Mrs. Munce, it is
apparent that recovery a!.he overpayment of $1,255.70 would result in some
financial hardship. However, I cannot, under the circumstances of this case,
find that the appellant was without fault in causing the overpayment. On the
contrary, -I specifically find that the appellant knew of her obligation to notify
the Administration that Alice discontinued regular school attendance after
June 1972. I assign no credibility to her assertion that she was informed by
employees of the District Office not to bother them with such information
because they automatically took the proper action in such cases. The fact that
she actually did send notices with respect to Alice's school attendance in
March 1971 and in April 1973 clearly indicates that she knew of her obligation
to report this event, and that she actually did report the events, but not in time
to avoid the overpayment. Consequently, I am persuaded, and I so find, that
the appellant was not without fault in this matter.
By reason of the foregoing, it is mydecision that adjustment orrecoaeffof
the

iscs-airaiiyier&-vyacwr

UndeL the_provisionsof.20-C.F.R-1404.506_the Secretary wilLwaive
recovery of an overpayment if the recipient was "without fault" and the
recovery would either "(1) Defeat the purpose of Title II of the Act of (2)
Be against equity in good conscience." Fault is defined in 20 C.F.R.
§404.507:
"Fault" as used in "without fault" . . . applies only to the individual.
Although the Administration may have been at fault in making the overpayment, that faculoes not relieve the overpaid individual or any other individual
from whom the Administration seeks to recover the overpayment from liability
for repayment if such individual is not without fault. In determining whether
an individual is at fault, the Administration will consider all pertinent circumstances, including his age, intelligence, education, and physical and
mental condition. What constitutes fault . . . on the part of the overpaid
individual . . . depends upon whether the facts show that the incorrect
payment to the individual . . . resulted from:
(a) An incorrect stat6.nent made by the individual which he knew or should
have known to be incorrect; or
(b) failure to furnish information which he knew or should have known to be
material; or
(c) with respect to the overpaid individual only, acceptance of a payment
which he either knew or could have been expected to know was incorrect.

The administrative law judge's determination that plaintiff was not
without fault is supported by substantial evidence. Pluintiff's theory is
that she thought the Social Security Administration would make the
adjustments to the social security payments when the child reached age
18 or finished school. She further states that she was so informed by a
local social security administration office. Assuming these facts to be
true, plaintiff knew that her daughter's benefits should have been terminated in June, 1972 when she quit school. She was merely under the
belief that the Social Security Administration would automatically terminate the payments. When the administration did not, plaintiff then, of
necessity, knew that she had received an overpayment of social security
benefits. Plaintiff, therefore, accepted, the payment on behalf of her
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daughter knowing it to have been incorrect.
WHEREUPON, the Court HOLDS that plaintiff's motion for summary
judgment is without merit, and therefore it is DENIED. The decision of
the Secretarrof Health, Education and Welfare is AFFIRMED.

Survivor's Insurance Benefits
SECTIONS 202(d) and (g) and 205(a) (42 U.S.C. 402(d) and (g) and
405(a))SURVIVOR'S INSURANCE BENEFITS--EVIDENCE OF
DEATHESTABLISHING DATE OF DEATH AFTER ABSENCE OF
SEVEN YEARS
SSR

20-CFRA04.705_

Sullivan v. Weinberger, USDC W.D. OF N.C., C-C-74-167 (4/4175)
TA-71Je-n riiiirrni:Reli:VT4;233-(1975)
The wage earner ran from his home during flood conditions on February 25,
1961, when police arrived after he had shct one of his 12 children in the shoulder.
He was not seen or heard from again, and a State court determined that he died of
drowning on February 25, 1961.

Held: State court ruling as to date of death is not controlling in considering
application for survivor's insurance benefits, and sufficient testimony and evidence
exists to support conclusion that the wage earner did not die on February 25, 1961,
and to support a presumption of death seven years after his disappearance under
SSA Regulations No. 4, section 404.705.

McMillan, District Judge:

Claimant Lola B. Sullivan filed suit on August 12, 1974, for herself
individually, and on behalf of her four minor children as guardian adlit-em. The suit seeks children's benefits under Section 202(d)1) of the
Social Security Act and mother's benefits under Section 202(g)(1). The
issue is the date of death of the wage-carner, Grady Sullivan, husband of
the claimant. The hearing exatniner ruled that the date of dcath should be
presumed to be seven years after the date of Sullivan's disappearance.
Claimants maintain that February 25, 1961, the date of disappearance, is
the proper date of death, and they seek a ruling that they are entitled to
.
benefits as of that date.
The records shows that Grady Sullivan disappeared from his home near

Jefferson, South Carolina, on February 25, 1961. On that date he had
come home intoxicated and, having become upset with the behavior of one

of his twelve ,children, shot her through the shoulder. The police were
summoned and upon their arrival Sullivan ran from the house, never to be
seen or heard from again. A great deal of rain had fallen for several days
prior to Sullivan's disappearance, and the creek close to his home had risen
considerably and flooded some areas. Additionally, thcre was in the vicinity
an old mine hole which was very deep and full of water as a result of the
rain.
On February 17, 1972, Judge J.A. Spruill of the Court of Common Pleas
for Chesterfield County, South Carolina, ruled that Sullivan had died of
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drowning on crabout February 27, 1960. His order was amended by Judge
-Robert W. Hayes 'f 'the .Fourth Judicial Circuit of South Carolina on
February-11, 1974, so as to change the date of death to February 25, 1961.

The court is not bound by the state court's determination of the date of
death.obin -v. United Sates Railroad Retirement Board, 286 F. 2d 480
(6th Cir. -1961); Lahr v. Richardson, 328 F. Stipp. 966 (N. D. Ill. 1971),.
affil, 476=F. 2d 1088 (7th Cir. 1973). The rationale behind this rule was
explained by the court in Nigro v. Hobby, 120 F. Stipp. 16, -19 (D. Neb
1954):
The finding of the probate court does not under the principles of res judicata nor
the principles of collateral estoppel prevent the issue of the time of -the decedent's
death from being considered-and determined by the administrator in thisraction.

The -Federal- Security Administrator was not a party to the Nebraska probate
proceedings and the money sought to be recovered in this action was not part of the

res over which the probate court exercised jurisdiction. The probate decree is,
therefore, not-controlling in this case.

Mrs. Sullivan first filed for survivor,benefits on April 4, 1963, but her
application-was-denied-on-that-and-several-other-occasions-.--A-hearing_dee rmi ned: on _April 25,, 1974, _that_ Sullivan had -not died on -Peb-

..ruary_25,1951.,jbut_that, hh_death_should_be_presumed_to_have_occurred___

seven years liter, on February 25, 1968. The-examiner ordered that the
claimants were entitled to survivor benefits as of the later date, February
25, 1968. The Appeals Council affirmed this decision on July 11, 1974.
-Becausellrs:-Sullivan now lives in-Monroe, North Carolina, in this district,
she stied in this court for review of the determination of the examiner.
Although from the transcript of the hearing one could reasonably conclude that Grady Sullivan had in fact died on February 25, 1961, there is

enough testimony to the contrary to support the "substantial evidence"
standard as interpreted by the Supreme Court in Richardson v. Perales,
402 U.S. 389_(1971). See also Laws v. Celebrezze, 368 F.2d- 640 (4th Cir.
1966). Similarly, there is sufficient evidence to support a presumption of
death seven years after the disappearance, 20 C.F.R. §404.705. Although

claimants are obviously poor people who could certainly use the- extra
money, the record supports the examiner's findings, and the court should
not, with its statutorily limited review, reverse the finding of the hearing
examiner as to the date of Sullivan's death.
For these reasons the court grants the defendant's motion for summary
judgment.
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Applications
SECTIONS 202(d) and 205(j) (42 U.S.C. 402(d) and 405(j))-APPLICATIONSFILING FOR ALL BENEFITS
20 CFR 404.603 and 404.613
7"

"

SSR 76=2

1 1 7 E 7 i P r e v i d e l c e concerning niariidinirs uifeiit with respect to "scope of a° }ipli

cation is statement "I apply for insurance benefits payable to me," held, such
...statementatuulcinot.supportfinding.thatJudOndividual.hadananifested.intent:to.
apply for benefits on behalf of individual for whom such applicant later served as
repreientalive payee.

A question has been raised as to whether the application for a lump-sum
death payment filed by the widower of a deceased wage earner may also

serve as an application for child's insurance benefits on behalf of the
children of the wage earner. Such application contains the following statement:
I hereby apply for the, lump-sum death payment and for any Insurance benefits
payable to me under Title II of the Social Security Act, as amended. (Emphasis
added)

There is no statement on the application form with respect to the identity,
or even the existence, of the subject children.
The preciselquestion was as follows:
The question: presented is whether the application by the widower may be treated as

an application on behalf of one or more of the children since,,ander applicable
regulations, the widower may have been the proper pay to execute an application
on behalf of She children and since benefits for the children may have been `paid' to
the v.-idower, as their representative payee under section 205 j) of the Social Security
Act.

The Social Security Act provides, with exceptions not relevant here, that
to be entitled to a benefit, an individual must file an application therefore.
Thus, section 202(d)(1) of the Social Security Act, as amended, provides
that an individual shall be entitled to a child's insurance benefit if such
indiiidual, inter alia, "has filed application for child's insurance benefits."
The courts have held that a claimant would not meet this "substantive"
requirement for filing an application unless he has, in a manner consistent`
with the Act and regulations, manifested an, intent to claim a- social security
benefit. Bender v. Celebrezze, 332 F,2d 113 (7th Cir., 1964); McNally v.

Fleming, 183 F. Supp. 309 (D.N.J., 1960); Medalia v. Folsom, 135 F.
Supp. 19 (D. Mass., 1955). Thus in instances where a written statement
(which later is perfected by a subsequently executed prescribed form) may
be considered an "application," se tin 404.613 of Social Security Admin-
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istration Regulations No. 4 (20 CS.R. 404.613) provides that such written
statement must indicate an intention on the part of the applicant to claim
monthly benefits. -

The same "filing" requirements must, be met where, under section
404.603 of
No. 4, a ,party other than the claimant files an
application for benefits on behalf of the claimant. The party filing the
application must identify the individual claiming the benefit and manifest in

writing an intent to claim benefits on his behalf.'
Whether an individual intended to claim a social security benefit and the
scope of his application for a benefit are issues of fact which generally must
be = resolved by the -appropriate trier of fact within- the Social- Security
Administration. However, where the only evidence concerning the individual's intent with respect to the scope of his application is the statement
on the-application, ",I apply for benefits payable to me," such statement
wotild not-be ufficient to find that the individual had manifested an intent
to apply- for benefits on- behalf of another individual, even though the
applicauLcouMla.ve.been.,!,tpaidLbenefits_as..the_representative.payeefor____
such other individual had such other individual later become entitled to -a
s_

henefit.2

First, the statement "I apply for benefits payable to me," would not, by

itself, indicate that the individual filing the application is acting in a
representative capacity. Without any such indication, it is assumed that the
individual is acting:on his own behalf. Unless SSA finds on- the basis of
other contemporaneous evidence that the applicant manifested an intent to

apply for benefits in a representative capacity, an application with a
statement thereon like that involved here may serve only as an application
for the individual who filed it.
Further, while benefits may be "paid" in limited circumstances to the
representative payee of an entitled individual under section 205(j), such
payee does not thereby become entitled to such benefits and such benefits
may- not be considered to be benefits "payable to him." Under the provisions of section 202(d) of the Act, it is clear that, whether the child files the
application himself or the filing is done by another person acting on behalf
of the child, the child legally is the person "entitled" to child's insurance

benefits and such benefits are "payable" to the- child rather than to its
parent or to any other person acting on the child's behalf. This is manifest
' The only category of benefits where an individual other than the claimant commonly must
execute an application on behalf of the claimant is child's insurance benefits. Thus, the legend
on the application for child's insurance benefits reads as follows:

"I hereby apply, on behalf of the child or children listed in item 3 below, for allinsurance benefits payable to them under Title II of the Social Security Act, as amended.
(If you are applying on your own behalf, answer the questions on this form with respect

to yourself.)"
Where a proper party has filed on behalf of a claimant one of the prescribed application forms
other than the form for child's insurance benefits, that party must indicate on the application
form that he is filing in a representative capacity. Such process is described in Claims Manual
section 2030. Otherwise, there would be no basis for SSA to find that such applicant had filed
the application on behalf of another person in addition to, or instead of, himself.
2 -For such entitlement, other requirements would, of couree, have to be met: the individual
applying would have to be a proper party to apply on behalf of such other individual under
section 404.603 of Reguktions No. 4, and such other individual would have to meet all other
entitlement requirements at a time within the life of the purported application.
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from a reading of section 202(d) and of section 205(j), which concerns
representative payment. Section 205(j) provides:
(j) When it appears to the Secretary that the interest of an applicant entitled to a
payment would be served thereby, certification of payment may be made, regardless
of the legal competency or incompetency of the individual entitled thereto, either for

direct payment to such applicant, or forhis use and benefit to a relative or some
other person,

And, finally, even if the words "I apply for benefits payable to me" could

be interpreted-to mean that the applicant was filing in a representative
capacity for-an individual on whose behalf the applicant may have been
"paid " benefils as the individual's representative payee, such words would
not indicate with any certainty the identity of the purported "claimant." A
determination concerning when to institute representative payment and
who to Select as the representative payee- is ultimately within the sound
discretion of the Secretary. (Section 205(j) of the Act provides only that the
Secretary "may" institute representative payment and implicitly that he
"may" select one individual from several potential payees where it appears
to hiiti Mirt h-e-lifterest of-ariapplicaby titled!to-- =a-payment-would-be`- --served thereby.) If the only manner in which an undisclosed claimant could
--be-identified-for-purposes-of-the- " substantive -' application-requirement- -would= be through -the selection, of another person as his representative
payee, (such selection being within the discretion of the Secretary) and if
such "other" individual would not be selected until the claimant had been
determined to be entitled, it would follow that an application for benefits by
a "potential" payee for an undisclosed claimant would never sufficiently
identify the claimant to serve as an application on behalf of the claimant.
Accordingly, on the basis of the foregoing, if the only evidence manifesting the applicant's intent is the statement on his application, "I apply for
insurance benefits payable to me," such applicant has not filed for benefits
on behalf of another individual.

SECTION 202(b) (1) (A) and 202(d) (1) (A) (42 U.S.C. 402(b) (1) (A)
and 402(d) (1) (A))APPLICATIONSINTENT TO FILE
SSR 76-30

20 CFR 404.613

The wage earner specified in written statement that he did not wish to file
for benefits on behalf of his dependents because he had "no immediate plans of
retliement." Under applicable provisions of Social Security Act, it would not
have been in the interest of the dependents to delay filing for benefits solely because of wage earner's retirement plans. HELD, the written statement raises suffi-

dent doubt about wage earner's intent with respect to filing for benefits on
behalf of his dependents which doubt is to be resolved in favor of finding intent
to file that such statement indicated such intention, as required by Regulations
No. 4, section 404.613 (b) .

A question has been raised concerning a written statement which was
made by the wage earner on behalf of his wife and child. 'Such statement
' The statement was included on the wage earner's application for retirement insurance
benefits. In addition to the statement, the wage -earner makes specific reference on the
application to his wife and his son.
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readt-as follows:

"I:do not wish to file for [my) wife and child now since I have no immediate plans, of retirement"
The4peCific issue raised was whether the quoted statement would qualify
as -a written - statement which indicates an intention to claim benefits on -behalf of another person as required by Regulations No. 4, section 404.613 (b) .2
SectiOns 202(b) (1) (A) and 202(d) (1) (A) prescribe the application requirements-fakWifeiS and child's benefits respectively. In each t;ase the individiial must-have "filed application for . . . benefits." Sectionv404.613 of
Social._ Security Administration Regulations- No. 4- sets forth the- circumstances:under which a written statement (rather than a prescribed application
fern]) May be considered to be an application for monthly = benefits. Section
404.613 -also indicates the circumstances -under which a- person other than

the claimant may file a written- statement on behalf of the claimants In

describing ilie,type of written statement necessary, section -404.613 (b) prescrihes_that the statement must "[indicate] an intention to claim on-behalfof'-another perscin monthly benefits." (Emphasis supplied.) While section

404:613Abitiiiierniike-explicit

to aigbtful intents," it clearly

does riot- preclude SSA from finding an intent to file where-a-written.state---mentraises-doubrab7oUrMiln-diVidiial'riiitFnTto file."Seatibii7404:61314(1)
:provides,in pertinent part, that once a written statement has been received,
notice =in- writing shall be sent to the claimant- (or where the claiinant is a
minor or incompetent, to the person submitting the Written statement on
his behalf), stating that an initial determination will be made with respect
to such written- statement if a prescribed application form is filed with SSA
within 6 months from the date of the notice. Thus, if any doubt concerning
an individual's intent' to claim benefits on behalf of another has been manifested by a written statement, such doubt could be _resolved by ,giving the
individual- the opportunity to file a prescribed application form within 6
,months froth the date of SSA's notice. The foregoing interpretation has been
explicitly adopted as part of SSA's operating proCedures. These procedures
provide that-if-some doubt exists about intent to file, the doubt should be
resolved by finding an intent to file.
In light of the foregoing conclusions pertaining to the requisite intent
for purposes of the application requirement, the sole issue remaining to be
resolved with respect to the subject wage earner's statement is whether it

didlin-fact raise doubt about his intent to file on behalf of his wife and
child. The only evidence concerning the wage earner's intent with respect
to the purported filing for his wife and child was the statement previously

quoted-and specific reference to his wife and child (see footnote 1 -) on the'It does not -appear that an individual could -meet the application requirement for
monthly benefits by manifesting an intent couched in terms of a future contingency. The
regulatory scheme implementing the statutory application requirement does not authorize
the Social Security Administration to hold in abeyance a purported application or written
statement until' the Social Security Administration has been able to verify the occurrence
of some futUre event designated by the individual in such application or statement.

'Underthe facts raised here, the subject wage earner would -be permitted to file a

written statement of intent on behalf of his spouse and his son. Section 404.613(b) (2) Wand (ii), of Social Security- Administration Regulations No. 4. Thus, if the Social Se.
curity Administration finds that his statement manifested the requisite intent to -claim
beiefiti, such statement may serve as application for both spouse and son.
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wage earner's application. The written statement indicates that the wage
earner's =sole reason for not wishing to file for benefits was his concern
that his retirement plans would in some way make it disadvantageous for
him to file or at least nullify any advantages that may arise from the filing.
This simply is not the case, however. It clearly would have been advantageous under applicable provisions of the Social Security Act for him to
have filed regardless of his retirement plans.

If a wage earner files an application on behalf of his dependents within
one year of the month of their initial eligibility for benefits- (henceforth
referred to as a "timely" filing) his dependents are assured of receiving
all benefit payments which are not precluded by the annual earnings test
(or by another deduction or nonpayment provision) for the duration of
their entitlement. Such assurance is quite important due to the many uncertainties inherent in- the application of the annual earnings =test * and the
possibility that the wage earner may- not be diligent in applying for bene-

fits once it appears that such test will no longer preclude payments. Further, a timely filing by dependents can- sometimes work to the advantage
in the appliCation Of the annual earnings test. NeivTfeilliffer
of
dependents increase the amount of the family's benefits against which work
deanctibnimay jlie linpoSid:ThiiS, insutife iinitnifeei, a 'family with -en,
titled dependents may be able to receive henefits for part of a year even
though no benefits would have been payable to- the wage earner if solely
he were entitled. While it is generally to the advantage of both wage earner
and dependents for the dependents to make a timely application, we are
aware of no countervailing disadvantages associated with a timely filing
under the circumstances present here.

Accordingly, since it would not- have been in the interest of the wage
earner's dependents to have their filing delayed solely because of the wage
earner's retirement plans and since the wage earner indicated in his written
statement that the absence of plans to retire was the basis for his purported
wish not to file, the written statement may be viewed by SSA as raising

doubt about the wage earner's intent to file and that SSA may find that
the wage earner did intend to file as required by section 404.613 (b) .5

"Uncertainties" which affect the imposition of work deductions include changes in the
level of the wage earner's annual earnings as-well as fluctuations in earnings from month
to month during the year, changes in the number of individuals who are entitled on his
account, statutory changes affecting the nature of the test itself. Uncertainties such as
these make it difficult for individuals to predict whether benefits otherwise payable to
them or their dependents would be precluded by the test.
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit held that a written statement which
closely paralleled the written statement made here qualified under section 404.613(a) as
a filed "written statement . . .that indicates an intention to claim monthly benefits."
Widermann v. Richardson, 451 F.2d 1228 (2d Cir., 1971).
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SECTION 209(g) (2) (42 U.S.C. 409(g) (2) )EMPLOYMENTWAGE
EXCLUSION FOR DOMESTIC SERVICECONSTITUTIONALITY

20 CFR 404.1027M and ca

SSR 76-12c

FISHER, et a/ v SECY OF HEALTHtEDUCATION, AND WELFARE, et
USCA, 7th Cir., 522F 2d -493 -( -1975)
Where claimant alleged that- the minimum earnings- requirement, excluding
earnings of less than $50 -a quarter for domestic service from a single ernployer, discriminated against certain domestic workers who were alleged to be
an identifiable minority group, an identifiable sexual group, and an identifiable
economic group-of poor wage earners, Held, a legislative classification may not

be found invalid without -a showing that Congress intended to discriminate
and such intent may not be inferred from allegation that Congress knew or
should have= known that the class was composed principally of- minority mem-

hers. Further held, the requirement has a sufficiently rational basis in covering regularly employed- domestic workers despite fact, recognized by the
Congress, that some such workers (e.g., those employed by several employers
for a few days per quarter) would be excluded from the classification.
PELL, CIRCUIT JUDGE:

This is an appeal -from a judgment of the district court affirming the
decision of the_Secretary of the United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare denying compensation insofar as plaintiff's complaint
sought review of that decision and dismissing the remainder of -the complaint. Plaintiff 1 -is a black woman who worked for various persons as a
domestic servant until July 1966. She worked as a dishwasher at a -hotel
froth July of 1966 until October 1968 at which time she was injured while
working. Her complaint- alleges that this injury resulted in her becoming
disabled within the meaning of various subsections of the Social Security
Act. 42 U.S.C. § 423; 20 C.F.R. § 404.15011!. She filed a claim under 42

U.S.C. § 401ff. Her claim was denied by the hearing examiner of the
Social Security Administration (now Administrative Law Judge; hereinafter ALJ) on the grounds that she failed to establish eligibility for dimbility compensation by showing the requisite earnings during'the preceding
40 quarters, principally because of a lack of showing of compensation of
at least $50.00 per quarter for sufficient quarters from a single employer for
the period during which she worked as a domestic employee. 42 U.S.C.
§§ 423(c) (1) (b) (i), 409 (g) (2).2Sej also 26 U.S.C. § 3121(a) (7) (B).
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The Appeals Council affirmed this decision, and plaintiff filed this action
for review under 42 U.S.C. § 405(g) in addition to seeking other relief.
Count I of plaintiff's complaint alleges that the conclusions of the ALI
were not supported by substantial evidence. On appeal she argues that the
AIJ applied too strict a standard in determining that plaintiff had not met
her burden. In Count II of the complaint,_plaintiff alleges, that the Secretary
of the Treasury and his delegate (the Commissioner of 'Internal Revenue)
have failed "to compel, to attempt to compel, or to take prudent measures to
compel" thercollection of the employment- tax. Plaintiff seeks mandamus
relief to compel the collection of the employment tax on domestic workers'
salaries if the $50.00 per employer per quarter limitation is declared unconstitutional or mandamus to compel the Commissioner to require reporting
of all domestic workers' wages" paid if the limitations are upheld. See 26
U.S.C. § 3121(a)_(7) (b). Count III of the complaint seeks a permanent

injunction against the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue enjoining them from enforcing the one employer earnings
requirement against black citizens. She alleges --ibiltthese prOvistons aie
void because:
"they-segregate-a-certain class of all-employees-by race and-status
to be denied disability insurance under the Social Security Actand therefore -deny them civil and human rights inhering in the
due process clause of U.S. Const. Amends. V, XIII and XIV, and
freedom from slavery and servitude guaranteed by U.S. Const.
Amend. XIII. These irrational, arbitrary conditions . .. perpetuate
bondage and peonage, forbidden by terms of U.S. Const. Amend.
XIII and the Anti-Peonage Act. 42-U.S.C.A. 1994- (1969)."
Counts II and_III are brought as a- class action. The complaint was later
amended-to ask for a declaration that the minimum earnings requirement
during a certain number of quarters as such was unconstitutional and for
an injunction against its enforcement. The complaint was also amended to

plead that domestic workers are an identifiable black racial group, an
identifiable sexual group of women, and an identifiable economic group of
poor wage-earners. On appeal, plaintiff argues that the district court erred

in dismissing each count and also erred in not convening a three-judge
court. The plaintiff urges us to decide the constitutional question rather than
remanding for a three-judge court to be constituted. According to plaintiff,

all the facts needed for us to decide this portion of the case are matters
of- public- record.
I.

Sufficiency of Evidence

We must uphold the decision of the Secretary if it is supported by sub.
stantial evidence. 42 U.S.C. § 405(g). In his opinion the AU stated:
"Following the expiration of the statue of limitations with respect to any
'Sometime= subsequent to the filing of her complaint but prior to the judgment, in
the district court, Eula Mae Fisher died. This -fact came to the attention of the gm,
ernmental defendants through the filing of a death claim by her husband. Upon motion
of the defendants, the husband as administrator of the estate was substituted in this
court as party plaintiff. For convenience of reference, however, in this opinion we have
treated the matter as though Mrs. Fisher continues as the active claimant.
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year the absence of any entry of the Secretary's records as to the
wages- alleged to have been paid by an employer to an individual
during any period in such year shall be presumptive evidence that no
such alleged wages were paid to such individual in such period."
This quotation is an accurate paraphrase (almost a quotation) of 42 U.S.C.
§ 405(c) (4) (B) and 20 C.F.R. § 404.804, under which the ALJ was required to evaluate the evidence.
As a part of his evaluation of the evidence, the ALI stated:
"Since in the instant case -there is no showing of- wages on the individual's earnings record for the periods in question, the evidence
required to prove the alleged wages must be substantial and of probalive value and must clearly establish both -the amount of wages paid
and the time of payment. Moreover, the evidence necessary to establish
'these wages for a period in a year or years when the statutory limitation has expired must also be sufficient to overcome the statutory presumption that no such wages were paid.
fciirdliefii re
ilord" of Pat-air or Oc
sive evidence to substantiate the claithant's allegations of wages paid
during the perioll'involved: Since the Claimant has'been unable to meet
the burden of proof and has failed to furnish adequate evidence of
alleged- wages paid to establish additional quarters of coverage, the
hearing examiner is constrained to conclude that the claimant lacks the
necessary- quarters of coverage to be fully insured and that she is not
entitled to disability insurance benefits." (Italics added.)
Plaintiff argues that the italicized phrases show that the ALJ required
her to meet too heavy a burden of proof and that he ignored her testimony.
She principally relies on Breeden v. Weinberger. 493 F.2d 1002 (4th Cir.
1974), and Kephart v. Richardson, 505 F.2d 1085 (3d Cir. 1974).
The consideration of these cases takes us on the customarily difficult
journey on the shimmering semantical sands involved when an effort is
made to put into words the concept of the dispositive effect of a presump-

tion when the determiner of ultimate fact also has before him other
evidence.

In Breeden the court reversed a decision in which he ALJ and the district

court had required the claimant to prove her case by "clear and con
vincing evidence." The Fourth Circuit held that the presumption did not
alter the burden of proof requirement that claimant need only prove his
administrative claim by a preponderance of the evidence. The court further
held, however, that the statutory presumption here involved did not vanish
when contradictory evidence was introduced under the Thayer "bursting
bubble" theory of presumptions, but rather that the presumption would
survive the offering of contradictory evidence and could thereafter consti
tute substantial evidence that no wages were paid. 493 F.2d at 1007.
Upon the basis of the evidence in the case before it, which evidence need
not be repeated here, the Fourth Circuit concluded that the administrative
decision was not supported by substantial evidence. A reading of the opinion
makes it obvious-that a substantial motivating factor in the court's decision
was the arbitrary rejection of evidence by both the AU and the Appeals
Council. It, of course, can scarcely be contended that the statutory presump
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tion should be the basis for rejecting consideration of evidence simply
because it is contrary to that created by the presumption.
In Kephart -the Third Circuit reversed and remanded for further proceedings -the denial of a claim on the grounds that the ALT had applied
too strict a standard in requiring "substantial evidence . . . sufficient to
rebut the presumption of validity accorded by law to the Secretary's wage

records." 505 F.2d at 1088. The court recognized that the Wigmore
(Thayer) theory of presumptions did not apply to this statutory presumption but held that it is merely one evidentiary factor to be weighed along
with other evidence. The court also stated, 505 F.2d at 1089, that it saw
nothing in the statute which required the claimant to -rebut the negative
condition of- the records by "substantial evidence," citing on a "cf." basis
Thacker v. Gardner, 268 F. Supp. 663 (W.D. Va.), aff'd, 387 F.2d 387
(4th Cir. 1967), cert. denied, 390 U.S. 1017. We note that although the
court denied the need for corroboration of the claimant's testimony if the
ALJ found his testimony credible, in Kephart the claimant's testimony was
in- fact - corroborated -br- his -wife- and.. three. other .persons.. Corroboration-of

testimony can, of course,_be a strong factor in minimizing doubts an ALJ
might_haveYegarding4a_claimant's_ testimony.

The defendants in the present case in support of the determination below
rely in part upon Thacker, supra. However, in Breeden the court stated that
it "did not necessarily approve the district court's- apparent insistence on
`positive evidence.' " The court went on- to state that its per curiam opinion
affirming in Thacker merely noted that there was substantial evidences supporting the administrative decision and that the evidence in that case was
far weaker than in the present case. 493 F.2d at 1005 n.3.
In final analysis it appears to us that we have.to determine whether the
italicized words in the ALJ's evaluation of the evidence so clearly indicate
that an incorrect standard was in fact applied as to cause us to determine
ultimately that his decision was not supported by substantial evidence.
Having carefully studied the ALJ's opinion, we cannot conclude that he
applied an improper standard in evaluating plaintiff's claim. While it may
not be necessary for there to be substantial or positive evidence specifically
rebutting the statutory presumption before the ALJ can find for claimant,
there must be substantial evidence in the record as a whole supporting his
decision or it is subject to attack -on appeal. 42 U.S.C. § 405(g). As we

read his entire opinion, the ALJ was doing no more than stating this
proposition when he referred to evidence that is "substantial and of probative value." Evidence, of course, cannot be substantial if it is not of
probative value. Both Breeden and Kephart were factually much stronger
cases for the claimants than this case.
Similarly we cannot find that the ALJ ignored plaintiff's testimony. His
discussion of the evidence shows that he was aware of her contentions even

though he found neither "factual" nor "conclusive" evidence supporting
her claim. In context it appears he was doing no more than stating that he
did not credit her testimony. Some of the ALJ's characterization language
is perhaps unfortunate. Ordinarily one would not say that the record was
"void of factual or conclusive evidence" as meaning that there was evidence

(here by the claimant) which was found not to be credible. While this
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would not seem to be an accurate equation, nevertheless, we can reach no
conclusion other than the ALJ considering all of- the evidence before him,
including that-of the claimant, found her testimony sufficiently lacking in
credibility to overcome the affirmative evidence of lack of requisite payment when considered in the context of the statutory presumption. We
agree with Breeden that the presumption did not evaporate. 493 F.2d at
1007.

We have no basis for doubting the verity of the ALI's statement that he
had carefully considered the very excellent brief submitted by Mrs. Fisher's
o n e , "the depositions he furnished from former employers of the claim-

ant and from Mrs. Fisher, as well as numerous statements from former
employers." On these bases, he found that Mrs. Fisher had failed "to furnish
adequate evidence" and he was therefore constrained to conclude that she
lacked the necessary quarters of coverage. (Emphasis added.)
Plaintiff, however, argues that the opposing evidence of the employers
was conclusory and contradictcry, ,principally in that the witnesses stated

little more than that they did not pay Mrs. Fisher more than $50.00 per
quarter. This, however, is a factual matter in which lay witnesses are
dealing only with amounts susceptible of precise mathematical determinetion. Also some of the evidence was more specific than the general denial of

the requisite amount. We cannot assume that the ALJ in evaluating the
employer's testimony would not have been aware of an underlying motiva-

tion to be forgetful if an employer had in fact not filed returns and paid
taxes which he legally was required to do.
The question is not whether we would have reached the same conclusion
as did the AU if we had been the trier of fact. Our sole inquiry is whether
his decision is supported by substantial evidence. We cannot say, that it is
not.

Constitutionality

II.

Jurisdiction
While this case was under advisement, the Supreme Court decided Weinberger v. Salfi, .... U.S. ...., 43 U.S. L.W. 4985 (June 26, 1975), which
calls to our attention a serious question regarding our jurisdiction to consider the constitutional claims, an issue which was not raised, briefed or
argued. The complaint alleges jurisdiction for the class action- claims
"through U.S. Const. Amends. V, XIII, and XIV and 28 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1331
(a), 1343 (4),1_46 (a) (2), 1361, 2201, 2202, and 2282."
The third sentence of 42 U.S.C. § 405 (h) provides: "No action against
the United States, the Secretary, or any officer or employee thereof shall
A.

be brought under section 41 of Title 28 to recover on any claim arising
under this subchapter." Prior to the 1948 recodification of Title 28, § 41
included the jurisdictional provisions which are now contained, inter alia,
in §§ 1331 (a), 1343 (4), and 1346(a) '2). Therefore these sections cannot provide jurisdiction against the enumerated officers. Section 1361 provides jurisdiction in the nature of mandamus to compel officers and em
ployees of the United States to perform their duty. The only mandamus
relief sought is against the Secretary of the Treasury and the Commissioner
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of Internal Revenue. This section does not provide jurisdiction to hear the
constitutional-challenges. The mandamus issue is treated in part III, infra.
Sections 2201. and 2202 provide authorization- for the federal courts to

grant declaratory relief. They do not provide an independent basis for
jurisdiction. Skelly Oil Co. v. Phillips Petroleum Co., 339 U.S. 667, 671
(1950). Section 2282 only provides that a constitutional challenge to a
federal- statute seeking injunctive relief must be heard by a three-judge
court. Thus, under Salfi, we hold that there was no jurisdiction as to the
class action claims against the Secretary of-Health, Education, and Welfdrz.
Salfi.makes it clear that this court has jurisdiction to consider Mrs. Fisher's
constitutional claim. Whether an injunction- would be = proper relief under
§ 408 (g) was not decided by the Supreme Court in Salfi. 43 U.S.LW. at
4989 n.8. Because of our decision regarding the insubstantiality of Mrs.
Fisher's constitutional claim, we need not reach the question of the propriety of injunctive relief. The claims which were sought to be asserted as
class-actions against the Secretary of the Treasury and the Commissioner
of- Internal Revenue are in no better position than those of Mrs. Fisher
against the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, which individual
claims we must decide. See 26 U.S.C. § 7421.
B.

Equal,Protection and Due Process

In determining whether plaintiff's constitutional claims were properly
disniissed, we must accept the allegations of the complaint as true. Conley v.
Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 45-46 (1957) . In Sheehan v. Scott,
F.2d
No. -74 -1281 (7th Cir. July 22, 1975), we recently restated the standard for

determining whether a single judge can dismiss a claim which would be
required to be heard by a three-judge court, quoting from Idletald BOn
Voyage Liquor Corp. v. Epstein, 370 U.S. 713, 715 (1962) :
"When an application for a statutory three-judge court- is addressed
to a district court, the court's- inquiry is appropriately limited to- determining whether the constitutional question raised is substantial, whether

the complaint at least formally alleges a basis for equitable relief and
Whether the case presented otherwise comes within the requirements
of the three-judge statute." Slip opinion at 3. CI Wojcik v. Levitt,
F.2d ...., No. 74-1661 (7th Cir. April 9, 1975).

The Social Security Act originally excluded domestic workers froin
coverage entirely. Azt of August 14, 1935, ch. 531, § 210 -(b) (2), 49 Stat.
625. In 1950 the Act was amended to cover domestic employees if they
,earned $50.00 per quarter from a particular employer and worked at least
24 days for that employer. Act of August 28, 1950, ch. 809, § 104 (a), 64
Stat. 493. The present section was enacted in 1954. Act of September 1,
1954, ch. 1206 § 101 (a) (1) , 68 Stat. 1052.
In the- early cases of Carmichael v. Southern Coal Co., 301 U.S. 495
(1937), and Steward Machine Co. v. Davis, 301 U.S. 548 (1937), a Social
Security Act sponsored State Unemployment Compensation Act and the Social Security Act itself were held constitutional agairst attacks which raised
Fourteenth Amendment and Fifth Amendment issues of equal protection and
due process arising, inter alio, from the exemption -for domestic workers.
The Social Security Act was similarly challenged and upheld after the 1950
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domestic servant provisions became effective. Abney v. Campbell, 206 F.2d

836 (5th Cir. 1953), cert. denied, 346 U. S. 924 (1954). None of these
cases, however, involved claims of racial, economic, or sexual discrimination.
Recently the agricultural workers exclusion from coverage was challenged
on the gri ands that any justifiable basis it might originally have had was
no longer valid. Romero v. Hodgson, 319 F. Supp. 1201 (N.D. Calif. 1970),
affd, 403 US. 901 (1971). The court upheld the validity of the exclusion,
applying the-"any conceivable set of facts" test stating that under-inclusive
classifications are particularly resistant to judicial challenge. Courts do not

require the state to remedy all aspects of a problem or none at all. No
allegation of racial, sexual, or economic discrimination was made in the
lower court. The agricultural exclusion was also challenged in Doe v.
Hodgson, 344 F. Supp. 964 (S.D.N.Y. 1972), affd (with opinion), 478
F.2d 537 (2d Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 1096. -In Doe the argument
was made that the exclusion was racially discriminatory because agricultural workers were "overwhelmingly black and chicano." 344 F. Supp. at

966. The lower court denied the petition to convene a three-judge court
noting that the same racial argument had been made in the Jurisdictional
Statement to the Supreme Court in Romero. The Second Circuit affirmed
without placing emphasis on the Jurisdictional Statement.
While there has been some lack of clarity as to the exact effect of a summary affirmance or a dismissal -for want of a substantial federal question by

the Supreme Court, we are constrained by the recent decision in Hicks v.
Miranda, . .... U.S.
, 43 U.S.L.W. 4857, 4860 (June 24, 1975), to
deem this -court bound-by summary decisions of the Supreme Court until
informed that we are not. However, the plaintiff argues that the present
case nevertheless- is not controlled- by Romero-Doe because of several distinguishing features: the domestic worker classification is claimed to be
particularly suspect because as a class this type of worker reflects all three
suspect classifications of race, sex, and economics; and the agricultural
workers were totally excluded from coverage while domestic workers purport to be covered but are subject to much more stringent standards for
qualifying than are other covered employees. We therefore deem it advisable
to review the applicable law.
Much- of our analysis is in the terms argued by plaintiff of the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Since this case involves a
challenge to a federal statute, the Fourteenth Amendment is not directly
implicated. Nevertheless, where a federal statute meets the equal protection
tests under the Fourteenth Amendment, it is perforce consistent with the
due process clause of the Fifth Amendment. Richardson v. Belcher, 404'
Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497, 499 (1954).
U.S. 78, 81 (1971) ;
Racial classifications are, of course, inherently suspect. McLaughlin v.
Florida, 379 U.S. 184 (1964). Plaintiff argues that sexual and economic
classifications are subject to similar scrutiny. If we found discrimination
and the government attempted to justify the classifications, then we would
have to face this issue. First, however, plaintiff must show an intent to
discriminate.

Plaintiff places heavy reliance on statistics which she alleges show that
domestic workers are a class of poor, black women. Nevertheless, she cor-
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reedy admits that statistical disproportion in a class drawn in social welfare
legislation is not a sufficient basis to declare the statute void. Some showing
of- intent is required, but it is unclear from prior cases exactly what that
showing must be.

In Jefferson v. Hackney, 406 U.S. 535 (1972), plaintiffs challenged a
percentage reduction system which lowered Aid to Families with Dependent

Children (AFDC) benefits to a larger extent than other aid programs.
Statistics showed -that ir much larger percentage of AFDC recipients were
black or chicano -than the recipients of the other programs. The district
court found that welfare officials did not know the racial make up of the
categories of recipients and that the reduction was not the result of racial
or ethnic prejudice. Citing Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U.S. 471 (1970),
the Court reaffirmed that a state does not violate the equal protection clause
merely because the classifications made by its laws are imperfect. It held:
"So long as its judgments are rational, and not invidious, the legislature's- efforts to tackle the problems of the poor and the needy are not
subject to a constitutional straitjacket." 406 U.S. at 546.
A similar challenge was made to a three-judge court in Stanley v. Brown,

313 F. Supp. 749 (W.D. Va. 1970). The plaintiffs argued that a ceiling
on AFDC benefits was invalid. The ceiling had been placed on the program

oily a year after a- study showed that the majority of AFDC recipients
were black. It was also claimed that Virginia had a history of discrimination- against black people in other ways. The court noted that there was no
overt discrimination and refused to infer discrimination. The court found
the reasons for the ceiling were sufficient to uphold it. A similar result on
similar -facts was reached in Ward v. Winstead, 314 F. Supp. 1225 (N.D.
Miss. 1970), appeal dismissed, 400 U.S. 1019 (1971) (three-judge court).
Plaintiff argues that intent should be found where it can be shown that
Congress knew or should have known that a class was composed principally
of minority members. In so arguing plaintiff suggests the analogies of
school desegregation cases and juror selection cases. E.g:, United States v.
Board of School Commissioners, 474 F.2d 81 (7th Cir. 1973), cert denied,
413 U.S. 920; Avery v. Georgia, 345 U.S. 559 (1953). As we read the
school &segregation cases, more than mere knowledge is required. In
Board of School Commissioners, for example, it was the consistent pattern
of actions which resulted in this court finding intentional discrimination.
In the jury cases the opportunity to discriminate combined with knowledge
of potential jurors' race has been held sufficient to show discrimination at
least where statistically improbable panels result.

In her reply brief, plaintiff cites Clark v. Universal Builders, Inc., 501
F.2d 324 (7th Cir. 1974), cert, denied,
U.S
, 43 U.S.L.W. 3349,
and Norwalk CORE v. Norwalk Redevelopment Agency, 395 F.2d 920 (2d

Cir. 1968). Both are housing cases, and as plaintiff states in her original
brief, they are inappropriate models for that reason. In areas such as h ousing rights, where Congress has acted, courts may find intent o be inferred
from a showing of discriminatory effects alone.

No case has b'en cited to us which ad p s plaintiff's far-reaching theory

as applied to a,;i3lature or C gress. Under her theory any classification
could be challeN,A1 if ny data was available, whether Congress was aware
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of it or not, which showed that a class contained a high percentage of
minorities. That this is not the law follows from Jefferson v. Hackney;
supra. Even though the district court found that welfare- officials did not
Ittioiv the racial makeup, of the AFDC recipients, they should have known=
it because they could-have taken a survey or perhaps someone had collected
the data. As the'Supreme Court said in Jefferson:
"The- acceptance of appellant's constitutional theory would render suspect,each difference in-treatment among the grant classes, however lacking in .racial motivation and however otherwise rational the treatment
might be." 406 U.S. at 548.
We now -must consider whether the statute has a sufficient rational basis
under the test of Dandridge v. Williams, supra: "A statutory discrimination
wilLnot be set aside if ally state of facts reasonably may be conceived to
justify it." 397 U.S. at 485. A statute is not unconstitutional because the
legislature deterthined to make reforms- one step at -a tune. Williamson v.
Lee Optical, 348 -U.S. -483- (1955); Romero, supra. The legislative history of
the domestic worker provisions of the Social Security Act shows such a pattern.
The,Seriate Report on the 1950 amendments to -the Social Security Act
shows that Congress was concerned about domestic employees but was also
coneetned=t4ith.thedifficulties associated with their coverage. The committee
report stated:

"4. Employees in domestic service.This group, whose need for the
protection of social insurance -is very great, is not covered under present
law. They have been excluded mainly because of the administrative difficulties which were believed- to be involved in their coverage. Your committee is convinced thas regularly employed domestic workers can- now
be covered without undue 'administrative difficulties. Domestic servants
in private homes, other than those on farms operated for profit, would-be
covered with_ respect to their services in a calendar quarter for a particular employer if they earned at least $50 in cash wages and either (a)
worked at least24 days for that- employer in the current quarter or (b)
'had worked for the employer on 24 days or more and had earned cash
'ages of SZO or more in the preceding quarter. Under this definition of a
"regular " worker, most- non-farm-domestic employees who are hired on
a weekly or monthly basis _will be covered, while most part-time workers,

and all casual or intermittent workers, will be excluded from cover
age.
*

*

*

id*

On the other hand, the 26day requirement was reduced to 24 days
to,permit,coverage of the domestic worker who has 'a twicaaweek job,'
but who misses 1 or 2 days in a 3-month period." Sen. Rep. No. 1669,
81st Cong., 2d Sess., 2 U.S. Code Cong. Serv. 3287, 3302 (1950).
We note that-the-administrative difficulties would be =much greater in collecting tax from employers of domestic workers, who probably are more
numerous than their employees, than collecting tax -from industrial employers, who typically employ a substantial number of employees. The
expenses of collection could conceivably equal or exceed the tax collected.
3 -1
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In addition it would be unfair to persons who only worked occasionally to
collect tax from them when there was little hope that they would ever be
eligible- for coverage. The report also shows that Congress was not being
arbitrary in choosing a 24-day requirement.
In 1954- Congress further expanded coverage. It had experimented with
coverage of domestic workers and presumably determined that less rigid
restrictions would sufficiently serve its purposes. It stated:
"[The amendment] would delete the unnecessary and complicated requirement of present law limiting the coverage of domestic workers to
those who work for a single employer on 24 days during a calendar
quarter., The simplified- test of- coverae for domestic services in private
homes-provided by the bill would cover, during the course of a year,
about 250,000 more household workers than does the present law. It
would also afford additional coverage for from 50,000 to 100,000 workers
who under present law are covered on some but not all of their domestic
jobs.
"More of -the domestic workers who would continue to be excluded
from coverage would- be students, housewives, and others who spend
comparatively little time working for pay. Under the bill almost 90 percent of the persons whose major- activity is domestic employment would
be covered." Sen. Rep. No. 1987, 83d Cong., 2d-Sess., 3 U.S. Code Cong.
and Admin. News 3710, 3717 (1954).
Thus, Congress realized that not all regularly employed domestic workers
were covered, such as those who are employed by several employers for a
few days a quarter, but nevertheless determined the class it wished to cover.
A law is not invalid because a classification made by the legislature is
imperfect. Jefferson, supra.
Finally, it appears that the statistics which the plaintiff- stresses at great
length stop short of refuting the legislative expression that those who would
noliiiigef-have coverage would be a minimal group not primarily concerned
with the matter of making a living from the performance of domestic work.
The thrust of the plaintiff's statistics is that -the chief component human
group in the domestic worker segment of the labor market are poor black
women. We have no reason to believe this may not be so but the statistics
tendered to us did not go forward to show that any significant number of
those who engaged in this manner of earning a livelihood were deprived of
coverage by virtue of quarterly coverage requirement. Lack of coverage
resulting from the failure to report whether because of the employer not
wanting to do so or the reluctance of the employee to become involved in
reporting her wages to the government is no basis for holding the classification as established to be in violation of the constitution.
C. Irrebutabie Presumption

Plaintiff argues that the legislative history shows that Congress' purpose
in enacting the limitations on coverage was to cover regularly employed
domestic servants and that it was improper for Congress to presume irrebutably that anyone who did not meet the statutory standards was not
regularly employed.
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The Supreme Court rejected a very similar argument regarding a Miniznurn period of marriage requirement of a different section of the Social
Security- Act-in 'Weinberger. v. Salfl, supra, distinguishing such cases as
Cleveland &aid of Education v. LaFleur, 414 U.S. 632 (1974) , and Vlandis
Kline, 412 U.S. 441 (1973), upon which plaintiff relies. The majority,
in-an opinion written by Mr. Justice Rehnquist, set forth the proper principles to apply inconsidering constitutional challenges to this type of social
welfare legislation: 43 U.S.L.W. at 4991. We have endeavored to apply
The Court further stated:
those principles-in part II. B= of
"The question is-whether Congress, its concern having been reasonably

arousedly.the possibility of an abuse which it legitimately desired to
avoid, =could rationally have concluded both that a particular limitation
or qUalification would protect against -its occurrence, and that the
expense and other difficulties of individual determinations justified-the
ir_ilerent;imPrecision of a prophylactic rule. . . .
*

4

*

it. .

[The] durationof-relationship requirement represents not merely
a substantive policy determination- that benefits should be awarded only
on the basis of genuine marital relationships, but also a substantive
policy determination that limited resources would not be well spent in
making individual determination." 43 U.S.L.W. 4993-95.
As noted by Mr. Justice Rehnquist in his dissent in LaFleur, almost any
law could be in some sense characterized as an irrebutable presumption. In

the normal case, well established standards of equal protection and due
process should-be applied to determine the validity of -a Congressional enactment. It is only an unusual case where a statute will be declared invalid
because of an improper irrebutable presumption, and the same result would
not be reached applying normal equal protection and due process standards.

D. Minimum Earnings Requirement
As was discussed earlier, the amended complaint asked for -a declaration

that the minimum earnings requirement for a certain number of quarters
as such, was unconstitutional. By applying the well established standards
discussed above, the argument lacks substantiality.
III. Mandamus
Plaintiff's complaint seeks a writ mandating the Secretary of the Treasury
and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to require the reporting of all
wages paid domestic servants regardless of whether they exceed the statutory
minimums. According to plaintiff this would ensure greater compliance with

the law and largely eliminate the problems of incomplete records such as
she had. Plaintiff may or may notbe correct in her analysis regarding the
efficacy of these measures, but the Secretary has a large degree of discretion
in determining the proper measures to take to enforce the tax laws. In addition, enforcing these reporting requirements would present many of the
administrative difficulties which caused Congress to exclude employees of
certain employers from-coverage.
For the reasons hereinbefore set forth, the judgment of the district court
is
AFFIRMED.
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Employer/Employee Relationship

SECTIONS 209 and 210(j) (2) (42 U.S.C. 409 and 410(j) (2) )
EMPLOYER /EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIPFAMILY EMPLOYMENT
20 CFR 404.1004(c)

SSR 76-13a

Where claimant, an applicant for oldage insurance benefits, performed
domestic services for remuneration in the household of her sister but such
remuneration was- subsequently returned- in Moto 'to the sister, and where
claimant was not supervised, controlled or directed by the sister in the Peiformance of the household duties and no contract of employment existed between claimant and her sister, held, claimant is not entitled to oldage insurance benefits since the domestic services were not performed within a bona
fide employer/employee relationship as defined in section 210(5) (2) of the
Social Security Act, the household arrangement having been motivated by
mutual benefits and family ties, and the remuneration paid to the claimant
did not constitute wages within the meaning of section 209 of the Act.

The claimant, born on March 21, 1902, filed an application- for old-age
insurance benefits on January 16, 1973, indicating that she had been em-

ployed by her sister from January 1972 through June 1972 and since
October 1972. She revealed in an accompanying statement dated January
16, 1973, that her sister paid her $100 per month for housekeeping services.
The claimant worked as a te:.cher -for many years, but a record- of her
earnings maintained by the Social Security Administration dated February,
2, 1973, reveals that her teaching earnings were covered under the Social
Security Act only during the years 1956, 1957, 1958 and 1959 during
which time she- acquired 9 quarters of coverage. From August 1959 until
her retirement in May 1971, the claimant worked for the United States
Government in Japan, teaching dependents of United States servicemen.
The claimant had intended to teach at a private school in the United States
after the completion of her teaching duties in Japan in order to secure the
four quarters of coverage she required for entitlement to old-age insurance
benefits. When the claimant returned to the United States in July 1971,
however, she was blind in her left eye because of an unsuccessful cataract
operation performed in March 1971, and was also going blind in her right
eye. As a result, she was unable to teach or drive to any place to do gainful
work.

The claimant lived at her home -in Pennsylvania during the summer of
1971, but ik the fall of 1971 she went to live with her sister in New Jersey
so that she could be near an eye specialist. The sister also was a school
teacher and the claimant did housework while her sister was teaching.

The sister indicated on a statement dated January 16, 1973, that she
employed the claimant on January 1, 1972, through necessity, because she
worked full time and needed someone to care for the household. She stated
that she paid all the household expenses, but did not claim the claimant as
a dependent on her tax returns. During the 3 summer months, she and the
claimant vacationed in Pennsylvania.
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Contactcmade-with the claimant on January 16, 1973, revealed that she
and'her sister were the only occupants of the household. She indicated that
there was no contractual agreement, written or oral, between her and her
stater and -that her sister did not control or direct her because she knew
what had to be done. A Report of Contact made with the claimant on February 12, 1973, indicates that she performed the same -work for her sister
from September 1971 through December 1971 without wages and that there
was no specific reason why her sister suddenly required -a housekeeper.
A Statement \of Employer signed by the sister on January 17, 1973, indicates that wages of $300 were piid to the claimant during each of the
calendar quarters ending 11 arch 1972;-June 1972, December -1972 and

March 1973. Cancelled checks in the amount of $300 made out to the
claimant dated April 1, 1972, June 30, 1972, December 30, 1972, and April
3, 1973, and cancelled- checks payable to Internal Revenue dated April 1,
1972, June 30, 1972,,December 31, 1972, and April 2, 1973, signed by the
sister, were-'submitted as evidence that the wages were paid and reported
timely.
An Employment Relationship Questionnaire dated November 1, 1973,
signed by the sister, indicates that the claimant cleaned, washed and ironed,
cooked meals and did dishes. It was stated that she expected the work to be
done when she came home from work and to be done the way she wanted
it. The claimant was allegedly under her control, supervision, and direction and IV es not free to work for others.
A Domestic Service Questionnaire signed by the claimant on April 3,
1974, indicates that it was agreed by her and her siste that she would do
all the light housework. She allegedly worked 7 days a week about 4 -hours

a day, but indicated-that there were no specific hours in which she was
required to do the work..She,stated that her sister had the right to instruct
her, but that it wasn't necessary since she knew how to do the work. The

employment relationship was said to have ended on April 1, 1973, because
she had an eye operation and was no longer able- to work after that date.
After April 1, 1973, the sister hired another person to do the housework
on a part-time basis.
At the hearing before the Appeals Council, the claimant testified that she
and her sister, who is six years younger, had an oral agreement. She stated
that- her hours werc flexible, but that she ,always had dinner -ready when
her sister came home from work. She indicated that she sometimes had
difficulty performing the work, but kept at it in order to acquire the quarters
of coverage. The claimant admitted that she did similar work for her sister
during the months prior to January 1972, when she was not paid. It was
stated that for many years her sister had a woman come every two weeks
to help with the housework, but that the woman died about 1970. After the
woman's death, the sister was said to have had no regular- lady, but once
in a while had someone come in.
The claimant testified before the Appeals Council that she deposited the
checks received from her sister into her checking account. She was asked
whether she gave any money to her sister and replied, "I must be honest
about this. I paid her what she paid me."
Section 209 of- the Social Security Act provides, as pertinent here, that
the term "wages" means remuneration ppid for employment, except that
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such -terms shall not include remuneration paid in any medium other than

cash to an employee for domestic service in the private home of the
employer.

Section 210(j) (2) of the Social Security Act provides as pertinent, that
the term "employee" means any individual who, under the usual commonlaw rules applicable in determining the employer/employee relationship,
has the status-of an-employee.
Section 404.1004(c) of the Social Security Administration Regulations
No. 4 provides, in pertinent part, that an employment relationship exists
under the usual common-law rules when the person for whom the services
are:perforzned has the right to control and direct- the individual who performs'the services,)not-only as to the result to be accomplished by the work
but also as to the details and means- by which the result is -to be accom,plished;_ that ,is,_ an employee is.subject to the will and control of an employer not only as to what shall be done but how it shall be done. Whether
the relationship of employer and employee exists under the usual commonlaw ralitiz will, in doubtful cases, be deterthined upon an examination of
particular facts of each case.
Whether- a bona fide employment relationship exists in a given case is
essentially a question of fact and, while the basic principles are the same
in cases involving alleged employment between family members as in those
where no family relationship exists, there is -a difference between creating

a bona fide employment relationship and merely giving to certain purported payments the color of wages for the purpose of qualifying for -old -age

insurance benefits. The latter is neither within the letter nor the spirit of
the law. Gancher v. Hobby, 145 F. -Supp. 461. Whether a claimant was an
"employee" receiving "wages" for the requisite period is a question to be
determined from all the evidence in this case. Domanski v. Gelebrezze, 323

F.2d 882; Folsom v. O'Neal, 250- F.2d 946. In determining whether a
bona fide employment relationship exists, the courts have held- that the
Social Security Administration has ". . . both the right and the duty to
scrutinize with care the actuality of the relationship. . . ." Hall v. Ribicoll,
`CCH;13IR; Fed: Para. 14,374; Thurston v. Hobby, 133 F.Supp. 205'.
The Appeals Council carefully considered:this case and, while it did not

question- the fact that the claimant performed domestic services in her
sister's home and was a great help -to her sister, it was of the opinion that
the services performed by the claimant were not performed within an
employment relationship. The Appeals Council held that a proper evaluation of the evidentiary facts and circumstances hi this case required the
conclusion -that whatever services the claimant performed and whatever
payments she received were the result of a family arrangement motivated by
mutual benefits as well as family ties.

The evidence did not establish, in the opinion of the Appeals Council,
that there was a- rendition of services and cash remuneration for such
services pursuant to a contract of employment. The essence of an employment relationship is a contractual arrangement between parties whereby an
employee agrees to perform services, subject to the control or reservation
of a right to control by the party for whom the services are performed. In
the absence of a contract, there is no employment relationship. Making due
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altawance for their family relationship and the informal nature of the
arrangement, there was no indication that the claimant was required to do
any minimum amount of work and work special hours, or that she was
giVen,any instructions as to the work to be done and the order of services
or that such u relationship was contemplated. The record reveals that the
!ter: ices performed beginning January 1972 were the same services that
she.had,performed prior to January 1972, when she received and expected

to receive no remuneration. The fact that the sister had no need for a
full-time
housekeeper either before -or- -after the period of alleged employ,

ment indicated that there was no real need for the claimant's services. It
was the opinion of the Appeals Council that the claimant would have performed domeatic duties for her sister within the course of daily living and
-that -her purpose in going to live with her sister was to be near her eye
doctor and not because of a contract of employment. If she had been
"fired", nothing would have changed.
'Of particular significance to the Appeals Council and an even stronger
indication that a true employment relationship did not exist was the revelation made by the claimant during the course of her appearance before the
Appeals Council that she paid back to her sister whatever her sister paid to
her In actuality, the- claimant received no remuneration for the services
performed for her sister. The checks drawn to her order were designed to
simulate the payment of wages when in fact no actual payment of wages was
intended.
The Appeals Council emphasized that nothing stated in its decision should
be construed as_implying any unethical conduct by the claimant. Instead,
the Appeals Council commended the claimant for the honesty of her testimony before the Administrative Law Judge and the Appeals Council' and
her unwillingness to distort the -facts for personal advantage.
The findings of the Appeals Council were as follows:
1. An employment- relationship did not exist between the claimant and-

her sister during the periods January 1, 1972, through June
30, 1972, and October 1, 1972, through March 31, 1973.

-2., The claimant was not paid "wages" by her sister, within the
meaning of section 209 of the Social Security Act, in any quarter
of the years 1972 and 1973.

3. The claimant has only 9 of the 13 quarters of coverage required
for entitlement to old-age insurance benefits.
The Appeals Council, therefore, decided that the claimant is not entitled
to old-age insurance benefits pursuant to her application filed on January
16, 1973.
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SECTION 211(c) (42 U.S.C. 411(c) )--SELF-EMPLOYMENT--TRADE
OR BUSINESS SERVICES OF 'NON-PROFESSIONAL FIDUCIARY IN
ADMINISTERING RELATIVE'S. ESTATE
20 =CFR 404.1070

SSR 76-31c

Silverman v. Secretary, HEW, tUSDC, C.D. CA., .Civ. No. 75-1142-IH(G)

(2/10/76)
In judicial decision upholding the Secretary's determination denying claimant
credit for selfemployment income on the basis of fees allowed by Probate Court
for his services as trustee of a deceased relative's estate, held, that while there
are rare cases in which the activities of a nonprofessional fiduciary for a single
estate may be considered to be selfemployment, there was substantial evidence
supporting the conclusion that the claimant's activities were not sufficiently ex .
tensive to constitute the conduct of a trade or business within the meaning of
section 211(a) of the Social Security Act.

HILL, District-Judge:

This Report
Recommendation is submitted to -the Honorable Irving
Hill, United States District Judge, pursuant to the provisions of 28 U.S.C.
§ 636(b) (3) and General Order No. 104-D -of -the United States District
Court for the Central District of California.
On April 1, 1975, plaintiff filed a complaint to review the decision of
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare concerning retirement bene7_ fits.

On August 8, 1975, defendant filed an answer to the complaint, with a
certified copy of the transcript of the administrative record.
Thereafter a motion for summary judgment, with memorandum of points

and authorities in support thereof, was filed by defendant, and proposed
findings of fact, conclusions of law and judgment were lodged. Plaintiff filed
opposition thereto.

On October 7, 1975, the Magistrate heard the motion for summary judgment. -It was stipulated that the plaintiff's opposition documents be deemed
to include a motion by plaintiff for summary judgment, and that the government's Motion for Summary Judgment be deemed to constitute opposition thereto. After hearing oral argument by counsel, the Magistrate ordered
the motions for summary judgment to stand submitted for decision.
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DISCUSSION

The Magistrate, having subsequently reviewed the entire. transcript, pleadings and memoranda, and having reflected upon the state of the entire record
now makes this report.
This action was brought pursuant to § 205(g) of the Social Security Act,
as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 405(g), to obtain judicial review of a final de-

cision of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare finding that the
plaintiff Was not entitled to retirement insurance benefits because he was
not "fully insured" within the meaning of the Act.

The plaintiff filed an application for retirement insurance benefits on
June 12, 1973, alleging that he had been self employed as _a fiduciary from

1969 through 1972. This application was denied initially and on reconsideration-on the grounds that the plaintiff did not have sufficient quarters
of coverage to be entitled to retirement insurance benefits.
The- plaintinhen requested frhearing which was held -o;- October 8, 1974,

at Los Angeles, California, where the plaintiff appeared and testified. The
administrative law judge considered this testimony and all other evidence of
record de novo, and on October 17, 1974, issued his decision finding that the
plaintiff was not entitled to retirement insurance benefits.

The administrative law judge's decision became the final decision of the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare when it was approved by the
Appeals Council on February 11, 1975, and that decision -is now subject to
review by this Court.
The plaintiff, who was born on August 16, 1898, filed an application- for
retirement insurance benefits, and a statement of claimant in support thereof,

on June 12, 1973. Plaintiff had previously worked for several years as a
civil engineer and for many years had worked part-time as a real estate
broker, neither of- which jobs were covered by social security. It -is undisputed that plaintiff obtained one quarter of insured coverage in 1956. Having attained age 65 in 1963, plaintiff needed 12 quarters (one for each
year after 1950 and prior to 1963) of coverage to- establish "fully insured
status", Plaintiff sought to have four quarters of coverage for each year
from 1969 through at least 1972 credited to his social security account, con-

tending that he was self-employed as a nonprofessional fiduciary during
that time,

P_ laintiff's uncle died February 27, 1967. Plaintiff= served as executor
of the estate until 1969, when he- assumed responsibilities as trustee -of a
testimentary trust established by his uncle's will, with the uncle's widow
as life beneficiary. Plaintiff was still serving= as trustee at the time of his
hearing in October, 1974. The estate consisted of a commercial building-in
Los Angeles which generated rental income by reason of four stores which
rented space therein and cash of approximately $10,000. The rental property had an appraised value of $36,000 in 1974, although plaintiff thought
it was worth $65,000, so the value of the trust assets, after- disbursements,
was somewhere between $47,000 and $75,000. Plaintiff received from $500
to $750 per year in fees for his services as trustee, and would receive a onequarter interest in the estate upon the death of the life beneficiary.
Plaintiff's duties as trustee included keeping the commercial building
rented, collecting rent, and getting repairs made. He had no business ex-
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penses or office, "as my services are relatively simple as fiduciary". He took
care of the estate's bookkeeping and correspondence, which his wife typed.
Regarding the amount of time spent as trustee, plaintiff testified that "there

isn't a day that I don't have something to do with it" and estimated he had
spent 16 hours performing his duties in the month prior to the hearing,
September, 1974.

In a letter dated March 13, 1974, plaintiff explained the nature of his
trustee responsibilities to support his contention that the trusteeship had
been of long duration (since July 15, 1969), involving a complex estate
(originally involving two commercial buildings) of very large size (property
worth about $60,000; generating $595 monthly rental income). By letter
dated October 9, 1974, plaintiff described the amounts of time he spent tending the estate from December, -1973 through February, 1974 as a result
of fire damage to the building, and in 1971 due to earthquake damage,
including notes of calls and tasks he performed. He also submitted annual
reports for each year of his service as trustee of the estate, detailing receipts
and disbursements thereof.

The law requires that an applicant for retirement insurance benefits must
be "fully insured". 42 U.S.C.A. § 402 (a). Pursuant to 42 U.S.C.A. § 414(a),

plaintiff herein-must have 12 quarters of insured coverage to be fully insured. Plaintiff alleges entitlement- to 16 quarters- of coverage for the years
1969-through 1972, during which time he received more than $100 in each
calendar quarter. See 42 U.S.C.A. § 413(a). The determinative question

here -is whether plaintiff's services as a non-professional fiduciary constitute
a "trade or- business" within the meaning of 42 U.S.C.A. § 411(c) so as lo
qualify plaintiff as a self-employed individual for social security purposes.
The Secretary has determined that plaintiff was not engaged in a trade or
business and therefore was not entitled to retirement insurance benefits. This
decision is supported by substantial evidence in the record and therefore
should be affirmed.
Social Security Ruling No. 27 for 1960, SSR 60-27, C.B. 1960-61,
pp. 60-61, concems-whether a non-professional fiduciary, such as an admin.
istrator or executor of an estate, is engaged in a trade or business within the

meaning of- 42 U.S.C.A. § 411(c). This Ruling recognizes that the term
"trade or business" shall have the same meaning as in section 162 of the Internal Revenue Code, and states that all the facts and circumstances in a
particular case must be considered. SSR 60-27 sets forth the following general guidelines:

(1) a professional fiduciary who regularly engages in fiduciary services
and handles a number of estate is engaged in a trade or business;
(2) a nonprofessional fiduciary (for_example, one who serves as executor
in isolated instances, and then as person representative of a deceased friend
or relative) generally is not engaged in a trade or business;
(3) a nonprofessional fiduciary who actually carries on a trade or business in connection with administering an estate, such as operating a store
which is part of the estate, may have net earnings from self-employment, if:
(a) the trade or business is an asset of the estate,

(b) the fiduciary actually participates in the operation of such trade
or business, and
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(c) only such fees as are attributable to his operation of the trade or
business are net earnings from self-employment.

SSR 60-27 further provides that "in certain rare cases there may be a very
large estate which is of such complexity and long duration that its admin.
istration requires extensive Management activities over a long period of
time." Undei such circumstances, "activities of a nonprofessional fiduciary
for a single estate may constitute the conduct of a trade or business. . . ."
The example presented in SSR 60-27 involved an executrix of an estate
consisting -of stocks, bonds and a farm, who spent two years distributing the
p :rsonalty= to legatees, .renting the farm until a sale could be arranged, and
consummating-the sale. The executrix did not operate the farm business and
it was held that the estate did not require management activities sufficiently
extensive to constitute conduct of a trade or business.
The leading social- security case concerning what constitutes engaging in

a trade or business, which has also been cited with approval in income tax
cases, is McDowell v. Ribicoff, 292 F.2d 174- (3rd Cir. 1961). In a decision
finding that the claimant's services as executrix for her aunt's estate did not
result in net earnings from self-employment, the Court in McDowell dis-cussed IRC § 162 and Rev. Rul. 58-5 and set forth the following explanation at p._178:

"Theibrase 'trade or business' connotes something more than an act or
course of activity engaged -in for profit. Indeed, the Internal Revenue
Code itself, in Section 165(c), 26 U.S.C: § 165(c), distinguishes between
a 'trade or businesss' on the one hand and a 'transaction entered into for
profit' on the other. The phrase 'trade or business' must refer not merely
to Acts engaged-in for profit, but to extensive activity over a substantial
period of time during which the Taxpayer holds himself out as selling
goods or services. This is substantially the definition underlying the -ruling of the rnternal Revenue Service under discussion. Moreover,..the
ruling is a reasonable and accurate application of this definition to the.---7-question as to when a nonprofessional fiduciary is engaged in 'trade or
business'. We hold, therefore, that the criteria set forth in the ruling and
applied by the Secretary in the present case are fully supported by the
statute and embody the governing principles in a case such as that at bar."

Application of the criteria set forth in SSR 60-27, Rev. Rul. 58-5 and
McDowell v. Ribicoff, supra, to the facts of this case clearly establishes that
the plaintiff here was not engaged in a trade or business within the meaning

of the Social Security Act and Internal Revenue Code. Plaintiff is a nonprofessional- fiduciary serving as executor and trustee of a single estate, that
of a deceased relative, his uncle. There was no trade or business among the
assets of the estate; plaintiff merely rented space in the commercial building to four stores which carried on businesses therein, but did not himself
conduct such a business. Income from the rental of real estate or other investments is not income from a trade or business. See, IRC §§ 162 and 212,
26 U.S.C.A. §§ 162,212.

It is noted that the income claimed for the "trade or business" selfemployment relied on by plaintiff consisted of the fees allowed by the Pro-

bate Court for his services as a trustee. The California law does not
distipguish between "ordinary" and "extraordinary" services rendered by a
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trustee, as it does for an executor or administrator of an estate, in determining the compensation to be allowed. Hence the record does not show a
division of the fees (approximately $600.00-a year) collected by plaintiff
as trustee from 1969-1972.
The extent of this income received is relevant as it bears upon the resolution of whether-plaintiff-has met-the burden of proving entitlement to benefits, including here the establishment of his claim that his fiduciary service
in this one estate constituted engaging in a trade or business. It is arguable
that the activity of plaintiff is sufficient to be deemed engaging in business.

In an action for retirement benefits, as in other litigation under Title II
of the Social Security Act, the Secretary, and not the court, is charged with
the responsibility to weigh the evidence, resolve material conflicts in the
testimony, and determine the case accordingly. Lessin v. Celebrezze, 314
F.2d 283 (D.C. -Cir., 1963) ; Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389 (1971) ;
Torske v. Richardson, 484 F.2d 59 (9th Cir. 1973), cert. denied Torske v.
Weinberger, 417 U.S. 933 (1974) ; Waters v. Gardner, 452- F.2d 855 (9th
Cir. 1971). The Secretary's dedision must be affirmed even though there is
substantial evidence which would have supported a finding in-favOr of plaintiff if such a finding had been made. Rhaiehart v. Finch, 438 F.2d 920 (9th
Cir. 1971) ; Jacobs v. Finch, 421 F.2d 843 (9th Cir. 1970).
The function of the court on review is not to
he matter de novo, but
to -leave the findings of fact to the Secretary a'
determine upon the
whole record whether the Secretary's decision is-, pported by substantial
evidence. Beane v. Richardson, 457 F.2d 758 (9th Cir. 1972), cert denied
409 U.S. 859 (1972) ; Harmon v. Finch, 460 F.2d 1229 (9th Cir. 1972),
cert. denied 409 U.S. 1063 (1972), reh. denied 410 U.S. 918; McDowell v.
Ribico /J, supra; Lessin Celebrezze, supra; Braaksma v. Celebrezze, supra.
Plaintiff has failed to show that-he sustained his burden of proving entitlement to retirement insurance benefits, in that there is substantial evidence in the record to sustain the administrative law judge's determination
that he was not so entitled.
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 636(b) (3) and General Order No. 104-D, the
Court has reviewed the complaint and the proposed Report and Recommen.
dation of the Magistrate on file herein, and on this date concurred with and
adopted the findings and conclusions of the Magistrate.
IT IS ADJUDGED that the motion for summary judgment of plaintiff

is denied- and that the motion for summary judgment of defendant be
granted.

Deductions
SECTIONS 203(b) and (0 (42 U.S.C. 403(b) and (f))SELFEMMOYMENTDEDUCTIONSSUBSTANTIAL SERVICES.
20 CFR 404.446 and 404.447
SSR 76-21c
TORRANCE v. WEINBERGER, U.S.D.C., W.D. Pa., U.I.R. Fed.
#14557 (12/11175)
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In judicial review of Secretary's imposition of work deductions against
claimant because of income from trucking business operated by claimant and
her son, conflicting record concerning the extent of her work activities included evidence that she spent 4 to 5 hours per week in her home paying all
bills, handling the payroll, signing all checks, Making bank- deposits and
making all final decisions with regard to hiring and firing of employees. Held,
that the Secretary's decision was required to be affirmed because there was
substantial evidence to support the finding that claimant had failed to establish that she did not render substantial services in self-employment during the
period in question.
SCALERA. DISTRICT JUDGE:

Plaintiff appeals to_this court from the final decision of the Secretary of

Health, Education and Welfare, denying her social security retirement
insurance-benefits.1 Defendant moved for summary judgment.2 The sole
issue before the court is whether the final decision of the Secretary is
supported by substantial evidence.
I

On August 15, 1972, plaintiff filed her application for retirement insurance benefits with the Social Security Administration. An initial determination of an appropriate award was certified on October 20, 1972. Thereafter, a-resumption of the award was made, dated Novembert 1972, and
a certificate of social insurance award dated November 22,'1972, was sent
to plaintiff informing her that she did not qualify-for benefits because she

continued to perform substantial services in connection with selfemployment. Plaintiff filed a request for reconsideration of her entitlement on January 31, 1973. The claim was reconsidered and plaintiff was
informed by letter dated May 2, 1973, that the original decision was

affirmed. A determination of benefit recomputation was made in
November 1973, with the same result.
Plaintiff filed a request for a hearing on October 26, 1973. The administrative law judge scheduled the hearing for February 4, 1974, then rescheduled it for February 19, 1974. After the hearing, the administrative
law judge determined that plaintiff was entitled to retirement benefits,
but that those benefits were subject to total deductions.3 Plaintiff's claim
therefore was denied. The administrative law judge's decision and notice
were mailed to plaintiff on June 24, 1974. Plaintiff filed a request for
' Jurisdiction of this court is based upon section 205(g) of the Social Security Act, 42
U.S.C. §405(g), which provides in part:
The court shall have power to enter, upon the pleadings and transcript of the

record, a judgment affirming, modifying, or reversing the decision of the
Secretary, with or without remanding the cause for a rehearing.
2 This court notes that thc district Court in Torphy v. Weinberger, 384 F.Supp. 1117, 1119
(E.D. Wisc. 1974), states that:
42 U.S.C. §405(g), however, docs not admit the use of summary judgment
. . . . Whereas summary judgment proccdure allows new factual evidence to
be submitted to the court in the form of affidavits, section 405(g) contemplates
review by thc court solely upon the pleadings and transcripts of the Secretary:

No new evidence may be admitted before this Court in such a proceeding.
That court treated a motion for summary judgment as a motion for an order affirming the
decision of the Secretary.
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review by the Appeals Council on August 23, Ns 4. Plaintiff's attorney
filed a-brief in support of her position with the Appeals Council on or
about October 22, 1974. The Appeals Council upheld the decision of the
administrative law judge and informed plaintiff of its action by letter
dated1Deeember 3, 1974.4

Plaintiff filed her complaint with this court on January 9, 1975. On
March 18,1975, this court signed defendant's consented-to motion for an
extension on the time allowed to flie an answer, specifying May 16, 1975,
as the limitations date-Defendant filed his answer on May 15, 1975. On
June 30,4975, defendant filed a motion for summary_judgment together
with a supporting brief. On July 1, 1975, this court ordered plaintiff to file
a brief in support of her position within thirty days. On August 6, 1975,
pLintiffs attorney filed a consented-to motion to extend the time within
whichito file the supporting brief to August 20, 1975; this court signed the
motion on August 11. Plaintiff file I hermemorandum of law in support e
her position on August 20, 1975.
This court's scope of review in social security cases is found in section205(g) of the Social Security Act. 42 U.S.C. §405(g):
The findings of the Secretary as to any fact, if supported by substantial
evidence, shall be conclusive. .. .

The court does not consider plaintiff's claim de novo, but rather reviews
the complete record- to determine whether the Secretary's decision is
supported by substantial evidence. Hess v. Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, 497 F.2d 837 (3d Cir.'1974).
Section 205(h) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. §405(h), likewise specifies the
conclusiveness of the Secretary's findings of fact:
'Ile findings and decisions of the Secretary after a hearing shall be binding
upon all individuals who were parties to Bach hearing. No findings of fact or
decision of the Secretary shall be reviewed by any person, tribunal, or governmental agency, except as herein provided.

The principle of conclusiveness applies as well to the inferences reasonably drawn from the evidence. Moreno v. Richardson, 484 F.2d 899 (9th
Cir. 1973); Maloney v. Celebrezze, 337 F.2d 231 (3d Cir. 1964).
Substantial evidence consists of more than a mere scintilla. It is such

relevant evidence as a reasonable mind would accepi as sufficient to
support a particular conclusion. Hess v. Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare, supra; Blaith v. Weinberger, 378 F.Supp. 596 (E.D. Pa.
1974). The conclusion reached-by the Secretary should be affirmed if it
withstands scrutiny under the substantial- evidence test, even though
mother conclusion possibly might be drawn from the evidence were the
court to appraise the merits of the claim de novo. Quinn v. Richardson,
353 F.Supp. 363 (E.D. Pa.), affd, 485 F.2d 681 (3d Cir. 1973); Blalock v.
Richardson, 483 F.2d 773 (4th Cir. 1972). The burden of proof rests upon
one filing a claim with an admini&trative agency to establish that the
3 Total.deductions wcrc determined in accordance with sections 203(6) and (f) of the
Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. §403(b) .nd (f).
l'he administrative law judge's -ision became final and binding when it was upheld by
the Appeals Council. '10 C.F.R. !:04.951, issued pursuant to 42 U.S.C, §405(a).
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required conditions of eligibility have been met. Ragan v. Finch, 435 F.2d
239 (6th Cir. 1970), cert. denied; 402 U.S. 986, 91 S.Ct. 1685, 29 L.Ed.2d
152 (197";; Quinn v. Richardson; supra.
III
The Social Security Act provides for the payment of old-age benefits to
fully insured individuals-who have attained retirement age and who have
filed an application for such benefits.5

However, the Act stipulates that the amount of monthly benefits to
which an-individual is entitled is subject to deductions based upon the
receipt of...self-employment income' Under the statutory scheme, an
individual is presumed, with respect to any month,
To have been engaged in self-employment in such month until it is shown to
the satisfaction of the Secretary that such individual rendered no substantial
services in such month with respect to any trade or business the income or loss
Of which is includible in computing . . . his net earnings or net loss. from
self-emPlOfnieriFfiir any taxable year?

This section also sp:cifically directs the Secretary to prescribe by regulation the criteria for determining the substantiality of any business services rendered by the individual'
The regulatory scheme 9- prescribed by the Secretary defines the substantial services test as one of whether, in view of the individual's- circumstances and the character of the services rendered, the person can

"reasonably be considered retired" in the month in question. Even
though an individual perforins some services, the services will not be
deemed substantial where evidence establishes to the satisfaction of the
Administration that the person may reasonably be considered retired.
The factors considered in evaluating whether an individual has performed substantial services are as follows:

(1) The amount of time the individual devoted to all trades and
businesses;
(2) The nature of,the services rendered by the individual;
(3) The extent and nature of the activity performed by the individual
before he allegedly retired as compared with that peffOrmed thereafter;
(4) The presence or absence of an adequately qualified paid manager,
partner, or family member who manages the business;
(5) The type of business establishment involved;
(6) The amount of capital invested in the trade or business; and
(7) The seasonal nature of the trade or business.10
$ 42 U.S.C. §402(a).
6 Sections 203(b) and (f)(1) and (4), 42 U.S. C. §403.
7 Section: )3(f)(4), 42 U.S.C. §403(f)(4) (emphasis added).

Section' :05(a), 42 U.S.C. §405(a), establishes the Secretary's regulatory powcrs in the
administration of the Act.
This discussion paraphrases regulations found at 20 C.F.R. §§404.446 and 404.447,
the provisions outlining the factors to he cot ddered in determining the substantiality of an
individual's services.
10 20 C.F.R. §404.446.
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The regulations explicate the significance of these criteria individually.

As to consideration of the amount of time devoted to the business,
"amount-of time" includes time sper in physical and mental activity at
the place of business or elsewhere in-'furtherance of the business. Time
spent in planning and advising the operations, preparing and Maintaining
buiiness- faeilitieS and records, and .time spent at the place of business
which cannot reasonably be considered unrelated to business activities
are:till specifically included within the definition.
Additional guidelines for determining the amount of time devoted to a
business are stipulated. If the individual establishes-that such time does
not exceed forty-five hours in any one month, then the individual's
services .are--not deemed substantial, unless other-factors make such a
findiitg unreasonable:
For example, an_ individual who worked- only 15 hours in- a month might
nevertheleis beYound to haVe rendered substantial services if he was managing a 'sizeable business or engaged in a highly-stalled occupation."

Nonetheless, services-of less than fifteen hours in all businesses per
month are not substantial. Services of more than folly-five hours in a
month are substantial- unless the individual establishes upon- other,
grounds that he could reasonably-be considered retired.
In a case where a finding that- an individual was retired would be
unreasonable if time devoted to the business alone is considered, then the

nature of the services rendered to the businesses also to be examined.
The services are considerecrin view of the technical and management
needs Of the business. The more regularly an individual renders services
to Ei,busineiss, or the more skilled and valuable his services are, the more
that-the individual could not be considered retire&
Where consideration of neither the amount of time nor the nature of the-

services rendered to- the business sufficiently establishes whether the
per...son's,services were substantial, the focus is turned to the extent and
nature of the services rendered before and after the individual's "retirement:"
A significant reduction in the amount or importance of services rendered in
the business tends to show that the individual is retired; absence of such
reduction tends to show that the individual is not retired);

Finally, if evaluation of the above factors together is insufficient for a
determination of the substantiality of the person's services, all other
factors are considered. These final criteria include the presenbe or absence of a capable manager, the kind and size of the business, the amount
of capital invested, the possibly seasonal nature of the business, and "any
other pertinent factors."
The ultiMate focus, again, is whether the individual's services are such
that he can reasonably be considered to be retired.
IV

The record in this case is extensive, including fifty-nine exhibits and
one hundred-plus prges of testimony at the hearing before the adminis" 20 C.F.R. $404.447(a)(1).
12 20 C.F.R. §404.447(c).
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trative law-judge. The record of plaintiff's involvement in the business
Must beexa.mined 'comprehensively in order to evaluate the character of
her services, the amount of time spent in the business, etc., both before
and
alleged "retirement."
Plaintiffs husband was a self-employed owner-operator of a small
trucking business, at-the time of his death on November 16, 1959. Evidently-the outstanding debts of the business at that time were forcing the
operation to-ruin.-On December 3, 1959, plaintiff, then 53- years- old, -filed
an application for survivor's insurance benefits on behalf of herself and
on behalf of her disabled daughter. Plaintiffs applications were granted
and benefits Were thereafter paid to plaintiff for herself and on behalf of
her-daughter.

By _virtue of plaintiff's receipt of Mothers' Insurance Benefits under

§202(g) of the Act, she was required- to make mural reports of her
earnings fnr each taxable year during which she was entitled to monthly
benefits. These ieportaprovide a history of plaintiff's earnings per year
and in the continued operation of the trucking company, as the following
record indicates.
On- December 10, 1959,- plaintiff reported that she would attempt to
continue the operation of the trucking company, although she-did not
anticipate -that the earnings would be over $1,200 per year. She stated
that she would advise the Social Security Administration if she earned a
net profit-in_ excess of $1,200. On or about April 27, 1961, plaintiff
reportedthat on May 1, 1961, she would-begin operation of the trucking
company as a self-employed person and that she anticipated her earnings
to be about $2,400 per year. On April 19, 1962, plaintiff reported that she
had taken over her husband's trucking business, which was a- steelhauling operation contracting with United States Steel Corporation, after
his death. She reported that the contract was automatically renewable
and required no further negotiations on her part; that her "only work" in
connection with the business was to maintain the books, to bill United
States Steel for hauling, to receive payments and records from United
States Steel, to pay the employee-drivers bi-weekly, and that these efforts required approxiredtely ten hours per week on her part. She further
reported that her son drove one of the trucks and performed all managerial and maintenance functions connected with the business, and that the
drivers received their orders from United States Steel.

On March 27, 1962, plaintiff submitted the first of the annual reports
required by the Social Security Administration. On this report, plaintiff

indicated that during 1961 she was engaged in the operation of the
business "(a) 11 months, full time management." She also indicated that
she expected to earn $1,500 from the business in 1962. Due to confusion
over the 1961 earnings listed in this report, plaintiff was requested to
submit her 1961 Income Tax Return. The return showed total receipts of
$23,415.23, gross profit-of $10,258.04, and net profit of $1,332.07: Since
-her net profit was in excess of $1,200, plaintiff was informed that a certain
deduction was applicable against her Mothers' Insurance Benefits.
Plaintiff submitted her second earnings report to- the Social Security

Administration on April

1,

1963. She reported gross receipts of

$29,264.16 and net profit of $1,433.37. She further reported that she did
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clerical. work for the business, "[h]ire[d] help for everything," and worked

approximately ten hours per week at the business. On April 13, 1964,
plaintiff again submitted an earnings report, indicating total receipts for
1963 of $25,248.24, net earnings of $508.03, and that her involvement in

operations amounted to clerical work for approximately ten hours per
week.

On- April 1, 1966, plaintiff reported that gross receipts for 1965
amounted to $32,199.68, and that her net profit was $2,647.96.. On April
8, 1967, she reported that gross recipts for 1966 were $36,611.89 and
that -=her net profit was $3,130.67. Plaintiff was informed that she had

been incorrectly overpaid in Mothers' Insurance Benefits, due -to the
excess of her actual net profit in 1966 over her estimate of the amount the
previous year. Plaintiff subsequently reported a net profit from the business ef$5,665.15 for,1967; $7,800-plus in 1968;15;166 in-1969;-and $6,893
in- 1970. Deductions from plaintiff's Mothers' Insurance Benefits were
applied in-,each.of the above years. Plaintiff was notified that, beginning
December 1968, when she would be 62-years-old, her Mothers' Insurance
Benefits would terminate because she was eligible for Widow's Insurance
Benefits on her deceased husband's earnings record. At this time, how-

ever, plaintiff was informed that because -of her excess earnings, -she
would not be paid any widow's benefits from December 1968, at least
until December 1970.
On March 17, 1970, plaintiff submitted a statement to the Social
Security Administration requesting that, effective December 1968, she be
withdrawn from eligibility for widow's benefits on.her husband's earnings
record. On this statement, plaintiff indicated that she was not eligible for
cash benefits, as she was ". . . self-employed and perform(ing) substantial

services each month." At that time, she also reported that her net
earnings were approximately $7,000 per year. She reported that she
understood- the implications of her withdrawal, but chose to do so as a
means of obtaining the highest amount payable to her disabled-daughter,
and that she would file-for retirement insurance benefits based on her
own earnings record either when she reached age 65 or when she retired.
Pursuant to plaintiff's application for retirement insurance benefits on
August 15,.1972, she was requested to submit annual earnings statements
(the requirement thit she submit annual earnings reports to the Social
Security Administration-had ceased when her Mothers' Insurance Benefits terminated). Plaintiff, in response thereto, submitted her income tax
returns for 1970 through 1972. Plaintiff's Schedule C tax return"Profit
(or Loss) From Business or Profession (Sole Proprietorship)"for 1970,
listing the business name as Minnie O. Torrance and her own address as
the business address, shows gross profits of $112,997.29 and net profit of
$6,842.32. Her 1971-Schedule C, still listing her business name and her
residence as the business address, shows gross profits of $142,147.73 and
net profit of-49;037.24. Plaintiff's 1972-Schedule C, with.the same business name and business address, shows gross profits of $150,135.56 and a
net profit of $16,419.50. Plaintiff for all three years listed her occupation
as "Trucker" on her Form 1040 Individual Income Tax Return. Plaintiff
for -these years paid- Social Security self-employment taxes,- claimed
depreciation on the business' trucks and tractors, and claimed repair,
insurance, fuel, tire, permit and license expenses as business deductions.
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There is some confusion as to the date from which plaintiff claims
retirement insurance benefits without deductions due to excess earnings.
On the application for benefits plaintiff filed on August 15, 1972, while
stating that her income for 1971 was over $9,000, and that her expected
income for 1972 would be approximately $9,000, plaintiff indicated that
she had performed no substantial services for the trucking business in
any month during 1971 and that she would not do so in any month during
1972. Plaintiff was 65-years-of-age in December 1971. Therefore it was
not apparent to the administrative law judge whether she was claiming
benefits from January 1971, or from August 1971, when the application
was filed. At the hearing, the administrative law judge questioned plaintiff -about the claim date and, after several questions, she indicated that
she was claiming benefits without deductions due to excess earnings from
August 1971. Plaintiff asserted that in that month she had "completely
dropped all business activities" because her disabled daughter had fallen

approximately at that time and thereafter plaintiff was needed on a
full-time basis by her daughter.
Plaintiff appeared at the hearing on February 19, 1974, accompanied

by her son, J. Kenneth Torrance, by one of the trucking company's
long-time employees, Gilliam King, and by counsel. As the sole issue
presented by this case concerns the substantiality of plaintiff's past and
present services to the company, only testimony relevant to that point as
well as testimony pertaining to the character of the company itself need
be reviewed here.
Plaintiff testified that she had no connection with the operation of the
company prior to her husband's death in November 1959. She stated that
following her husband's death she and 'aer 5( who had been employed
by the company while his father operated
decided to continue the
company's operation. At that time, the company had approximately three
regular drivers who hauled under an annual contract negotiated with
United States Steel. Plaintiff and her son testified that the business was
carried on under plaintiff's name primarily for financing purposes and to
avoid Public Utility Commission "legal formalities" necessarily attendant
to a transfer of the business to the son. Plaintiff testified that although she
considered herself the owner of the company, her son actually was the
manager of the business, as her tasks centered on the clerical aspects of
operation, such as keeping records, maintaining the necessary books,
paying bills and employees. She further testified that for an unspecified
period relatively in the beginning of their combined operation of the
company, she and her son would discuss management decisions as they
had coffee together in the morning. She left the re-negotiation of the
annual contract with United States Steel completely to her son, although

she would sign the contracts as the owner of the business. Plaintiff
further testified that the trucks were parked at night on a vacant lot that

she owned next to her house, but that she had nothing to do with
maintenance of the trucks, with scheduling of the runs, or with hiring and

firing the drivers. As far as the purchase of additional equipment is
concerned, both plaintiff and her son testified that in the early years of
their combined operation they would discuss such matters, that plaintiff
and her son would co-sign for the purchase of the equipment as early as
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1962 and-work out other financial matters together. Plaintiff stated that
although she performed the above - mentioned services, she considered
her son, who drove and maintained the trucks, handled employee and
contract matters, and did some bookkeeping, the manager of the business
pfactically from the beginning of their combined efforts. Plaintiff in
addition stated that she was a high school graduate, but had never had
any business education or training in accounting, record keeping, etc.,

and that she had not worked outside her home or in her husband's
business prior to his death.

The trucking operation as it exists today was described' as a small

business utilizing approximately eight trucks and employing five to seven
drivers.

Plaintiff testified that she continued to perform the duties-described
above until- she was. assured that- her son could- carry on the business
without -her- assistance. She stated that her activities in connection with
the business- since -1971 have been insubstantial. She stated that -she
prepares the payroll, which takes one-half hour bi,weekly, that she pays
some.of the bills, which takes two to three hours per month, and that she

signs.the annual-contract. She stated- that she does nothing more in
connection with the operation of the business.
Plaintifftestified that it was her son who determined that the net profits
would accrue to plaintiff, in order to provide her with an income and to
help support plaintiff's disabled daughter, hence the net income of the
business is kept by her, while her son is paid bi-weekly according to a
standard union wage rate. She further stated that she had caiidered her
business relationship with her son as a "partnership," admittedly without
any formal agreement. She considers herself retired from the operation of

the business, particularly since her disabled daughter's injury which
occurred approximately in August 1971.
Plaintiff testified that, although in her opinion she had not been rendering substantial services to the business since before August 1971, she did
not apply for retirement insurance benefits until August 1972, because
she,mistakenly thought that her high income from the business would
prevent her from- realizing benefits, that she did not realize prior to that
time that the touchstone of eligibility for benefits as applied to her was the
substantiality of her services to the company.
VI

Plaintiff's son, J. Kenneth Torrance, testified at the hearing that he
worked for his father in the trucking business and that he knew the
method of operation, except for the paper work, at the time of his father's

death. He stated that plaintiff took over the business in her name, but
that her role was centered on the clerical matters and that he did the
hauling, negotiating of the contract, and hiring. He also stated that he did
some of the paper work, such as the final billing and typing. He stated
that, while he did not put any of his own money into the business at this
tim.t, neither had plaintiff, that is, any investment into the business came
as a result of the conduct of the business itself.

Mr. Torrance testified that before 1971, in addition to making up
payrolls and paying all the bills, plaintiff "totalled the slips," which
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apparently refers to recording the items hauled in order to calculate the
tonnage hauled and hence the amount to be billed. He stated that this
procedure took approximately an hour per day, that is, assuming that the
"slips" for4 particular day were received on time. He further stated that
until 1968 or 1969, his name was not on the company checks, therefore he
had to have plaintiff write a check for everything that had to be paid or
purchased in line with the business. When asked how many hours per
month plaintiff spent involved in the operations of the company, he
indicated in a- conjecturing fashion approximately twenty hours per
month, but then he finally stated that he "really" did not know.
Mr. Torrance stated that the driver-employees came under the jurisdiction of the United Mine Workers in February 1971 thus the - company's
billing was changed from tonnage to hourly records, eliminating the
_necessity for keeping and. totalling "slips." He said this means that he
now does most of the record keeping. He further cited as examples of
differences between what plaintiff did before 1971 and after, thefact that
she no longer had anything to do- with purchasing equipment, and his
practice of now writing some of the checks for the company's bills and
necessities. He stated that plaintiff was not required to remain at home in
order to provide any services to the company and that she does not stand
watch over the trucks parked on her property. He also stated that, in his
opinion, the company-related activities of plaintiff had decreased over the
years, initially after the settling of his father's estate, then again after the
1971 change-over to a different billing system. He stated that, in his
opinion, plaintiff currently works less than fifteen hours a month in
connection with company matters, that she only handles the payroll and
some billing, and, confusingly, he agreed that these activities amount-to
four hours per month maximum. He stated that, in his opinion, she only
does this in order to have something to do occasionally.

The testimony of the long-time employee of the company, Gilliam King,
is of little assistance. He stated that his contacts were with plaintiff's son,
that he did not know who handled the responsibilities for billing, etc., that
all he was certain of was that plaintiff signed the payroll checks from 1961
to date. He stated repeatedly that he was never at a vantage point which
would permit him to testify to the extent of plaintiff's -role in the company's operation.
VII

The relevant portions of plaintiff's statement on her August 15, 1972
application for retirement-benefits merit citation:

... I own six trucks .... These trucks arc parked and stored on my property

when not in use. I actually have no office. I have a desk and my regular phone
is used for this business. . . . My contract rencws automatically annually. I
had the contract changed in my namc when my husband died. I must have
rate changes but my son handles the contracts for this.
My services consist of:
I pay all bills and make up checks and pay all men for their services. My son
drives a truck, keeps the timc for the men, sends billing to the company and
types and prepares all the reports. I sign all checks.

I hire an accountant.

. . .

My son may make &bank deposit occasionally but most timcs I make it.
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I have between 6 and 7 full time truck drivers or helpers. Kenneth arranges
for repairs and maintenance of the trucks. He makes decisions as to purchase
and sale of trucks and equipment. Kenneth's name is on my business checking account and he is permitted to sign checks if I am not available. All men
check with either my son or U.S. Steel as to needs of their services.... I do
not average any more than 4 to 5 hours a week on the business. . . .

My son Kenneth is paid the same wages daily as my other employees....
Kenneth assigns all work. I feel he spends 5 to 6 hours weekly in operating my
business over and above his regular driving job. Total 48 hours.
-Kenneth-recommends employees to me and we discuss the workers and I
have the final authority of hiring, firing or rejecting.

The court notes that this statement differs-substantially from the testimony elicited at the hearing concerning plaintiff's services from the
middle, if not the beginning of 1971. Indeed, the court must conclude that
substantial confusion surrounds the character of plaintiff's services to the
company upon an attempted reconciliation of the hearing testimony and
the statements appearing on the various applications and reports which
comprise this record.
VIII

Plaintiff's counsel attempts to justify the inconsistencies between the

hearing testimony and plaintiff's statements on her applications by

suggesting that all the evidence supports the notion that plaintiff gradually withdrew from the operations of the company. For example, counsel,
urges that the four- to-five-hours per week plaintiff cited in her.application
as time devoted to company business is not inconsistent with-the two-tothree hours per week plaintiff testified to at the hearing, precisely because plaintiff gradually withdrew from the company. Unfortunately,
counsel's argument does not take into consideration that the statement as
after the
to services of four-to-five hours per week was made one-year
hours
services
of
only
two-to-three
time period to which plaintiff ascribed
per week at the hearing.
While this court, following a de novo examination of the evidence
possibily might have concluded that plaintiff had succeeded in rebutting
the presumption set forth in section 205(0(4)(A) of-the Act, 42 -U:S.C.
§405(f)(4)(A), that a person is engaged in self-employment until he estabit
lishes that he rendered no substantial services to any trade or business,
decision
of
the
evidence
before
it
that
the
cannot conclude upon the
Secretary is not supported by substantial evidence.
Accordingly, the Secretary's decision denying plaintiff's claim for solaw
cial security retirement benefits as determined by the administrative
judge must be affirmed.

Conclusiveness of Earnings Record.
SECTION 205(c) (4) (A) (42 U.S.C. 405(c) (4) (A) CONCLUSIVENESS
OF EARNINGS RECORD AFTER EXPIRATION OF TIME LIMITATION
SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOMEk_
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20 CFR 404.804

SSR 76-32c

Ascherman v. Mathews, USDC, N.D. Ohio, C74-453 (3/30/76)
The claimant, a 75-yearold self employed attorney, had filed timely income
tax returns based on a method which did not yield maximum creditable earnings. After becoming entitled to Social Security benefits, he filed amended tax
returns in order to reflect maximum self-employment income which would result
in a higher benefit rate. The amended returns covered a 5 year period, three of
which were beyond the time limitation and thus barred to correction by section
205(c) of the Social Security Act. Held, after the time limitation following any
year has expired,, subject tol very limited exceptions not pertinent here, the Secretary's records of self-employment income derived by an individual during any
period of such year shall be conclusive evidence as to the earnings of such individual, in accotilance with section 205 (c) (4) (A) of the Social Security Act,
as amended.

BArrisn, Chief Judge:
The plaintiff, a 75-year-old, self-employed attorney is seeking to have his
record of self-employment earnings for the years 1966, 1967 and 1968, as
maintained by- the defendant Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
for the purpose of determining Social Security benefits, changed to reflect
amendments to his income tax returns for those years-which he filed in -1972.

In essence, he challenges the Secretary's refusal to increase his monthly
Social Security benefits on the basis of his amended reports of earnings. The

plaintiff has exhausted the available administrative remedies and invokes
the jurisdiction of this court pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 405(g). The matter
comes before the court on the cross motions for summary judgment.

The facts in the case are not in dispute and are set forth in detail in the
opinion of the administrative judge. The case presents a single legal question: Do the records of the Secretary constitute conclusive proof as to the
earnings of an individual on which Social Security benefits will be determined once the three year, three month and 15 day "time limitation" for
amendment set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 405(c) (1) (B) has expired?
The Secretary maintains that once the time limitation has passed in circumstances such as this case, 42 U.S.C. § 405(c) (4) (A)1 makes his records
conclusive-on- the issue of self-employment income derived by an individual
for any particular period. The plaintiff candidly admits that "after considerable research there is little case law to support his position, " but also
asserts there is little case law contrary to his position. Accordingly, the
plaintiff argues the facts. He points out that for the years in question his
original report of self-employment income was based on a method of reporting which he was advised to follow by an Internal Revenue Service
Agent. It is clear that this method resulted in less than the maximum self'Prior to the expiration of the time limitation following any year the Secretary may,
if it is brought to his attention that any entry of wages or self-employment income in
his records for such year is erroneous or that any item of wages or self-employment income for such year has been omitted from such records, correct such entry or include
such omitted item in his records, as the case may be. After the expiration of the time
limitation following.any year
(A) the Secretary's record (with changes, if any, made pursuant to paragraph (5) of
this subsection) of the amounts of wages paid to, and self-employment income derived
by, an individual during any period in such year shall be conclusive for the purposes of
this subchapter;
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employment income being credited to his Social Security earnings record.
He claims that until 1972 he was not aware of his right to report his income
in the fashion which he ultimately used in the amencIE,1 returns with the
resulting higher self-employment income figure. At that time he indicates
that he was advised to file amended returns by a Social Security employee
in the Cleveland area. He did so for the years 1966 through 1970 2 and
I.R.S. accepted the additional Social Security tax proffered for all of these
years.3 In the face of clear statutory language against his position, -the
plaintiff argues that "justice, equity and fairness" should prohibit one government agency from accepting and= retaining his money, while another
government agency denies him the benefits he anticipated receiving in
return.
Were this matter not plainly governed by a statutory provision, the plaintiff's equitable argument would have much appeal. However, Congress has
acted with regard to this problem is a rational manner which it deemed
necessary to the efficient administration of the Social Security system. It is
unfortunate that the plaintiff's benefits are somewhat less than they might
have bcen, but as one court noted when faced with a similar appeal:
[T]he immensity-of the-Problem of providing Social Security "called forth a
'highly complex and interrelated statutory structure." The mandate to the Secretary in 42 U.S.C. §405(c) (2) to maintain HEW records of self-employment
income was necessary for the determination in an orderly manner of the innumerable requests for insurance benefits. Congress recognized that a beginning
and end of time for establishing eligibility was an essential part of that need
by prescribing a "time limitation" within which- changes and revisions in the
Secretary's records might be made. . . . One need only be reasonable to foresee the disaster in HEW if there were not a reasonable time limitation for ending disputes about eligibility benefits. This being so, the question is only whether
the 3 year, 3 month, 15 day period is reasonable in relation to the purposes of
the Act.

Lasch v. Richardson, 457 F.2d 435, 440 (7th Cir. 1972). (Citation omitted)

Further, it is significant to note that the plaintiff's filing of amended re

turns and payment of additional tax were selfinitiated and voluntary
acts. The plaintiff is an attorney and was advised by an accountant. Both
individuals had constructive notice of the time limitation when the amended

returns were filed. Viewed in this light, plaintiff's predicament is seen as
not wholly the product of two government-bureaucracies at cross purposes.
There being no genuine issue as to any material fact, summary judgment
is appropriate in this case. The court holds that the Secretary's reliance on
42 U.S.C. § 405(c) (4) (A) is well founded and orders judgment affirming
the Secretary's decision.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Since the amended returns for 1969 and 1970 were filed within the applicable time
limitation, the plaintiff's earnings record for those -years has been corrected and there
is no cause for dispute.

The following are the additional amounts paid by the plaintiff with the ging of the
amended returns for each year.

1966:
1967:
1968:
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8126.13
$164.40
$414.20
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SECTIONS 203(b) and (f) and 209 (42 U.S.C. 403(b) and (f) and 409)
DEDUCTIONSEXCLUSION OF TRAVELING OR OTHER EXPENSES
FROM WAGES=:-OUTSIDE SALESMEN

SSR 76-33

20 CFR 404.1026(a)

The claimant perforined services as an ouside salesman for -his employer-who
treats all salesnien as employees and does not allow for any business expenses.
The claimant-contends his expenses should beccieducted from his *ages before
deductions are rapplied against his Retirement Insurance benefit. Held, Social
Security Regulations, 20 CFR section 404.1026(a) (8)' permit exclusion of travel
the
tts -from wages only NO-7.re identified specifically as such
and p*"etne it stn_ tie employer did ,not specifically designate amounts-for ex
penid- ^ -4-Paidnents2msde to claimant, all remuneration received by him
cotittitut6-wages for deduoion purposes.

The claimant filed an application for retirement insurance benefits on
March 11, 1969, showi.t4 his date-of- birth as, February -21, 1907, and-indi-

cated that he was employed by the "E" Foods Corporation and had- not
been self - employed -in either 1969, 1968, or '1967. He stated that he had had

total earnings of $8,830.57 in 1968 and-had earned more than the exempt
amount in-i;ach month of that year, but expected to earn under $1,680 in
1969 since he would be working part time only in 1969. He agreed to file
annual repoes of earnings when-required. His entitlement was established.
Thereafter claimant -indicated that his earnings would also preclude payment for 1969, and that he desired no payment for that year. His employer
advised the Social Security Administration by letter of January 31, 1971,

that (1) the claimant had been an outside salesman -with them during
1970; -(2) Alm employer does not allow for any business expenses, i.e., no
meals, car -expense or any other expense in connection with selling activities; and (3) .thielaimant's salary is entirely on a commission basis.
The claimant filed an annual report for 1970 showing his total wages
earned as $3,560.81 with earnings in excess -of -the exempt monthly amount
in-all months except April, November, and December. He showed-his 1971
earnings (wages) as $1,772.56 with all months indicated -as work- months.
(These earnings are posted to his earnings record.) The clainiant indicated
that he earned less than the yearly exempt amount in 1972.
...- Pertinently, -the E Foods Corporation indicated that many years ago -the
company opted to treat its approximately 10,000 sales representatives such
as claimant, as "employees," witholding Federal income taxes, and making
payments under the FICA and Unemployment Tax Act. The company gives
its sales representatives training in the use of its equipment and the meth.
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ods- of door -to- door selling. The company could change the methods used
by its salespeople in doing the work. The corporation gives -its salespeople
further training, both in- the -office and on the job, whenever new methods
appear necessary. The salespeople work under the firm's name, do not advertise or maintain business listings, and do not hold themselves out to the

public as available to do this or similar work. The information provided
supports a finding of employeremployee status.
Remuneration shown by the employer as that earned by claimant in 1972,
1973, and 1974 through October 31, 1974, was $1,335.17, $1,699.20 (sup-

r-

ported by the wage and tax statement from this employer submitted by
claimant), and $2,041.33, respectively. Another wage and tax statement
for 1973 (the pertinent year) claimant submitted shows that -he- was also
paid $1,037.89 by another employer. At the hearing, claimant said that-in
1974 he had been paid commissions of $2,208.21 Wthe E Foods Corporation and had been paid wages of $828.12 by another employer. He said his
gas expenses alone had approximated'1900 per year, and that he, of course,
had other business expenses.
While claimant no longer contends that he was self!employekbut was_an

employee of E, and does not dispute that-he earned over the exempt yearly
amount in pertinent years of entitlement, he believes,that it is inequitable
to include his expenses of operating (selling) for this employer when figuring his earnings for deduction purposes.
Section 202(a) of the Social Security Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
§ 402(a), provides that every fully insured individual who has attained the
age of 62 and who has filed application for old-age insurance benefits shall
be entitled to an_old-age insurance benefit for each month in which hei,s,so
entitled. Section 203 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 403, however, provides in -pertinent part:

"(b) Deductions, * * * shall be made from any payment or payments
under this title * * * on the basis of such individual's wages and selfemployment income, * " if for such month he (claimant) is charged
with excess earnings, under the provisions of subsection (f) of this section, * " *
"(f) For purposes of subsection (b)
"(3) * * * (A) n individual's excess, earnings for a taxable year shall
be 50 percent of his earnings for such year in excess of the product of
$175 * * * multiplied by the number of months in such year. * -* *
"(5) (A) An --lividual's earnings -for a taxable year shall be (i) she
sum of. -his wages for services rendered in such year and his net earnings
from self-employment for- such year. * * *

"The term 'wages' for social security purposes is defined by section- 209
of the_Act, 42 U.S.C. § 409, as . . remuneration paid after 1950 -for employment, including the cash value of all remuneration paid in any medium
other than cash . . ." While section 209 also provides for various statutory
exclusions from wages, none are relevant in this case.
With particular regard to the exclusion of business expenses from wages
for services rendered, however, Social Security Administration Regulations
1;t '00 for 1974; $210 for 1975; 8230 for 1976.
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No. 4, section 1026(a) (8) provides that:
"Amounts paid specificallyeither as advances or reimbursementsfor traveling
or other bona fide ordinary expenses incurred or reasonably expected to be incurred in the business of the employer are not wages. Traveling and other reimbursed expenses must be identified either by making a separate payment or by
specifically indicating the separate amounts where both wages and expense allowances are combined in a single payment." (Emphasis supplied.)

The record in this case indicates that, during the relevant period, claimant
was an outside-salesman with E Foods, a company that did not and does
not allow for any business expenses, e.g., meals, car expenses or any other
expenses in connection- with the selling activities of its employee sales
representatives. Claimant's salary was entirely on a commission basis. While
claimant believes that expenses he incurred in connection with his employment should-be deducted from his gross wages for social security work
deduction purposes, the above cited section of Social Security Administration Regulations and the facts in this case do not permit such a conclusion.
Therefore, it is held that under the applicable law and regulations, the
total remuneration received by claimant from his employers constituted
"wages," and must be considered for purposes of determining the amount
of claimant's excess earnings for deduction purposes under section 203 of
the Social Security Act.
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Referral of Social Security Benefit
Cases to 'United States Magistrates

Judicial Review

SECTION205(g) (42 USC 405(g) )--JUDIC1AL REVIEWREFERRAL
OF SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT CASES TO UNITED STATES MAGISTRATES
:

20 CFR 404.951

SSR 76-14c

MATOWS-v. I'EBER, U.S. Supreme Court, No. 96 S. Ct. 549- (1/14/76)
Under Section 205(g) of the Social Security Act, as amended, a district
court -can review a final decision of= the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare upon request of any party to a claim for social security benefits after
such party has- exhausted his ,administrative remedies. Federal district courts
have referred- social security cases:toa Magistrate to- "prepare a proposed
written Order or decision, together-With proposed findings of fact and conclusions of lair where necessary or appropriate" for consideration by the District
Judge after, the- Magistrate kad reviewed the record, and .heard the parties'
arguments. The District Court Judge retains the authority and responsibility
to -make the final decision in any case. The Secretary contended the referral
violated Rule- 53(b) of- the Federal Rules of -Civil Procedure and was not
authorized by -the Federal Magistrates Act, 28 U.S.C. 636. Held, the referral
of social security belie& cases to U.S. Magistrates does not violate rule 53(b).

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER delivered the opinion of the Court.

The question presented in this case is whether the Federal Magistrates
Act-of 1968, 28 U.S.C. § 636, permits a United States District Court to
refer all Social- Security benefit cases to United States Magistrates for
preliminary review of the administrative record, oral argument, and preparation of -a recommended decision as to whether the record contains -sub-

stantial evidence to support the aaministrative determination all subject
to an independent decision, on the record, by the District Judge who-may,
in his discretion, hear the matter de novo.
(1)

,Regondent Weber brought this action in the United States District
Court for the Central District of California -to challenge the final determination of the Secretary-of Health, Education, and Welfare that he was
not entitled'to reimbursement under the Medicare provisions of the Social
Security Act, 42
§ 1395 et seq., for medical payments he made on
behalf _of his wife. Such a suit -for administrative review is authorized by
§ 205 (g) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 405 (g), and governed by its standards.
The court 'may consider only the pleadings and administrative record, and
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Muitaccept-the Secretary's findings of .fact so long as they are supported-by
substantial evidence.
Wlietvresporident's complaint was filed, the Clerk of Court _pursuant- to
-court rule assigned- the case to a- name&DistrictIudge,,and simultaneously

referred it to a United States Magistrate with directions "to notice and
conduct: such factual learings and legal. arguriient as may be -appropriate"
-and--to "prepare it-proposed -written order or decision, together with propoised findingiv of tact_ and conclusions of
where necessary or appropriite"--fOr consideration by the District Judge: The Clerk -took these steps
pwimint:to-General. Order No. 104LD of the District-Court, which requires

initial reference- to a Magistrate Inseven categories of administrative
review cases,1 including actions -filed under 42 U.S.C. § 405 (g). The
patties-may object to the Magistrate's recommendations. After acting on
-any objections-the Magiatrate is to forward -the entire file torthe District
Judge-lo whom-the case_is assigned_ for_ decision; the District Judge "will'
Calendar the- matter -for--oral- argument if-he deems it necessary- or appropriate."
The Secretaif:in- ived,-..to vacate the order of reference, arguing (1) -that
referral under a -general order -of this type violated Rule 53-(b) of- the
Federal Rules- of- -Civil -Procedure- and- -(2) -that such- 'referral was not
,authorized by the Federal Magistrates Act. The Secretary -also argued that
the reference -was of d'onbtful constitutionality- and- in contravention of the
judicial- review provisions of the Social Security Act, arguments that he
has expressly declined- to make -in this Court. The District Court refused
to vacate_the- order of reference, but certified the reference question for
1General -Order No. 104D provides for reference in the following types of admin.
istratiie review:

"(A) Actions to review administrative determinations re entitlement to benefits
under the Social Security Act and related statutes, including_but not limited to actions
filed under 42 U.S.C. § 405 (g).
"(B) Actions filed by the Unitcd States or a carrier to review, implement or restrain
orders of the Interstate Commerce Conimission re freight overcharges, including but
not limited to actions Under 28 U.S.C. § 1336 and

§ 304a.

"(C) Action's; whether in the form of judicial review, habeas corpus or otherwise,
for review- of orders and other actions of the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Included, but not by way of limitation, ale actions involving deportation orders, denial
of preference classification visas and denial of petitions to adjust status.
"(D) Actions for review of- adjudications by the Civil Service Commission, or the
various departments or agencies, involving personnel actions such as wrongful dia.
charge, reductions in- force, transfers, retirements etc.
"(E) Actions for review of an order of any branch or establishment of the military
service denying discharge of petitioner from the military, whether such actions -are
brought in the form of petitions for judicial review, habeas corpus or actions for deck.
ratory relief or injunction.

"(F) Actions filed pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 923 (f) (3) to review administrative
decisions dtnying applications -for licenses to engage in business as a firearms or am.
munition importer, manufacturer or dealer.

"(G) Actions to review administrative decisions by the Department of Labor deny
ing applications for alien employinent certification required pursuant to the provisions
of 8 U.S.C. § 1182 (a) (14)."
The petition for certiorari raises only the issue of the propriety of the part of sub.
section (A) of the General Order that authorizes rcfcrence of cases brought undcr 42
U.S.C. § 405 (g), and we intimate no opinion on the validity of its other provisions.
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appeal under 28 U.S.C. § 1292 (b).
The Court of Appeals affirmed. Weber v. Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare, 503 F. 2d 1049 (CA9 1974). That court stressed the limited
and preliminary nature of the inquiry in review actions brought under 42
U.S.C. § 405 (g), the limited-scope of the Magistrate's role on reference,
and the fact that final authority for decision remained with the District

Judge. "Were the broad provisions of General Order No. 104-D

.

. .

before us, the Secretary might have grounds to complain. As applied, the
rule is not vulnerable-to the-attack-here mounted." 503 F. 2d, at 1051. The
Court of Appeals thus reached a decision squarely in conflict with the
decision- of the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit in Ingram v. Richardson, 471 F. 2d 1268 (CA6 1972). We granted certiorari 2 and we affirm.
(2)

After several years of study, the Congress in 1968 enacted the Federal
Magistrates Act, 28 U.S.C. § 631 et seq. The Act abolished the office of
United StatesTommissioner, and sought to "reform the first echelon of the
Federal judiciaryintan effective component of a modern scheme of justice
by establishing a system of U.S. Magistrates." S. Rep. No. 371, 90th Cong.,
1st Sess., p. 8 (1967) (hereafter Senate Report). In order to improve
the former system and to attract the most competent men and women to the
office, the Act in essence made the position analogous to the career service,
replacing the fee system of compensation- with substantial salaries; the
Act also gave both full and part-time magistrates a definite term of office,
and required that wherever possible the district courts appoint only members of the bar to serve as- magistrates. Magistrates took over most of the
duties of the Commissioners, and the Act gave them new authority to try
a broad range of misdemeanors with the consent ofthe parties.

Section 636(b) of the Act outlines a procedure by which the district
courts may call upon magistrates to perform other functions, in both civil
and criminal cases. It provide;:

"Any district court of the United States, by the concurrence of a
majority of all the judges of such district court, may establish rules
pursuant to which any full time United States magistrate, or, where there
is no full-time magistrate reasonably available, any part-time magistrate
specially designated by the court, may be assigned within the territorial
jurisdiction of such court such additional duties as are not inconsistent
with the Constitution and laws of th- United States. The additional duties

authorized by rule may include, but are not restricted to
"(1) service as a special master in an appropriate civil action, pursuant
to the applicable provisions of this title and the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure for the United States district courts;
"(2) assistance to a district judge in the cor.duct of pretrial or dis
covery proceedings in civil or criminal actions; and

"(3) preliminary review of applications for post-trial relief made by
individuals convicted of criminal offenses, and submission of a report and

recommendations to facilitate the decision of the district judge having
jurisdiction over the case as to,whether there should be a hearing."
'Because respondent has declined to appear, we invited an aanicus curiae to support
the decision of the Court of Appeals. 420 U. S. 989.
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The three- examples § 636 (b) sets out are, as the statute itself states, not
exclusive. The Senate sponsor of the legislation, Senator Tydings, testified in
the House hearings:
"The Magistrates Act specifies these three areas because they came up

in our hearings and we thought they were areas in which the district
courts might be able to benefit from the magistrate's services. We did
not limit the courts to the areas mentioned. Nor did we require that they
se the magistrates for additional functions at all.
"We hope and think that innovative, imaginative judges who want
to clean up their caseload backlog will utilize the U.S. magistrates in
these areas and perhaps even come up with new areas to increase the

efficiency of their courts." Hearings on the Federal Magistrates Act
before Subcommittee No. 4 of the House Committee on the Judiciary,
90th Cong., 2d Sess., p: 81 (1968) (hereafter House Hearings).
See also Hearings on the Federal Magistrates Act, before the Subcommittee
on Improvements in Judicial Machinery of the Senate Committee on the
Judiciary, 90th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 14, 27 (1967) (hereafter Senate
Hearings).
Section 636 (b) was included to "permit . . . the U.S. district courts to
assign- magistrates, as officers of the court, a variety of functions . . .
presently performable only by the judges themselves." Senate Report, p. 12.
In enacting this section and in expanding -the criminal jurisdiction confer-

red upon magistrates, Congress hoped by "increasing the scope of the
responsibilities that can be discharged by that office, to establish a system
capable of increasing the overall efficiency of the Federal judiciary. . . ."
Senate Report, p. 11.
The Act grew from Congress' recognition that a multitude of new statutes
and regulations had created an avalanche of additional work for the district
courts which could be performed only by multiplying the number of judges
or giving judges additional assistance. The Secretary argues that Congress

intended the transfer to magistrates of simply the irksome, ministerial'
tasks; respondent urges that Congress intended magistrates to take on a
whole range of substantive judicial duties and advisory functions. We need
not accept the characterization of the Federal Magistrate as either a "para.
judge," as respondent would have it, or a "supernotary," as the Secretary_
argues, in order to resolve this case; finding the best analogy to this new
office is not particularly important. Congress had a number of precedents
fr.: -this new officer before it: British masters, justices of peace, and magis-

trates; our own traditional special masters in equity; and pretrial examiners.3 The office Congress created drew on all prior experience. What is
important is that the congressional anticipation is becoming a reality; in
fiscal 1975, for example, the 500 full or part-time U.S. magistrates dis
posed of 255,061 matters, most of which would otherwise have occupied a
district judge. These included 36,766 civil proceedings, 537 of which were
social security review cases. Annual Report of the Director, Administrative
(1975). See also Sussman, The
Office of the United States Courts
'The administration of the Act also profits from the British analogy. See Institute
of Judicial Administration, Report of the Committee to Study the Role of Masters
in the English Judicial System (Federal Judicial Center, 1974).
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Fourth Tier in .the Federal Judicial System: The United States Magistrate,
56 Chicago Bar Record 134 (1974) ; Geffen, Practice Before the -United
StatesNagistrate,,47 Los Angeles Bar Bulletin 462 (1972) ; Doyle, Iraplementing the Federal Magistrates Act, 39 J. Kansas B. A. 25 (1970).
Congress-manifested concern as well as enthusiasm, however, in considering the Act.. Several- witnesses, including the Director of the Administrative Office and representatives of- the Justice Department, expressed
some fear that Congress might .improperly delegate -to magistrates duties
reserved by the Conatitution to Article III judges. Ser.ate Hearings, 107
'128,241n; House Hearings, 123-128.4 The hearings and committee reports
indicate that in § 646 -(b) Congress met thie problem in.two ways. First,
Congress-restricted the range of matters that may be referred to a magist4ateAO those ivheie referral is "not inconsistent with the-Constitution = and,
laws of -the United' States. . . ." Second, Congress litnited the magistrate's
role in-cases referted toidra under § 636 (b). The Aces sponsors made it
quite clear -that the magistrate acts "under the supervision of the district
judges" when he accepts a referral, and that authority for -making-final decisions remains-at all times with the district judge. Senate Report, p. 12.
"qA] district judge would- retain- ultimate responsibility for decision
making in every instance in which a magistrate might exercise-additional.
duties- jurisdiction." House Hearings, Testimony of Senator Tydings, p. 73.
See also House Hearings, Testimony of Assistant Deputy Attorney, General
Finley, p. 127.
(3)
We need not define the full reach of a magistrate's authority under the
Act, or reach -the broad provisions of General -Order No. 104D, in order
lo decide -this -case. Under the part of the order at lame the magistrates

perform a limited function which falls well within the range of duties
Congress empowered the district courts to assign to them. The magistrate is
directed to conduct a preliminary review of a closed administrative record
closed because under § 205 (g) of the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. § 405

(g),' neither party may put any additional evidence before the District
Court. The magistrate gives only a recommendation to the judge, and only
on the single, narrow issue: is there in the record substantial- evidence to
support the Secretary's dedision? 5 The magistrate may do no more than
`Some courts- have manifested a like concern. See T. P. 0. Inc. v. McMillen, 460
F..2d 348 (CAT 1972) ; Reed v. Board of Election Commissioners, 459 F. 2d 121 (CA1
1972). But cf. Palmore v. United States, 411 U. S. 389 (1973). See also-Note, Masters
and Magistrates in the Federal Courts, 88 Harv. L. Rev. 779 (1975) ; Comment, An
Adjudicative Role for Federal Magistrates in Civil Cases, 40 U. Chi. L.-Rev. 584 (1:'73).
Because we -limit our consideration of -the -Act and General Order No. 104-D to the

particular reference presented by this case, we -need not deal with these broad constitutional issues. Petitioner expressly declines to rely on any constitutional argument.
`Ordinarily, the parties will agree as to the legal standard, leaving as the sole issue
whether the Secretary's determination is supported by substantial evidence. In some
cases, the magistrate may preliminarily resolve issues of law before making a recommendation; in some few cases, the recommendation may turn wholly upon an- issue
of law. The parties have not suggested that case in either of these sub-categories raise
issues. of statutory interpretation that require separate treatment, and we do not reach
thein- on -this record. Experience with the magistrate's role under this- Act -may well
lead to the conclusion that sound judicial administration calls for sending directly to
the District Judge those cases that turn solely upon issues of law.
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propose a recommenaaon and ,neither the statute nor theGeneral Order
gives. such_recommendation presumptive, weight. The district judge is free
to:follow it-or wholly to ignore it, or,,if he is not satisfied, he may conduct

the reviewin whole or in part -anew. The authorityand the responsibility
to make an informed, final determination, we emphasize, remains with the
judge.
The magistrate's limited role in this type of case nonetheless substantially

assists the district judge in the performance of his judicial function, and
benefits- both him and the parties. A magistrate's review helps focus the
Court's- attention on the relevant portions of what may be a-- voluminous
record, -from a
of View as neutral- as that of an Article III judge.
Review also helpo.the Court Move directly to tliose legal arguments made
by the parties that find- some-Support in=the record; Finally, the magistrate's
report zputs'before the district judge a preliminary evaluation of the cumula-

tive effect of-the evidence in the record, to which the parties may address
argunient, and -in this way narrows the dispute. Each step of the process
takes-place with the full participation of the parties. They know precisely
what recommendations the judge is -receiving and may frame their arguments accordingly..

We conclude that in the context of this case the preliminary review function assigned 'to the magistrate, and at issue here, is one of the "additional
-duties" thai the statute contemplates magistrates are to perform."

(4)
The Secretary argues that the magistrate, in taking this reference, functions as a special master. From this premise, the Secretary asks us to hold
that a general rule requiring automatic reference in a category of cases
does not comply with the mandate of Fed. Rule Civ. Proc. 53, that "reference to a master-shall be the exception and not the rule," made in nonjury
cities "only upon a showing that some exceptional condition requires it."

He also argues that, for similar reasons, the reference here is not permissible under.our decision in LaBuy v. Howes Leather Co., 352 U. S. 249
'Though we do au rely upon subsequently expressed congressional views, the Con.
gress plainly- considers claims such as respondent brought in =the District- Court as
matters that could appropriately be referred for preliminary, review to a magistrate. In
considering magistrates' salaries in 1972, a Senate subcommittee noted:
"Magistrates are judicial officers of the Federal district courts . . . . They may also
be authorized to screen prisoner petitions, hold pretrial conferences in civil ind criminal 'cases, hear certain preliminary motions, review social security appeals, review Narcotics Addict Rehabilitation Act matters, and serve as special masters. In short, they
render valuable assistance to the judges of the district courts, thereby freeing the time
of. those judges for the actual trial of cases." S. Rep. No. 1065, 92d Cong., 2d Sese.,
p. 3 (1972) (emphasis added).
The Adminierrstive Office of the U. S. Courts, the statutory body that supervises
the administrative aspects of the Act pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1 601- (d) (1), reads the
Act in the same way. It has distributed a "checklist" of magistrate duties that includes
review of Social Security appeals brought under 42 U.S.C. 1 405 (g). Judicial Con
ference a the United States, Committee on the Administration of the Federal Magis
trate System, Duties Which Might Be Assigne& to U.S. Magistrates (March 14,
1975). The Administrative Office first noted in its 1972 report that district courts were
assigning Social Security Appeals to magistrates under the 1968 Act. Administrative
Office of the U. S. Courts, Annual Report of the Director (1972) 250.
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Section 636 (b) expressly provides that a district court may, in an appropriate case and in accordance with Fed. Rule Civ. Proc. 53, call upon a
magistrate to act as -a-special master. But the statute also is clear that not
every reference, for whatever purpose, is to be characterized as a reference
to a special master. It treats references to the magistrate acting as master

quite separately in subsection (1), indicating by its structure that othcr
references are of a different sort. Moreover, Rule 53 (e) provides-that, in
nonjury cases referred to a master, the court shall accept any finding of
fact that is not clearly erroneous. Under the reference in this case, however,
the judge remains free to give, the magistrate's recommendation whatever

weight the judge decides it merits. It cannot be said, therefore, that the
magistrate acts as a special master in the sense that either Rule 53 or the
Federal Magistrates Act uses that term. The order of reference at issue does
not constitute the magistrate a special master.
The Secretary argues that the magistrate will be a masterin-fact because
the judge will accept automatically the recommendation made in every case.

Nothing in the record, or within the scope of permissible judicialnotice
supports this argument; nor does common observation of the performance
of United States judges remotely lend the slightest credence to such an extravagant assertion. We express no opinion with respect to either the wisdom
or the validity of automatic referral in other types of cases; only the narrow

portion of General Order No. 104D that led to reference of this particular
case-is before us today. In this narrow range of cases, reference promotes
more focused, and so more careful, decision making by the district judge.
We categorically reject the suggestion that judges will accept, uncritically,
recommendations of magistrates.
Our decision in LaBuy v. Howes Leather Co., 352 U. S. 249 (1957), does

not call for a different result. In LaBuy, the district judge on his own motion referred to a special master two complex, protracted antitrust cases on
the eve of trial. The cases had been pending before him for several years, he
had heard pretrial motions, and he was familiar with the issues involved.
The master, a-member of the bar, was to hear and decide the entire case,
subject to review by the district judge under the "clearly erroneous" test.
The judge cited the problems attendant to docket congestion to satisfy
Rule 53's requirement that a reference to a special master be justified by
"exceptional circumstances." The Court held that on these facts reference
was not permissible and affirmed the Court of Appeals' supervisory prohibi-

_

tion.
-LaBuy, although nearly two decades past, is the most recent of our cases
These arguments persuaded the Court of Appeals in Ingram v. Richardson, 47 F.
2d 1268 (CA6 1972). Other federal courts to consider the issue reached a contrary
result. Yascavage v. Weinberger, 379 F. Supp. 1297 (MD Pa. 1974) ; Bell v. Weinberger,
378 F. Supp. 198 (ND Ga. 1974) ; Murphy v. Weinberger, Unempl. Ins. Rep. Q 17,608
(Conn. 1974).

Several courts have relied upon these arguments to one extent or another in dis

approving references that involved a broader grant of authority to the magistrate. See,
g., Flowers v. CrouchWalker Corp., 507 F. 2d 1378 (CA7 1974) ; T. P. 0., Inc. v.

afillen, 460 F. 2d 348 (CA7 1972); Reed v. Board of Election Comm'rs, 459 F.
'2d 124 (CA1 4972) .
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dealing with special masters, and our decision -today does not erode it.'
The magistrate here acted in his capacity as magistrate, not as a special
master, under a reference authorized by an Act passed 10 years after LaBuy
was decided. Other factors distinguish this case from LaBuy as well. The
issues here are as simple as they were complex in LaBuy, and the District
Judge had not yet invested any time in familiarizing himself with the case.
The reference in this case will result in a recommendation that carries only
such weight as its merit commands and the sound discretion of the judge

warrants. We are persuaded that the important premises from which the
LaBuy decision proceeded are not threatened here.

Finally, our decision in Wingo v. W clding, 418 U. S. 461 (1974), does
not bear on this case. The Secretary has abandoned any claim that the

statute giving the District Court jurisdiction of the case in the first instance,

42 U.S.C. § 405 (g), precludes reference to a magistrate. It was the
statute, 28 U. S. C. § 2243, that
Court's reading of the habeas,
formed the basis for the holding in Wingo v. Wedding.
Affirmed.
MR. JUSTICE STEVENS took no part in the consideration or decision of this
case.
'See generally Kaufman, Masters in the Federal Courts: Rule 53, 58 Col. L. Rev.
452 (1958); C. 4. B. v. Carefree Travel, Inc., 513 F. 2d 375 (CA2 1975).
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New MexicoUniversity of New
MexicoWages
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SECTIONS 209(b) and 218(i) and (t) (42 U.S.C. 409(b) and 418(i) and

(t) STATE AND LOCAL COVERAGENEW MEXICO -UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICOWAGES
20 CFR 404.1026(a), 404.1027(b) and 404.1275

SSR 76-22c

STATE OF NEW=MktICO v. WEINBERGER, 517 Fed. 2nd 989 (10th Cir.
1975), cert.tdenied 423 U.S. 1051 (1976)
Pursiiant to section 218 of the Social Security Act, the Secretary, HEW,
affirmed an assessment made against the State of New Mexico for contributions due on the basis that payments made by the University of New Mexico to
employetis absent on sick leave were not payments on account of sickness but
continuations of salary. Such payments are not excludable as wages under
section 209(b) of the Act. The Court of Appeals, in holding the Secretary's
decision not unreasonable, Held that the Secretary has authority to interpret
the meaning of "wages" within the state and local employment sector. Where

identical treatment to that given in the private employment sector is not
practicable, his interpretation may differ with that rendered by the Internal
Revenue Service, pursuant to its regulations, regarding similar pilyments
made to private employees.
BARRETT, CIRCUIT JUDGE:

After duly exhausting all available administrative remedies, the State
of -New- Mexico (State) commenced this action in the district court pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §418(t) seeking a tedetermination of the correctness of
an assessment made by the Commissioner of Social Security, a delegate
of the defendant, against the Regents of the University of New Mexico, in
respect to Social Security contributions allegedly due and owing upon
certain payments made by the University to an employee underits estab-

lished sick leave plan. This appeal follows the Trial Court's entry of
Summary Judgment in favor of the Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare (Secretary).
The facts are not in dispute. In accordance with 42 U.S.C. §418 and

§§5-7-1, et seq., N. M. S. A., 1953 Comp., the parties entered into an
agreement for coverage of employees of the State and its political -subdivisions, including the University of New Mexico, under the Social
Security Act. The University entered into an agreement with the Public
Employees Retirement Board; effective January 1, 1955. Since 1949, the
University has had in effect a "plan" or system for determining payments

to its employees who are absent from work because of sickness or
accident disability. The amount of payments to each employee under the
plan are recorded and separately stated on the University's books and
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records as,"_sick pay" and are made from a regular salary account.
During 1968, Mr. Galloway, a University employee, was absent from
work - because of illness. As a non-exempt employee of several years'
standing, he had earned under the Plan sufficient sick leave to cover the
period of.his illness and the University paid !him $324.97 as sick leave
payments.'That-amount was computed under the applicable sick leave
policy as his regular straight -time rate of pay times the number of hours
-for, which he qualified for sick leave under the policy. Mr. Galloway's
hours of sick -leave -were duly posted to the "payroll time report" and the
amount paid as sick leave was reflected on the related "payroll register."
The University did not make a Social Security contribution with re-

spect to these payments on the grounds that such payments were
excluded from "wages" under 42 U.S.C. §409(b). The Social Security
Administration thereafter- assessed $28.60 in respect to these payments
made -to Galloway.

On appeal the sole issue is whether the trial court erred in relying upon
an unauthorized and improper interpretation made by the Secretary that
the above payMents did not qualify to be excludedIrom "wages" under 42
U.S.C. §409(b).

The Social Security Act, at least insofar as it applies to private
employers and their employees, is administered by the Internal Revenue
Service (collecting funds from employers and employees) and the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (paying benefits). Both the
rate of tax to be paid, and the rate of benefit to be received are keyed to
"wages" earned bythe employee. The term "wages" used in this computation:is-defined under both the "IRS statutes" (26 U.S.C. §3121) and
under the "HEW statutes" (42 U.S.C. §409). Both statutes provide that
itwages" shall not include "payments made to an employee under a plan
on account of sickness." '

While State employees are not covered by the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act,2 26 U.S.C. §3101 et seq., the States are permitted to
contract with HEW to establish analogous programs under 42 U.S.C.
§418. Of importance to the instant dispute, 42 U.S.C. §418(e)(1) provides:
(eXI) Each agreement under this section shall provide
(A)Ahat the State will pay to the Sectetary of the Treasury, at such time or
timer as the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare may by regulations
preraribe, amounts equivalent to the sum of taxes which would be imposed by

sections [3101 and 3111 of Title 26 1. R. C. of 19541 if the services of
employees covered by the agreement constituted employment as defined in
SeCtion [3121 of Title 26, I. R. C. of 1954); and
(B) that the State will comply with such regulations relating to payments
' 26 U.S.C. §3121(a)(2XB) provides, inter alia:

(a) Wages--For purposes of this chapter the term "wages" means all remuneration for
employment ... except that such term shall not include
(2) the amount of any payment (including any amount paid by an employer for insurance
or annuities, or into -a fund, to provide for any such payment) made to, or on behalf of, an
employee or any of his dependents under a plan or system established by an employer which
makei provision for his employees generally . . . on account of
(B)- Sickness or accident disability ..
42 U.S.C. §409(b) is substantially the same.
2 Employment by a State is excluded from the definition of "employment" by 26 U.S.C.
01210:0(7).
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and reports as the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare may prescribe
to carry out the, purposes of this section. (Emphasis added).

42 U.S.C. §418(i) further provides:
(i) Regulations of the Secretary [HEW] to carry out the purposes of this
section shall be designed to make the requirements imposed on States pursuant
to this section the same, so far as practicable, as those imposed on employers
pursuant to this subchapter and [by Seitions 3101 et seq., 6651(a) and 3504 of
Title 26, I. R. C. of 1954]. (Emphasis added).

The instant controversy arises from the fact that in asses..ing contributions to -be paid in by private employers the Commissioner of Internal
Revenuethas construed the "sick pay" exclusion from "Wages" differently than has the Secretary of HEW in assess) 3g public employers.3
It is not disputed that the payment made here was made pursuant to a
"plan or scheme," and henfrce if the interpretation issued by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, supra, is controlling, the HEW ,assessment
must be reversed.
In summary, the State contends that the above interpretation made by
the Social Security Administration is =both irrelevant- and unauthorized;
that while "wages" are defined under both §§3121 and 409, the latter
definition is relevant only for the purpose of determining entitlemeid to
benefits under §401; that it-is made clear by 42 U.S.C. §418e(1)(A) that an
employer's liability for contributions (either a private or public employer)
is to be determined solely under §3121 of the I. R.. C.; that the Secretary
of HEW is not authorized to issue rulings under I. R. C.- §3121 and has, in

fact, been directed under 42 U.S.C. §418(i) to conform his regulations
as -to the _requirements to be placed on the Statesto those of the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue; and that to sustain the- Secretary's
interpretation would- be to allow inconsistent tax policies to co-exist,
-discriminating between private- and public employees when Congress
clearly intended them to be treated equally and uniformly.
The Secretary would seem to concede that because of the reciprocal
responsibilities ascribed the IRS and the HEW in the case of private
employers (i.e., that the two services are working on opposite sides of the
same coin in collecting taxes and paying benefits) that it, would be contrary to the spirit of the Act for those agencies to have-interpretations of
the term "wages" which differed significantly. Amidon v. Flemming, 285
F.2d 718 (1st Cir. 1960).
Unlike the bifurcated system in respect to private employers, however,
the Secretary maintains that as to public employers, HEW is the sole

administrator of the Act. Hence, while payments by the State under a
3 Rev. Rul. 65-275(1965) simply held that payments for earned sick leave made to an
employee for periods of absence from work on account of illness pursuant to a plan or
system of the type described in §3121(a)(2) of the F.I.C.A. are excluded from "wages" and
are not subject to the taxes imposed under that Act.
SSR 72-56 (1972), on the other hand, held-that even if there exists an established sick
leave plan, payments under such a plan by a State employer would be treated as "wages"
under the Social Security Act unless it is shown in addition that the State has statutory or
other legal authorization to make payments to employees solely on account of sickness (as
distinguished from authorization to merely continue salary payments during periods of
absence due to illness.)
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*418 plan are to be made at an "equivalent" rate to the taxes-imposed on
private employers under §3121 this does not necessarily mean that HEW
is ,bound ,by the definition of "wages" established in the private employ ment_ sector, nor that the IRS is the only agency empowered to interpret
suchlerm. HEW is the agency which assesses the States for payments
;due [§418(q)]. It is, furthermore, the agency possessing the experience
-and expertise in administering the statute. Its interpretation, according to
the Secretary, should therefore be accorded due weight.
Irilurther support of the contention that HEW is authorized to make

the contested interpretation, the Secretary contends that: (a) the language of §413(a) ,indicates that the ,definition of "wages" under §409 does
not exist merely forlmrPoses.of computing benefits to be paid; (b) that the
legislative history of the 1958 amendment to §409(i) indicates that Congress viewed the definitions of Sections 409 and 410 as-being applicable in
computing payments due under §418(e), citingState of Montana v. United
States, 489 F.2d 522 (9th Cir. 1973); and (c) that ;this 1958 amendment

implicitly recognized the pre -_ee of HEW of including as- "wages",
continuation, of salary during a State employee's absence frim. work
because of sickness, citing Graves v. Gardner, 280 F. Supp. 666 (:.,1,` .N.Y.
4068).

While we have been presented no cases directly in point *to- the
challenge presented here, we think that

the-Social;Security Actlhe

Secretary has been given the authority, albeit limited, to interpret
"wages" in respect to contributions to be made by public employers. In
addition to the arguments made by the Secretary in his- brief, we -find
support for this conclusion in 42 U.S.C. §418(i). As notee, supra, that
section, entitled "Regulations"-provides that any regulations made by the
Secretary to "carry out the purposes" of Section 418 shall be designed to
"make the requirements imposed on States . . . the same, so far as
practicable, as those imposed on [private] employers . . ." It would seem
clear from this language that where it is not "practicable," the Secretary
may issue regulations as to the requirements to be placed upon the Stat.:is
which are not "the same" as those placed on private employers, i.e., the
limitation here implies the power.
Having found the existence of authority in the Secretary, in limited
situations, to make interpretations which may result in private and public
employers not being treated the- "same" insofar as their liability - -for
contributions [is] concerned, we cannot hold, under the circumstances of
this case, that the Secretary's decision that this was an instance where it
was not "practicable" to conform his Regulation to those promulgated
under §3121, or to interpret wages differently for public employers, was
not reasonable.' Udall v. Tallman, 380 U.S. 1 (1965);-Gardner v. Brian,
369 F.2d 443 (10th Cir. 1966).

The Secretary's "variant" interpretation was here predicated apparently upon a literal ,interpretation given to §409(b), i.e., that to be
eiOuded from "wages", sick leave payments must be paid solely on
accowni of sickness. Such payments by a Stateas opposed to a mere
coati: uation of wages during periods of absence due to illnesswould
allegedly amount to an improper "donation" of State funds absent ex-
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press legal authority for the State to appropriate funds for such use.4 See,
1.
SSR 72-56, supra.
Such a consideration would not be of concern in the administration li,s! the
IRS of the provisions taxing private employers;-hence the need for different treatment of sick-leave payments in respect to public employerspi.e.,
the additional requirement imposed upon the States that such authorizai
tion in fact exists.
We think this constitutes a situation wherein it is not "practicable" for
private and public employers to be treated "the same" under the Act as to
the requirements in:posed upon them.
In Gardner v. Hall, 366`F.2d 132 .(10tI-Cir. 1966), we held:
The Secretary has, without question, the authority and the duty to pierce
any fictitious arrangements . .. when the arrangement is not in accord with
reality. 366 F.2d 132 at 135.

If, by analogy, the State here has no authority to make "payments on
account of sickness" such as would qualify to be excluded from "wages"

under the Act, we hold that the Secretary has the authority to bar the
exclusion from "wages" of such payments irregardless of how they are
denominated or treated under the State's "plan:"
while the State's argument for consistency of interpretation is
appealing and the result desirable, such consistency has not always been
found controlling where overriding considerations exist. Compare, Ludeking v. Finch, 421 F.2d 499 (8th Cir. 1970). We find F.C.C. v. American
Broadcasting Co., 347 U.S. 284 (1954) to be inapposite. Our holding is
consistent with the Congressional policy underlying Federal Social Security legislation which requires courts to interpret-the Act liberally, and to
resolve any doubts in favor of coverage. Rasmussen,v. Gardner, 374 F.2d
S 9 (10th Cir. 1967); Dvorak v. Celebrezze, 345 F.2d
AFFIRMED.

kLOth Cir. 1965).

While the State categorizes HEW's concern in this regard as **absurd quibble" and an
"erroneous notion." It dces not specifically contend that under New Mexico law the State is
empowered to make payments "solely on account of sickness." We also note that the New

Mexico Attorney General's opinion dated February 15, 1971 (1'. R. Vol. I, Exhibit D), is
supportive of HEW's contention. On a question of state law, courts generally give careful
consideration to, and regard as highly persuasive, an opinion to the State's Attorney General

where there is no other State preced ", directly in poiht. 7 Ain. Jur. 2d, Attorney General
§8.
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Insured Status
SECTIONS 210(a)(6)(A), 216(i)(3), and 223(c)(1) (42 U.S.C. 410 (a)(6)(A),
416(i)(3), and 423(c)(1))DISABILITY INSURANCE BENEFITS
INSURED
STATUSFEDERAL
CIVILIAN
EMPLOYMENT
COVERAGE OF OVERTIME PAYMENTS

20 CFR 404.116 and 404.1013

SSR 76-3c

Kaplan v. Richardson, 1A Unempl. Ins. Rep. Par. 14,303 (E.D. N.Y.
7/19/73), affirmed, -489 F.2d 752 (2d Cir. 1974).
Where a retired civil service employee alleges insured status under the Social
Security Act fur purpose of entitlement to disability insurance benefits claiming that
the overtime wages he received as a federal employee should be considered covered
employment held, the overtime wages received by a civil service employee who is
covered by the Civil Service Retirement Act may not he counted as wages under the
Social Security Act merely because they are not included under the Civil Service
Retirement Act to compute benefits,,tt's such overtime wages may not lie viewed
separately from ba wages where both are paid by the same federal agency for the
same type of servics
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NEAHER, District Judge:

Plaintiff commenced this action seeking review under §205(g) of the
Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C.1§4b5(g), of a final decision of the defendant
Secretary of Health, Education and IVelfare ("the Secretary") denying his

application for establishment of a period of disability under §216, 42
U.S.C. §416, and for disability insurance-benefits under §223, 42 U.S.C.
§423. Defendant has moved for judgment on the pleadings, pursuant to
Rule 12 (c), F.R.Ci
Plaintiff, George E. Kaplan, a retired federal civil service employee, filed
an application for disability insurance benefits on May 24, 1971. The
application was denied on June 24, 1971; the denial was affirmed upon
reconsideration by the Bureau of Disability Insurance of the Social Security Administration on September 1, 1971. Pursuant to Kaplan's request a
de novo hearing was theld before a hearing examiner on April 18, 1972,
where his application was again denied. The Appeals Council of the Social
Security Administration denied review on July 28, 1972. Thus, the hearing
examiner's° decision became the final decision of the Secretary, 42 U.S.C.
§405(g).

Plaintiff alleged that the onset date of his disability was August 15, 1970
(Exhibit 1). He previously worked for the Social Security Administration as

a claims authorizer for nearly 10 years ending in 1968. The hearing

examiner found that p.`aintiff was not under a disability as defined in the
Act for any period through September 30, 1963, when-he-last-met Ahe
earnings requirement of the Act. The examiner also found that plaintiff did
not receive quarters of coverage from overtime wages earned by him as a
Civil Service employee in the E.ocial Security Administration because those
wages were excluded from covered wages under §210(a) (6) (A) of the Sdeial
Security Act, 42 U.S.C. §410(a) (6) (A).
The basic issue that plaintiff has raised throughout the administrative
.process-and-the sole issue raised here is the contention that overtime wages
of federal employees should be used in calculating quarters of coverage.
Section 210(a) (6) (A) clearly excludes from the coverage of the Social
Security Act those in the employ of the United States or its instrumentalities
who are covered by a federal retirement system. Quarters of coverage are
derived from wages earned through employment or self-employment income covered by the Social Security Act. The term-wages, as defined in
§209, 42 U.S.C. §409, me -Is remuneration for employment, "including the
cash value of all remuneration paid in any medium other tharecash." The
term employment, as defined in §210(a), 42 U.S.C. §410(a), specifically
does not include service performed in the employ of the United States or
one of its instrumentalities, if the service is "covered by a rctirernent system
established by a law of the United States . . . A retirement system for
employees of the Social Sccurity Administration is established under the
Civil Service Retirement Act, 5 U.S.C. §8301, et seq. ("Retirement Act").
Thus, tinder the Act Kaplan is not entitled to quarters of coverage on the
basis of wages received from the Social Security Administration, since he is
covered and presently receives benefits under the, Retirement Act.
Nevertheless Kaplan argues that the overtime wages received from the
Social Security Administration should be counted as wages under the Social
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Security Act,'because overtime wages are excluded under the Retirement
Act for purposes of compiiting,benefits under the latter Act. This eonten,ticiti is clearly frivolous.
Overtime wages cannot be viewed-separately. from basic wages, at least
where both, are paid by the same agency- for the same type of services.

Wages, as already noted, belude "the cash value of all remuneration"
received. As to whether an employment is included within the Social
Security Act's coverage; the crucial question is not whether the form of

remuneration.is covered by a retirement system, but_whether the service is
covered by ,a retirement system. Plaintiff-was clearlyperforming thessame-

service at all times. Cf. Thaxton v. Finch, 301 F.Supp. 1155 (D. Tex.
1971).

Moreover, §210(b) of the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. §410(b), and
implementing, regulations provide that if services perforined during more
than one-half \of any pay period do not constitute employment under the
Act then none of the services during that pay period-shall be considered
employment. Plaintiff has never. alleged that his overtime work constituted
more than one-half of his services or time spent in anyipay period (Hearing
Examiner's.Decision, at 6). Therefore, assuming that his overtime work is a
service constituting employMent, since all services by him are to
be treated' alike either as all included or excluded, all of his services must
be held to be excluded.
Plaintiff further alleges that if overtime wages are not covered under the
Social Security Act, the Act unconstitutionally discriminates against federal
emPloyees.

The provision of the Social Security Act excluding earnings received by
federal employees covered by the Retirement Act is not arbitrary. Cf.
Steward lifaeltine Co. v. '6 avis, 301 U.S. 548 (1937). The Retirement Act
became law on May 22, 1920, fifteen years before th,. advent of social
security. The drafters of the Social Security Act felt tha(ffederal employees
already had adequate retirement provisions. Congresi ,tiso felt- that the
purposes of the two systems were somewhat different and that it would not
be advantageous to disturb the existing viable federal retirement system.
Similarly, the exclusion of overtime pq for purposes of computing
benefits under the Retirement Act is also not arbitrary. Congress felt that
[i]t would be unrealistic to require the paymaster to compute thousands of biweekly
paychecks with salary rates that consistently vary because of overtime pay. Some
-employees migkt work overtime at a given point in their Federal career but have
their high-five average based on a period which included little or no overtime. (1966
U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News, at 3810.)

Thus, it can be seen that this classification serves the reasonable purpose of
standardizing payroll dedpetionsand computations, by excluding sporadic
and irregular overtime pay.
In sum, while the interplay of the two statutes.May result in a difference
in treatment between federal employees and those who are not, this difference is not discrimination; -it is at most an anomaly. The provisions in
controversy are rationally based and free from invidious discrimination.
Cf. Florio v. Richardson, 469 F.2(1 803, 808 (2 Cir. 1972).

Accordingly, defendant's motion for judgment on the pleadings is
granted.
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Evaluation of Impairments
SECTIONS 216(i) and 223 (42 U.S.C. 416(i) and 423)DISABILITY
EVALUATION OF IMPAIRMENTSCOMBINATION OF IMPAIR-

MENTS

20 CFR-4041501

SSR 76-35c

York v. Secretary of Ilea ith, Education, and Welfare, U.S.D.C., N.D. Ill.,
No. 75,C 476 (10/24/75)
The plaintiff's.claim for disability insurance benefits and a period of disability
under sections 223 and 216(1) of the Social Security Act was denied by the Sec-

retary. The claimant alleged that certain gunshot wounds had rend( -ed him
unable to engagQin substantial gainful activity because they resulted-in a hernia,
paralysis of his right leg, headaches, and naurtt. On appeal to the U.S. Distriet

Court, it was held, the alleged impairments,oie of which (i.e., the.hernia)

wire:correctible through surgery, -and others of .Which (i.e., the alleged paralysis,
'headaches and nausea) -were not supported by clinical evidence, individually or
lit combination, were not sufficiently severe to prevent the- claimant tiora eagaging in substantial gainful actiyity. While the claimant suffered some limitation due to his injury,ihe retains the functional capability for light -work. His
age, education, and past workzexperience are consistent with the ability to perform such work.

LYNCH, District Judge:

Plaintiff, brought this action pursuant to Section 405(g) of Title 42 of
the United States Code seeking judicial review of a final deCiaion of the
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare denying his claim for disability
insurance benefits under 42 U.S.C. Section 423 and for, a period of disability under-42 U.S.C. Section 416(1)

Plaintiffs original application was originally denied and was again
denied on reconsideration by -the Bureau of Disability Insurance -Of the
Social Security Administration. An administrative-law judge considere4 'the
case de novo and found that plaintiff was not under a disability. It .is this
decision which plaintiff now seeks to overturn. This Court must determine
whether the decision of the Administrative Law Judge was supported by
substantial evidence. The evidence before that judge can be summariied
as follows.

Plaintiff's alleged disability stems from certain gunshot wounds suffered
by him in 1969. Certain physical impairments are said to have resulted
from these wounds including a hernia, a fitly in one leg, headaches and
vomiting. The Court will consider each one of the alleged impairments

individually.

THE HERNIA
-Plaintiff was shown to be suffering from-a-large ventral hernia', This fact
was verified by three doctors. However, it must be noted that one doctor
stated thafhe recommended to the plaintiff that he wear an abdominal support and defendant disregarded this recommendation although it should be
noted that the doctor acknowledged that wearing the support would be hot,
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uncomfortable and unsanitary.
Another doctor advised plaintiff to have his condition repaired surgically.

Although plaintiff could apparently have had this done surgically without
charge at,Cook County Hospital due to his status as a public aid recipient,
'he declined to do so.

THE LIMP

Plaintiff asserts that he suffers from paralysis in his right leg. Although
two doctors indicated' that plaintiff- walked with a limp, they stated that
there was little indication of paralysis.
Clinical evidence indicated that signs of sciatica were present in plaintiff's
right side leading to a reduced-knee jerk and a slight atrophy o!the calf in

the plaintiffs right leg. Although one doctor felt that plaintiff :could not
stand-and walk between six and eight hours a day, he stated that plaintiff

,could occasionally climb stairs or ladders, he-could frequently= lift up to ten
pounds, and could reach overhead. Dr. Miller described plaintiff's condition
as a "moderate = disability from an orthopedic viewpoint."

It must be further noted that plaintiff had a 15restriction in
flexion and 5 degree restriction in rotation of his- neck. Plaintiff also
suffered'from a '10 degree loss of flexion and 5 to 10 degree loss of rotation
in the thoracic lumbar area:, There was minimal degenerative arthritis in
the cervical spine.
HEADACHES and VOMITING

Evidence of these impairments was limited ,to plaintiff's complaints- at
the time of the hearing. He had also indicated to One doctor that he had
suffered from nausea. There was some evidence to the effect that the gastrointestinal problems were related to plaintiff's hernia condition.
PLAINTIFF'S EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND
WORKING EXPERIENCE
Plaintiff was born in,1927. He completed high school and attended_ classes
in drafting at Cameron College.

Plaintiff worked as a pattern maker in- the furniture industry from 1947
to 1965. His job involved knowing how to read blueprints and being able
to draft patterns. From 1965 to 1966 he worked as a set up man in the
furniture industry. From 1966 to 1973, plaintiff worked for a funeral home
performing general maintenance work. Doctor Conte, one of the examining
doctors, reported in November of 1973 that plaintiff had done some careentry work around his house and that he did this work without any apparent
problein.
To qualify for insurarc. bene 1 and a period of disability under Sections

423 and 416(i) of Title 42, an individual must show that he is under- a
"disability" as defined- in the Social Security Act. Section 423(d) (1) (A)
defines disability as the "inability to engage in any substantial gainful
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-activity by reason of any medically determinable physical . . . impairment."
Section 423(d) (2) indicates that:
(A) an individual . . . shall be determined to be under a disability only
if his physical or mental impairment or impairments are of such severity
that he is not only unable to do his previous work but cannot, considering
his age, education, and work experience, engage in any other kind of sub.
stantial gainful work which exists in the national economy, regardless of

whether such work exists in the immediate area in which he lives, or
whether a specific job vacancy exists for him or whether he would be hired
iflie-applied for work.
The burden of proof rests upon the plaintiff to establish that he is entitled

to disability insurance benefits under the Social Security Act. Jerald v.
Richardson, 445 F.2d 36 (7th Cir. 1971). The final decision of the Secretary in'the instant case found that plaintiff had failed to meet this burden.
This Court believes that there is substantial evidence to support that finding.

In the case of plaintiff's hernia, he has refused to take any remedial
measures to alleviate the Condition. He does not wear an abdominal support,

as recommended, and he refuses to submit to corrective surgery. It is true
that neither of these steps is completely attractive as they may fall short of a
total panacea. However, some remedial action is called for and plaintiff's
unwillingness to take any steps in this direction militates against his cause.
A hernia has been held to be a remediable condition and does not necessarily entitle -a claimant to disability benefits under the Act. Richardson v.
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, 371 F.2d 542- (7th Cir. 1966).
It has been held that if a claimant's impairment results from his wilful and
unreasonable refusal to undergo treatment or corrective surgery, the presence

of that impairment will not constitute a basis for the award of disability
benefits. See Flynn v. Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, 344 F.
Supp. 94 (E.D. Wis. 1972) and McCarty v. Richardson, 459 F.2d 3 (5th Cir.
1972). The weight- of the evidence supports the Secretary's conclusion that
plaintiff's hernia is not totally disabling under the circumstances of this case.
Definite signs of sciatica and mild atrophy -in pkintiff's right leg support

the conclusion that plaintiff is suffering from certain restrictions of his
physical capabilities. Nonetheless, plaintiff's condition was described by a
doctor as a "moderate disability" and there was no indication that plaintiff
has been totally disabled. The partial loss of functional use in a leg does
not necessarily establish a disability. Workman v. Celebrezze, 360 F.2d 877
(7th Cir. 1966).
Concerning plaintiff's claim of nausea and vomiting, there is evidence
indicating that these physical reactions are related to plaintiff's hernia- and
the remarks previously made regarding the hernia are equally appliCable
here. There is no objective- clinical evidence in the record that plaintiff's
complaints of headaches amount to a condition which is so constant and
severe as to amount to a disability which would prevent him from engaging
in substantial gainful activity.
The Court finds that plaintiff's physical impairments, either individually

or in combination, fail to establish a disability as defined in the Act.
Bledsoe v. Richardson, 469 F.2d 1288 (7th Cir. 1972).
The conclusion reached by this Court is further supported by the evidence
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in the record costerning gainful activity engaged in by plaintiff following
the onset of:hisithysical impairments. It is undisputed that he engaged in
zUbstantial work; or a period °flour-years following the shooting incident

which giveseto his various impairments. This work demonstrates that
plaintiff ik,cepahle of engaging in substantial gainful activity. Kutchman v.
Cohen, 425 :F.24 20 (7th Cir. 1970) ; Breska v. Richardson, 346 F. Supp.
1150 (ED. -Wisi 1972). There il-insufficient evidence to demonstrate that
plaintiff's impairments have become progressively disabling so as to preclude all work.

Plaintiff's edUcational background, including the completion of high
school and-some; drafting courses in college, indicate that he is -.not- under a

severe handicap; n terms of literacy or job training. In the administrative
-proceedings, the: Secretary took administrative notice- of alternative modes
of= substantial. gainful activity that plaintiff might engage in. It is proper
fOr the Secretar}, tb take such notice. Floyd v. Finch, 441 _F.2d 73 (6th Cir.
1971). Although there was evidence that plaintiff may no longer be able to
engage in -- strenuous activities, there is sufficient evidence to indicate :that

he could Perform light carpentry work or other activities which do not
require great arounts of physical exertion. The ability -to engage in alternative forms ofsubstantial gainful activity precludes a finding of "disability"
under the Social Security Act.

Based uponi:the preceding analysis, the decision of the- Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare is-affirmed.

Reduction of Benefits

SECTION 224(a) and (b) (42 U.S.C. 424(a) and (b))DISABILITY
REDUCTION OF BENEFITS DUE TO RECEIPT OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
20 CFR'404.408 (d)

SSR- 76-34c

Vaughn vs. Mathews0J.S.D.C. S.D. Ohio, No. 8627 (2/18/76)
Where the Secrctary reduccd claimant's social security disability insurance
benefits on the basis of -a lump.sum amount he received in settlement of his
workmen's compensation claim, he contended that the reduction was improper
because (1) the lump-sum settlement was not based on a finding that he was
'entitled' to workmen's compensation, f2) the lump-sum payment was not a
true substitute for periodic payments, and (3) alternatively, those of his medical
expenses which were covered by medicare should not have liecn counted for
reduction purposes. Held, the reduction was proper because (1) any workmen's
compensation award, regardless of whethcr paid as a settlement compromise,
inherently represents a finding that the claimant is 'entitled', (2)- a lump-sum
award can be regarded as a substitute for periodic payments even where the
award does not specifically equate the lump-sum to specific periodic amounts,
and
(3) medical expenses covcred by medicare could not be excluded in com
L
puting the reduction because they were not 'paid or incurred' bribe Claimant.
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PORTER, District Judge:

This is an action under 42 U.S.C. § 405(g). Plaintiff seeks review of the
decision of the Secretary holding that plaintiff's disability insurance benefits were subject to a reduction under the "workmen's compensation offset"
provisions of '42 U.S.C. § 424a. The case is here for general judicial review
on the merits and is before us on the submissions of each side (doc. 9 for
plaintiff; doc. 12 for defendant).
The plaintiff became entitled to disability benefits effective JUly 1969
but the benefits were subject to a reduction due to his entitlement to weekly
workmen's compensation for a period ending in March 1970. Thereafter,
he claimed further workmen's compensation for a psychiatric disability.
This subsequent claim-culminatedAn an agreement in April 1971 with the
workmen's compensation administrator whereby the plaintiff settled his
claim for 18,500.00, plus unpaid_medical bills on file." The settlement was
made in full satisfaction of all claims-and, after attorney fees were paid,
the lump sum received by the claimant under the settlement agreement was
$5,666.67.

The Appeals Council found that the plaintiff's disability benefits were sub-

ject to offset in the amount of $3,366.67the $5,666.67 previously determined less $2,300 attributable to medical expenses after the date of the
workmen's compensation award.
Title 42 U.S.C. § 424a (a) provides in pertinent part:

"(a) If for any month prior to the month in which an individual attains

the age of 62

(1) such individual is entitled to benefits under section 223 '(42
U.S.C. § 423), and
(2) such individual is entitled for such month, undei a- workmen's
compensation law or plan of United States or a:State, to periodic benefits for total or partial disability (whether or not permanent), and the
Secretary has, in a prior month, received notice of such entitlement for
such month,

the total- of his benefits under section 223 (42 U.S.C. § 423) for such
month and-of any-benefits-under section 202 (42 U.S.C. § 402) for such

month based on wages and self-employment income shall be reduced...." (Emphasis added).
And, Title 42

§ 424a (b) reads as follows:

".(b) If any periodic benefit under a workmen's compensation law or
plan is payable on other than a monthly basis (excluding a benefit payable as a lump sum except to the extent that it is a commutation of, or a
substitute for, periodic payments),

the reduction under this section shall be made. ..." (Emphasis added).
It is plaintiff's contention that the offset provisions of § 424a(a) and (b)
are not applicable to -the settlement of April 1971 because: 1) plaintiff's
settlement and resulting lump sum payment was not based upon a determination by Ohio authorities that plaintiff was "entitled" to workmen's compensation benefits, and 2) the lump sum payment was not a true substitute

for perhdic paymentsi.e., not a "commutation of, or a substitute

fog,

periodic payments" within the meaning of § 424a(b). Alternatively, plaintiff argues that even if the settlement of April 1971 does fall within the
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scope of § 424a, more medical expenses should have been excluded from the
off* pursuant to 20 C.F.R. 404.408(d) .

We turn first to plaintiff's contention that the offset provisions of the
Social-Security Act are inapplicable since they only come into play where a
person is"entitled" to workmen's compensation benefits and, here, the benefits received by plaintiff were not awarded pursuant to any explicit finding
oteniitlement. We find this-argument to be without merit. As the Secretary
-points out (doe. 12, p. 3) the following language of Section 4123.54 of the
Ohio Revised Code makes it clear that compensation benefits can only be
made if the recipient is "entitled" to receive such benefits:

...

"Every employee, who is injured or who contracts an occupational disease,
wherei,er such injury has occurred or occupational disease has been contracted,
provided-the same were not purposely selfinflicted, is entitled -to receive .. .
such compensation for loss sustained -on- account of such injury, occupational
disease or death, and such medical, nurse, and hospital services and medicines,
and such amount of funeral expenies in case of death, as are provided by sec.
tions 4123.01 to 4123.94 inclusive, of the Revised Code. (Emphasis added).,

Since- the settlement of April 1971 was pursuant to Ohio Revised Code
Section 4123.65, it is apparent that the compensation received was based on
entitlement. We do= not- think the- "denial of liability" recitation which appears in the settlement documents indicates that the Ohio Industrial Coinmission paid the plaintiff benefits to which he was- not entitled. Indeed,
plaintiff provides no authority of any kind for the proposition that benefits could properly be awarded absent "entitlement." We must conclude that
plaintiff was entitled to the lump-sum settlement of April 1971.

Plaintiff further argues that the offset provisions of the Social Security

Act are not applicable because the lump sum he received was not a true substitute for periodic payments. In rejecting this argument, theAppeals Council-relied on Paris Stone v. Richardson, CCII.DIR, Fed. para. 16, 093 and
17,044 (S.D. Ohio 1970,=1973)'. We think that relianceis well plaCed. Paris
Stone holds that the workmen's compensation offset applies to a lump sum
settlement reached under Ohio Revised Code Section 4123.65. Indeed, the
fact that there was never -a determination in that case of "either the period
involved in periodic payment or the amount involved in a periodic payment"
indicates that a lump sum settlement under Section 4123.65 ean be regarded
as a substitute for periodic payments- even where the lump sum has never

been equated to a specific monthly or other periodic amount. Plaintiff's
cases do not detract from the Paris Stone holding, and the Appeals Council.
cited two cases which are similar to ours in which lump sum settlements
have been treated as substitutes for periodic payments (Tr. 161-62). Accordingly, we think plaintiff's argument on this point is not well taken.
We turn now to plaintiff's alternative argument that no part of the $8,500
lump sum settlement should have been subject to offset because it all went
for legal fees and medical expenses. The Appeals Council- addressed this

issue in considerable detail_and, rather than repeat the Council's discussion
in toto, we,shall merely-attach the pertinent portion (Tr. 162-64) of their
decision at the end of our opinion. For summation purposes, suffice it to
say that -the Council determined that, in addition to the $2,833.33 of attorney fees which were not subject to offset, there should be $2,300 excluded_from the offset amount which $2,300 represented reasonable medical
expenses paid or incurred by- plaintiff-between April 1971 (the settlement
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date) and July 1, 1973 (the date he became eligible for Medicare). In

essence, plaintiff argues -that the Secretary erred -by not excluding medical
expenses covered by Medicare from the offset.

The applicable regulation, 20 C.F.R. § 404.408(d), provides in pertinent
part as follows:
"(d) Items not counted for reduction. Amounts paid or incurred, or to be incurred by the individual for medical, legal, or related expenses in connection
with his workmen's compensation claim, or the injury or occupational disease
on which his workmen's compensation award or settlement is based, are exeluded in computing this reduction under paragraph (a) of this section to the
extent that they are consonant with State law . .." (Emphasis added).

Citing this languai5e, plaintiff argues: 1) that disability benefits are not to
be reduced if such reduction -is not in accord with State law; 2) that in
Ohio, a "collateral- source?' may not properly be considered in diminution
of damages; and 3) that, therefore, workmen's compensation benefits cannot properly be used to offset Social Security disability benefits to which
claimant is- otherwise entitled. We find this argument unpersuasive because,
as the Secretary points out (doc. 12, p. 5), it is based upon an. "ungrammatical and illogical" interpretation of the regulation. We believe an analy-

sis of the pertinent language indicates that the "they" which must be
consonant with State law refers to "amounts paid or incurred" and not to

the "exclusion" of such amounts in computing the reduction. That is, medical expenses, paid or incurred by the individual are excluded from- offset
`tojhe,extent that they (the amounts of said expenses) are consonant with
State law. We think it is clear that the regulation's "consonant with State
law" language is addressing,the question of how much may be excluded and
therefore only comes into play, where an exclusion from offset is shown to
be proper in accordance with the rest of the regulationi.e., where qualifying medical expenses have been paid or incurred by the individual.1 Thus,
the permissibility of an exclusion is to be determined in accordance with
the Social Security Act and the appropriate regulation promulgated thereunder (i.e., 20 C.F.R. § 404.408), and only the amount of such a permis-

sible exclusion is affected in ail, way by State lawi.e., the amounts are
excluded "to the extent that they are consonant with State law." We agree
with the Secretary (doc. 12, p. 5) that if the draftsman of the regulation
meant to say that the permissibility of an exclusion were to be determined
according to- -State law, he would not have written "to -the extent they are
consonant with State law" but instead would have written "to the extent

that such exclusion is consonant with State law," or some equivalent
thereof. In short, we think plaintiff's interpretation of the regulation is
unsound. It is our opinion that Ohio's "collateral source" rule has no bearing on this case. In this connection, we would simply state that the cases

Cited by plaintiff are not on pointthey deal generally with the topic of
collateral source but have nothing to do with the sort of Social Security
issues presently before us.

In what appears to be almost afterthought fashion, plaintiff "throws in"
two final arguments which we shall address briefly. First, plaintiff contends
that since his eligibility for health insurance was not foreseeable wheirthe
' Here, of course, it is the Secretary's position that medical expenses covered by Medicare do not represent amounts paid by the individual.
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settlement was reached in April 1971, his subsequent eligibility should have
been ignored in calculating offset. The fact remains,, that plaintiff's Medicare eligibility was a fait accompli by the time offset was considered and
calculated-by the Secretary, and the plaintiff advances no reason why the
Secretary should have (or dutifully could have) ignored the relevant facts
and circumstances existing at that time. Secondly, and lastly, plaintiff argues

that the offset regulation, 20 C.F.R. § 404.408(d), is invalid to the extent
it goes beyond workmen's compensation "entitlements" and "purports to
cover settlement agreemenq's and compromises." As may properly be inferred

from our earlier discussion, the concept of "entitlement" to benefits is not
inherently at odds with settlements and compromises. Whatever a State
agency pays, whether by virtue of settlement or otherwise, may be said to
represent a finding as to the amount of benefits to which a claimant is
"entitled." In any case, the Secretary's regulations are presumed valid and
should not be overturned on- the basis of an uLsupported, one-Sentence
argument such as- that advanced by plaintiff at the closing of his brief.
For the foregoing reasons, the Secretary's decision represents a proper
application of the law and the regulations to the undisputed "facts and must,
therefore, be affirmed.

Substantial Gainful Activity
SECTIONS 216(i) and 223(d) (42 U.S.C. 416(i) and 423(d))DISABILITY

INSURANCE BENEFITSSUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL ACTIVITY
REBUTTAL-OF PRESEMPTION OF ABILITY TO ENGAGE IN SUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL ACTIVITY

20 CFR 404.1501 and 404.1532-404.1534

-SSR 76-4a

Where claimant in April 1972 filed application for a period of disability and
disability insurance benefits alleging inability to work from August 1970 because of
knee injuries but thereafter engaged in sporadic work activities for 3 month periods

earning in excess of- 3140 per month and evidence established that each work
attempt aggravated the knee impairments and necessitated discontinuance of work,
hospitalization and surgery, held, the presumption that claimant was engaging in
substantial gainful activity during his work attempts because of earnings in excess of
3140 a month (the amount of monthly earnings which then created a presumption of

substantial gainful activity) is rebutted by "affirmative evidence" showing that his
impairments precluded sustained occupational activity in that such activity took
place during three brief intervals over approximately a two year period and was
interrupted by aggravation of impairment following each period of work-activity;
therefore, claimant is entitkl to a period of disability co ttttt tencing in August 1970
and continuing through September 1972.

D, the claimant filed an application for disability benefits on April 25,
1972, alleging inability to work from August 11, 1970, because of injuries to
his knees. The evidence establishes that the claimant injured both knees on
August 11, 1970 and, as a result, stopped wo-rking.
The diagnosis was chondromalacia of the patella of both knces. A long leg
cast was applied on the left leg and it was removed by November 17, 1970.
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D-continued-tofimprove and was able to return to light duty= on- Novembe4
24, "1970, working about 20 hours a week for about $3.30 an hour for 14
Ayeelca. Sometime after ,December 1, 1970, D started to complain of knee
pain again. On-February-24, 1971, he entered the hospital and-a-patellec;
the yight.knee was performed. His postoperative course was une4
ton
ventful and he was discharged from the hospital on Marclrl,.197100n-June

21, 1971, he returned to work on a regular 40-houiIasis. However, a
strain was placed on his left knee, while the right knee was healing. He
reentered the.hospital on,September 14, 1971, for a patellectomy of the left
knee. His postoperative.course was uneventful and he was discharged on
September. 21, 1971. D returned to full-time work on January 17, 1972,
and worked until March 11, 1972, when he resigned. On April 3, 1972, he
went to work selling advertising and quit after -3 weeks. When the claimant
was examined in April 1972, a slight looseness of one of the ligaments of the
rightkneeAvas noted as well as a lump which appeared with pain on flexion
and-eittetision,of,theleft knee. As recommended by the examining- physician, the claimant underwent surgery for the removal of the mass from the
left, knee in-July 1972. Following surgery, the doctor expressed the opinion
that the claimant would not be able to return to work before October i,
1972. When D was reexamined on September 28, 1972, the only = restriction

placed on his work activity was that he should not engage in any work
requiring prolonged standing or heavy lifting.
The claimant has stated that in the fall of 1972, he became a full-time
college student. The X State Employment office has tried to obtain a
telephone solicitors job for him at $1.40 an hour, which he felt was not very

substantial. In addition thereto, he has been looking for": part-time work
that would not interfere with college. So far he has been unsuccessful.
When the claimant was examined on February 14, 1973, it was noted that
he had a good range of motion in both knees. There was some weakness of
both quadriceps; however, the_only restriction placed on the claimant's
activities was that he couldnotdo a lot of stooping and bending.
Section 216(i) of the Social Security Act provides for the establishment of
a period of disability, and section 223 provides for the payment of disability
insurance benefits. As amended in 1965, both sections define "disability"
(except for certain cases of blindness) as an inability to engage in any
substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically deternithable physical or mental impairment which can he expected to result in death or which
has lasted or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not less than
12 months. A "physical or mental impairment" is defined in section 223 as
an impairment that results from anatomical, physiological or psychological
abnormalities which are demonstrable by medically acceptable clinical and
laboratory diagnostic techniques.
Section 223(d)(2)(A) provides in pertinent part, that:
. . an individual . . . shall be determined to be under a disability only if his
physical or mental impairment or impairments are of such severity that he is not
only unable to do his previous work but cannot, considering his age, education, and
work experience, engage in any other kind of substantial gainful work which exists
in the national ecotiediy; regardless of whether such work exists in the immediate

area in which he lives or whether a specific job vacancy exists for him, or whether he
would be hired if he applied for work. For purposes of the preceding sentence (with
respect to an :ndividual), 'work which exists in the national economy' means work
which exists in significant numbers either in the region where such individual lives
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or in several regions of the country.

In evaluating D's work activities from November 24, 1970, to February
23, 1971; June 21, 197i to September 4, 1971; and January 17, 1972, to
approximately the middle of April 1972, the criteria set forth in Social
Security Administration Regulations No. 4 is applicable. Iii this regard
section 404:1532(a) of-such regulations (20 CFR 404.1532(0) states:
If an infilyidual performed work during any period in which he alleges that he was
under a disability . . . the work performed may demonstrate that such individual
has ability to engage in substantial gainful activity. . . .

Further, section 404.1534(a) (20 CFR 404.1534(0) of this regulation
states, in pertinent part:
Where an individual,tyhu claims to be disabled engages in work activities, the
amount of his earnings from iiich activities may establish that the individual has the
ability to engage in substantial gainful activity. Generally, activities which result insubstantial earnings would establish ability to engage in substantial gainful activity***. Where an individual is forced to discontinue his Work activities after a short

time because his impairment precludes foutinuing such activities, his earnings
would not demonstrate ability to engage in substantial gainful activity.***

-Subparagraph (b) of this section of the regulations then in effect, poi,....1
out that:
An individual's cartiiuss-from; work activities averaging in excess of 8140 a month
shall be deemed to demonstrate his ability to engage in substantial gainful activity
unless there is affirmative evidence that such work activities themselves establish
that the +ndividnal does not have.* ability-to engage in substantial gainful activity
under the criteria in §1464.1532 and 404.1533 and paragraph (a) of this section.
(Emphasis supplied)

The evidence establishes that during each of the three workattempts, the
claimant's earnings were in excess of $140 per month, with the exception
perhaps of April 1972. However, each work attempt resulted in hospitalization and surgery. Each return to work lasted approximately 3 months, but
in light of the chron logy of the claimant's impairments as demonstrated lz.y

the medically acceptable evidence, with due regard to the amount of
earnings, it appears that those 3 month periods were not of significant
length as to lead to-a conclusion_that_the claimant demonstrated an ability
thereby to engage in substantial gainful activity. Thus,-the prestunption
that the claimant was engaging in substantial gainful activity_ during each of
his three brief abortive work attempts because his earnings were in excess
of $140 a- month has been rebutted by "affirmative evidence" showing that
his impairments precluded sustained occupational activity. Moreover, the
nature of the claimant's impairments, his age, education and vocational
attainment, and the efforts by his employer to accoritr.odate the work
situation to his inipairments, are persuasive to a eoncluslf.-_ thatsuch work
activities themselves established that the claimant did not have the functional capability to engage in substantial gainful activity. Of somewhat less
relevance-to the resolution of the ultimate issue, but certainly appropriate
for concern, is the belief-that the claimant should _not be pcnalizegor his
strong motivation for work.
However, the evidence conclusively shows that. by Octob:, 1, 1972, the
I The amount of 1.,4 Wily earnings which cret.tes a presumption of substantial gainful activity
has, since January-1, 1974, been $200.00. See 39 FR 32757, September 11, 1974, and 40 FR
31778, July 29, 1975. This amount may change
ale of increases in earnings levels.
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chi!mant had regained sufficient functional ability to engage in his previous
occupation of keeping automotive shop records and in a wide variety- of

shnilarly related light and sedentary work commensurate with his age,
education, and vocational experience.
Accordingly, the Appeals,Councilirekl the claimant was under a "disabilitji" which began on August 11, 1970, and continued through September
30, 1972, but 'riot thereafter.

Termination of Benefits
SECTIONS- 205(g), 221, and 223 (42 U.S.C. 405(g), 421, and 423)-DISABILITY INSURANCE BENEFITSCONSTITUTIONALITY
OF TERMINATION OF BENEFITS WITHOUT PRIOR HEARING
APPEALS PROCESS

20 CFR 404.306, 404.907, 404.909, 404.917 404-.945, and 404.951
SSR 76-23c
Mathews.v. Eldridge 96 S. Ct. 893 (1976)
The claimant, a Lsability insurance beneficiary, was notified by the state
disability determination agency of a tenative decision= hat his disability had
ceased and that he might request reasonable time to furnish additional infer,Mation pertaining to his condition. In the beneficiary's written response, he
indicated thatifie-State agency already had enough evideneelo establish his
disability. Thereafter, the State made a deterMination thailhe beneficiary,

had ceased to be disabled. This determination was accepted by the Social
Security Administration which notified the be:,eficiary that his benefits would
be terminated and that helmd a right to seek reconsideration of this termination by the state agency within six months. Instead of following the normal
appeals process, the beneficiary filed a court action challenging the constitutional validity of terminating his benefits without s. prior evidentiary hearing.
Held, that unlike the situation involving welfare= Payments, due process does
not require an evidentiary h_aring prior to the termination of disability insurance benefiti because (1) since eligibility for disability benefits is not based on
financial need, the hardship which might be imposed'bV an erroneous termination is likely to be less than that which would occur in the termination of
welfare payments; (2) since determinations of continuing disability normally
turn on consideration of routine, unbiased medical reports by physicians, the
potential value of an evidentiary hearing in a disability situation is .substan-

tially ,less_than in the welfare context; (3) since, prior to termination of
benefits, the disability beneficiary has full access to the information and

reasons relied on by the state agency and has opportunity to submit arguments
and evidence in writing, he thus has an effective means for communicating his
case to the decision maker: and (4) requiring an evidentiary hearing upon

demand prior to termi:ation of disability benefits would entail fiscal and
administrative burdens which would outweigh any countervailing benefits.
Also held, in view of the claimant's presentation to the Secretary of a claim for
benefits and his colorable claiin that retroactive payments would not compensate him for damages surtred by erroneous termination, the court had juris-

diction for review under section 205(g) of the Act in spite of the facts that
claimant failed to utilize available administrative rv:ieiv procedure's and nor-

'Termination of Benefits
malty -only the Secretary can waive the requirement for exhaustion -of such
administrative remedies.

Powell, J., a_divered the opinion of the Court, in which Burger, C.J., and
Stewart, White, Blackmuvand Rehnquist, J.J. joined. Brennan, J. filed a
dissenting opinion; in which,Marshalli .1,, joined. Stevens, J. took no part
itrthe consideration orideciaion of the case.
The issue in this ca3e is whether the Due Process Clause of the Fifth

Amendment requires that prior to the termination of Social Secuiity
disability benefit payments the recipient be afforded an opportunity for
an evidentiary hearing.

Cash benefitare provided to workers during periods in which they are

completely disabled under the disability insurance benefits prograni
of the Social Security Act, 70
created by the 1956 amendments to
Stat. 815;42 U.S.C. §423.1 -Respondent Eldridge was first awarded benefits in June 1968. In March 19,72, he received a questionnaire from the
state agency charged with monitoring his medical condition. Eldridge
completed the questionnaire, indicating that his condition had not improved and identifying the medical sources, inc:uding physicians, from
whom he had received 'treatment recently. The- state agency then-ob-

tained reports -from his physician and a psychiatric consultant. After
considering these reports,,and Other information in his file the agency
informethEldridge by letter that it had made a tentative determination
that his disability had ceased in May 1972. The letter included &statement of reasons for the proposed termination of benefits, and advised
Eldridge thavhe might request reasonable time -in which to obtain-and
'submit additional information pertaining to his condition.
In his written response, Eldridge disputed one characterization .of his
Medical condition and indicated that the agency already. had enough
evidence to establish his disability.2 The state agency then made its final
determination -that he had ceased to be disabled in May 1972. This
determination was accepted by the Social Security Administration (SSA),
which notified Eldridge in July that his-benefits-would terminate after that
month. The notification also advised him of his right to seek reconsideration by the state agency of his initial determination,within six months.
The program is financed by revenues derived from employee and employer payroll
taxes. 26 U.S.0 '9101(a), 3111(a); 42 U.S.C. §401(b). It provides monthly benefits =to
disabled persor. dito have worked sufficiently long to have an insured status, id.,
i423(cX1XA), and who have had Substantial worl;experiencein a specified hirerval directly
preceding the onst of disability. Id., §423(eX1X131. Benefits also are provided to the
workers's dependents under specified circumstances. Id., §§402(bXd). When the recipient
reaches age 65 his disability benefits are automatically converted to retirement benefits.
Id., §§416(2XD) 423(aXI). In fiscal 1974 approximately 3,700,000 persons received assistance under the program. Social Security Administration, The Year in Review 21 (1974).

Eldridge originally was disabled due to chronic anxiety and back strain. He subsequently was found to have diabetes. The tentative determination letter indicated`that aid
would, be terminated because available medical evidence indicated that his diabetes was
under control, that there existed no limitations on his back movements which would impose
severe functional restrictions, and that he no longer suffered emotional problems that would
preclude him from all work for which he was qualified. App. 12-13 In his reply letter he
clainied,to have arthritis of the spine rather than a strained back.
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Instead of requesting reconsideration Eldridge commenced this action
challenging the constitutional validity of the administrative procedures

established by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare for
assessing whether there exists a continuing disability. He sought an
immediate reinstatement of benefits pending a hearing on the-issue of his
disability.3- 361 F;Supp. 520 (WD Va. 1973). Tile Secretary, moved to
dismiss on the grounds that Eldridge's benefits had been terminated in
accordance with valid adininistrative regulations and procedures and that
he had failed to exhaust available remedies. In support of his contention
that due process requires a pretern.;nation hearing, Eldridge relied ex
elusively upon this Court's decision in Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254

(1970), which established a right to an "evidentiary hearing" prior to
termination of welfare benefits.' The Secretary contended that Goldberg
wps not controlling since eligibility for disability benefits, unlike eligibilitV2for welfare benefits, is not based on financial need and since issues of

credibility and veracity do not play a significant role in the disability
entitlement decision, which turns primarily on medical evidence.
The District Court concluded that the administrative procedures pursuant to which the Secretary had terminated Eldridge's benefits abridged
his right to procedural due process. The court--viewed the interest orthe
disability recipient in uninterrupted benefits as indistinguishable from
that of the welfare recipient in Goldberg. If further noted that decisions
subsequent to Goldberg demonstrated that the due process requirement
of pretermination hearing is not limited to situations involving the depri-

vation of vital necessities. See Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67, 88-89
(1972); Bell v. Bursoa, 402 U.S. 535 (1971). Reasoning that disability
determinations may involve subjective judgments based on conflicting
medical and nonmedical evidence, the District Court held.that prior to
termination of benefits Eldridge must be afforded nn evidentiary hearing
of the type required for welfare beneficiaries under Title IV of the Social

SeCurity Act. Id., at 528.5 Relying entirely upon the District Court's
opinion, the Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit affirmed the injunction barring termination of Eldridge's benefits prior to an evidentiary
hearing:-493 F.2d _1230 (1974) 6 We reverse.
' The 1:1;..rict Court ordered reinstatemen: of Eldridge's benefits pending its final disposition on the erits.
4 In Goldberg the Court held that the pretermination hearing must include the following
elements: (1) "time y and adequate notice detailing the reasons for the proposed termination"; (2) "an effective opportunity (for the recipient] to defend by confronting any adverse
witnesses and by presenting his own arguments and evidence orally"; (3) retained counsel,
if desired.; (4) an "impartial" decisioniaaker; (5) a decision resting "solely on the legal rules
and evidence adduced at the hearing"; (6) o statement of reasons for the decision and the

evidence relied on. 397 U.S., at 226-271. In this opinion the term "evidentiary hearing"
refers to a hearing generally of the type required in Goldberg.
3 The HEW regulations direct that each state plan under the federal categorical assistance programs must provide for pretermination hearings containing specified procedural
safeguards, which include all of the Goldberg requirements. See 45 CFR §205.10(a); n. 4
supra.

The Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, simply noting that the-issue had been
correctly decided by the District Court in this case, reached the same conclusion in
Williams v. Weinberger, 494 F.2d 119i (per curiarn), petition for cen. filed, 43 U.S.L.W.
3175 (U.S. Sept 8, 1974) (No. 74-205)
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At-the outset we are confronted by a queStion as to whether the District

Court had jurisdiction over this suit. The Secretary contends that, our
decisiok last:Term in Weinberger v. Salfi, 422 U.S. 749 (1975), bars the
District Court from considering Eldridge's action. Salfi was an action
Challenging the Social Security Act's duration-of-relationship eligibility
requireMents for surviving.mives and stepchildren of deceased wage
earners. We there held that 62II.S.C. §405(h) 7 precludes federal question
jurisdiction in an action chAenging denial of claimed benefits. The only
avenue for judicial review i.421.1.S.C. i(g), which requires exhaustion
of the adthiniitrativeavmedies provided niider the Act as a jurisdictional
prerequisite.
Section 405(g)in_part provides
"Any individiial, after any final decision of the Secretary made after

a

hearing to which he was a party, irrespective of the amount in controversy,
may obtain a review of such decision by a civil action commenced within sixty
days after the mailing to him of notice of such decision or within such further
!hie as the Secretary may allow." 8

Omits face 1405(g) thus bars judicial review of any denial of a claim of
disability= benefits until after a "final decision" by the Secretary after a
"hearing;" It -is -uncontested' that Eldridge could have obtained 1'611 administrative review of the termination of his benefits, yet failed even to
seek reconsideration of the initial determination. Since the Secretary has
not "waived" the finality requiremeht as he had in Salfl, supra, at-767, he
concludes that Eldridge cannot- properly invoke §405(g) as a basis for
jurisdiction. We disagree.
Salfi identified several conditions which must be satisfied in order to
obtain judicial review under §405(g). Of these, the requirements :that
there be a final decision by the Secretary after a hearing was regarded as
"central to the requisite grant of subject matter jurisdiction. . . ." Id., at
764.9 Implicit in Salfi, however, is the principle that this condition con,.
7 Title 42 U.S.C. §405(h) provides in full "Finality of Secretary's decision
(h) The findings and decision of the Secretary after a hearing shall_be binding upon all
individuals who were parties to such hearing. No findings of fact or decision of the Secretary

shall be reviewed by any person, tribunal, or governmental agency except as herein
provided. No action against the United States, the Secretary, or any officer or employee
thereof shall be brought under section 41 of Title 28 to recover on any claim arising under
this subchapter."
8 Section 415(g) further provides
"Such action shall be brought in the district court of the United States for the judicial
district in which the plaintiff resides or has his pnncipal place of business or, if he does not
reside or hare his principal place of busines,, within any such judicial district, in the United
States District Court for the District of Columbia.. . . The court shall have power to enter,
upon the -pleadings and transcript of the record, a judgment=affinning, modifying, or
reversing the decision of the Secretary, with or without remanding the cause for a rehearing.
The findings of the Sesretary as to any fact, if supported by substantial evidet.ce, shall be
conclusive.
The other two conditions are (1) that the civil action be cmimenc,d within 60 dos after
the mailing of notice of such decision or within such additional time as the Secretary may
permit, and (2) that the action be filed in an appropriate district court. These two require-

of. liniitatinns and appropriate venue, and are waivable by the
*464. As in Salfilio question se to whether Eldridge satisfied
men s
tiitigy raised below, see Fed. Rule Civ. Proc. 8(c), 42(hX1), and
they need not be considered here.
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sists of two elerrients, only one of which is purely "jurisdictional" in the
sense -that it cannot be "waived" by the Secretary in a particular case.
The waivable element -is the requirement that the administrative rem-

edies prescribed by the Secretary be exhausted. The nonwaivable
,element is- the requirement that a claim for benefits shall have been
presented to the Secretary. Absent such a claim there can be no "deci-

sion" of any type. And some decision-by the Secretary ;s clearly required
by the statute.
That this second requirement is an essential and distinct precondition
for §405(g) jurisdiction is evident from -the different conclusions that we
reached in Salfi with respect to the named appellees and the unnamed
members of the, class. As to the latter the complaint was, found- to be
jurisdictionally- deficient since it "contain[ed] no allegatichis-Ahat they

have even filed an application with the Secretary . . . ." Ibid. With
respect- to the named appellees, however, we concluded that- the complaint was sufficient since it allegeiAhat they had "fully_ presented their
claims for benefits `to their district-Social Seenfity-Office, and upon
denial, to The Regioaal Office for reconsideration" Id., 764-765. Eldridge has fulfilled this crucial prerequisite. Through his answers to the
state agency questionnaire, and his-letter in response- to the tentative
determination-that his disability had ceased,t specifically presented the
claim that his benefits should not be terminated because he was still

disabled. This Claim was denied by the state agency and its decision was
accepted by the SSA.
The fact that Eldridge failed to raise with the Secretary his constitutional claim to a pretermit.'ation hearing is not controlling." As construed

in Salfi; §405(g) requires only that there be a "final decision" by the
Secretary with respect to the claim of entitlement to benefits.'Indeed, the
named appellees in Salfi did not present their constitutional claim to the
Secretary. Salfi, App. 11, 17-21. The situation here is not identical to
Salfi, for, while the Secretary had no power to amend the statute alleged
to be unconstitutional in that case, he does have authority to determine
the timing and`content of the procedures challenged here. §405(a). We do

not, however, regard this difference as significant. It is unrealistic to
expect that the Secretary would- consider substantial changes in the
current administrative review system at the behest of a single aid recipient raising a constitutional challenge in an adjudicatory cdntext. The
Secretary would n'ot be required even to consider such a challenge.
As the nonwaivable jurisdictional element was satisfied, we next consider the waivable element. The question is whether the denial of Eldridge's claim to continued benefits was sufficiently "final decision" with

respect to his constitutional claim -to satisfy the statutory exhaustion
requirement: -Eldridge concedes -that he did not exhaust the full set of
internal review procedures provided by the Secretary. See 20 CFR §§
404.910, 404.916,404:940. As Salfi recognized, the Secretary may waive
the exhaustion requirement if he satisfies himself, at any stage of the
administrative process, that no further review is warranted either bet° If Eldridge hcd exhausted the full set of available administrative review procedures,
failure to have,raised his constitutional claim would not bar him from aatt.drttng it later in a
district court See, e. g. Flemming v Nestor, 363 U.S. 603, 604, 607 (1964
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cause the internaltieeds of the agency are fulfilled cr because the relief
that is,souzlit is beyond his power to confer. Salfi suggested that under
§405(g) ths. power to determine when finality has occurred ordinarily rests

with the 'Secretary since ultimate responsibility for the integrity of the
adMinistrative Program is his. But cases may arise where a claimant's
interest in having a particular issue resolved promptly is so great that
deference to the agency's judgment is inappropriate. This is such a case.
Eldridge's constitutional challenge is entirely collateral to his substantive claim of entitlethent. Moreover, there is a crucial distinction between
the nature of the constitutional claim' asserted= here and that raised in
Salfi. A claim to a predek.rivation hearing as a matter of constitutional
right ?elis*Iin the propositiofi that full relief cannot be obtained at a
post7deprivation hearing. See Regional Rail Reorganization Act Cases,
419 U:S. 102, -156 (1974). In light of the Court's prior decisions, see, e. g.,
Goldberg v. Kelly, supra; Fuentes v. Shevin, supra, Eldridge has raised at
least a colorable claim that because of his physical condition and dependency upon the disability benefits, an erroneous termination would dam-

age him in- a way not recompensable through retroactive payments."
Thus, unlike the situation in Salfi, denying Eldridge's substantive claim

"for other reasons" or upholding it "under other proviSions" at the
post - termination- stage, 422 U.S., at 762, would not answer his constitutional challenge.
We conclude that the denial of Eldridge's request for benefits constitutes a final decision for purposes of §405 (g) jurisdiction over his constitutional=claim. We now proceed to the merits of that claim.'2
HI
A

Procedural due process imposes constraints on governmentaldecisions
which deprive individuals of "liberty" or "property" interests within the
meaning of the Due Process Clause of the Fifth or Fourteenth Amend" Decisions in different contexts have emphasized that the nature of the claim being
asserted and the consequences of deferment of judicial review are important = factors in
determining whether a statutory requirement of finality has been satisfied. The sole these
factors may play is illustrated by the intensely "practical" approach which the Court has
adopted, Cohen v. Beneficial Indus. Loan Corp., 337 U.S. 541, 546 (1949), when applying
the finality requirements of 28 U.S.C. §1291, which grants jtulit!lction to courts of appeal to
review all "final decisions" of the district courts, and 28 U.S.C. §1..Z.7, which empowers this
Court to review only "final judgments" of state courts. See, e. g., Harris v. Washington, 404
U.S. 55 (1971), Local No. 438 Construction & General Laborers Union v. Curry, 371 U.S.
542, 549, 550 (1963); Merchantile National Bank v. Lane :eau, 371 U.S. 555, 557-558 (1963);
Cohen v. Beneficial 'Indus. Loan Corp., supra, at 545-546. To be sure, certain of the policy

considerations implicated in §1257 and §1291 cases_are different from those that are
relevant here. Compare General Laborers Union, supra, at 550; Mercantile',7ational Bank,
supra, at 558, with McKart v. United States, 395 U.S. 185, 193195 (1969); L. Jaffe, Judicial
Control of Administrative Action, 424-426 (1965). But the core principle that statutorily
created finality requirements should, if possible, be construed-so asvnot to cause crucial

collateral claims to be lost and potentially irreparable injuries to be suffered remains
applicable.
" Given our conclusion that jurisdiction in the District Court was proper under §405(g),
we find it unnecessary to consider Eldridge's contention that notwithstanding §405(h) there

was- jurisdiction over his claim under the mandamus statute, 28 U.S.C. §1361, or the
Administrative Procedure Act 5.11.S.C. §701 et
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ments. The Secretary does not contend that procedural due process is
inapplicable- to terminations of social security disability benefits. He
recognizes, as has been implicit in our prior decisions, e. g., Richardson
v. Belcher, 404 U.S. 78, 80-81 (1971); Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S.
389,_401 -402 (1971); Flemming-""._Nestor, 363 U.S. 603, 611 (1960), that

the interest of- an individual- in -continued receipt of these benefits is a
statutorily created "property" interest protected by the Fifth Amendment. Cf.Arnett v. Kennedy, 416 U.S. 134, 166 (POwELL, J., concurring);
Board of Regents v. Roth, 408 U.S. 564, 576 -578- (1972); Bell v. Burson,

402 U:S., at- 539; Goldberg v. Kelly, supra, at 261-262. Rather, the
Secretary contends that the existing administrative procedures, detailed
below, provide all the process that is constitutionally due before a recipient can be depnved of that-interest.
This Court consistently has held that some form of hearing is required
before an individual is finally deprived of a property interest. Wolff v.
McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539; 557-558 (1974). See, e. g., Phillips v. Commissioner, 283 U.S 589, 596-597 (1931). See also Dent v. West Virginia, 129.
U.S. 11ii; 124-125 (1889). The "right to be heard before being condemned
to suffei ArieVous loss of any kind, even though it may not involve the
stigma and hardships of criminal conviction, is a principle basic to our
society." Joint Anti-Fascist Committee v. McGrath, 341 U.S. 123, 168,
(1951) (Frankfurter, J., concurring). The fundamental requirement of due
process is the opportunity to be heard "at a meaningful time and in a
meaningful manner." Armstrong v. Manzo, 380 U.S. 545, 552 (1965). See
Grannis v. Ordean, 234 U.S. 385, 394 (1914). Eldridge agrees that the
review procedures available,to a claimant before the initial determination
of ineligibility becomes final-would be adequate if disability benefits were
not terminated until after the evidentiary hearing stage of the- administrative process: The dispute centers upon what process is due prior to the
initial terth;nation of benefits, pending review.
In recent years this Court increasingly has had occasion to consider the
extent to which due process requires an evidentiary hearing prior to the
deprivation- of some type of property interest even if such a hearidg is
provided thereafter. In only one case, Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254,
266-271 (1970), has the Court held that a hearing closely approximating a
judicial trial is necessary. In other cases requiring some type of pretei mination hearing as a matter of constitutional right the Court has spoken
sparingly about the requisite procedures. Sniadach v. Family Finance
Corp., 395 U.S. 337 (1969), involving garnishment of wages, was entirely
silent-on -the matter. In Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67, 96-97 (1972), the
Court said only that in a replevin suit between two private parties the
initial determination required something more than an ex parte proceeding before a court clerk. Similarly, Bell v. Burson, 402 U.S. 535, 540
(1971), held, in the context of the revocation of a state-granted driver's
license, that due process required only that the prerevocation hearing
involve a probable-cause determination as to the fault of the licensee,
noting that the hearing "need not take the form of a full adjudication of

the question of liability." See also North Georgia Finishing, Inc. v.
DiChem, Inc., 419 U.S. 601, 607 (1975). More recently, in Arnett v,
Kenneeiy, 416 U.S. 134 (1974), we sustained the validity of procedures by

which a federal employee could be dismissed for cause. They included
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notice of the action sought, a copy of the charge, reasonable time for filing
a written response, and an opportunity for an oral appearance. Follow::ig
dismissal, an evidentiary hearing was provided.,/d.,,,at 142-146.

These- decisions underscore the truism that " 'Hue process,' unlike
some legal rules, is not a technical conception with a fixed content
unrelated to time, place and circumstances." Cafeteria & Restaurant
Workers Locai:473 v. McElroy, 367 U.S. 886, 895 (1961). "[Mile process is

flexible and calls for such procedural protections as the particular
Situation demands." Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 481 (1972). Accordingly, resolution of the issue whether the administrative procedures
provided- here are constitutionelly sufficient requires analyk,is of the
governmental ardplivate interests that are affected. Arnett v. Kennedy,

supra, at1C-168:(P,ewm, J., concurring); Goldberg v. Kelly, supra, at
263=266; Cafeteria & Restaurant Workers Local 473 v. McElroy, supra, at
895. More precisely, our prior decisions indicate that identification of the
specific:dictates of due process generally requires consideration of three

distinct factors: first, the private interest that will be affected by the
official action, second, the risk of an erroneous deprivation of such
interestithrough:the procedures used, and the probable value, if any, of
additional -or- substitute procedural safeguards; and finally, the government!s interest, including the function- involved and the fiscal and ad-

ministrative burdens -that the additional or substitute procedural' requirement would entail. See, e. g., Goldberg v. Kelly, supra, 263=271.
We turn first to a description of the procedures for the termination of
Social Security disability benefits, and thereafter consider- the factors
bearing upon the conatii4tional adequacy of these procedures.
B

The disability insuranca-program=is administered jointly by state and
federal agencies. State agencies make the initial determination whether a
disabilityexists, when it began, and when it ceased. 42 U.S.C. §421.13
The standards applied and the procedures followed are 11'c:scribed by the
Secretary, see §421(b), who has delegated his responsibilities and powers
under the Act to the SSA. See 40 Fed. Reg. §4473.
In order Ao establish initial and continued entitlement to disability
benefits zu ,corker= must demonstrate that he is- unable
"to engage in any substantial- gainful activity by reason of any medically
determinable physical or menial impairment which can be expected to result
in death or which has lasted or can be expecied to last for a continuous period
of not less than 12 months. . . ." 42 U.S.C. §423(d)(1)(A).

To satisfy this test the worker bears a continuing burden of showing, by
iii:zans of "medically acceptable clinical and laboratory diagnostic techniques," §423(d)(3), that he has a physical or mental impairment of Rich
severity that
13 In all but six States thc state vocational rehabilitation agency charged with administer
ing the state plan under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, 41 Stat. 735, as amended, 2'.
U.S.C. (Supp. III) §701 et seq., acts as the "state agency" for purposes of disability
insurance program. Staff of thc House Comm. on Ways and Means, Report on the Disability
Insurance Program, 93d Cong., 2d Sess., p. 148 (1974). This assignment of responsibility

was intended to encourage rehabilitation contacts for disabled workers and to utilize thc
weestablished relationships of the local rehabilitation agencies with the medical profession H. liep. No. 1698, 83d Cong., 2d Sess., 23-24 (1954).
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"he is not only unable to dvhis previous work but cannot, considering his age,
education, and work expe.ience, engage in any other hind- of substantial
gainful work which exists in the national economy, regardless of whether such
work exists in the immediate area in which he hies, or whether a specific job
vacancy exists for him, or whether he would be hired if he applied for work."
§423(dX2XA)."

Tha_principal reasons for benefits terminations are that the worker is no
longer disabled-or has returned-to work. As Eldridge's benefits were
terminated because he was determined to be no longer disabled, we
'ch cases."
consider only the sufficiency of the procedures involvedThe continuing eligibility investigation ismade by a sta, agency acting
'through a "team" consisting of a physician and a nonmedical person
trained in disability evaluation. The agency periodically communicates
with the disabled worker, usually by mailin which case he sent a
detailed' questionnaireor by telephone, and requests information concerning his present condition, including current medical restrictions and
sources of treatment, and any additional information .that he considers
relevant to his continued entitlement to benefits. SSA Claims Manual
(CM)16705.1, Disability Insurance State Manual (DISM) §353.3."
Information regarding the recipient's current condition is also obtained
from his sources of medical treatment. DISM §353.4. If there is a conflict
between the information provided by the beneficiary and that obtained
from medical sources such as his physician, or between two sources of
treatment, the agency may arrange for an examination by an independent
consulting physician."Ibid. Whenever the agency's tentative assessment
of the'berieficiary's condition differs from his own assessment, the -beneficiary is informed that benefits may be terminated, provided a summary
of the evidence upon which the proposed determination to terminate is
based, and afforded an opportunity to review the medical reports and
other evidence in his case file.'8 He also may respond in writing and
" Work which "exists in the national economy" is in turn defined a. "work which exists
in significant numbers either in the region where such individual lives or in several regions
of the country." §423(d)(2XA).
" Because the continuing disability investigation concerning whether a claimant has
returned to work is usually done directly by the SSA Bureau of Disability Insurance, without
any state agency involvement, the administrative procedures prior to the post-termination
evidentiary hearing differ from those involved in cases of possible medical recovery. They
are similar, however, in the important respect that the process relies principally on written
communications and there is no provision for an evidentiary hearing prior to the cut-off of
benefits. Due to the nature of the relevant inquiry in certain types of cases, such as those
involving self-employment and agricultural employment, the SSA office nearest the beneficiary conducts an oral interview of the beneficiary as part of the pretermination process.
SSA Claims Manual (CM) §6705.2(c).
16 Information is also requested concerning the recipient's belief as to whether he can
of his employment during the past year, and any

return to work, the nature and extent

vocational services he is receiving.
" All medical source evidence used to establish the absence of continuing disability must
be in writing, with the source properly identified. DISM §353.4C.
'° The disability recipient is not permitted personally to examine the medical reports

contained in his file. This restriction is not significant since he is entitled to have any
representative of his choice, including a lay friend or family member, examine all medical
this
evidence. CM §7314. See also 20 CFR §40I.3(a)(2). The Secretary informs us that
curious limitation is currently under review.
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submit additional evidence. Id., §353.6.
The state agency, then makes its final determination, which is reviewed
by, an examiner in the SSA Bureanof Disability Insurance. 42 U.S.C.
§421(c); CM §§6701 (b),(.).1° If, as is usually the case, the SSA accepts
the agency determinatiot, 'it notifies the recipient in writing, informing

him ,of the reasons for the decision, and of his right to seek de novo
reconsideration by the state,agency. 20 CFR §§404.907, 404.909.2° Upon

acceptance by the SSA, benefits are terminated effected two months
after the month in which medical recovery is found to have occurred. 42
U.S.C. (Stipp: III) §423(a).

If the recipient seeks reconsideration by, the state agency and the
determination is adverse, the SSA reviews the reconsiderat on determination and notifies the recipient of the decision. He then has a right to an
evidentiary- hearing before an SSA administrative law jucge. 20 CFR
§§404.917, 404.927. The hearing is nonadversary, and the SSA is not
represented' by- counsel. As at all prior and subsequent stages of the
administrative process, however, the claimant may be represented by

counsel or other spokesmen. §404.934. If this hearing results in an
adverse decision, the claiMant is entitled to request discretionary review
by the SSA Appeals Council, §404.945, and finally may obtain judicial
-review. 42 U.S:C. §405(g); 20 CFR §404.951.21
Should it be determined at any point after terminationof benefits, that
the claimant's disability extended beyond the date of cessation initially
established, the worker is entitled to retroactive payments. 42 U.S.C.
§404. Cf. id., §423(b); 20 CFR §§404.501, 404.503, 404.504. If, on the

other hand, a beneficiary receives any payments to which he is later
determined not to be entitled, the statute authorizes- the Secretary to
attempt to recoup these funds in specified circumstances. 42 U.S.C.
§404.22
C

Despite the elaborate character of the administrative procedures -provided by the Secretary, the courts below held them to be constitutionally
inadequate, concluding that due process requires an evidentiary hearing
prior to termination. In light of the private and governmental interests at
stake here and the nature of the existing procedures, we think this was
error.
'° The SSA may not itself revise the state agency's determination in a manner more
favorable to the beneficiary. lf, however, it believes that the worker is still disabled, or that
the disability lasted longer than determined by the state agency, it may return the file to the
agency for further consideration in light of SSA's views. The agency is free to reaffirm its
original assessment.
" The reconsideration assessment is initially made by the state agency, but usually not by
the same persons who considered the case originally. R. Dixon, Social Security Disability
and Mass Justice 32 (1973). Both the recipient and the agency may adduce new evidence.
21 Unlike all prior levels of review, whichare de novo, the district court is required to treat
findings of fact-as-conclusive if supported by substantial evidence. 42 U.S.C. §405(g).
" The Secretary may reduce other payments to which the beneficiary is entitled, or seek
the payment of a refund, unless the beneficiary is "without fault" and such adjustment or
recovery would defeat the purposes of the Act or be "against equity and good conscience."
42 U.S.C. §404(b). See generally 20 CFR H404.501404.515.
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Since a recipient whose benefits are terminated is awarded full retroactive relief if he.ultimately prevails, his sole interest is in the uninterrupted
receipt of this source of income pending final administrative decision on
his claim. -His potential injury is thus similar- in nature to that of the
Welfare recipient in Goldberg, see 397 U.S., at 263-264, the nonprobationary federal employee in Arnett, see 416 U.S., at 146, and the wage
earner' in Sniadach. See 395 U.S., at 341-342."

Only in Goldberg has the Court held that due process requires an
evid6ntiary hearing prior to a temporary deprivation. It was emphasized
there that welfare assistance is given to persons on the very margin of
subsistence:
"The crucial factor in-this contexta factor not present in the case of . .
virtually anyone else whose governmental entitlements are endedis that
termination of aid pending resolution of a controversy over eligibility may
depriie an eligible recipient of the very means by which to live while he
waits." 397 U.S., at 264 (emphasis in original).

Eligibility for-disability benefits, in contrast, is not based upon financial
need.24 Indeed, it is wholly unrelated to the worker's income or support

from many other sources, such as earnings of other family members,
workmen's compensation awards,25 tort claims awards, savings, private
insurance, public -An private pensions, veterans' benefits, food stamps,
public assistance, or the "many other important programs both public
and private, which contain provisions for disability payments affecting a
substantial-portion of the work force. . . ." Richardson v. Belcher, 404
U.S., at 85-87 (Douglas, J., dissenting). See Staff of the House Comm. on
Ways & Means, Report on the Disability Insurance Program,.93d Cong.,
2d Sess., 9-10; -419 -429 (1974) (hereinafter Staff Report).
As Goldberg illustrates, the degree of potential deprivation that may be
created-by a particular decision is a factor to be considered in assessing,
the validity of any administrative decisionmaking process. Cf. Morrissy v.
Brewer, 408 U.S. 471 (1972). The potential deprivation here is generally
likely to be less than in Goldberg, alt} ough the degree of difference can be

overstated. As the- District Court emphasized, to remain eligible for
benefitc., a recipient must be "unable to engage in substantial gainful
activity:" 42 U.S.C. §423; 361 F.Supp., at 523. Thus, in-contrast to the
discharged federal employee in Arnett, there is little possibility that the
terminated recipient will be able to find even temporary employment.to
ameliorate the interim loss,
As we reeognized;last Term in Fusari v. Steinberg, 419 U.S. 379, 389
(1975), "the- possible length of wrongful deprivation of . . . benefits [also]
is an important factor in assessing the impact of official action on private
interests." The Secretary concedes that the delay between a request for a,
" This, of course, assumes that an employee whose wages are garnished erroneously is
subsequently able to recover his back wages.
24 The level of benefits is determined by the worker's average monthly earnings during
the period prior to disability, his age, and other factors not directly related to financial need,
specified in 42 U S.C. (Supp. III) §415 See id., §423(aX2).
" Workmen's compensation benefits are deducted in part in acco.thince with a statutory
formula. 42 U.S.C. (Supp. III) §424a; 20 CFR §404.408; see Richardson v. Belcher, 404 U.S.
78 (1971),
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-hearing before an Mministrative Law Judge and a decision on the claim
is currently between-10 and 11 months. Since a terminated recipient must
firsts Obtain,a,reconsideration decision as a prerequisite to invoking his
right to-an evidentiary hearing, the delay-between the actual cut- off -of
benefits andlinal decision after a hearing exceeds one year.
LIMO/ of the torpidity of this administrative review process, cf. id., at
383-384, 386, and the typically "modest resources of the family unit of the
physically disabled worker," the hardship imposed upon the erroneously
terminated disability recipient- may be significant. Still, the disabled
worker's need is likely to- be :less than that of a welfare recipient. In
addition to the- "possibility of access to,private resources, other forms of
government assistance will become available where the termination of
disability benefits Places a worker or his family below the subsistence
leve1.27.See Arnett v. Kennedy, supra.,at 169 (PowELL, J., concurring), id.,
at 201,-202 (WHITE, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part). In view
of these.potential sources of temporary income, there is less reason here
than in Goldberg to depart from the ordinary principle, established by our
decisions, that something less than an evidentiary hearing is sufficient
prior to adverse administrative action.
D

An additional factor to be considered here is the fairness and reliability
of the existing pretermination procedures, and the'probable value, if any,

of additional procedural safeguards. Central to the evaluation of any
administrative process is the nature of the-relevant inquiry. See Mitchell
v. W. T. Grant Co.? 416 U.S. 600, 617 (1974); Friendly, "Some Kind of
Hearing," 123 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1267, 1281 (1975). In order to remain
eligible for benefits, the disabled worker must demonstrate by means of
"medically acceptable clinical and diagnostic techniques," 42 U.S.C.
§423(d)(3), that he is unable "to engage in any substantial gainful activity
by reason of any medicallydeterminable physical or mental impairment

Amici cite statistics compiled by the Secretary which indicate that in 1965 the mean
income of the family.unit of a disabled worker was $3,803, while the median income for the
unit was $2,836. The mean liquid assetsi.e., cash, stocks, bondsof these family units
was $4, 862; the median was $940. These statistics do not take into account the family unit's

nonliquid assetsi. e., automobile, real estate, and the like. Brief for Amici AFL=C10/'

Green, at 25 n. 29, App. 4a.
"Amici emphasize that because an identical definition of disability is employed in both
the Title II Social Security Program and in the companion welfare system for the disabled,
Supplemental Security Income (SSI), compare 42 U.S.C. §423(d)(1) with id., (Supp. III)
§1382c(aX3), the terminated disability-benefits recipient will be ineligible for the SSI Pro.
gram. There exist, however, state and local welfare programs which may supplement the
worker's income. In addition, the worker's household unit can qualify for food stamps if it
meets the financial need requirements. See 7 U.S.C. 02013(c), 2014(b), 7 CFR §271.
Finally, in 1974 480,000 of the approximately 2,000,000 disabled workers receiving Social
Security, benefits also received SSI benefits. Since financial need is a criterion for eligibility
under the SSI program, those disabled_ workers who are most in need will in the majority of
cases be receiving SSI benefits when disability insurance aid is terminated. And, under the
SSI program, a pretermination evidentiary hearing is provided, if requested. 42 U.S.C.
(Supp. III) §1383(e); 20 CFR §416.1336(c); 40 Fed. Qr1512; see Staff Report 346.
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." §423(a)(1)(A) (emphasis supplied). In short, a medical assessment
iriore
of the worker's physical or mental condition is required. This
deterSharply-r-foCtiktfand'easily:documented-decision- than-the-typical
mination of welfare entitlement. In the latter case, a wide variety of
information may be deemed relevant, and issues of witness credibility
and veracity often are critical to the decisionmaking process. Goldberg
noted that in such circumstances "written submissions are a wholly:
unsatisfactory basis for decision." 397 U.S., at 269.
By contrast, the decision whether to discontinue disability benefits will
turn, in most cases, apon "routine, standard, and unbiased medical
reports by physician specialists," Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S., at 404,
concerning a subject whom they -have personally examined.28 In
Richardson the Court recognized the "reliability and probative worth of
written medical reports," emphasizing that while there may be "professional disagreement with the medical conclusions" the "specter of questionable credibility and veracity is not present." Id., at 405, 407. To be
sure, credibility and veracity may be a factor in the ultimate disability
assessment in some cases. But procedural due process rules are shaped
by the risk of error inherent in the truth-finding process as applied to the
generality of cases, not the rare exceptions. The potential value of an
evidentiary hearing, or-even oral presentation to the decisionmaker, is
substantially less in this context than in Goldberg.
The decision in Goldberg also was based on the Court's conclusion that
written submissions were an inadequate substitute for oral presentation
because they did not provide an effective means for the recipient to
communicate his case to the decisionmaker. Written submissions were
viewed as an unrealistic option, for most recipients lacked the "educa7
tional attainment necessary to write effectivet, '' and could not afford
professional assistance. In addition, such submissions would not provide
the "flexibility of oral presentations" or "permit the recipient to mold his
argument to the issues the decision maker appears to regard as important." 397 U.S., at 269. In the context of the disability-benefitsentitlement assessment the administrative procedures under revie-wliere
fully answer these objections.
The detailed questionnaire which the state agency periodically sends
the recipient identifies with particularity the information relevant to the
entitlement decision, and the recipient is invited to obtain assistance
from the local SSA office in completing the questionnaire. More important, the information critical to the entitlement decision usually is derived
. . .

diagnosis since the
28 The decision is not purely a question of the accuracy of a medical

ultimate issue which the state agency must resolve is whether in light of the particular
worker's "age, education, and work experience" he cannot "engage in any . . . substantial
gainful work which exists in the national economy . . . ." 42 U.S.C. §423(d)(2)(A). Yet

information concerning each of these worker characteristics is amenable to effective written
presentation. The value of an evidentiary hearing, or even a limited oral presentation, to an
accurate presentation of those factors to the decisionmaker does not appear substantial.
Similarly, resolution of the inquiry as to the types of employment opportunities that exist in
the national economy for a physically impaired worker with a particular set of skills would
Law
not necessarily be advanced by an evidentiary hearing. Cf. K. Davis, Administrative
relevant
to
this
judgment
is
more
Treatise §7.06 at 429 (1958). The statistical information
amenable to written than to oral presentation.
,./g)

17, t)
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from medical sources, such as the treating physician. Such sources are
likely to be able to communicate more effectively through written documents.than.are-welfare -recipients-or the-lay witnesses-supporting-their
cause. The, conclusions of physicians often are supported by X-rays and
the results of clinical or laboratory tests, information typically more
amenable to written than to oral presentation. Cf. W. Gellhorn & C.
Byse, Administrative LawCases and Comments-860-863 (6th ed. 1974).
A furthersafeguard against mistake is the policy of allowing the disability recipient or his representative full access to all information relied upon
by the state agency. In addition, prior to the cut-off of benefits the agency
informs the recipient of-its tentative assessment, the reasons therefor,
and provides a summary of the evidence that it considers mostrelevant.
Opportunity is then afforded the recipient to submit additional- evidence
or srguments, enabling him to challenge directly the accuracy of information in his file as well as the correctness of the agency's tentative conclusions. These procedures, again as contrasted with those before the Court
in Goldberg, enable the recipient to "mold" his argument to respond to
the precise issues which the decisionmaker regards as crucial.
Despite these carefully structured procedures, amici point to the- signif-

icant reversal rate for appealed cases as clear evidence that the current
process is inadequate. Depending upon the base selected and the line of
analysis followed, the relevant reversal rates urged by the contending
parties vary from a high of 58.6% for appealed reconsideration decisions
-to -an overall reversal rate of only 3.3%." Bare statistics rarely provide a
satisfactory measure of- the fairness of a decisionmaking process. Their
adequacy is especially suspect here since the administrative review system is operated on an open -file- basis. A recipient may always submit new
evidence, and such submissions may result in additional medical examinations. Such fresh examinations are held in approximately 30% to 40%
of the appealed cases, either at the reconsideration or evidentiary hearing
stage Of the administrative process. Staff Report 238. In this context, the
value of reversal rate statistics as one means of evaluating the adequacy
of the pretermination process is diminished. Thus, although we view such
information, as relevant, it is certainly not controlling in this case.
E

In striking the appropriate due process balance the final factor to be
assessed is the public interest. This includes the administrative burden
and other societal costs that would be associated with requiring, as a
matter of constitutional right, an,evidentiary hearing upon demand in all
" By focusing solely on the reversal rate for appealed reconsideration determinations
amid overstate the relevant reversal rate. As we indicated last Term in Fusari v. Steinberg,
419 U.S. 379, 383 n. 6(1975), in order fully to assess the rehability and fairness of a system of
procedure, one must also consider the overall rate of error for all denials of benefits. Here
that overall rate is 12.2%. Moreover, about 75% of these reversals occur at the reconsideration stage of the administrative process. Since the median period between a request for
reconsideration review and decision is only two months, Brief for Amici AFL-CIO/Green,
App. 4a, the deprivation is significantly less than that concomitant in the lengthier delay

before an evidentiary hearing. Netting out these reconsideration reversals, the overall
reversal rate falls to 3.3%. See Supplemental and Reply Brief for the Petitioner 14.
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cases prior to the termination of disability benefits. The most visible
burden would be the incremental cost resulting from the increased
number-of-hearings and the expense of providing benefits to ineligible
recipients pending decision. No one can predict the extent of the increase, but the fact that full benefits would continue until after such
hearings would assure the exhaustion in most cases of this attractive
option. Nor would the theoretical right of the Secretary to recover undeserverbenefits result, as a practical matter, in any substantial offset to

the added outlay of public funds. The parties submit widely varying
estimates of the probable additional financial cost. We only need say that
experience with the constitutionalizing of government procedures
suggests.that the ultimate additional cost in terms of money and administrative burden would not be insubstantial.
Financial cost alone is not a controlling weight in determining whether

due process requires a particular procedural safeguard prior to some
administrative decision. But the Government's interest, and hence that of
the public, in conserving scarce fiscal and administrative resources, is a
factor that must be weighed. At some point the benefit of an additional
safeguard to the individual affected by the administrative action and to
society in terms of increased assurance that the action is just, may be
outweighed by the cost. Significantly, the cost of protecting those whom
the preliminary administrative process has identified as likely to be found
undeserving may in the end come out of the pockets of the deserving
since resources available for any particular program of social welfare are
not unlimited. See Friendly, supra, at 1276, 1303.
But more is implicated in cases of this type than ad hoc weighing of
fiscal and administrative burdens against the interests of a particular
category of claimants. The ultimate balance involves a determination as
to when, under our constitutional system, judicial-type procedures must
be imposed upon administrative action to assure fairness. We reiterate
the wise admonishment of Mr. Justice Frankfurter that differences in the
origin and function of administrative agencies "preclude wholesale transplantation of the rules of procedure, trial, and review which have evolved
from the history and experience of the courts." FCC v. Pottsville Broadcasting Co., 309 U.S. 134, 143 (1940). The judicial model of an evidentiary
hearing is neither a required, nor even the most effective, method of
decisionmaking in all circumstances. The essence of due process is the
requirement that "a person in jeopardy of serious loss [be given] notice of
the case against him and opportunity to meet it." Joint Anti-Facist
Refugee Committee v. McGrath, 341 U.S., at 171-172. (Frankfurter, J.,
concurring.) All that is necessary is that the procedures be tailored, in
light of the decision to be made, to "the capacities and circumstances of
those who are to be heard." Goldberg v. Kelly, supra, at 268-269 (footnote
omitted), to insure that they are given a meaningful opportunity to present
their case. In assessing what process is due in this case, substantial
weight must be given to the good-faith judgments of the individuals
charged by Congress with the administration of the social welfare system
that the procedures they have provided assure fair consideration of the
entitlement claims of individuals. Sec Arnett v. Kennedy, 416 U.S., at 202
(WHITE, J., concurring and dissenting in part). This is especially so
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where, as,here, the prescribed procedures not only provide the claimant
with an effective process for asserting his claim prior to any administrative action, but also assure a right to an evidentiary hearing, as well as to
subsequent judicial review, before the denial of his claim becomes-final.
Cf. Boddie v. Connecticut, 401 U.S. 371, 378 (1971).
We conclude that an evidentiary hearing is not required prior to the
termination of disability benefits and that the present administrative
procedures fully comport with due process.
The judgment of the Court of Appeals is
Reversed.

Services by Miner

SECTIONS 402(d) and 413(b) (30 U.S.C. 902(d) and 923(b))
FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969

AS AMENDEDCLAIM FOR BLACK LUNG BENEFITS
SERVICES BY MINER AS "EMPLOYEE" PREREQUISITE FOR
ELIGIBILITY

SSR 76-24c

20 CFR 410.110, 410.201; and 410.214

Johnson v. Weinberger, U.S.D.C., S.D., West Virginia, Civil No. 73-268
(5/2/74)
Where claimant who worked in a chemical plant as a crusher operator
preparing coal for chemical process, filed an application for benefits under the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969. as amended, and was found

to have pneumoconiosis, held, he is not entitled to Black Lung benefits
because he was neither a coal miner nor an employee in a coal mine.
KNAPP, DISTRICT JUDGE:

This is -an action under Section 205(g) of the Social Security Act, 42
U.S.C.A. §405(g) and Section 413(b) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969, as amended, 30 U.S.C.A. §923(b), to review a final
decision of the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, which denied

plaintiff's application for =Black Lung benefits. This action is pending
upon motions for summary judgment filed by both plaintiff and defendant
pursuant to Rule 56(b), Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
Plaintiff herein filed an application for benefits under the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 on April 1, 1971, alleging inability to
work because of pneumoconiosis. On April 25, 1973, the Administrative
Law Judge held that plaintiff was not entitled to benefits because he did
not meet the definition "coal miner" as required by the Act. The Appeals
Council affirmed the findings of the Hearing Examiner in a letter dated

July 20, 1973. The plaintiff filed this action on September 13, 1973,
seeking a review and reversal of the aforesaid decision.
The sole question before the Court for determination of this action- is
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whether the Secretary's decision is supported by substantial evidence.
That decision was based upon the Secretary's conclusion, that plaintiff,
while-found to have the ailment complained of,,,was not entitled to black
-lung-benefits-because-he-never-had-an- employer-employee -relationshipwith any coal mine owner or operator and never was a coal miner in any of
the nation's coal mines. Accordingly, it was the Secretary's decision that

his pneurnoconiosiS did not arise out of coal mine employment. It is
plaintiff's contention that the statute for black lung benefits is a remedial
statute and therefore claimant is entitled to a liberal interpretation of the
facts and the law.
Plaintiff worked for the Barium- Reduction Corporation, a chemical
plant which used coal mixe -I with other ores to produce its products. He
was .a member of the United Mine Workers Union, known as District 50.
The chemical plant owned its own coal mine and the coal was mixed and
shipped to the plant in South Charleston where plaintiff was employed.
There, it was dried and pulverized to mix with other ores and then fed into
the plant. Plaintiff operated a crusher which fed the pulverized coal into a
conveyor belt that carried the coal through an underground tunnel into
the plant.
In determining whether plaintiff's employment, as hereinbefore described, comes within the coverage of the Black Lung Act, an interpretation of the following provisions is necessary:
20 CFR §410.201 Conditions of entitlement; miner.
An individual is entitled to benefits if such individual:
(a) Is a miner (see §410.110(j); and
(b) Is totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis (see Subpart D of this part);
and

(c) Has filed a claim for benefits in accordance with the provisions of

11410.220-410.234.

20 CFR §410.110 General definitions and use of terms.
For purposes of this part, except where the context clearly indicates otherwise,-the following definitions apply:

****
(h) "Coal mine" means an area of -land and all structures, facilities,

machinery, tools, equipment. shafts, slopes, tunnels, excavations, and other
property, real or personal, placed upon, under, or above the surface of such
land by any person, used in, or to be used in, or resulting from, the work of
extracting in such area bituminous coal, lignite, or anthracite from its natural
deposits in the earth by any means or method, and the work of preparing the
coal so extracted, and includes custom coal preparation facilities. (Emphasis
supplied)

****

(j) "Miner" or "coal miner" means any individual who is working or has
worked as an employee in a coal mine, performing functions in extracting the
coal or preparing the coal so extracted.

****
20 CFR §410.214 "Total disability" defined.
(a) A miner shall be considered totally disabled due to pneumonoconiosis if:
(1) His pneumoconiosis prevents him from engaging in gainful work in the
immediate area of his residence requiring the skills and abilities comparable
to those of any work in a mine or mines in which he previously engaged with
some regularity and over a substantial period of time (that is, "comparable
and gainful work"; sec 11410.424-410.426) and
(2) His impairment can be expected to result in death, or has lasted or can
be expected to lest for a continuous period of not less than 12 months.

****
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The Court having reviewed the evidence, concludes the Secretary's
decision is supported by substantial evidence. Plaintiff's respriatory ailment was caused by his exposure to silicon-dioxide while working at a
chemical plant` where coal dust was a factor in processing. This work was
separate and apart from actual coal mine work. While the chemical plant
may own.coal mines, plaintiff never went into any of these mines. As
hereinbefore noted, he worked as a crusher operator at the chemical
plant shovelling both ore and coal into a crusher, crushing it and then
sending it over a conveyor into the mill. He also unloaded three or so
carloads of bug dust coal a week which was brought into the plant in the
Virginia Railroad cars. He had -this employment for approximately 30
years.
While there is no question that plaintiff worked in an atmosphere which
was filled with coal dust, the work he performed was not the preparation
of coal, as contemplated by the applicable law and regulations. "Preparation of coal" relates to the preparation of coal brought .out of the mine

prior to its shipment and use in related commercial facilities. In the
instant case, plaintiff did not prepare coal after extraction from the mine
in order to ship it to a commercial use. He was, in fact, the employeeof a
commercial user. His job was preparation of the coal for peculiar use of
his employer, Barium Reduction Corporation.
In any event, one of the requirements in addition to performing work of
preparation of extracted coal was that the individual claiming black lung

benefits be an employee of c a coal mine. 30 USC §902(d); 20 CFR
§410.110(j). Barium Reduction Corporation, plaintiffs employer, is a
plant which produces chemicals. It is not under the broadest interpretation of the word a coal mine. Accordingly, while the Court sympathizes
with plaintiff, it does not believe that plaintiff has demonstrated himself
to be an employee covered by the Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972. It is
for the-Congress to establish the limits of coverage and to correct any
existing inequities in the Act.
Inasmuch as there is substantial evidence to support the decision of the
Secretary, his decision must be upheld. Wells v. Gardner, 377 F.2d 533
(4th Cir. 1967).
In accordance with the foregoing, it is hereby ORDERED' and ADJUDGED that defendant's motion for summary judgment be and the same
is aereby granted.
All matters in this case in this court being concluded, the action shall
be dismissed and retired from the docket.
Let the Clerk mail certified copies of this Memorandum Order to all
counsel of record.
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Definition of Miner

SECTION 402(d) (30 USC 902(d))BLACK LUNG BENEFITS
DEFINITION OF MINER OWNER OF-CLOSE CORPORATION
20 CFR 410.110(h), (j), and (m)

SSR 76-25a

An individual claiming black lung benefits had formed a close corporation
which engaged in the general business of coal mining. He was the principal
stockholder of the corporation and performed services for it in all capacities
from president to laborer in the mines. HELD, since the sole stockholder of a
close corioration may be considered to be an employee of the corporation,
services which the claimant performed for the subject corporation established
that he was an employee of such corporation and therefore a "miner" within
the meaning of section 402(d) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969, as amended.

The general issue before the Appeals Council is-whether the claimant
is entitled to black lung benefits. The specific issue is whether he is a
"miner" as defined in section 402(d) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act: if 1969, as amended.
The claimant filed an application for black lung benefits on February
16, 1970. 'That claim- has -been heretofore denied on the_basis that the
claimant is not a "miner" within the meaning of section 402(d) of the Act,
as amended, since all of his work in coal mines has been performed as a
self-employed individual rather than as an "employee".
Section 402(d) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969,
as amended, provides that the term "miner" means any individual who is
or was employed in a coalmine.
.Section 410.110 of Social Security Administration Regulations No. 10
provides definitions of terms used in the Act:
Subsection (h) provides, in pertinent part, that the term "coal mine" means
an area of land used for the extraction of bituminous coal, lignite, or anthracite from its natural deposits in the earth and the work of preparing the coal so
extracted.
Subsection (m) provides that the term "employee" means an individual in a
legal relationship (between the person for whom he performs services and
himself) of employer and employee under the usual common-la rules. Sections (1) and (2) of subsection (m) provide as follows;
"(1) Generally, such relationship exists when the person for whom services are performed has the right to control and direct the individual who
performs the services, not only as to the result to be accomplished by the
work but also as to the means by which thst result is accomplished; that is,
an employee is subject to the will and control of the employer not only as to
what shall be done but how it is done. In this connection, it is not necessary
that the employer actually direct or control the manner in which the serThe actual language of the statute and regulation is 'employee in a coal mine' (emphasis
added). Thus, the Administration requires that a claimant be an employee and work in a
coal mine, but does not require that he be an employee of a coal mine operator. Further,
since the law, as amended, extends coverage to miners of surface and strip coal mining
operations (in addition to miners who work on, at or below the surface of underground coal
mines),,the preposition "in" also includes employees who work at or on the surface of coal
mines. (Editor's note.)
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vices are performed; it is sufficient if he has the right to do so. The right to
discharge is also an important factor indicating that the person possessing
that right is an employer. Other factors characteristic of an employer, but
not necessarily-premnt-iwevery-case, are=theArnishing of tools and the
ftialishing of a place to work to the individual whoperforms the services. In
general, if an individual is subject to the control or direction of another
merely as to the resultlo be accomplished by the work and not as to the

means and methods for accomplishing the result, he is an independent
contractor. An individual performing services as an independent contractor
is not as to such services an employee under the usual common-law rules.
(2) Whether the relationship of eniployer and employee exists under the

usual common-law-rules will in doubtful cases be determined upon an
examination of the particular facts of each case."

According to the claimant's testimony, he first became connected with

the coal mining industry in 1945 hauling coal for various firms as a
self-employed truck driver. On March 20, 1951, the record shows that he
formed- a corporation, known as The XYZ Trucking Company, whose
principal business activity was hauling coal. In- addition, he performed

these same services- for the ABC Coal Company during the first six
months of 1952. An itemized statement of earnings reported to his social
security record, indicates that the ABC Coal Company reported wages to
that record in the first two quarters of 1952 and that The XYZ Trucking
Company reported earnings to his record on a regular basis from 1953
through 1962 and again in the last quarter of 1970.

With_respect to the above employers, the Appeals Counciris of the
opinion and so finds that the claimant's services in their employ did not
constitute those of a "miner" within the meaning of section 402(d) of the
Act, as amended. Section 410.110(j) of the Social Security Regulations

No. 10 provides that the term "miner" means an individual who is
working or has worked as an employee in a coal mine, performing functions in extracting'the coal or preparing the coal so extracted. Insomuch
as the claimant's services for The XYZ Trucking Company and the ABC
Coal Company consisted of hauling coal after its extraction and preparation, such services would not qualify him as a "miner" within the meaning of the above cited section.
The record shows that on July 24, 1958, the claimant formed a corporation known as RST Coal Company, of which he was the principal stockholder. According to the Certificate of Incorporation, that corporation
was formed in part, for the following,reasons:
"To purchase, lease or otherwise acquire, own and hold coal lands, land, real
estate, minerals, timber and timber lands in the State and elsewhere; to open,

operate and have coal mines and to mine coal by any method or means
including deep mining, strip mining and auger mining in the State and
elsewhere, and dispose of the products of such mines and such mining
operations either at wholesale or retail and to conduct and carry on the general
business of coal mining by any method or means and to do any and all things
pertinent thereto, including the right to mine coal and operate coal mines for
"
persons, firms and corporations

The claimant testified that RST Coal Company was engaged in strip
mining operation.

It is permissible to find, under the usual common-law rules, that the
owner of a close corporation is an 'employee.' The corporation has the

10
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legal status of a person. 1. Fletcher Cyc Corp (Penn. Ed.) §7. Generally,
the corporation is considered the employer, not its stockholders. Ibid,
§§14,25. The corporation is an entity distinct from its members even if
only one perion owns the entire capita_ l stock. 'A sole owner and his

corporation are distinct and separate legal entities and must be so
treated. Ibid, §25,-1. Thus, a sole stockholder employed by the corporation would-be controlled and directed by the corporate person, not himself. Even if a person is the sole owner of a corporation, he may occupy a
dual capacity as an executive officer and an employee of the company. 2.
Fletcher Cyc Corp (Penn Ed) §266. For purposes of workmen's compensa-

tion acts, stockholders, directors and officers of corporations are not
precluded from being considered employees of the company if otherwise
serving in an employee capacity. Ibid.. §266.1 Thus, assuming State law
requirements have been adhered to with respect to corporate structure

and operating procedures (i.e., a bona fide corporation exists) and an
otherwise bona-fide employment relationship under the common-law
rules exists between the individual and the corporation, a sole stockholder may be considered an 'employee' for purposes of the Act and regula-

tions."
In the instant case, the claimant testified that he worked in every
capacity for the RST Coal Company, from president of the corporation to
the lowestlabor job of excavating coal. He testified that, whenever there
was physical work to be performed, he worked alongside of the employee
he hired, and that he generally performed office work only at night and on
weekends. Accordingly, since the record shows that RST Coal Company
was a bona-fide corporation and was operated as such by the claimant,

the Appeals Council is of the opinion and so finds that a bona-fide
employment relationship under common-law rules existed between the
claimant and the RST Coal Company; and, therefore, that the- services
performed by the claimant in the employ of that corporation constituted
those of a "miner" within the meaning of section 402(d) Of the Act, as
amended. The record shows that RST Coal Company reported wages to
the claimant's social security earnings record continuously from October
1, 1958 through DeceMber 31, 1961. This employment constitutes 3.25
years of coal mine employment by the claimant.
It is the decision of the Appeals Council that the claimant is a "miner"
within the meaning of section 402(d) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969,- as amended.

Employment in Coke Yard
SECTION 411 (30 U.S.C. 921)FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH AND

SAFETY ACT OF 1969BLACK LUNG BENEFITSEMPLOYMENT
IN A COKE YARD NOT APPURTENANT TO A COAL MINE
20 CFR 410.110, 410.416 and 410.490

1 -04

SSR 76-37c
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Small vs. Weinberger, U.S.D.C., W.D. Pa., Civ. No. 75-101 (8/25/75)
Where claimant's entitlement to black lung benefits depended on whether his
employment in coke yards some distance from-the actual-coal-mine constituted
employment "in the Nation's Coal Mines", held, Regulations No. 10, section
410.110, 20 C.F.R. § 410.110 defines "coal mine" as the land, structures and
machinery used in extraction and preparation of coal, and since the coke yards
in which claimant was employed did not involve extraction of coal and did not
include coal preparation facilities appurtenant to the actual coal mine, claimant
was not employed in the Nation's Coal Mines.
SNYDER,

District Judge:

Plaintiff's complaint was filed on January 21, 1975, and constitutes an
appeal from the decision- of- the Secretary of the United States Department
of Health, Education and Welfare,. holding that plaintiff was not entitled
to black lung benefits under the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act,
30 U.S.C. Section 921. Oral- argument was set for May 9, 1975, but was
canceled upon motion of counsel for the defendant, consented to by counsel
for plaintiff.

The- review of the record in the present action is somewhat difficult
because the administrative law judge failed to make any findings on whether
plaintiff has pneumoconiosis and, if so, whether he is totally disabled by
pneumoconiosis. The findings were:

1. The evidence of record does not establish ten years of coal mine
employment.

2. The claimant has failed to show that pneumoconiosis, if any, arose
out of coal mine employment.
Since the defendant's brief admits that the results of two pulmonary function
studies, on July 19, 1972 and January 29, 1973 meet the criteria established
under the interim adjudicatory rules for a presumption of total- disability
due to pneumoconiosis,' and since the administrative law -judge did not
find -that plaintiff was not totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis, it must
hP assumed that plaintiff is totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis, and the
wily question is whether there is substantial evidence to support the Secre-

tary's findings that plaintiff did not establish -the ten years of coal mine
employment which would entitle him to the presumption, and that plaintiff's
pneumoconiosis did not arise out of his coal mine employment.
The first relevant regulation is contained in the interim adjudicatory
rules, 20 C.F.R. Section 410.490(b) (3) :
(3) With respect to a miner who meets the medical requirements in subparagraph (i) (ii) of this paragraph (which plaintiff does], he will be presumed
to be totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis arising out of coal mine employ.
ment . . . if he has at least 10 years of the requisite coal mine employment.
[emphasis added]

The regulations further provide, 20 C.F.R,:
Section 410.416 Determining origin of penumoconiosis, including statutory pre.
sumption.
(a) If a miner was employed for 10 or more years in the Nation's coal mines,

and is suffering or suffered from penumoconiosis, it will be presumed, in the
absence of persuasive evidence to the contrary, that the pneumoconiosis arose
out of such employment.'

(b) In-any other case, a miner who is suffering or suffered from pneumocon
'20 C.F.R. Section 410.490(b) (1) (ii).
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iosis, must submit the evidence necessary to establish that the pneumoconiosis
arose out of employment in the Nation's coal mines. (See §§410.110 411), (i),

(k), (1), and (m).

The other relevant regulations are the following:
20 C.F.R. Section 410.110
*

*

*

(h) 'Coal mine' means an area of land and all structures, facilities, ma
chinery, tools, equipment, shafts, slopes, tunnels, excavations, and other prop.
erty, real or personal, placed upon, under, or above the surface of such land
by any person, used in, or- to be used in, or resulting from, the work of extracting in such area bituminous coal, lignite, or anthracite from its natural
deposits in the earth by any means or method, and the work of preparing the
coal so extracted, and includes custom coal preparation facilities.

(i) 'Underground coal mine' means a coal mine in which the earth and other

materials which lie above the natural deposit of coal (overburden) -is not
removed in mining. In addition to the natural deposits of coal in the earth,
the underground mine includes all land, buildings and equipment appurtenant
thereto.
(j) 'Miner' or 'cos! miner' means any individual who is working or has worked

as an employee -in a coal mine, performing functions in extracting the coal
or preparing the ccal so extracted. (emphasis added)

While plaintiff s testimony during the hearing was somewhat vague, he
' , testified that he had, worked at various different mines as an underground
coal mine operato4 for about 31/2 to 4, or 5 -to 51/2 years; -that he had
worked at various different non mining jobs, such as casting iron, from
1937 until 1948; and that he had worked in various coke yards from 1925
to 1928 and from 1948 until 1951. He then worked at odd jobs unrelated
to mining, such as construction labor, from 1951 to 1971, when he retired.
Plaintiff asserts that his employment in the coke yards should be considered employment "in the Nation's coal mines" to qualify him for the
presumptions contained in 30 U.S.C. Section 921(') (1) ; 20 C.F.R.
410.456(a) ; and 20 C.F.R. 410.490(b) (1) (ii). Defendant asserts that plaintiff's work in the coke operation is not coal mine employment within the
meaning of the Act since it does not involve the- "extraction or processing
of coal." Neither party cites any cases and plaintiff cites only subdivisions
(h), (i), and (j) of 20- C.F.R. Section 410.110. While it appears clear that
plaintiff's work in the coke yard did not involve the "extraction" of coal, it
is not clear whether it would be included under "custom coal preparation
facilities," as mentioned in subdivision (h). While this phrase does not
appear to have been explained, subdivisions (h) and (i) appear intended
to include only the land, buildings, and equipment appurtenant to the
actual -coal mine. During the hearing plaintiff testified that the coal was
hauled some distance from the mines to the coke yards. When he worked
at one coke yard the coal was hauled from 10 or 12 -miles away. When
he was working at another coke yard the coal was hauled from different
places. Therefore, plaintiff's employment in the coke yards- was a step removed from the actual mining operations. Since Congress has not clearly
included employment in coke yards as satisfying the requirement for coal
mine employment, it does not appear that plaintiff is entitled to the presumptions available to miners with 10 years of coal mine employment. Further,
'This regulation follows the requirements of the Act, 30 U.S.C. Section 921(c) (1).
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since plaintiff' asserts only that he is entitled to the presumptions and does
not assert that he-has established by other evidence that his pneumoconiosis
arose out of employment in the Nation's coal mines, defendentre Motion
for Summary-Judgment is granted -and the decision of the Secretary, denying
plaintiff _black lung benefits, is affirmed.

Conditions of Entitlement
SECTIONS 412(a) (5) (30- U.S.C. 922(a) (5) )FEDERAL COAL MINE
HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT of 1969, AS AMENDEDBLACK LUNG
BENEFITSCONDITIONS OF ENTITLEMENTPARENT'S BENEFITS
20 CFR 410.214, 410.380, and 410.395(h)

SSR 76-38c

Emelett v. Weinberger, U.S.D.C., M.D. Pa., No. 74-801 (2/27/76)
At the time of his death due to pneumoconiosis, a miner was survived by a
parent who was living in a household with- him for one year preciding his
death. He -was not survived by a-widow or children. Although the parent received most of her support from the miner, she was not totally dependent upon

him. Held, the surviving parent is not entitled to benefits because she must
have been wholly dependent on the miner for her support in accordance with
section 412(a) (5) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969,
as amended.

NEALON, U.S. District Judge:

The record in this action has been reviewed, pursuant to 42 U.S.C.A.
§ 405(g), to determine whether there is substantial evidence to support the
Secretary's decision denying plaintiff's claim as the dependent mother of a
miner for "black lung" benefits pursuant to the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969, as amended, 30 U.S.C.A. § 901, et -seq.
The miner, Bernard Emelett, died in 1968, at age 55. (TR. 20, 51). The
Secretary does not dispute that plaintiff was the mother of the insured, that
she was living in a household with him for one year immediately preceding
his death, that the miner was not survived by a widow or children, and that

his death was due to pneumoconiosis (Def. Br., p. 7). The only issue is
whether the plaintiff was totally dependent on the miner for her support
during the one year period preceding his death.
The- record indicates that in the 12 month period prior to the miner's
death, the plaintiff and the deceased miner lived in a home owned by
plaintiff; that the miner had Social Security, State Workmen's Compensation

and bank account interest income totalling $2,550.60 during that period;
that plaintiff had Social Security and bank account interest income of
$708.00 during- that same period; and that- these funds, totalling $3,258.60,
were pooled for their mutual support. (TR. 87).
Plaintiff testified that the miner always turned over his entire pay, and
later his entire benefits,--to plaintiff and she would disburse these funds
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forAheir support. (TR. 21-22, 31-32). Plaintiff does not dispute that she
used: her own income for their mutual support. Indeed, the record indicates
that plaintiff' owned the house in which she and the miner resided .during
the,12 months prior to the miner's death (TR. 27, 81) ; that of the income
she and her son received during that period, none was saved (TR. 81 --82);
and in her application, plaintiff admitted that she was "receiving over one
half of my support from him but not all." (TR. 39). Instead, plaintiff
'argues that -the "black lung" act should be liberally construed in favor of
including under its coverage someone like plaintiff whose own income wouldbe insufficient to maintain her. Plaintiff argues that the Secretary's interpre-

tation of the Act, i.e., requiring a showing of "total dependency," would
preclude one from receiving benefits where one received even an insignificant

contribution of support from a person other than the miner. Plaintiff admits
that.she has no authority to support her contentions. (Pl. Br., pp. 4-5).
The provision permitting parents to qualify for benefits was added to the
Act,by-the 1972 amendments. The Senate bill leading to the amendments
Permitted dependent parents, if there was no surviving widow or- child, or
dependent
brothers and sisters, if there was no surviving dependent parent,
-r,
to succeed to a' miner's benefits provided that,the parent, brothers or sisters;
received at least one half of their support from the miner for at least a one

year, period prior to his death. The =House bill contained no eligibility
provisions for such persons. The House receded "with an amendment that
provided that in order to qualify for benefits, parents, brothers and sisters
must- have been wholly dependent on the miner, and must have resided in
the miner's household for one year prior to the miner's death." (Emphasis
supplied). Conference Report 92-1048, U.S. Code Cong. & Adm. News, 92nd
Cong., 2nd Session, 1972, p. 2338. The amendment, as enacted, defined "de-

pendency" as meaning a total dependency of the parent, brother or sister.
30 U.S.C.A. § 922 (a) (5) (2). The regulations-follow this mandate. Social
Security Regulations §§ 410.214, 410.380 and 410.395(h), 20 CFR. Since
the record establishes that-plaintiff was not "wholly" or "totally" dependent
on the miner during the period in question, the Secretary's decision is
supported by substantial evidence.

Accidental Death of Miner

SECTION 401 and 402(f)- (30 U.S.C. 901 and 902 (f) ) BLACK LUNG
BENEFITSDEATH OF MINER DUE TO ACCIDENTMINER REGULARLY AND GAINFULLY EMPLOYED
20 CFR 410.210, 410.414(b), 410.418, and 410.462

SSR `443-36c

Felthager v. Weinberger, USCA, 10th Cir., No. 75-1183 (2/6/76)
The miner worked for over 44 years in underground coal mines. At the time
of his death in 1965, he was employed in a supervisory capacity as an assistant
foreman _in a coal mine, a position which he had held for 15 years. His death
occurred when, exhausted from shortness of breath, he sat down on the shuttle
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car tracks and was run over by a shuttle car. His widow applied for black
lung benefits under 30 U.S.C. § 901 et seq., claiming that the miner was totally
disabled due to pneumoconiosis at the time of his death. Held, the fact of employment at the time of death does not preclude a finding: of total disability,
if, for example, the employment is sporadic or "make- work ": However, since
here the miner, at the time of his death, was performing his uzual supervisory
work and such work was of a substantial nature, the evidence is,sufficient to
support a finding by-the-Secreiary that the miner was not totally disabled due to
pneumoconiosis.

HILL, Circuit Judge:

This is another of the many recent cases in which the survivor of a
deceased coal miner has sought judicial review of the denial of "Black
Lung Benefits" provided in, 30 U.S.C. § 901 et seq. Appellant, Marie L.
Felthager, is the widow of Joseph Fethager who died in 1965 after working
over 44 years in underground-coal mines. A hearing, before an administm:

tive law judge resulted in a determination that appellant was entitled to
benefits. On its own motion, -the Appeals Council of the Social Security
Administration reviewed the claim and denied benefts. This became the
decision of the Secretary and appellant properly sought judicial review
under 42
§ 405(g). The district court found the Secretary's decision
was supported by substantial evidence and granted summary judgment in
favor of appellee.
Appellant meets all the personal eligibility requirements for a widow
seeking benefits as-stated in -20 C.F.R. § 410.210. The issues in this appeal
concern whether she has proved the additional requirement that the deceased
miner either (a) died of pneumoconiosis (black lung) or (b) was totally

disabled due to pneumoconiosis at the time of his death. Benefits were
denied on the grounds she had proved neither alternative. If the Secretary's
decision is supported by substantial evidence, we must affirm the judgment.
42 U.S:C. § 405(g) ; Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389 (1971).
Proving death or total disability due to pneumoconiosis is nor- easy. To
aid claimants with their difficult burden of proof, several presumptions
have been included in the statutes and regulations. In this case, however, we
are primarily concerned with only one of these presumptions. Appellant
could not produce the medical evidence necessary to raise any of the-presumptions contained in 20 C.F.R. §§ 410.418, 410.458, and 410.490. Neither
could she establish the presumption of death due to pneumoconiosis under
20 C.F.R. § 410.462 because the miner's death was not "medically
ascribed" to a chronic lung disease.' If appellant is to prevail it must be
under the standards of 20 C.F.R. § 410.414 or § 410.454.
Section 410.414(b) provides:
(1) Even though the existence of pneumoconiosis is not established as provided

iu par' aph (a) of this section [ay, biopsy or autopsy], if other evidence
'Appellant argues the deceased's respirable disease should -be considered the "proxinuie cause" of the deceased's accidental death. We do not believe § 410.462 allows
speculation in problems of remote causation. When respirable disease is not an_imme.
diate cause of death, a claimant must establish an entitlement to benefits under alterna
tive provisions of the regulations. See Farmer v. Weinberger, 519 F.2d 627 (6th Cir.
1975).
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demonstrates the existence of a totally disabling chronic respiratory or pulmonary
impairment . . . , it may be presumed, in the absence of evidence to the con, that a miner is totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis at the time of
trary
his death.

Section 410.454(b) raises the same presumption relative to finding the
miner's death was due to pneumoconiosis.= Both sections provide the presumption "may be rebutted only if it is established that the miner did not
have pneumoconiosis."
) Secretary found the evidence established that the deceased did not
have pneumoconiosis and that he did not have any totally disabling respiratory impairment. We doubt whether there is substantial evidence establishing
that- the deceased did not have pneumoconiosis. However, we must affirm
the judgment on the basis of the evidence of total disability. Because appellant hassnot shown the deceased was totally disabled due to chronic respiratory impairment, the presumption that the impairment was pneumoconiosis

does not arise.
Appellant's husband died-on July 28, 1965, one-day-before-his-sixty-first
birthday. While working at his job as an assistant foreman at the Allen
Mine in Weston, Colorado, the deceased' became so eiliaustedliom shoftness of breath that he had to sit down. He sat on the shuttle car tracks
and was run over by the car.Hi-died a-few-hours later. The death certificate listed the immediate cause of death as a compound -fracture of the
left leg, fractured-pelvis, and pulmonary edema.
There is no doubt the deceased miner suffered from severe respiratory
impairment, beginning about 15 years before his death and growing continuously worse, especially during the last five years of his life. There was
evidence from the deceased's wife and 12 of his co-workers that he suffered
extreme breathing difficulties and coughed a lot; occasionally he would
cough up phlegm with black streaks in it. Four doctors who had examined
the deceased during-his life had all concluded he had severe respiratory
impairment which was possibly black lung or pneumoconiosis. One of them
stated the deceased had black lung "without question."
The evidence the deceased did not have pneumoconiosis came from two
doctors who examined an apparently inconclusive autopsy and found "there
is no anatomic evidence of blacklung." One of them added "From this information, this patient did not have 'black lung' disease" (emphasis added).
Neither doctor for the Secretary based his opinion on-actual examination
of the deceased. As we stated before, we do not decide the issue, but we
doubt whether this could be considered substantial evidence establishing the
nonexistence of pneumoconiosis. See Martin v. Secretary of Department of
Health, Education & Welfare, 492 F.2d 905 (4th Cir. 1974) ; Landess v.
Weinberger, 490 F.2d 1187 (8th Cir. 1974).
Concerning the issue of total disability, the evidence shows the deceased
continued to work as an assistant mine foreman until his death. He had
held the same position for 15 years, but had previously done all types of
mine work. Although his- duties consisted primarily of walking around the
2 The presumption applies when the miner has been employed in the Nation's underground coal mines for 15 or more years, 20 C.F.R. §§ 410.414(b) (3) and 410.454(b) (3).
That is not in issue in this case since it is undisputed the deceased miner had worked
in coal mines at least 44 years.
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mine supervising other miners, he could do that only with great difficulty.
He could not walk from one work site to another to check on the crews
without stopping to rest and catch his breath. On one occasion he collapsed
in the mine because he could not get his breath. On another occasion he
passed out while attempting- to mow his lawn. He had been advised by his

doctor and his family to quit working in the mines. In spite of this, he
kept working regularly because of financial need and because of his desire
to reap full retirement benefits by working until the usual retirement age.
At the time of his death there were no Social Security benefits for black lung
disability.
Whether this evidence establishes total disability must be determined
under the definition contained in 30 U.S.C. § 902(f).
The term "total disability" has the meaning given -it by regulations of
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, except that such regulations shall provide that a miner shall be considered totally disabled when
pneumoconiosis prevents him from engaging in gainful employment requiring the skills and abilities comparable to those of any employment in a
mine or mines in which he Treviously engaged with some regularity,_ancl
over a substantial period of time . . . . (emphasis added).
The Secretary's regulations in 20' C.F.R. § 410.412 (b) are in substantially,
identical terms.
Appellant- would phrase the issue before us as follows: Can a miner be
"totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis" as defined in the Act and regulations if he was employed in the mines at the time of his death? Appellant's
question must be answered affirmatively, but that does not mean she is
entitled to benefits on the basis- of the evidence in this case. Under the
statutory definition, the mere fact of employment does not preclude a finding
of total disability. The circumstances of the employment may be consistent
with a finding of total disability. Social Security Ruling 73-36 stated that a
miner could be totally disabled and still be employed if the employment was
characterized by "sporadic work, poor performance and marginal earnings."
Ruling 73-36 has lieen followed in subsequent cases. E.g., Farmer v. Weinberger, 519 F.2d 627 (6th Cir. 1975) ; Tibbs v. Weinberger, 401 F. Supp.
1139 (E.D. Ky. 1975). In additio::, other cases have recognized a miner
may have been employed and yet totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis
if his job was a "make-work" position. Lawson v. Weinberger, 401 F. Supp.
403 (W.D. Va. 1975) ; Rowe v. Weinberger, 400 F. Supp. 981 (W.D. Va.
1975). In such circumstances a miner may have been given a job through
the courtesy of the management even though he was no longer able to do
work comparable to his usual mine employment.
Some cases similar to the one at bar have been remanded with d;rections
for the administrative law judge to determine what the decedent's work
performance actually was. Corridoni v. Weinberger, 402 F. Supp. 983 (M.D.
Pa. 1975) ; Rowe v. Weinberger, supra; Dellosa v. Weinberger, 386 F. Supp.
1122 (E.D. Pa. 1974). In these cases the court found inadequate investigation and consideration by the administrative law judge of the circumstances of the deceased's employment. Appellant has not argued, however,
that the factual inquiry was inadequate in this case, or that her late husband's employment would in fact satisfy either condition in which a miner
may be employed and yet be totally disabled drItoipneumoconiosis. Nothing
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in the evidence or the argument warrants an assumption on our part that
"7appellant.,could show an entitlement to benefits under the above standards
if we did remand.3
Appellant argues that by analogy to the facts in cases such as Tibbs and
De llosa, supra, -this case should be reversed because her husband was dis-

abled by respiratory impairment to a greater extent than the deceased
miner'-in either Tibbs or Dellosa. He certainly could not do the physical
labor he -had done in past years. Unlike the miners in Tibbs and Dellosa,
however, Mi. Felthager wasr an assistant foreman. Under the Act and our
traditional concepts, disability is a subjective and individual condition.
An impairment that means total disability for one person may not mean
total disability for another. The regulations specifically provide for the
consideration of age, education, and experience in determining total disability. 20 C.F.R. § 410.426. The facts in Lawson v. Weinberger, supra, are
nearly identical to the present case. On this issue the court stated:
There is no evidence of record to suggest that Mr. Lawson's last position of
general mine foreman was of a "make.shift" variety. For almost -a decade prior
--to-hiswdeathrMri-Lawson-was--employed-in-a-supervisorreapacity: . .

appears that Mr. Lawson held the position of rneral mine foreman because
of his obvious qualifications and skills. The fact that the deceased may not

manrabor does not alter the ciicum
have been physically capable of doingmanual
stance that his "usual.work"-was a-supervisor. (401 F. Supp. at 405).

We believe this statement applies equally to Mr. Felthager.

Finally? appellant argues it- is contrary to legislative intent to deny,
survivor's benefits when the deceased was totally disabled for all practical

purposes, but through inordinate effort continued to work because of
oconomic compulsion amounting to duress. She cites statements. to this
general effect made- by congressmen during the hearings on the 1972'
amendments to the Act. She also cites congressional statements, made since
the amendments became effective, which indicate some congressmen's displeasure with the Secretary's harshness in administering the Act.
The 1972 amendments were clearly intended -to make it easier for claimants to obtain benefits. Congress was concerned because benefits were being

denied in over 50percent of all claims and in 72 percent of the claims in
some states. 1972 U.S. Code- Cong. & Admin. News 2307. However, when
the amendments came to conference, it appears the House feared the Senate

Bill's definition of total disability was ,too liberal. The final word on the
subject of legislative intent is contained in the Conference Committee Report.
On this issue it states:
The House receded on the understanding that under the Senate language it is
not intended that a miner be found to be totally disabled if he is in fact en
gaging in substantial work involving skills and abilities closely comparable to
those of any mine employment in .shich he previously engaged -with some regu

'In cases similar to the present one, where "makeshift" or "sporadic" work was not
a- factor, the Secretary's finding that the deceased was not totally disabled has uni
formly been upheld. See Farmer v. Weinberger, 519 F.2d 627 (6th Cir. 1975) ; Lawson v.
Weinberger, 401 F. Supp. 403 (W.D. Va. 1975) ; Cox v. Weinberger, 389 F. Supp. 268
1E.D. Tenn., 1975) ; Rainey v. Weinberger, 388 F. Supp. 1277 (E.D. Tenn. 1975) ;
England v. Weinberger, 387 F. Supp. (S.D. W. Va. 1974) ; Statzer v. Weinberger, 383
F. Supp. 1258 (E.D. Ky. 1974).
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laxity and over a substantial period of time

1972 U.S.-Code Cong. & Admin. News 2339. Based on language of 30 U.S.C._
§ 902 (f) and this statement of legislative intent, we cannot say it is contrary

to the intent of Congress -to deny -benefits when the evidence shows the
deceased' was effectively performing his usual work at the time of his death.
,Farmer v. Weinberger, supra- at-630--;31.

Under the facts of this case; the denial of benefits because the deceased
was einPloyed may seein harsh-But the fact-he was doing his usual work in
the mines at the time of his death, if not conclusive, is at-least- substantial
evidence in support of the Speretary's finding the deceased was not totally
disabled_ due to pneumoconiosis. This finding must bc allowed to stand.
AFFIRMED.

Annulment of Marriage
SECTION 402(e) (AO, U. S. C. 902 (e) )FEDERAL COAL MINE
HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969BLACK LUNG BENEFITS
ANNULMENT OF MARRIAGEVOID AB INITIOVIRGINIA
20 CFR 410.210 and 410.211

SSR 76-15

The claimant was receiving monthly widow's benefits- under the Black Lung
prograM. These payments were terminated when she remarried. Subsequently
this marriage was annulled by the Virginia Courts. The decree neither granted
permanent alimony nor reserved the right to grant it in the future. Held, such
annulment decree rendered the marriage void ab initio, and the claimant's el,gibility was reestablished from the month the decree was entered.

A question has been raised as, to whether the claimant's remarriage was
void ab initio under the law of Virginia.

The facts are as follows: the monthly black lung benefits of the wage
earner's widow were terminated because of her remarriqge in Virginia. On
December 10, 1974, the Circuit Court in Virginia, declared claimant's marriage "now annulled on the grounds that complainant and defendant have
not cohabited- as man and wife, and that the aforesaid marriage has not
been consummated." The decree neither granted permanent alimony nor
reserved the right to the Court to grant permanent alimony in the future.
'Although this statement certainly has some bearing on the issue before us, its in].
portance should not be overestimated. The Conference Committee was not considering
the same issue when it made the statement. Under the Act as originally passed in 1969,
total disability was defined under the terms of 42 U.S.C. 423 (d)"inability to engage
in any substantial gainful activity." The Senate Committee found this standard unrealistic
as applied to coal miners because they were often unsuited for or unable to find work
outside the mines. 1972 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 2320-21. The Conference
Committee statement of intent was in response- to House questions which apparently
concerned the effect of the new definition, relating the standard of disability specifically
to mine work, or miners who quit work in the mines and applied for benefits, but did
in fact find other comparable work.
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No Virginia statute provides for annulment solely on the grounds stated
in AluOumulment decree. C/ section 20-45 of the Code of Virginia (1973
Cum. Supp.),I-Moreover, while a court of equity may grant an annulment
on-nonstatutory grounds, Pretlow v. Pretlow, 177 Va. 524, 14 S.E. 2d 381,
387.(1941), courts cannot annul marriage in the absence of fraud, duress,

orother improper dements affecting the marriage contract. Jacobs v.
Jacobs, 184 Va. 281, 35 S.E. 2d 119, -126 (1945). To enter into a-marriage
contract with a preconceived intention not to perform natural incidents-of
the marriage relation is fraud. Pretlow v. Pretlow, supra. The allegation in
the annulment decree may have been deemed sufficient to show that de-

fends* never intended that the marriage be consummated- and thereby
perpetuated a fraud. We are unable to find any statutory provision dealing
with the effective date 'of annulment decrees granted by courts- of Virginia
on nonstatutory grounds.
It seems unlikely that the grounds stated in the decree were intended to
allege mental or physical incapacity to consummate the marriage the only
statutory .ground to which the allegations- contained in -the degree woull

be-relevant.(See-section,--20-45;Code-of-Virginiarsupra.2)Regerdless-of
whether -the grounds for- claimant's annulment -were statutory or non-

-statutoryrthe-inarriage-was-a-void.ab-initio. .Pursuant.to..the
Supreme Court of Appeals_of Virginia. in_the ,Pretlow case supra, -a. mar-

riage induced by fraud- is voidable, and not void. In the- absence of any
statutory provisions or cases dealing with the effective date of- annulments
granted-by the-courts of Virginia on grounds of fraud, the effect -of annulment of a- voidable marriage is to destroy the marriage ab initio. Also, in
Powell v. Celebrezze, 1 Unempl. Ins. Rep. 115,055 (1962-1963 transfer
binder), the courtnoted that Virginia is a common law state and has recognized the common= law doctrine of "relation back," in which a- marriage
that is voidable for causes that the statutes do not cover is void ab initio
when annulled.

1n_Powell, the. court held that the annulment of claimant's remarriage
granted pursuant to section 20-45, Code of Virginia 1950,3 was effective
gb initio upon issuance of the annulment decree and .that claimant was -accordingly entitled to reinstatement of benefits terminated by the annulled
remarriage. The court reached this holding despite the 'language of the
statute, which is repeated in the statute as amended in 1964 end 1968:

Marriages which are void from time so declared or from-time of conviction . . . shall . . . be void from the time they shall be so-declared
by a decree of divorce cr nullity, or from the time of the conviction of

the parties....
The court held that the wording of a statute to the effect that a marriage
may be void from the time declared- by the decree does not change the
common law doctrine of "relation back" and does not make the marriage in
:This statutory provision was repealed by the Virginia legislature in 1975, Acts,
1975, chapter 644, and was replaced by a new section 20-45.1 (1975). The statutory
revision would- not change the analysis or the outcome of this Social Security Ruling
under the given facts.
' See n. 1, supra.
'See n. 1, supra.
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question valid from the date it was contracted until the decree of nullity
was entered.
The Social Security Administration has taken the view that, except where

the annulling court has the power to grant claimant permanent alimony in

the annulment action, annulments granted pursuant to this and similar
statutes should be considered operative ab initio. (See Social Security Rut.
ing 65-19, CB 1965, P. 43.)
Thus, whether the claimant's annulment was granted on statutory or non-

statutory grounds, the marriage is void ab initio, Based upon- Virginia
authority, the reservation of power must be explicitly stated in the annulment decree.

Since the decree neither granted permanent alimony nor reserved- the
right to the -court -to grant permanent alimony in the future, claimant's
eligibility was reestablished from the month the decree was entered.
Claimant's benefits may be reinstated, and claimant should not be required
to reapply.

Disability oLMiner
SECTIONS 401, 402, and 411 (30 U.S.C. 901, 902 and 921)FEDERAL
COAL MINE HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969, AS AMENDED
BLACK LUNG BENEFITSDISABILITY
SSR 76-5c

20 CFR 410.400ff

Long v. Weinberger, USDC, Pa., Civil Action No. 74-970 (3/25/75)
Where plaintiff is receiving social security disability benefits for total disability on
account of several ailments, including a pulmonary impairment and paralysis from a

stroke, but does not suffer from iviespiratory or pulmonary impairment which,
without consideration of his other impairments, would prevent him from returning
to his former work in the coal mines, held plaintiff is not totally disabled due to
pneumoconiosis.

Weber, District Judge
I. Recommendation
It is recommended that defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment
be granted and that the decision of the Secretary of the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare, denying plaintiff's application for
benefits under the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, as
amended by the Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972, be affirmed.

II. Report
Plaintiff's complaint was filed on October 11, 1974, appealing the
Secretary's denial of his application for black lung benefits.
The plaintiff has been receiving Social Security disability benefits
under the Social Security Act' for a disability beginning on July 6,
I 42 U.S.C. Sections 423 and 416(i).
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1969, and there is no -question that he is totally disabled. The critical
question in the present action is whether- plaintiff is totally disabled due
to pneumoconiosis which he acquired as'a result of his employment as a
miner in the coal -.mines of the nation.2 While both the Social Security
Act -3 and the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, as
amended by the Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972,4 award benefits for
disabled workers, the standards for determining disability under the
two acts are quite different. Basically, the question in cases brought
under the Social Security Act is whether the person is unable to engage
in "any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically determinable physical or mental impairment which can be expected to result
in death or which has lasted or can be expected to last for a continuous
period of not less than 12 months." 5 The critical question in actions
brought under the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act is whether
the miner is prevented fronrcontinuing his gainful mining employment
because of pneumoconiosis which arose out- of, or in connection with,
his work in a coal mine.° The Senate report. 7 discusses the-fact that the
nation's miners suffered from several handicaps in sustaining their
burden of- proving their °disabilities - under- the - Social- Security -Act. The
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 was intended to
remedy-this.= However_, just-a_few_years..after_enactment of ;that law
Congress found that miners who were in fact disabled were still being
denied benefits because of their unique problems in producing medical
evidence in support of their physical impairmerics resulting from
pneumoconiosis. One of these problems was that the chest x-ray or
roentgenogram was an imperfect means of ascertaining the existence of
pneuinoconiosis.° A negative x-ray was not positive proof of the absence
of pneumoconiosis. Autopsies performed after chest x-rays had been
read negative for pneumoconiosis indicated an error of 25 percent in
diagnosis.° There was strong evidence that emphysema could cloud an
x-ray to such an extent that the x-ray showed no concentrations of coal
dust.'° Further, the simple breathing test which measures only ventilatory capacity did not always adequately detect disabling respiratory or
pulmonary impairment." Miners had difficulties securing complete
medical records and other evidence of their disability,12 and they also
encountered special problems in obtaining gainful employment outside
of coal mining in Appalachia.'3 Therefore, the Act as amended gives
miners the benefit of certain presumptions as follow:
1. If a miner who is suffering from pneumoconiosis Asfas employed
2 30 U.S.C. Section 921.
3 42 U.S.C. Section 423.
30 U.S.C. Section 921.
3 42 U.S.C. Section 423(d) (1) (A); 42 U.S.C. Section 416(i) (1) (A) (Emphasis added).
6 See generally Senate Report, 1972 U.S. Code Cong. and Adm. News, 2305; and 30 U.S.C.
Section 902(0.
71d.
6 Id. at 2313.
91d. at 2314, 2316.
10/d. at 2316.
" Id. at 2313; 2310.
17 Id. at 2318.

"Id. at 23.3.
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in coal mines for ten years or more, there is a rebuttable presumption
that his pneumoconiosis arose out of such employment." Whether or
not the miner is suffering from pneumoconiosis is determined under
the regulations. The alternative ways for laving miner to show that
he is suffering from pneumoconiosis are to produce a chest-x- ray's
15
which meets the requirements of C.F.R. 410.428(a) (1) and (h) or
nbiopsy 16 which meets the requirements of 20 C.F.R. 410.428(a) (3)
and (c), or to establish the existence of a- totally disabling chronic

respiratory or pulmonary impairment through. other relevant evidence such as blood gas studies, electrocardiogram, pulmonary functi ,n studies, physical performance tests, medical history, evidence
submitted by the miner's physician, his spouse's affidavits, and other

appropriate affidavits of persons with knowledge of his physical
condition." However, no claim for benefits filed on or before December 31, 1973,* can bc denied solely on the basis of a negative
_chest.rbentgenogram.18

2. A miner who can produce an x-ray or biopsy report which
satisfies the requirements of 30 U.S.C. Section 921(c) (3) is entitled to

an-irrebuttable-presumptioa "thou "lie is -wally drsaliied due to
pneumoconiosis.

3. -A-miner-who-was-employed-in-an-underground-coahnine.for-15
years or- more-is entitled to a-rebuttable presumption that he is totally

disabled due to pneumoconiosis if he can produce a negative chest
x-ray and other evidence demonstrates the existence of a totally
disabling respiratory or pulmonary impairment." Under the regulations," the other evidence may be any of the following: the claimant's
arterial oxygen tension is equal to or less than the specified values or
he can show medical evidence of cor pulmonale with right-sided
congestive failure;21 or the claimant suffers from an impairment
which is medically the equivalent of an impairment listed in the
appendix;22 or- the claimant produces the results of a ventilatory
study which satisfies the requirements set forth in the regulations;23
or the claimant produces the appropriate results from a physical
performance test;24 or the miner establishes the existence of a totally
disabling chronic respiratory or pulmonary impairment- through
"30 U.S.C. Section 921(c) (1).
'3 20 C.F.R. Section 410.414(a) (1).

"Id. at (2).
12 410.414(c).

"Id.

*Section 413(b) of the Act provides that claims under Part B of the Act shall not be denied
solely on the basis of a negative chest X-ray. The general ending date for Part B claims is
December 31, 1973. However, under section 414 of the Act, certain claims filed ufter December 31, 1973, are still claims under Part B. Thus, X-ray evidence in such claims is also
subject to the limitation. [ED.]
12 30 U.S.C. Section 921(e) (4).
33 20 C.F.R. Section 410.414(b).

21 The appendix following 20 C.F.R. 410.490 is incorporated in 20 C.F.R. 410.414(b)
through Sections 410.422(c) and 410.424(a).
22 20 C.F.R. 410.424(b).
33 20 C.F.R. 410.426(b).
24 20 C.F.R. 410.426(c).
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other relevant evidence as discussed under the first alternative discussed above.25

4. Since plaintiff filed his claim before July 1, 1973, he is also
entitled to the presumptions available under the Interim adjudicatory rules 26 Under this regulation the x-ray must still meet the

requirements of 20 C.F.R. 410.428 to establish the existence of
pneumoconiosis: However, it may also be established by ventilatory
studies-meeting values which are higher than those set forth at 20
C.F.R. 410.426(b) if the miner was employed for at least ten years in
underground or comparable coal mine employment."

The question in the present case is not whether plaintiff can workhe
clearly Cannot. The question is whether he suffers from a respiratory or
pulmonary = impairment which, without consideration of his other impairments, would preyenthim from returning to his former work in the mines.
The plaintiff was unable to come to his first hearing on May 4, 1972,
because of his physical condition 28 but his attorney, Thomas A. Swope,
was present and his wife, Sarah Long, and two of his former co-workers,
.ClarencaRitchey.and,Fred-Stombaugh, testifiedin his behalf before Hearing Examiner Russell J. Blumenthal.
Mrs. Long testified that the plaintiff was born in 1907 and would -be 65 on
August 11, 1972 (Tr. 37). She did not know how far he had gone in schoOT,
although site knew he had not graduated (Tr. 38). He had worked an
underground coal miner and had also worked in the machine shop (Tr. 39):
She thought he had worked underground about 15 or 16 years. She thought

he had last worked' underground around 1938 and had stopped working
completely in 1969 because he was always short-winded and taking spells
and he had a stroke (Tr. 40). When he came out of the mines because "he
couldn't. take -it anymore" they sent him to school in Altoona for nine
months so that he could work in the machine shop as a welder (Tr. 41).
Toward the end of his work in the machine shop he had noticed that he was,
short - winded and could not even walk the length of the room. He could not
o down the cellar steps without having to sit down on the steps and rest.

Sometimes he couldn't make it- to the wage (Tr. 42). He- coughed- and
choked and spit up phlegm all the time. It was "white-looking" and he had
not noticed any blood in it (Tr. 43). At night he had to sleep propped up
with several pillows. During the time when he was working, before he had
the stroke, he had on one occasion slumped at his machine. The only
problem she had noticed before his stroke was his trouble with his lungs.
They had moved from a two-story house to one floor, on the- recommendation of Dr. Perkins, who was deceased at the time of the hearing (Tr. 44).

The plaintiff had taken medication for his heart but she was not sure
whether he had taken any for his breathing. He once had to be given oxygen
(Tr. 45).
When the plaintiff was working in the machine shop he was sent home
sometimes because he would start to pass out (Tr. 46). He would gag and

choke and be unable to get his breath.
23 20 C.F.R. 410.414(c).

"20 C.F.R. Section-410.490.
27 20 C.F.R. Section 410.490(b) (3).
22 His wife testified he was paralyzed from a stroke (Tr. 43).
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The plaintiff was hospitalized at Coneinaugh Valley Hospital on four
occasions, he was in the Weaver Hospital twice in 1960, and he was
transferred from the Mercy Hospital in Pittsburgh to St. Mary's Hospital
in-Pittsburgh.
She testified that th'e plaintiff was unable to talk and that he coughs and
chokes during the night. However, he could understand her sometimes (Tr.
'48).

Another of plaintiff's witnesses was Clarence Ritchey, who testified he
and the plaintiff had both worked in the C. A. Hughes Coal Company mine
nutilber two for six or eight years (Tr. 49). He did not know how long the

plaintiff had continued to work there after he left in 1932. One of the
plaintiff's jobs had been to take care of the generators. It was a very dusty
job (Tr. 50).
Plaintiff's last witness was Fred Stombaugh, who testified he had known
the plaintiff when he had worked in both the coal mines and the machine
shop (Tr. 51). He thought plaintiff had worked in the coal mines for 16
years or more. They had worked together in the machine shop for a year or
more in 1959 or 1960. He had noticed that theplaintiff was short of breath
and short-winded (Tr. 52). "He was in awful bad shape." He irequently
had fainting spells. Sometimes they would take him home from work.
hearing wiiheliron Mardi X17; 1974, liefOre Administrative
Law Judge 'Michael W. Ganzhorn. Plaintiff was again unable to attend
because he was paralyzed from a stroke and was unable to speak (Tr. 56).
Plaintiff was again represented by his attorney, Mr. Swope, and his wife; a
former neighbor, Virginia Ritchie, and Fred Stombaugh testified in his
behalf.

Plaintiff's wife, Mrs. Sarah Long, stated that plaintiff's paralysis resulted from a stroke he had undergone on the operating table in- Mercy
Hospital, Pittsburgh, in 1969 (Tr. 56). She testified that a man from the
Union had said plaintiff had worked underground in the mines from 1927
until-sometime past 1938 (Tr. 59). When he was working in the mine he
loaded dust, dug coal, and worked on the generators inside the mines.
However, he had to come out of the mines because he was choking all the
time and couldn't breathe (Tr. 60). He then went to school for nine months
where he learned electric welding. After completing the schooling he got a
job working at a machine company in Portage, where he worked from 1940
up to 1969. She testified that he was sick and was in and out of the hospital
through all those years. She testified that Dr. Grokely 29 had treated the

plaintiff for emphysema (Tr. 61). In 1962 he suffered a heart attack,
followed by a stroke (Tr. 61-62). He went to the Rehabilitation Hospital
for therapy but had to leave because he would get short of breath (Tr. 63).
There was one occasion when the fire company had to bring oxygen into the
home because of plaintiff's breathing. Mrs. Long testified that even when

the plaintiff was working at Leeman Machine Shop she had noticed that
when he would come home from work he would have to sit down on the
porch before he could get in the house. Sometimes he would try to go down
the cellar and she would have to bring him back (Tr. 64). Exhibit 9 (Tr. 85)
was offered-into evidence. It was a certificate by the Secretary of Local
" The doctor's name is spelled phonetically in the transcript of the hearing and the record
does not include any reports by him.
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Union. 935, dated- Septe nber 4, 1970, and certified that Lester Long had
worked in the mine as a coal loader from December 13, 1926, until the end
of 1936, when he left the mines on account of poor health.
Under questioning by the Administrative Law Judge, Mrs. Long testified
the plaintiff had smoked during the period he was working in the mines (Tr.
65). He had stopped working in the mines on December 31, 1936, because

he was in poor health. He was working in the mines before they were
married in 1931 or 1933 (Tr. 65).
Plaintiff's former neighbor, Mrs. Virginias Ritchie, testified that she lived
about four blocks from the plaintiff and when she was at his house visiting
she heard hini coughing, choking, and spitting quite often (Tr. 68-69). She
had been friends-with plaintiff's daughter and she would frequently be at
his house when he would come home from work. He would sit on the porch
before-coming into the house. After he came out of the mines he was very
sickly. ,Mr. Fred Stombaugh testified_ that he had known plaintiftwben he
worked as a welder in the Leeman machine (Tr. 70). He had noticed that
the plaintiff was short of breath and there were times when they would have
to ta kelim home. He thought that had occurred around 1956 and 1957. He

had noticed that the plaintiff was sitort oi breath and that it affected his
work.
recordi in the present case is difficult because
portions of Some of them are illegible, although they are-stamped "BEST
COPY OBTAINABLE". The earliest record appears to be an x-ray from
the Conemaugh Valley Memorial Hospital dated July 19, 1962." (Tr. 1)
This report concludes:
No raorphologic functional abnormalities were demonstrated by the swallowing
function examination. There are ... (illegible) signs of duodenitis unassociated with
ulceration. No other abnormalities are demonstrated in the upper gastrointestinal

tract,

. . (illegible).

The next report is dated January 12, 1967, and gives the following
conclusion from the chest x-ray (Tr. 110):
Mild interstitial fibrosis. Arteriosclerosis. Incidentally fairly,prominent degenerative arthrosis is also identified in the lower thoracic spine particularly.

The discharge summary, apparently -from Conemaugh Valley Memorial
Hospital concerning plaintiff's stay- from July 6, 1969, to July 17, 1969,
gives the following final diagnosis (Tr. 89):
1. Transcient, right sided hemiparesis, etiology undetermined.
2. Cerebral arteriosclerosis.
3. Left myringitis.

4. Homonymous hemianopia, probably related to small cerebral
thrombosis.
A chest x-ray on July 8, 1969, resulted in the following conclusion (Tr. 86):
Mild senescent interstitial fibrosis and pulmonary emphysema. Arteriosclerosis. No
other significant abnormalities are demonstrated in the chest.

The medical records from St. Francis Ceneral Hospital concerning plaintiff's stay from August 20, 1969, to September 16, 1969, are mostly illegible
3° Although the date and name of the hospital arc illegible on the copy of thc report, it
appears to be one of the reports mentioned in Mr. Swope's letter of May 23, 1972, to Judge
'Blumenthal (Tr. 109).
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(Tr.-92) but the report of Dr. Zimmerman includes no reference to any
pulmOnary impairments (Tr. 93).
The record includes two reports from Dr. Burkett, dated April'11, 1969,
III

(Tr. 98)- and November 7, 1969 (Tr. 96). The latter report- stated that
plaintiff required constant management by either his wife or the community
nursedtecause of a stroke he suffered on July 6, 1969. His condition since
discharge from St. Francis Hospital had been downhill. His condition was

poor and his prognosis was unfavorable. However, the report makes no
referenceto any pulmonary impairments.
A chest x-ray taken on December 9, 1970, resulted in the following
conclusion (Tr. -101):
Mild senescent interstitial fibrosis and pulmonary emphysema. Arteriosclerosis. No
other significant abnormalities are demonstrated in the chest. Classification 0.

It is observed that under the regulations, Section 410.428(a)(1), the classification 0 is not accepted as evidence of pneumoconiosis.

A report- of Dr. Plummer discloses that he saw the plaintiff in -the
_

Conemaugh Valley Memorial Hospital, on January 23, 1971,, after a fall at

home with a fracture of the eighth rib. "Treatment consisted of pain
medication and no .strapping due to poor respiratory function." (Tr. 107)

Another x-ray report, dated August 12, 1972, resulted* in it- report
identical to the one of-December 9, 1970, except that the claisification-0
'was not mentioned (Tr. 112).
Plaintiff was readmitted to Conemaugh Valley Memorial Hospital on
Augtst 11, 1972, with complaints of right-sided weakeness, nausea, vomiting, and headache (Tr. 131) and stayed until August 26, 1972 (Tr. 126). Dr.
Bastow's impressions-at the time of admission were (Tr. 128):
1. Possible advancing cerebral vascular accident.
2..-Possible generalized seizure disorder.
Dr. Bradley's impressions on August 12, 1972, were (Tr. 130):
1. Recent cerebral thrombosis with subsequent dysarthria and right
arm and leg paralysis.
2. Status post previous cerebral thrombosis.
3. Probable old injury to the right knee with subsequent atrophy and
weakness.

4. Obstipation.
5. Probable recurrent cystitis.
6. R/0 extra-cranial occlusive arterial disease.
On February 27, 1973, plaintiff underwent ventilatory function tests
(Tr. 116). However, the examiner reported that plaintiff did not understand the directions` and failed to cooperate in performing the test. (Tr.

1201 The evaluation of Dr. Harold I. Passes discloses that the studies
depend in part on the cooperation and effort by the individual undergoing
the tests and that at least three tests are required with no more than a 2
percent disagreement between the values from each test (Tr. 135). Since

plaintiff had only one test; and since he was unable to understand the
directions and to cooperate-with the examiner, the test cannot be considered.
The report of Dr. Plummer, dated April 24, 1973, stated that his office
had never treated plaintiff for respiratory impairment (Tr, 121).
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A review of the evidence discloses that plaintiff worked in the underground coal mines in excess of ten years and that during the last few years
of his work in- the mines he had difficulty breathing, was short-winded,
coughed and choked and spit up phlegm, had to sleep propped up with
several pillows,and had fainting spells. The x-rays show that he suffered

-from mild interstitial fibrosis and pulmonary emphysema. He has not
shown that he is entitled to any of the presumptions set forth in the Act and

the regulations. While the record does indicate that he suffers from a
pulmonary impairment, it cannot be said that it establishes that his pulmonary- impairment prevents him from continuing his gainful milling employment. His_severe impairment at the present_time is his paralysis resulting
from a stroke, _for which he is receiving benefits under -the Social Security
Act.
A review of the evidence discloses there is substantial evidence to support

the findings of the Secretary. Therefore,_ it is recommended that defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment be-granted and that the decision of
the Secretary, denying plaintiff's application for benefits under the Federal
Coal Mint Health-Lind Safety Act of 1969,as amended by the Black Lung
Benefits Act of 1972_be-affirmedAND NO_ W March 25; 1975 the above matter having been referred to the

Magistrate for a report and recommendation, and the report and-recommendation-of the Magistrate having-been filed-on March 12, 1975, and no
exception to said report and -recommendation having been received, the
recommendation of the Magistrate is hereby-approved and adopted by this
-court and- the -motion of the defendant for summary judgment is hereby
GRANTED, and the decision -of the Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare be and is hereby AFFIRMED and the plaintiff's complaint be and
hereby is DISMISSED.

Disability Due to Pneumoconiosis,
SECTIONS 402(f) and 411(b) (30 U.S.C. 902(b) and 921(b))--FEDERAL
COAL MINE HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969 AS AMENDED
TOTAL DISABILITY DUE TO PNEUMOCONIOSISAPPLICABILITY
OF INTEllIM PRESUMPTION OF TOTAL DISABILITY
SSR 76-6c
20 CFR 410.412 and 410.490(b)- (1) (ii) and (3)
GRACE V. IV EINBERGER, U. S.D.C., W.D., VA., C74-113-(A) (12/18/74)
Where an individual alleging disability due to pneumoconiosis meets the medical
requirements established under the interim evidentiary rules and criteria of Social
Security Administration Regulations No 10, section 410.490(b) (I) (ii), but fails to
establish that he has at least ten years of employment as a miner hi the nation's coal

mines as-prescribed in section 410.490(b) (3), held, he may not rely upon the
presumption of total disability due to pneumoconiosis arising under the interim
criteria set forth in section 410.490, and disability must be established under the
permanent criteria of sections 410.412-410.462.

Turk, District- Judge:
Plaintiff has filed this action challenging the final decision of the Secre-
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>iary.of Health, Education and Welfare denying his claim for "black lung"
benefits-under the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, as
alit-ended, 3,0 U.S.C. §901 et seq. Jurisdiction is pursuant to §413(b) of the
U.S.C. §923(b), which incorporates §205(g) of the Social Security
Act, 42 U.S.C. §405(g). The sole issue to be decided by this court is whether
the Secretary's decision is supported by "substantial evidence," and if it is,
this court must affirm.
Plaintiff was born on February 8, 1906, and completed the sixth grade in
school. In his application, he alleges that he has pneumoconiosis and that
this condition arose out of his coal mine employment. Mr. Grace worked in
the mines in the late 20's and early 30's for a period of about five years. He
worked as a drillman under very dusty conditions. He thereafter worked as
an automobile mechanic until his retirement in 1973.
The earliest medical report in the record is dated October 21, 1968, and
is from Dr. George B. Setzler. He concluded that an x-ray of the plaintiff
showed plueral (sic) effusion and pneumonitis left lower lung field.
Next plaintiff was examined by Dr. Kinser on October 31, 1968. Dr.
Kinser interpreted an x-ray as showing questionable bronchitis, right lung
root; fibrosis and emphysema, bilaterally.' However, there was no evidence
of pulmonary congestion or pulmonary edema.
Plaintiff was examined on December 3, 1971, by Dr. James W. Proffitt, a

radiologist. Dr. Proffitt reported that an x-ray showed small opacities,
category 0/0.
Mr. Grace underwent pulmonary function studies on September 9, 1972,
at Norton Community Hospital. His -1 second timed vital capacity was 2.25
liters and his maximum breathing capacity was 75.87 liters per minute. His
height was listed as 67 inches and his cooperation was good.
Based on the results of the pulmonary function study, the Administrative
Law Judge concluded that plaintiff's pulmonary disorder had progressed to
such a level cf severity that hewas totally disabled as defined in the Act and
Regulations. Specifically, he relied on 20 C.F.R. §410.490. Under §410.490

there is a rebuttable presumption of total disability where the ventilatory
tests show a level of lung function equivalent to or less than the applicable
values specified in the table in this section. For man of plaintiff's height
(67 ins) the values must be equal to or less than 2.3 and 92 liters FENT' and
MW respectively. (Plaintiff's studies showed 2.25 and 75.87 liters).
While the interim rules of §410.490 were designed to be more liberal than
the permanent criteria set forth in §§410.412-410.462, they do, however,
make this presumption of disability applicable only to miners with at least
10 years of coal-mining employment. In the present case, the evidence
establishes that plaintiff worked only 5 years in the nation's coal mines,
and therefore, he is not entitted to rely on the presumption in §410.490.'
The presumption referred to is that found in §4100190(b)(1Aill based on ventilatory study
results. There is a presumption of total disability based on X-ray, biopsy or autopsy evidence
of pneumoconiosis in §410.490(b)(1)(i). While in either subsection the impairment must be
found causally related to coal miner employment (see §410.490(b)(2)), the presumption requiring at least 10 years of coal mine employment in §410.490(b)(3) refers only to ventilatory study
results. [ED.]
2 Entitlement to benefits would not, of course, necessarily follow. The plaintiff would still
have to establish that the totally disabling pneumoconiosis arose from employment in the
Nation's coal mines in accordance with section 410.416. [ED.]
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Instead, he mist establish totally disabling pneumoconiosis under the
permanent criteria set out in §§410.412-410.462. If ventilatory studies
show a breathing impairment of the level of severity specified in time table
provided in §410.426(b), pneumoconiosis will be found to be disabling.2 Iu
this case, plaintiff's maximum voluntary ventilation (75.87 liters) and 1
second forced expiratory volume (2.25 liters) exceed those values specified
in the aforementioned table (62 liters and 1.7 liters, respectively); accord-

ingly, .plaintiff-has not established pneumoconiosis under this section.
Likewise, plaintiff has failed to establish pneumoconiosis tinder any of the
other permanent criteria, §§410.412-410.462.
The court- is accordingly constrained to conclude that the Secretary's
decision is supported by "substantial evidence" and must be affirmed.
Therefore, summary judgment is granted in favor of time defendant.
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Duration of Spell of Illness
SECTION- 1861(a) and (b) HOSPITAL INSURANCE BENEFITS
DURATION OF SPELL OF ILLNESSINPATIENT HOSPITAL SERVICES

SSR 76-16

20 CFR 405.110

This ruling supersedes SSR 70-25 (with the exception of the penultimate
paragraph, this ruling is a reprint of SSR 70-25.)
A uospital insurance beneficiary with several periods of hospitalization be
ginning March 13, had been discharged from the hospital on May 3 and was
readmitted for treatment -of the same condition on July 24. In the interim, on
June 27, she reported to the hospital's outpatient clinic for treatment of an
unrelated condition, but because of the doctor's delay, she was admitted to the
hospital and was furnished 1 day of inpatient hospital care. Held, since she
did not remain out of the hospital for -a period of 60 consecutive days between
her discharge on May 3 and the admission of July 24 as required by section
1861(a) of the Social Security Act, her readmission to the hospital on July 24

did not start a new spell of illness but was a continuation of the original
spell of illness which began on March 13.

Section 1812(a) of the Social Security Act defining the scope of hospital
insurance benefits, provides -that an individual entitled to such benefits- is

eligible to have payment made on his behalf for up to 150 days I of in
patient hospital services during any spell of illness, defined as follows in
section 1861(a) of the Act:

***a period of consecutive days(1) beginning with the first day
not included in a previous spell of illness (A) on which such individual is furnished inpatient hospital services or extended care services, and
(B) which occurs in a month for which he is entitled to benefits under
Part A, and
'The beneficiary has 00 days coverage for inpatient hospital services in any spell of
illness (benefit period) ; he also has a "lifetime reserve" of 60 additional days of in
patient hospital services on which he may draw after he-has exhausted 90 days in a
benefit period (unless he specifically elects not to use them).
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(2) ending,-with the-close of the first period of 60 consecutive days
thereafter` on each of which he is neither an inpatient of a hospital nor
an inpatient-of a skilled nursing facility.
hospital-insurance beneficiary, had several periods of hospitalization
beginning-in-March 1969, as follows: March 13 through April 3, a period
of'21-_days;lAprill threugh May=3, 26 days; July 24through August 23, 30
days..Behseen:her discharge from the hospital in May and her readmission
in-July, -R.-had-to report to the outpatient -department of the hospital to
have a Small growth removed. Because of unavoidable delay, the doctor
could =not attend to this matter on the day -R repixted; and advised her to
stay overnight in
hciiiiital,-the night of:June
hciepital-bill contained a charge of $198,1epresenting the coinsurance
amount- of -$11- for each day beginning August_ 5, which was the 61st day
of inpatient_
services- used by R in the spell of illness which had
begun, when she was -first admitted to the hospital on March -13, 1969,
according -to the hospital's re-cc:4(13.2 R has protested-the coinsurance charge,

stating that her current spell of illness (benefit period) had actually begun
on July 24,- when she =was_ readmitted- to the hospital for a month's stay,

and that no coinsurance amount was therefore due. The basis for this
=protest warthat she&id not consider the overnight stay in the hospital- as
-inpatient care, and therefore it should not interrupt the out-of-hospital
period of more-than 60 dayS fromiher discharge on May 3 to her readmission-on July,24.
The issueto,lze resolVed here is whether a new spell of- illness, as defined
in section 1861(a) supra, began on July 24, 1969, with R's readmission to
-the - hospital, -or whether such-readmission occurred within the initial spell

of illnesi:begun on March 13, 1969, so as to make R-liable for payment of
the _coinsurance -amount of $198 for which she was billed. This- in turn
depends on whether or not R was furnished services as an-inpatient of the
hospital on-June 27.

Section 1861(b) of the Act provides, as pertinent here, that the term
"inpatient hospital services" means the following items and services furnished to an inpatient of a hospital ... by the hospital
(1) bed and board;
(2)- such nursing services and other related= services, such use of
hospital facilities, and such medical-social services as are ordinarily
furnished by the hospital for the care and treatment of inpatients, and
such drugs, biologicals, supplies, appliances, and equipment, for use
in the hospital, as are ordinarily furnished by such hospital. . . .
excluding however
*

*

(4) medical or surgical services provided by a physician, resident,
'Under' section 1813 of the Act, a hospital insurance beneficiary is responsible for
.payment of a coinsurance amount for each day of inpatient hospital services used from
the 61st through the 90th day during any spell of illness (benefit period). With respect

to a spell of illnear beginning in 1069, any payment made under the program on
behalf of a hospital insurance beneficiary is subject to redu.tion as follows: a deducti.
ble of $44, a coinsurance amount of $11 for each day from the 61st through the 90th
day of covered inpatient hospital 14rvices used, and a coinsurance amount of $22 for
each reserve day used from the c 3 through the 150th day during that spell of illness.
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or intern; and
(5) the-services of a private-duty nurse or other private-duty attendant.
The file contains the following statement from R's physician:

During the interval between- her dismissal of May 3, and her readmission on July 24, she developed a small growth on the neck, and
was advised to have it removed in the outpatient department (6/27)
of [S] Hospital. Due to unavoidable delays on my part it was-quite
late before I:was able to attend to the remoiral of this growth, and for
this reason I advised-her to remain in the hoapital overnight. There
was-nothing in her condition- which would have= necessitated her remaining in the hospital. This overnight stay was strictly- on the basis
of the lateness of the hour.
The evidence hi this case, which is not in dispute, also shows that R was
in fact admitted to the hospital- for the one- day in question. While it is
true that -the physician stated that the services rendered were -originally
.scheduled to be performed in the hospital's outpatient department- and that
R's admission to the hospital for an overnight stay was due to the lateness
of the hour, R was in fact admitted to the hospital and received one day of
inpatient hospital care. The -fact that the inpatient services received were
either covered or excluded from coverage is irrelevant in the determination
of whether or not they would serve to extend the spell of illness. It is only
relevant that the beneficiary was admitted as an inpatient.
Since

stay in the hospital beginning June 27 was as an inpatient

receiving inpatie.nt hospital services, it is held that a new spell of illness did
not begin with her readmission to the: hospital on July 24, -since there had
not elapsed a period of 60 consecutive dkiys in the initial spell of= illness
(which began March 13) on each of= which she was not an inpatient of a

hospital, as required by section 1861(a) of the Social Security Act. Held
further, since only one spell of illness is involved, beginning March 13, R
is responsible for payment of the coinsurance amount of $198 for which the
hospital billed Her, representing $11 for each day beginning with the 61st
day of inpatient hospital services used by R in that benefit period.

Emergency Services
SECTION 1814(d) (42 U. S. C. 1395f (d) )tHOSPITAL INSURANCE
BENEFITSEMERGENCY SERVICES
SSR 76-17c

20 CFR 405.152 (b), 405.191 and 405.192

Pigford v. Mathews, USDC Southern Dist: Miss., Civil Action No. 1584(N)

(8/14/75)
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The claimant was admitted to a nonparticipating hospital for treatment of a
fractured' knee with surgery being performed 2 days-later. No services were
performed,to prevent death or serious impairment of the health of the claimant
upon admission to the hospital and the claimant could have been- transferred
to a participating )tospital s day or two -later when a medicare bed became
available. In order =to determine that emergency serLes were rendered the
Seeretitry must findt-(1),,that the patient's state of injtiik or disease is such that
a health or life.enclingering emergency existed with regard to the claimant's
couditfoa and, (2) that diagnosis or treatment -was given at the most accessible
lospital aiailable and-equipped to-render such-services. Held, reimbursement
for the-services performed by -the' nonparticipating hospital is precluded by
section 1814 (d) of-the Social Security Act since the services were found not
to be covered emergency services as defined in 20 CFR) 405.152 (b).
NIXON, DISTIUCT JUDGE:

This suit-is brought pursuant to Section 1869(b) of -the Social Security
Act, 42 U.S.C. 1395ff(b) by Edith C. Pigford (hereinafter referred to as
Claimant). to review a final decision of the Secretary denying her claim for
payment for- alleged emergency services furnished her by Jeff Anderson
Memorial Hospital, Meridian, Mississippi, a nonparticipating hospital- under
the 'program of health insurance benefits of Title XVIII of the Act (also
known as Medicare) during the period of her confinement from August 7,
1968 through October 4, 1968. This Court has justification under the above

section, 'Which provides for a judicial review of a final decision of. the
Secretary as to the amount of benefits payable under Part A- of Title XVIII,

with the jurisdictional requirement that the amount in controversyjs_
$1,000.00 or more.

The Claimant entered Jeff Anderson Memorial Hospital in Meridian,
Mississippi, a nonparticipating institution in the Medicare program, on
August 7, 1968 and remained through October 4, 1968. The total charges
incurred for her were $2,765.40. She was admitted for treatment of a broken

knee cap. Coverage was denied on the ground that the hospital- services
furnished to the Claimant were not emergency services as required under
Section 1814(d) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 1395f (d) for- a nonparticipating
hospital.

Reconsideration was requested and coverage was again denied. The
Claimant requesting a hearing before a hearing examiner, which was 'held
on December 4, 1969 and on December 23, 1969 the hearing examiner

concluded that the services did not constitute emergency services and
affirmed the previous decision of the administration. The Claimant filed a
request for a review before the Appeals Council and the Appeals Council
declined review of the hearing examiner's decision on September 10, 1970.
The Claimant then sought review before this Court and by an order filed
in this cause on June 16, 1971- the case was remanded to the Secretary for

further hearing. The supplemental hearing was held on September 28,
1971 and on October 22, 1971 the hearing examiner recommended to the
Appeals Council a finding that the services performed on behalf of -the
Claimant were not emergency services and that the Claimant was not entitled-to Medicare payment. The Appeals Council adopted the findings and
conclusions in the hearing examiner's decision, with one minor change, not
pertinent to this decision, and is now before this Court again for review.
The operative facts are as follows. On August 7, 1968, the Claimant was
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hospitalized at Jeff Anderson Memorial Hospital with a fractured knee.
On-the-day of the admission, the Claimant, according to the physical examimitiomtaken at that time, was wellderveloped, well.nourished and in no
acute pain with normal pulse and respiration and blood pressure of 160/70.
Admission to the nonparticipating hospital was made because her physician
fled that the Claimant required emergency services to prevent her
e,
death or serious impairmentAther- health and there was no vacancy at the
three.other Medicare participating hospitals in Meridian, Mississippi. The
Clainiant *as operated on two days after admission to the hospital and after
ttwo Month stay was finally-released on October 5, 1968.
At the supplemental hearing held on September;28, 1971, affidavits were
submitted -and testimony taken. Dr. Med- Scott Brown, the Claimant's physician, certified that she personally contacted the participating hospitals -in
the areir and determined there was no room available; that after making
this determinatiomit was her medical opinion that the Claimant .was_ in an
emergency-situation- and it-would have been a serious threat to-the-Claim.
ant's health to,require her to be moved from Jeff Anderson Memorial Hos.
-pital to a distant' hospital, outside the area of Meridian, Mississippi (Em-phasis supplied)
Dr. William L Thornton, the operating physician, certified that he per formed an operation on the Claimant's -right -tibia on August 9, 1968 and
that, based on his consultation with Dr. Med Scott Brown and his examine
ation of the Claimant, it would have been a serious threat to Claimant's
health to have moved her from the nonparticipating hospital to a Medicare
participating hospital.
Dr. Wildridge C. Thompson testified at -the supplemental hearing- as a
medical advisor. He stated that on August 7, 1968, -the date the Claimant
was hospitalized and two days before the surgery was-performed, she could
have been transferred to a- participating hospital within Meridian- without
hazard. He further testified that, after surgery, there would have- been a
period -of from one to two weeks when a transfer would not have been
advisable. Dr. Thompson further testified that her condition was one which
had to be attended to within two or three days but not within two or three
honrs,following her admission' and it would not have endangered the life
of the Claimant or materially have worsened her condition for her to be
transferred prior to the operation on her knee.
There were also statements -from the three Medicare participating hospitala in Meridian, Mississippi to the effect that a bed was available in
each of said institutions on August 7 and August 8, 1968 and a Medicare
patient would have been accepted.
The sole -issue before this Court is whether the Claimant is entitled to
hospital insurance benefits under the Act for emergency services. In order
for =her to be-entitled to reimbursement, a medical emergency must have
existed in the instant case, since she was taken to, and treated at, a nonparticipating hospital [Section 1814(d) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 1395f (d)1.
The term emergency services is defined in Section 405.152(b) of- the
Regulations of the Social Security Act as "those inpatient hospital serve
* * which are necessary to prevent the death or serious impair.
ices
went of the health of the individual, and which, because of the threat to
the life and health of the individual, necessitate the use of the most- acces.
'at'
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sible hospital (see Section 405.192) available and equipped to furnish such
services * * *." Section 405.192 sets forth rules for use, in making a finding of whether the services performed are emergency services. The Regu-

lation notes that time is a crucial factor and the patient must ordinarily
receive hospital care as soon as possible. In this case, the Claimant was
not operated on until two days after her admission and this Court cannot
hold that the services rendered come within the definition of emergency
services.

The scope of judicial review of the Secretary's decision is narrowly limited to the issue of whether fact determinations are supported by substantial
evidence. 42 U.S.C. 405(g) ; Hayes v. Celebreezze, 311 F.2d 648 (5 Cir.
1963) ; Richardson v. Richardsca, 437 F.2d 109 (5 Cir. 1970) and Burdett
v. Finch, 425 F.2c1-687 (1970). Even if this Court, hearing the same evidence de novo, might have held otherwise, the findings of the Secretary are
conclusive if supported by substantial evidence. Robinson v. Celebrezze,

326 F.2d 840 (5 Cir.), cert. den. 379 U.S. 851 (1964) ; Brown v. Cele
brezze, 347 F.2d 227 (5 Cir. 1964). Credibility findings as to any conflicts
in the evidence are to be made by the Secretary and not by the trial court.
Celebrezze v. Zimmerman, 339 -F.2d il96 (5 Cir. 19641; Stillwell v. Cohen,
411 F.2d 574 (5 Cir. 1969).
After a careful review of the records, this Court is of the opinion that

the findings of the hearing examiner, as recommended to the Appeals
Council and adopted by it, are supported by substantial evidence and that
the proper legal standards were applied.* The decision of the Secretary is
therefore affirmed and this motion for summary judgment on behalf of the
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare is granted.
*The court implicitly accepted, as supported by substantial evidence, the resolution
by the hearing examiner and Appeals Council of conflicting testimony regarding the
availability of beds in participating hospitals in favor of the Secretary. (Ed.)

Reasonable and Necessary Services
SECTIONS 1314(a)(3), 1861(b), 1861(e), and 1862(a)(1) (42 U.S.C.

1395f(a)(3), 1395x(b) and (e), and 1395y (a)(1))HOSPITAL INSUR-

ANCE BENEFITSREASONABLE AND NECESSARY SERVICESTEAM APPROACH IN REHABILITATION SERVICES
20 CFR 405.310(g) and 405.310(k)

SSR 76-26a

(With the exception.of the deletion of references to reevaluation, this is a
reprint of SSR 74-34a(89).)
Where following a cerebrovascular accident, with right hemiplegia and
aphasia, claimant for hospital insurance benefits required and received as an
inpatient of a rehabilitation hospital intensive rehabilitation services requiring

a multi-disciplinary coordinated team approach to upgrade her ability to
function as independently as possible, held, payment may be made since such

services were required to be given on an inpatient hospital basis and were
therefore reasonable and necessary for treatment of claimant's illness.
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W; the-claimant; was admitted to Hospital A on September 23, 1970,
with a-Stidden onset- Of-aphasia and right-sided hemiplegia, and remained

there during the acute period

illneSs. On October 19 she was
transferred -to X Rehabilitation Hospital where she remained until discharged on December 19, 1970.

At-issue is whether payment may be made on W's behalf for the
services ,furnished her by the X Rehabilitation Hospital for -the period
OctOlser 19, 1970, to December 19, 1970. The specific issue is whether it
Was-medically necessary for her to receive treatment or diagnostic study
as eninpatient in a hospital.
,Section 1814-of the Social Security Act provides in part:
(a) Except as provided in subsection (d), payment for services furnished an

;:ndividual may be Made -only to providers of services which are eligible
therefor under section 1866 and only if

s***
(3) with respect to inpatient hospital services . . . which are furnished
over a period of time, a physician certifies that such services are required to
be.given on an inpatient basis for such individual's medical treatment, or that
inpatienrdiagnostic study is medically required and such services are necessary for such purpose . . .

Section 1861(b) of the Act defines the -term "inpatient hospital services" as the following items and services furnished to an inpatient of a
hospital and by the hospital=
"(1) bed and board;
"(2) such nursing services and other related services, such use of hospital
facilities, and such medical social services as are ordinarily-furnished"brtlie
hOipital for the care and treatment of inpatients, and such drugs, biologicals,
supplies, appliances, and equipment, for use in the hospital, as are ordinarily
furnished by such hospital for the care and treatment of inpatients; and
(3) such other diagnostic or therapeutic items,or services, furnished by the
hospital, or by others under arrangements with them made by the hospital, as
are ordinarily furnished to inpatients either by such hospital,or by others
under such arrangements;

Section 1861(e) of the Act defines the term "hospital" as an institution
(1) is primarily engaged in providing, by or under the supervision of physicians. to inpatients (A) diagnostic services and therapeutic services for medical-diagnosis, treatment, and care of injured, disabled, or sick persons, or.(B)
rehabilitation services for the rehabilitation of injured, disabled, or sick persons;

Upon admission to X Hospital, the physical examination rendered an
impression.of cerebrovascular accident with right hemiplegia, aphasia,
and,hypertention. On October 22 W was examined by a member of the
hospital's Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation. His general findings-show that she was totally aphasic with poor trunk balance
and rightsided hemiplegia with right facial palsy.
Her first speech therapy evaluation was done October 23, 1970. The
therapiSt felt prognosis for return of functional language was poor; however, she felt. &Arial period of therapy was warranted because of the

inconsistent comprehension and -the recent occurrence of the cerebrovesME accident. The claimant was scheduled for daily speech
theraprand responded well to the first week of therapy. It is noted that at
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the time of evaluation her speech was usually limited to "yeh," but at the
end Of the=first week, she was able to-read words aloud and repeat a

sentence although there were articulation errors. A markedchange in
alertness and general physical- condition after 2 weeks of therapy
Suggested-a neld-fOr reevaluation. This was done November 10 and 11,
and she.showed improvement in auditory comprehension and increased
verbalization.
The-initial physical. therapy evaluation shows the claimant needed
much assistance in wheelchair management. She could come to a standincpOsition in- the paralleLbars with assistance but required -the assist,
ance of two- people -to ambulate on them. Her balance- in a standing
Position Was only fair, which appeared to be related to muscle weakness
rather than a real balanCe problem. A continued program of gait training
was-instituted. The physical.therapy discharge summary indicates -the
Claimant received physical therapy from October 21 to December 18,
1970, consisting of tilt table and progressing to ambulation. At
time of
discharge, she ambulated .up. to 40 feet With the aid of a four,prongertane

and supervision. She required some assistance ascending and much
assistance descending stairs. Difficulty getting out of her wheelchair
persisted, but she could accomplish this with assistance.
An occupational therapy -self -care evaluation was done on October 22,
1970. Her levelef performance indicated almost total dependence; however,_ a self-care program including wheelchair transfers, eye-hand coordination, passive range of motion and active exercises where needed was
instituted. Slow but steady progress was noted on NoVeMber 3. In addition, the claimant expressed a desire to -look better; therefore, it was
decided to have her begin work on make-up application. By NoveMber 18
she-could: ambulate in physical therapy with the aid of a- walker and
moderate-assistance. By December -10 she still needed assistance with
dressing upper and
extremities, but wheelchair transfers had improved. The occupational therapy discharge summary indicates -the
claimant had become capable in feeding herself, she required-supervision
in grooming and bathing, she could dress herself for the most part, and
she needed supervision in wheelchair transfer.
A patient is considered to require a hospital level of inpatient care if he
needs a relatively intensive rehabilitation program consisting of a multidisciplinary coordinated team approach to upgrade his ability to function
as independently as possible. A program of this scope usually includes
intensive skilled rehabilitation nursing care, physical therapy, occupational therapy and, if needed, speech therapy. Upon admission, an assessment should be made of the patient's medical condition, attitude
toward rehabilitation, functional limitations and prognosis. A decision
should then be made whether rehabilitation is possible, what reasonable
goals are, and how these goals are to be achieved. There need not be an
expectation of the attainment of complete independence in the activities
of daily living but there must be an expectation of an improvement that
would be of a practical benefit to the patient.
It is noted that the claimant spent 26 day3 at the initial hospital where
she was treated during the acute stage of her illness due to a cerebrovascular accident which resulted in right hemiparesis- and aphasia. The
attending physician felt the claimant was a good candidate for rehabilita-
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.tion as evidenced by his certification and recertification, and his statement dated September 20, 197L Helad the claimant transferred to the X
Rehibilitation -Hospital' for specialized rehabilitation care. It was hil;

Judicial Review

SECTION 1869(b)- (42 .U.S:C. 1395ff (b) ) HOSPITAL INSURANCE
BENEFITSRIGHT TO JUDICIAL REVIEWCONTESTED AMOUNT
LESS THAN $1000

20 CFR 405.730
Rubin v. Weinberger, 524 F.2d 497 (7th Cir. -1975)

SSR 76-39c

The claimant, having been hospitalized from June 11 through July 17, 1971,
sued to recover $722 in hospital insurance benefits. The initial determination
of the Secretary dcnied claimant $1,130.12 in hospital benefits for the period
from July 1 to July 17. On appeal the Administrative Law Judge allowed 6
additional days of hospital-insurance bencfits, amounting to $408. Subsequently,

the Appeals Council denied further review. Claimant then sought judicial
review in a United States district court, which dismissed the action for lack
of jurisdiction, determining the amount in controversy to be less than $1,000.
On appeal; the Court of Appeals held that section 1869(b) of the Social
Security Act limits judicial review of the Secretary's final_dccisions as to the
proper amount of disputcd Medicare benefits to cases where amounts in controversy are $1,000 or more, and that the Secretary's- decision in the instant
case was final after the Appeals Council's refusal to review, at which time the
amount in controversy was $722. Further held, the denial of judicial review
in such cases does not violate duc process or equal protection under the lir./
because Congress excluded judicial review in such cases on a rational basis
i.e., to avoid overburdening the courts.

CUMMINGS, PELL, AND BAUER, Circuit Judges:

Per- Curiam

This appeal presents the question whether the district court had jurisdiction over a claim for Medicare benefits where the amount remaining in
controversy is less than $1,000.

In April 1974, plaintiff -filed her action under the Social Security Act
seeking to- recover hospital- benefits for the period July 7, 1971, through
_July 11,-1971, in the amount of $722. Plaintiff had been hospitalized from
June 11 until July 17 for the treatment of various ailments. The initial decision of IhelSecretary of Health, Education and Welfare on September 28,
1971, denied plaintiff $1,130.12 in hospital benefits for the period July I,
1971, to July 11, 1971. On appeal, the Administrative Law Judge allowed
six additional days of hospitalization benefits, amounting to $408; his decision became final when the Appeals Council of HEW denied further re-
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view on February 28, 1974.' The district court granted the Secretary's
motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction. We affirm.

On October 30, 1972, Congress amended the pertinent provision of the
Social Security Act to limit judicial review of the Secretary's "final decision" of the proper amount of disputed Medicare benefits to cases where
the amounts in controversy exceed $1,000.2 Having been enacted prior to
the filing of the= present lawsuit, this amendment controls. Cort v. Ash, 422
U.S. 66, 76-77, 95 S.Ct. 2080, 45 L.Ed.2d 26. Indeed Congress specifically,

provided that -the amendthent is to govern claims filed in district courts
after October 1972. Publ. No. 92 -603; § 2990(b), 86 Stat. 1329. Therefore, whether this statute bars review depends upon a determination of the
amount in controversy at the time of the suit. Section 1869(b) of the Social
Security Act provides that judicial review can be sought- only from a final
decision of the Secretary (n. 2 supra). By regulation, the Secretary has provided that a decision -shall be-final after review by the Appeals Council. 20
CFR § 405.730. This occurred on February 28, 1974, and at that time the
amount in controversy was about $722. The district court properly granted
the Government's motion to dismiss. Hamilton v. Blue Cross of North
Dakota, 375 F. Supp. 1049 (D.N.D.1974) ; Wager v. Secretary of HEW,
CCH Medicare and Medicaid Guide ¶ 26,780.816 (S.D.N.Y.1973).

Plaintiff contends that the Administrative Law Judge's reduction of her
original claim from $1,130.12 to $722 divested her right to judicial review
granted by Congress. The contention is without merit because the statutorily
granted right to judicial review vested only after final decision by the Secretary. See note 2 supra; see also 42 U.S.C. § 405 (g) .3
'The action of the Appeals Council is the final step in the administrative review of
the denial of benefits (20 CFR $ 404.951) and constitutes the final decision of the
Secretary. See 20 CFR § 422.210.
Section 1869(b) of the Social Security Act provides as follows:

"(b) (1) Any individual dissatisfied with any determination under- subsection (a)

as to

"(A) whether he meets the cond. 'Ions of section 226 of this Act or section 103 of
the Social Security Amendments of 1965, or

"(B) whether he is eligible to enroll and has enrolled pursuant to the provisions of
Pan B of this title, or section 1818, or section 1819, or

"(C) the amount of benefits under Part A (including a determination where such
amount is determined to be zero) shall be entitled to a hearing thereon by the Secretary
to the same extent as is provided in section 205(b) and to judicial review of the Sec.
retary's final decision after such hearing as is provided in section 205(g) .
"(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraph (C) of paragraph (1) of this
subsection, a hearing shall not be available to an individual by reason of such subparagraph (C) if the amount in controversy is less than $100; nor shall judicial review
be available to an individual by reason of such subparagraph (C) if the amount in
controversy is less than $1,000." (42 U.S.C. § 139511(b))

This amendment resolved certain difficulties of construction that prevailed under the
previous language of Section 1869. See Cardno v. Finch, 311 F. Supp. 251 (E.D. La.
1970) ; Ridgely v. Secretary of H. E. W., 345 F. Supp. 983 (D. Md. 1972), affirmed, 475
F.2d 1222 (4th Cir. 1973) ; Bohlen v. Richardson, 345 F. Supp. 124 (E.D. Pa. 1972),
affirmed, 483 F.2d 918 (3d Cir. 1973).
' Were plaintiff contending that the Administrative Law Judge and the Appeals Colin.

dl acted arbitrarily for the purpose of denying plaintiff judicial review, jurisdiction
might be found on the basis of Section 10 of the Administrative Procedure Act (5
U.S.C. §§ 701-706; see Sanders v. Weinberger, 522 F.2d 1167 (7th Cir. 1975)) or
under the Mandamus and Venue Act (28 U.S.C. § 1361). See Peoples v. United States
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It is well settled- that federal district court's possess only the jurisdiction -that Congress has conferred upon them. South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 301, 331, 86 S.Ct. 803, 15 L.Ed.2d 769; Glidden Co. v.
Zdanok, 370-U.S. 530, 551, 82 S.Ct. 1459, 8 L.Ed.2d 671; cf. Weinberger
U.S. , 95 S.Ct. 2457, 45 L.Ed.2d 522. Plaintiff, however,
v. Salfi,
contends that in this case the foreclosure of judicial- review for claims such
as= hers violates the due process-clause. Congress excluded judicial review
of the amount of benefit claims under 81,000 to avoid overburdening the
courts (see 118 Cong.Rec. 17,018-17,049 (daily ed., Oct. 5, 1972) ) ; because a rational justification exists for this limitation, it is constitutional.
See United States v. Kras, 409 U.S. 434, 446-447, 93 S.Ct. 631, 34 L.Ed.2d
626; Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U.S. 471, 484-485, 90 S.Ct. 1.1537251
L.Ed.2d 491.

The brief of amicus curiae suggests that the district court had jurisdiction to hear this matter as a mandamus action under 28 U.S.C. § 1361 to
require the Administrative Law Judge to state reasons for denying .plaintiff's claim. Since this ground was not advanced below, it comes too late for
our consideration. In any event, the Administrative Law Judge explained

that plaintiff was only entitled to coverage through July 6, 1971, because
thereafter she had recovered sufficiently to leave the hospital. Under Section 1862(a) (9) of the Act (42 U.S.C. § 1395y (a) (9) ), payments for
custodial care are not covered. Plaintiff has not shown a clear right to the
relief requested nor a clear duty of the Secretary to pay the benefits sought,
so that mandamus would be an inappropriate remedy.
Judgment affirmed.'

Eligibility
SECTION 1836 (2) (B) (42 U.S.C. 1395o (2 ) (B) ) SUPPLEMENTARY

MEDICAL INSURANCE BENEFITSELIGIBILITYALIEN RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT
20 CFR 405.205

Mathews v. Diaz, et at, 96 S.Ct. 1883 (1976).

SSR 76-40c

Under section 1836(2) of the Social Security Act, a person not entitled to
hospital insurance benefits under Part A of Title XVIII is eligible to enroll for
Department of Agriculture, 138 U.S. App.D.C. 291, 427 F.2d 561, 565 (1970) ; Byse
and Fiocca, Section 1361 of the Mandamus and Venue Act of 1962 and "NonStatutory"
Judicial Review of Federal Administrative Actions, 82 Harv.L.Rev. 308 (1967).

'Implicitly plaintiff contends that- the limitation of review -to claims of more than
$1,000 denied plaintiff equal protection of the laws. Because we find that the Congress
sional classification is supported by a rational basis there is no violation of equal pro.
tection. Dandridge, supra, 397 U.S. at 485, 90 S.Ct. 1153, 25 L.Ed.2d 491; see also
San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 93 S.Ct. 1278, 36

L.Ed.206.
Other grounds urged in favor of reversal do not merit discussion.
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supplementary medical insurance benefits (SMI) under Pan B of Title XVIII,
ff he is _a citizen or, if he is an alien, only if he has been lawfully admitted for
permanent residence and has resided in the U.S. continuously during the 5
:years immediately preceding the month in which he applies for enrollment.
Held, Congress has no.constitutional duty to provide all aliens with the welfare
benefits provided to citizens; Further Held, the difference in the SMI eligibility
requirements within the class of aliens does not deprive aliens with less than
5 years of U.S. residency of liberty or property in violation of the Due Process
clatme of the -Fifth Amendment.

STEVENS, Justice:

The question presented by the Secretary's appeal is whether Congress may

condition an alien's eligibility for participation in a federal- medical in
surance program on continuous residence in the United States for -a five-year

period and admission for permanent residence. The District Court held
that the first condition was unconstitutional and that lt could not be severed
frozn,the second. Since we conclude that both conditions are constitutional,
we reverse.

4Eich Of the appellees is a resident alien who was lawfully admitted to
the United States -less than five years ago. Appellees Diaz and Clara are
Cuban refugees who remain in this country at the discretion of the Attorney
General; appellee Espinosa has been admitted for permanent residence. All
three are over 65 years old and have been denied enrollment in the Medicare Part B supplemental medical insurance program established by §,1831
et seq. of the Social Security Act of 1935, 49 Stat. 620, as added, 79 Stat.
301, and as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 1395j et seq. (1970 ed. and Supp. IV) 1
They brought this action to challenge the statutory 'basis for that denial._
Specifically, they attack 42 U.S.C. § 1395o (2), winch grants eligibility to
resident citizens who are 65 or older but denies eligibility to such aliens
unless they have been admitted for permanent residence and also have
resided in the United States for at least five years.2 Appellees Diaz and Clara
meet neither requirement; appellee Espinosa meets only the first.
Any ind;Tidual age 65 or over is entitled to hospital insurance benefits if he is
entitled to monthly benefits under section 202 of the Act or the Railroad Retirement
Act (RRA). A disabled individual under age 65 who has been receiving disability
benefits under title II or the RRA for 25 consecutive months or who has chronic renal
disease and meets certain insured .status requirements is also entitled to hospital insurance benefits. Aliens entitled to hospital insurance benefits under any of these provisions need not meet any residency requirements to be eligible to enroll for SMI.

'The Medicare Part B medical insurance program for the aged-covers a pan of the
cost of certain physicians' services, home health care, outpatient physical therapy, and
other medical and health care. 42 U.S.C. § 1395k ,(1972 ed. and Supp. IV). The program supplements the Medicare Part A hospital insurance plan, § 1811 et seq. of the
Social Security Act of 1935, 49 Stat. 620, as added, 79 Stat. 291, and as amended, 42
U.S.C., 1395c et seq. (1970 cd. and Supp. IV), and it is financed in equal- pans by
the United States and by monthly premiums paid by individuals aged 65 or older who
choose to enroll. 42 U.S.C. 1395r (b) (1972 ed. and Supp. IV).
'Title 42 U.S.C.. a 1395o (1972 ed., Supp. IV)- provides:
"Every individual who(1) is entitled to hospital insurance benefits under Part A,

of (2) has attained age 65 and is a resident of the United States, and is either (A) a
citizen or (B) an alien lawfully admitted -for permanent -residence who has resided in
the United States continuously during the 5 years immediately preceding the month
in which he applies for enrollment under this part, is eligible to enroll in the insurance
program established by this pan."
This case does not raise any issues involving subsection (1).
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On August 18, 1972, Diaz filed a class action complaint in the United
States District-Courtlor the Southern District of Florida alleging that his
application for enrollment had been denied on the ground that he was-not
s:/citiseti;anthhad- neither been admitted for permanent residence nor residedin the- United States -for the immediately preceding five years. He
further alleged that numerous other parsons had been denied enrollment
in the Medicare Tart B program for the same reasons. He sought relief on
behalf of a class-of persons who have been or will be denied enrollment
in the lodediCareiniurance program-for failure to meet the requirements of
42-U.S.0 § 1395o(2). Since the complaint prayed for a declaration that
,§'13950(2) vin-unconslitutional and for an injunction requiring the Secretary to alp ove all applicants who had been denied eligibility solely for
failure to Comply with its requirements, a three-judge court was constituted.

On September 28, 1972, the District Court granted leave to add Clara
and Espinosa as plaintiffs and to file an amended complaint. That pleading alleged that Clara-had been denied enrollment for the same reasons as
Diaz, but explained that Espinosa, although a permanent resident since
1971, had not attempted to enroll because he could not meet - the- durational
-residence -requirement, and therefore any attempt would have been futile.
The amended complaint sought relief on- behalf of a subelails fefresented
-by -Espinosa that is, aliens admitted for permanent residence- who' have
been or will be denied enrollment for failure to meet the five-year con-

tinuous residence requirementas well as relief on behalf of the class

represented by Diaz and Clara'
On October 24, 1972, the Government moved to dismiss -the complaint
on the- ground, among others, that the District Court lacked jurisdiction
over the subject matter because none of the plaintiffs had exhausted his
administrative remedies-under -the Social Security Act. Two days later on
October 26, 1972, Espinosa filed his application for enrollment with the
'The District Court certified a class and a subclass, defined, respectively, as folkiws:
"All immigrants residing in the Unitcd States who have attained the age of 65 and
who have been or *ill be denied enrollment in- the supplemental medical insurance
program under Medicare, 42 U.S.C. t 1395j et seq. (1970), because they ttre not aliens
lawfully admitted for permanent residence who have resided in the United States -continuously during the five years immediately preceding the month in which they apply
for enrollment as required by (42 U.S.C. f 1395o(2) (B) (1970 ed., -Supp. IV)].

"All immigrants lawfully admitted for- permanent residence in the United States who
have attained the age of 65 and who have beet or will- be denied enrollment In the
supplemental medical insurance program under Medicare, 42 U.S.C. 413955 et seq.
,(1970), solely because of their failure to meet the fiveyear continuous residency requiremcnt of (42 U.S.C. I 1395o (2) (B) (1970 ed., Supp. IV))." Diaz v. Weinberger, 361
F. Supp., 1, 7 (SD Fla. 1973) (footnote omitted).
These class certifications are erroneous. The District Court did not possess jurisdiction
over thc,claims of the members of the plaintiff class and subclass who "will be denied"
enrolbnent. Those who "will be denied" enrollment, as the quoted phrase is used in
the certification, are those who have yet to be denied enr011irient by fonnal,administrative
decision. See 361 F. Supp., at 6-7 & n. 7. But the complaint does not allege, and the

record does not show, that the Secretary has taken any actionIwith respect to such
persons that is tantamount- to a denial. It follows that the District Court lacked juris
diction over their claims, see post, at 8-9; Weinberger v. Solfi, 422 U.S. 749, 764, and
that the class and subclass are too broadly defined. In view Of our -holding that the
statute is constitutional, we need not decide whether a narrower class and subclass
could have been properly certified.
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Secretary. He promptly brought this fact to the attention of the District
Court, without formally supplementing the pleadings.

None of the appellees completely exhausted available avenues for administrative review. Nevertheless, the Secretary. acknowledged that the .applications of Diaz and Clara raised no disputed issues of fact and therefore
the interlocutory denials of their applications should be treated as final for
the purpose of this litigation. This satisfied the jurisdictional requirements
of 42 U.S.C. § 405(g). Weinberger v. Salfi, 422 U.S. 749, 763-767; Weinberger v. Wiesenjeld, 420 U.S. 636, 641 n. 8. The Secretary did not make
an equally unambiguous concession with respect to Espinosa, but in colloquy
with the court he acknowledged that Espinosa had filed an application

which could not be allowed under the statute.' The District Court over-

ruled the Government's motion to dismiss and decided the merits on crossmotions for summary judgment.
The District Court held that the five-year residence requirements violated

the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment a and that since it could
not be severed from the requirement of admission for permanent residence,
the alien eligibility provisions of § 1395o(2) (B) were entirely unenforceable.

Diaz v.'Weinberger, 361 F. Supp. 1 (S.D. Fla. 1973). The District Court
reasoned that "even though fourteenth amendment r, lions of equal protection are not entirely congruent with fifth amendment concepts of due process," id., at 9, the danger of unjustifiable discrimination age'inst aliens in
the enactment of welfare programs is so great, in view of
complete
lack- of representation in the political process, that this "fet 1 if nde
should be tested under the same pledge of equal protection as a state statute.
So tested, the court concluded that the statute was invalid because it was
not -both rationally based and free from invidious discrimination. It rejected the desire to preserve the fiscal integrity of the program, or to treat
some aliens as less deserving -than others,_as adequate justification -for the
statute. Accordingly, the court enjoined the Secretary from refusing to enroll members of the class and subclass represented by appellees.
The Secretary appealed directly to this Courts We noted probable juris.
diction. 416 U.S. 980. After hearing argument last Term, we set the case for
reargument. 420 U.S. 959. We now consider (1) whether the District Court
had jurisdiction over Espinosa's claim; (2) whether Congress may discriminate in favor of citizens and against aliens in providing welfare bene-

fits; and (3) if so, whether the specific discriminatory provisions in §
1395o (2).(B) are constitutional.

Espinosa's claim squarely raises the question whether the requirement of
five years continuous residence is constitutional, a question that is not neces'See post, at 8-9 and n. 11.

'"(Nlor shall any person

. .

. be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due

process of law...." U.S. Const., Amend. V.

' The Secretary asserted jurisdiction in this Court by direct appeal under 28 U.S.C.
§1 1252, 1253. Sive we possess jurisdiction under § 1252, which provides for direct
appeal to this Court from a judgment of a federal court holding a federal statute
unconstitutional in a civil action to which a federal officer is a party, we need not
decide whether an appeal lies under § 1253. Weinberger v. Salfi, 422 U.S. 749, 763 n. 8.
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sarily,presented by the claims of Diaz and Clara. For if the requirement
of adinission for permanent'residence is valid, their applications were properly denied 'even if The durational residence requirement is defective? We

-Must -therefore decide whether the District Court had jurisdiction over
E.spinosa's claim.

We havelittle difficulty with-Espinosa's failure to file an application with
the Secretary until after he was joined in the action. Although 42 U.S.C.
§A05 (g) establishes filing of an application as a nonwaivable condition of
-juriidiction, Mathews y. Ekli-idge; No. 74-204, Slip op., at 6-7 (Feb. 24,
1976)1 Weinberger v. Salfi, 422- U.S. 749, 764, Espinosa satisfied this con-

dition' while the case was -pending in the District Court. A supplemental
complaint -in 'the District Court- would have eliminated this .jurisdictional
isaue,9-since-the record discloses,.both by affidavit and stipulation, that the
jurisdictional- .condition was satisfied, it is not too late, even now, to supllement the complaint- to allege this fact.9 Under these circumstances, we
treat the leadingi as properly supplemented by the Secretary's stipulation
that Espinosa had filed an application.
A: further- problem is presented` by the absence of any formal administrative-action by the Secretary denying Espinosa's application. Section 405(g)

requires a final decision- by the- Secretary after a hearing as a prerequisite
of jurisdiction. Mathews v. .Eldridge, supra, Slip op., at 6-8; Weinberger
v. Salfi, Supra, at 763-765. However; -we held in Salfi that the Secretary
coulcL.waive-theexhaustion_requirements..whichthis_provision_contemplates
and that he had done so in that case. Id., at 765-767; accord, Mathews v.
Eldridge, supra, ,Slip op., at 6-8 (dictum) ; Weinberger v. Wiesen /eld; 420
U.S. 636, 641 n. 8. We reach a.similar conclusion here.

The plaintiffs in Salfi alleged that their claims had been denied- by the
local.and:regional Social Security, offices and that the only question was one

of constitutional law, beyond the competence of the Secretary- to decide.
These allegations did not satisfy the exhaustion requirements of § 405(g)
or the Secretary's regulations, but the Secretary failed to challenge the sufficiency of the allegations on this ground. We interpreted this failure as a
determination by the Secretary thai exhaustion would have been futile and
deferred to his judgment; that the only issue presented was the constitutionality of a provision of the Social Security Act.
'Diaz and Clara contend that requirement of lawful admission for permanent residence
should be construed so that it is satisfied by aliens, such as themselves, who have been
paroled into the United States at the discretion of the Attorney General. However, such
aliens remain in the United States at the discretion of the Attorney General, 8 U.S.C.
I 1182(d) (5), and hence cannot have been "lawfully admitted for permanent residence,"
as # 1395o(2) (B) requires.
'Fed`Rule Civ. Proc. :5(d) ; Security Ins. Co. o/ New Haven v. United States ex rel.
Ihrydis,,338 F.2d 444;447-449 (CA9 1964).
"Defective allegations of jurisdiction may be amended, upon terms, in the trial or
appellate courts." 28 U.S.C. I 1653. Although the defect in Espinosa's allegations must
be cured by supplemental pleading, instead of amended pleading, the statutory purpose
of avoiding needless sacrifice to defective pleading applies equally to this case. See
Schlesinger v. Councilman, 420 U.S. 738, 744 n. 9; Willingham v. Morgan, 395 U.S
402, 407-408 and n. 3. Despite Espinosa's failure to supplement the complaint, the
District Court was aware that he had filed his application; since the Secretary stipulated
that the application had been filed, the defect, itwhe pleaidings surely did,not prejudice
Im.
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The same reasoning applies to the present case., Although the _ :cretary
moved to dismiss for failure to exhaust administrative remedies, at tne hear.
ing on the motion he stipulated that no facts were in dispute, that the case
was ripe for disposition by summary judgment, and that the only issue be-

fore the District Court was the constitutionality of the statute." As in
Salfi, this constitutional question is beyond the Secretary's competence. In-deed, the Secretary has twice stated in this Court that he stipulated in the
District Court -that Espinosa's application would be denied for failure to
meet the durational residence requirement." For jurisdictional purposes,
we treat The stipulation in the District Court as tantamount to a decision
denying the application and as a waiver of the exhaustion requirements.
Cf. Weinberg 'T v. Wiesenfeld, supra, at 640 n. 6, 641 n. 8.

We conclude, as we did in Salfi, that the Secretary's submission of the
question for dec.aion on the merits by the District Court satisfied the statutory requirement of a hearing- and final decision. We hold that Espinosa's
claim, as well as the claims of Diaz and Clara, mif be decided.
II

There are literally millions of aliens within the jurisdiction of the United
States. The Fifth Amendment, as, well as the Fourteenth Amendment, protects every one of these persons from deprivation of life, liberty or property
without due process of law. Wong Yang Sung v. McGrath, 339 U.S. 33,
48-51; Wong Wing v. United States, 163 U.S. 228, 238; see Russian Volunteer Fleet v. United States, 282 U.S. 481, 489. Even one whose presence
in this country is unlawful, involuntary, or transitory, is entitled to that constitutional protection. Wong _Yang Sung, supra; Wong Wing, supra.
The fact that all persons, aliens and citizens alike, are protected by the
Due Process Clause loes not lead to the further conclusion that all- aliens

are entitled to enjoy all the advantages of citizenship or, indeed, to the
conclusion that all aliens must be placed in a single homogenous legal classi-

fication. For a host of constitutional and statutory provisions rest on the
premise that a legitimate distinction between citizens and aliens may
justify attributes and benefits for one class not accorded to the other; 12
10 Record on Appeal, at 224-227. See Memorandum of Law in Support of Defendant's
Motion for Summary Judgment and hi Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary
Judgment, Record on Appeal, at 259-260.

" Jurisdictional Statement, at 3 n. 3; Brief for the Appellant, at 5 n. 5. rn his
Supplemental Brief, filed after our decision in Salfi, the Secretary argues that -the
District Court did not possess jurisdiction over Espinosa's claim because it was not
until after the District Court had issued its injunction that the Secretary resolved an
unspecified factual issue presented by Espinosa's application, and that such a belated
confirmation that Espinosa's application should be denied could not confer jurisdiction
upon the District Court nunc pro :zinc. Supplemental- Brief for the Appellant, at 4 and
n. 1. However, the District Court's jurisdiction was not founded upon the Secretary's
subsequent confirmation that Espinosa's application should be denied, but rather upon
the Secretary's stipulation in the District Court that no factual issues remained, that
the ease was ripe for disposition by summary judgment, and that the only issue was
the constitutionality of the statute. Even though Salfi had not been decided when he so
stipulated, he is not now free to withdraw his stipulation, and no reason appears why
he should be permitted to do so.

"The Constitution protects the rivileges and immr lities only of citizens, Amend.
1; see Art. IV, 2, cl. 1, mid the right to ,e only of citizens. Amends. XV,

XIV,
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and the class of aliens is itself a heterogenous multitude of persons with a
wide-ranging variety of ties to this country."
In the exercise of its broad power over naturalization and immigration,
Congress regularly rakes rules that would be unacceptable if applied to
citizens. The exclusion of aliens 14 and the reservation of the power to
XIX, XXIV, XXVI. It requires that Representatives hale been citizens for seven years,
Art. I, § 2, el. 2, and Senators citizens for nine, Art. I, § 3, el. 3, and that the President
be a "natural born Citizen." Art. H, § 1, el. 5.
A multitude of federal statutes distinguish between citizens and aliens. The whole
of Title 8 of the United States Code, regulating aliens and nationality, is founded on the
legitimacy of distinguishing citizens and aliens. A variety of other federal statutes provide
for- disparate treatment of aliens and citizens. These include prohibitions and restrictions upon government employment of aliens, e. g., 10 U.S.C. § 5571; 22 U.S.C. I 1044
(e), upon private employment of aliens, e. g., 10 U.S.C. § 2279; 12 U.S.C. § 72, and
upon investments and businesses of aliens, e. g., 12 U.S.C. § 619; 47 U.S.C. § 17;
tatutes excluding aliens from benefits available to citizens; e. g., 26 U.S.C. § 931 (1970
ed. and Supp. IV) ; 46 U.S.C. § 1171(a), and from protections extended to citizens,
e. g., 19 U.S.C. § 1b26; 29 U.S.C. § 633a ,(1970 ed., Supp. IV) ; and statutes imposing
added burdens upon aliens, e. g., 26 U.S.C. § 6851(d) ; 28 U.S.C. § 1391(d). Several
statutes treat certain aliens- more favorably than citizens. E. g., 19 U.S.C. §1586(e); 50
U.S.C. App. § 453 (1970 ed., Supp. W). Other statutes, similar to the one a issue in

this case, provide for equal treatment of citizens and aliens lawfully admitted for
permanent residence. 10 U.S.C. § 8253; 18 U.S.C. § 613(2) (1970 ed., Supp. IV). Still
others equate citizens and aliens who have declared their intention to become citizens.

E. g., 43 U.S.C. § 161; 30 U.S.C. § 22. Yet others condition equal treatment of an
alien upon reciprocal treatment of United States citizens by the alien's own country.
E. g., 10 U.S.C. § 7435(a) ; 28 U.S.C. § 2502.
"The classifications among aliens established by the Immigration and Nationality Act,
66 Stat. 163, as amended, 8 U.S.C. § 1101 et seq. (1970 ed. and Supp. IV), illustrate the

diversity of aliens and their ties to this country. Aliens may be immigrants or nom
immigrants. 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a) (15). Immigrants, in turn, are divided into those who are
subject to numerical limitations upon admissions and those who are not. 'The former
are subdivided into preference classifications which include: growir unmarried children

of citizens; spouses and grown unmarried children of aliens lawfully admitted for
permanent residence; professionals and those with exceptional ability in the sciences
or arts; grown married children of citizens; brothers and sisters of citizens; persons who
perform specified permanent skilled or unskilled labor for which a labor shortage exists;
and certain victims of persecution and catastrophic natural calamities who were granted

conditional entry and remained in. ',he United States at least two years. 8 U.S.C.
§ 1153 (a) (1)(7). Immigrants not subject to numerical limitations include: cbildrea
and spouses of citizens and parents of citizens at least 21 years old; natives of inde
pendent countries of the Western Hemisphere; aliens lawful)), admitted for permanent
residence returning front temporary visits abroad; certain former citizens- who may
reapply for acquisition of citizenship; certain ministers of religion; and certain em.

ployees or former employees of the United States Government abroad. 8 U.S.C.
§§ 1101(a) (27), 1151(a), (b). Nonimmigrants include: officials and employees of
foreign governments and certain international organizations; aliens visiting temporarily
for business or pleasure; aliens in transit through this country; alien crewmen serving
on a vessel or aircraft; aliens entering pursuant to a treaty of commerce and navigation
to carry on trade or an enterprise in which they have invested; aliens entering to study
in this country; certain aliens coming temporarily to perform services or labor-or to
serve as trainees; alien representatives of the foreign press or other informatidn media;
certain aliens coming temporarily to participate in a program in their field of study
or specialization; aliens engaged to be married to citizens; and certain alien-emplayeei
entering temporarily to continue to render services to the same employers. 8 U.S.C.
§ 1101(a) (15). In addition to lawfully admitted aliens, there are, of Course, aliens who
have entered illegally.
"Kleindienst v. Mandel, 408 U.S. 753,765-770.
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deport Is have no permissible counterpart in the Federal Government's
power to regulate the conduct of its own citizenry.'s The fact that an act of
Congress treats aliens differently from.citizens does -ot in itself imply that
such disparate treatment is "invidious."
In particular, the fact that Congress has provided some welfare benefits
for citizens does not require it to provide life benefits for all aliens. Neither

the overnight visitor, the' unfriendly agent of a hostile foreign power, the
resident diplomat, nor the illegal entrant, can advance even a colorable constitutional claim to a share in the bounty that a conscientious sovereign
makes available to its own citizens and some of its guests. The decision to
share that <bounty with our guests may take into account the character of
the relationship between the- alien and this country: Congress may d_ ecide
that as the alien's tie grows stronger, so does the strength of his claim to an
ual share of that munificence.
The real question presented by this case is not whether discrimination
between citizens and aliens is permissible; rather, it is whether the statutory
discrimination within the class -of aliensallowing benefits to some aliens
but not to othersis permissible. We turn to that question.

For reasons long recognized as valid, the responsibility for regulating the

relationship between the United States and our alien visitors has been
committed to the political branches of the Federal Government." Since decisions in these matters may implicate our relations with foreign powers,
ana..-since a wide variety of classifications must be defined in the light of
changink political and economic circumstances, such decisions are- fre-

quently of a character more appropriate to either the legislature or the
executive than to the judiciary. This very case illustrates the need for flexibility in policy choices rather than the rigidity often characteristic of con-

stitutional adjudiJation. Appellees Diaz and Clara are but two of over
440,000 Cuban refugees who arrived in the United States between 1961
and 1972.18 And the Cuban parolees are but one of several categories of
aliens who have been admitted in order to make a humane response to a
natural catastrophe or an international political situation." Any rule of
constitutional law that would inhibit the flexibility of the political branches
of government to respond to changing world conditions should be adopted
u Galvan v. Press, 347 U.S. 522, 530-532; Harisiades v. Shaughnessy, 342 U.S. 580,
584-591.
See Zemel v. Rusk, 381 U.S. 1, 13-16, Aptheker v. Secretary of State, 378 U.S. 500,
505-514; Kent v. Dulles, 357 U.S. 116, 125-130.

" "[A]ny policy toward aliens is vitally and intricately interwoven with contempo
raneous' policies in regard to the conduct of foreign relations, the war power, and the
maintenance of a republican form of government. Such matters are so exclusively
entrusted to the political branches of government as to be largely immune from judicial
inquiry or interference." Harisiades v. Shaughnessy, 342 U.S. 580, 588-589 (footnote
omitted). Accord, e. g., Kleindienst v. Mandel, 408 U.S. 753, 765-767; Fong Y ue Ting
v. United States, 149 U.S. 698, 711-713.

'Cuban Refugee Program, Weekly S.atistical Report for November 13-17, 1972,
Joint Appendix, at 40.
"See 8 U.S.C. 1$ 1153(a) (7), 1182(d) (5).
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only With the greatest caution 20 The reasons that preclude judicial review
of political- questions 21 also dictate a narrow standard of review of decisions made by the Congress or the President in the area of immigration

and naturalization
Since it is obvious that Congress has no constitutional duty to provide

all aliens with the welfare benefits provided to citizens, the party challenging
the_constitutionality of the particular line Congress has drawn has the bur den -of advancing principal reasoning that will at once invalidate that line
and yet Aoleraie a different line separating some aliens from others. In this
case the appellees have challenged two requirements, first that the alien be
admitted = -as= a- permanent- resident, and second- that his .residence be of a
duration of at-least five years. But if -these requirements were eliminated,
surely Congress would at least require that the alien's entry Le lawful;
even then, unless raere transients are to be held constitutionally entitled to

benefits, some durational requirement would certainly be appropriate. In
short, it is unquestiOnably reasonable for Congress to make an alien's
eligibility depend on both the character and the duration of his residence.
Since neither requireineritis Wholly irrational, this case essentially involves
nothing -more than a Claim that it would have been more reasonable for
Congress to select somewhat different requirements of the same kind.
We may assume that the five-year line drawn by Congress is longer than

necessary to protect the fiscal integrity of the program.22 We may also as.
sume that unnecessary hardship is incurred by persons just short of qualifying. But it remains true that some line is essential, that any line must
produce some harsh and apparently arbitrary consequences, and, of greatest
importance, that those who qualify under the test Congress has chosen may
reasonably be presumed to have a greater affinity to the United States than
*An unlikely, but nevertheless possible consequence of holding that appellees are
constitutionally entitled to welfare benefits would be a further extension of similar
benefits to over 440,000 Cuban parolees.

""It is apparent that several formulaticas which vary slightly according to the

settings in which the questions arise may 'describe a political question, although each
has one or more elements which identify it as essentially a function of -the separation
of powers. Prominent on the surface of any case held to involve a political-question is
found- a textually demonstrable constitutional commitment of the-issue to a-coordinatepolitical department; or a lack of judicially discoverable and manageable standar& 'or
resolving it; or the impossibility of deciding without an initial policy determination of a
kind clearly for nonjudicial discretion; or the impossibility of a court's undertaking
independent resolution without expressing lack of the respect due coordinate branches
of government; or an unusual need for unquestioning adherence to a political decision
already made; or the potentiality of embarrassment from multifarious pronouncements
by various departments on one question." Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 217.,
The District Court held that the durational residence requirement was not rationally
related to maintaining the fiscal integrity of the Medicare Part B program because,
the program is financed on- a "current cost" basis, half by appropriations- from the
general revenues and half by premiums from enrolled individuals; - because aliens who
do not meet he residence requirement would constitute no greater burden on the
general revenues than enrolled citizens who have not paid federal taxes or who pay
their premiums from federally subsidized welfare benefits; because aliens, like citizens,
must pay federal taxes; and because the residency requirement only postopones treatment
of aliens until costlier medical care is necessary 361 F. Supp., at 10-12.
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those who do not. In short, citizens and those who are most like citizens
qualify. Those who are less like citizens do not.

The task of classifying persons for medical benefits, like the task of
drawing lines for federal tax purposes, inevitably requires that some persons who have an almost equally strong claim to favored treatment be placed

on different sides of the line; the differences between the eligible and the
ineligible are differences in degree rather than differences in the character of
their respective claims. When this kind of policy choice must be made, we are

especially reluctant to question the exercise of congressional judgment."
In this case, since appellees- have not identified a principled basis for prescribing a different standard than the one selected by Congress, they have,
in effect, merely invited us to substitute our judgment for that of Congress
in deciding which aliens shall be eligible to participate in the supplementary
insurance program on the same conditions as citizens. We decline the invitation.
IV

The cases on which appellees rely are consistent with our conclusion
that this statutory classification does not deprive them of liberty or property
without due process of law.

Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 365, provides the strongest support for
appellees' position. That case holds that state statutes that deny -welfare
benefits to resident aliens, or to aliens not meeting a requirement of durational residence within the United States, violate the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and encroach upon the exclusive
federal power over the entrance and residence of aliens. Of course, the latter
ground of decision actually supports our holding_ today that it is the business of the political branches of the Federal Government, rather than that

of either the States or the federal judiciary, to regulate the conditions of
entry and residence of aliens. The equal protection analysis also involves
significantly different considerations -because it concerns the relationship
between aliens and the States rather than between aliens and the Federal
Government.

Insofar as state welfare policy is concerned,'" there is little, if any, basis

for treating persons who are citizens of another State differently from
persons who are citizens of another country. Both groups are noncitizens
as far as the State's interests in administering its welfare programs are
concerned. Thus, a division by a State of the category of persons who are
not citizens of that State into subcategories of United States citizens and
aliens has no apparent justification, whereas, a comparable classification
by the Federal Government is a routine and normally legitimate part of its
business. Furthermore, whereas the Constitution inhibits every State's power
to restrict travel across its own borders, Congress is explicitly empowered
to exercise that type of control over travel across the borders of the United
23 Weinberger v. Salt, 422 U.S. 749, 768 -774; Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U.S. 471,
483-487.

"We have left open the question whether a State may prohibit aliens from holding
elentive or important nonelective positions or whether a State may, in some circum
stances, consider the alien status of an applicant or employee in making an individual.
ized employment decision. See Sugarman v. Dougall, 413 U.S. 634,646-649. In re Griffith,
413 U.S. 717, 728-729 and n. 21.
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States.25

The distinction between the constitutional limits on state power and
the constitutional- grant of- power to the Federal Government also explains why appellees' reliance on Memorial Hospital v. Maricopa-County,
415 U.S. 250, is misplaced. That case involved Arizona's requirement
of durational residence within a county in order to receive nonemer.
gene), medical care at the county's expense. No question of alienage
Was involved. Since the sole basis for -the classification between residenti impinged on the constitutionally guaranteed right to- travel within
the- -United States, the holding- in Shapiro- v. Thompson, 394 U.S.
618, required that it be justified by a compelling state interest.26 Finding no such justification, we held that the requirement violated the
Equal Protection Clause. This case, however, involves no state impairment

of the right to travelnor indeed any impairment whatever of the right
to travel within the- United States; the predicate for the equal protection
analysis in those cases is simply not present. Contrary to appellees' char-acterization, it is not "political hypocrisy" to recognize that the Fourteenth
Amendment's limits on state powers are substantially different from the con.
stitutional= provisions applicable, to -the- federal power over immigration-and
naturalization.
Finally, we reject the suggestion that United States Dept. of Agriculture

v. Moreno, 413 U.S. 528, lends relevant support to appellees' claim. No
question involving alienage was presented in that case. Rather, we found
that the denial of food stamps to households containing unrelated members
was not only unsupported by any rational basis but actually was intended to
discriminate against certain politically unpopular groups. This case involves
no intairment-of the freedom of association of either citizens or aliens.
We =hold that § 1395o (2) (B)- has not deprived appellF.3 of liberty or
property without due process of law.
The judgment of the District Court is
Reversed.

""State alien residency requirements that either deny welfare benefits to noncitizens
or condition them on longtime residency, equate with the assertion of -a right, incon.
sistent with federal policy, to deny entrance and abode. Since such laws encroach upon
exclusive federal power, they are constitutionally impermissible." Graham v. Richardson,
supra, at 380.

"In Shapiro v. Thompson, we held that stateimpsed requirements- of durational
residence within the State for receipt of welfare benefits denied equal protection because
such requirements unconstitutionally burdened-the right to- travel interstate. Since the
requirements applied to aliens and citizens alike, -we did not decide whether the right
to travel interstate was conferred only upon citizens. However, our holding was predicated

expressly on the requirement "that all citizens be free to travel throughout the length
and breadth of our land uninhibited by statutes, rules, or regulations which unreason.
ably burden or restrict this movement." Id., at 629. See Graham v. Richardson, supra,
at 375-376, 377-380.

Appllses also gain no support from Washington v. Legrant, 394 U.S. 618, a case
decided with Shapiro v. Thompson. Legrant involved a congressionally imposed require.
ment of one year's residence within the District of Columbia for receipt of welfare bene-

fits. As in Shapiro v. Thompson, no question of alienage was involved. We held that
the requirement violated the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment for the same
reasons that the stateimposed durational residence requirements violated the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Id., at 641-642. Unlike the situation
in Shapiro and Legrant, the durational residence requirement in this case could at most
deter only the travel of aliens into the United States. The power of Congress to prevent
the travel of aliens into this country cannot seriously be questioned.
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Marital Relationship
SECTION 1614(d)(2) and 1614(0(1) (42 U.S.C. 1382c(d)(2) and
1382c(f)(1))--.SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME-L-MARITAL
RELATIONSHIP

20 CFR 416.1003(b) and (c) and 416.1005(a)

SSR 76-27

The claimant and a woman whom he nolds out to the community to be ,ts
wife, reside in a State which does not recognize common-law marriages. The
Social:-Security Administration determined that a husband-wife relationship
existed according to section I614(d)(2) of the Social Security Act. The claim-

ant contended that since the State of his residence does not recognize -a
,marriage relationship, the Federal Government should be precluded from
!recognizing one. Held, a husband-wife relationship as defined in section
1614(dX2) of the Social Security Act, as amended, does exist whether or not
such relationship is recognized by the State in which they reside. Because of
this relationship, the claimant is subject to the income and resource deeming
provisions of section 1614(0(1) of the Social Security Act.

The general issue is whether the claimant is a "husband" under section

1614(d)(2) of the Social Security Act, as amended, and if so, is the
claimant affected by the deeming provisions of section 1614(0(1) of the

Social Security Act, as amended. The specific issues to be decided
-are: Whether the claimant and a woman who are holding themselves out
as man and wife to the community in which they reside, are husband and

wife under the Social Security Act; and what effect- would a State's
nonrecognition of a common-law marriage have in the final determination
as to whether they are husband and wife?
The claimant, an obviously disabled individual, appeared at the -hearing with a woman whom he identified as his wife, Eve. Claimant admitted

at-the hearing that -he considered Eve to be his wife and that they had
lived together holding themselves out to the community as mail and wife
since 1971. He indicated that there had never been a formal marriage
ceremony binding them but that they looked upon one another as husband and wife. Eve also indicated in her testimony at the hearing that the
claimant's Testimony was substantially correct. Both indicated that the
child now living with them was the natural son of the claimant and Eve.
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Section 1614(dX2) of the Social Security Act provides that:
"In determining whether two individuals are husband and wife for purposes
of this title, appropriate State Law shall be applied:. except that .. . if a man
and woman are found to be holding them seles Out to the community in which
they reside its husbind and wife,they shall be so considered for purposes of
this title notwithstanding any other provision of this section."

Section 416.1005(a) of Regulations No. 16 reads in part as follows:
"Two individuals may be considered to be husband and wife for the purpose
of determining that one is the spouse of the other under title XVI of the Act if
it the time the application for payments is made or at any later date:
(1) The individuals are living together in _the same household, and holding

themselves out -to -the community in whieh they reside as husband and
wife

. ."

Section 416.1003(b) and (c) of Regulations No. 16 in this regard reads as
follows:
"For purposes of this subpart, the term !household' means one or more

Amen and
individuals living as -a family unit in a single place of abode .
woman-are 'holding themselves out-as husband and wife' if they represent
themselves as husband and wife (or as married to each other) to relatives,
friends, neighbors, or tradespeople with whom they do business."

Claimant does not contest the factual situation in the case but disagrees with the legal application of the Law and Regulations dealinilwith
the legal definition of husband and wife and the application of deeming

piovisions. Claimant's main contention is that since the State of -Kentucky does not recognize common-law marriages that this would preclude
the Federal Government, specifically the Social Security Administration,

from recognizing their common-law marriage, and thus finding- that
claimant and Eve were husband and wife and further finding that the
deeming provisions of the Social Security Act would apply.
Since claimant and Eve have conceded that they have held themselves
out as husband and wife in the community, and have considere&themselves to be husband and wife since 1971, the question for decision is,
what effect does the State of Kentucky's refusal to recognize common-law
marriage have on the Federal Government's recognition of the claimant
and Eve as husband and wife? The answer is found in the above cited
Section 1614(d)(2) of the Social Security Act.
This section of the Act is intended to inform.us that whether or not a
State recognizes a common -law- marriage is not the criteria by which the
Federal Government -will ultimately decide whether or not a man and
woman are truly husband and wife. This section indicates that if a State
were to find a common-law relationship between a man and woman and
were -to recognize such relationship as a valid marriage, the Federal
Government would accept this in determining that they were man and
wife. In the reverse situation where no valid marriage is recognized by a
State, the Federal Government, more specifically the Social- Security
Administration, is directed to look at the specific relationship between
the man and woman themselves, i.e., do they treat one another as man
and wife, do they indicate to others in the surrounding area in which they
live that they are man and wife?
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Once it is determined that claimant and Eve are husband and wife,
whether common-law or otherwise, or whether or not recognized-by the
State in which they reside, the application of the deeming provisions of
the Social Security Act must follow. Subject -to certain exclusions in the
Social Security Act, the income and resources of Eve will be deemed to
the claimant.
In view of the above premises, the Hearing Examiner concludes that
the claimant and Eve are husband and wife and have been husband and
wife, according to their own testimony, since 1971 and, will continue to be

husband and wife: Furthermore, since they are husband and wife, as
defined by Section 1614(d)(2), Social Security Act, as amended, they
automatically are subject to the income and resources deeming provisions
of Section 1614(f)(1) of the Social Security act, as amended, which provides:
"For purposes of determining eligibility for and the amount of benefits for any
individual who is married and whose spouse is living with him in the same

household but is not an eligible spouse, such individual's income and resources shall be deemed to include any income and resources of such spouse,

whether or not available to such individual, except to the extent determined
by the Secretary to be inequitable under t circumstances."
't

It is the decision of the Hearing Examiner that the claimant and Eve are
husband and wife as defined by Section 1614(d)(2) of the Social Security

Act, as amended, and as such they are subject to the income and

resources deeming provisions of Section 1614(0(1) of the Social Security
act, as amended.

Definition of Eligible Spouse
SECTION 1614(b) (42 U.S.C. 1382c (b) )SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY
INCOMEDEFINITION OF ELIGIBLE SPOUSE
SSR 76-41

20 CFR 416.1040 and 416.1321(a)

The claimant for supplemental security income payments and her spouse
separated in September 1974; both continued to live alone. The couple obtained
a divorce in March 1975. Payments to the spouse were suspended by the Social
Security Administration in December 1974 after his checks were returned by the
postal service as undeliverable. The claimant contends she should have received
a payment as an eligible individual at the time the spouse's payments ceased.
Held, through March 1975, the claimant and her spouse continue to meet the
definition of an eligible couple as set forth in section 416.1040 of Regulations
No. 16.

The claimant and her husband were married on January 24, 1971. Prior
-to September 30, 1974, both were eligible for supplemental security income
benefits and were receiving said benefits as an eligible couple. A determination was made .that, effective October 1974, the benefits would be reduced
in consideration of income which her husband was receiving as an employee.
The claimant objected to such reduction stating that she and her husband
separated- on Sept,anber 30, 1974. Her husband left her after they received
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the notices -that -their checks would-be reduced. The claimant's husband
allegedly stated he would not support her.

T

Regulations No. 16, section 416.1040 provides, in general, that where
an eligible individual and an eligible spouse are receiving payments under
title. XVI of the Social Security Act, -the eligible spouse will no longer
qualify -as a spouse, effective with the month following the month in which
the marriage is terminated or deemed terminated. The eligible spouse, if
otherwise qualified, may receive benefits as an eligible individual beginning
with the month following such month of termination. A marriage may be
terminated by death, divorce, or annulment. Where a court of competent
jurisdiction issues a decree of divorce, both parties shall be deemed- not
married to each other beginning with the month following the month in
which the decree becomes final. Section 416.1040(c) provides, in effect,
that in the- case-of separation of parties, where neither party begins living
with another individual, that such eligible individual and eligible spouse
shall-not be considered husband and wife effective with the month in which
they have been separated for six months. The six month period of separation shall be, counted from the date of separation. Where, however, one of
the parties begins living with another individual, the eligible individual
and eligible spouse shall not be considered husband and wife effective with
the month in which the eligible individual or the eligible spouse commenced
living in the same household with such other person.
The claimant had not been living with her husband or any other individual since September 30, 1974, and for a period of at least six months,
and stated that to the best of her knowledge, her husband had not been
living with another individual for a similar period of time.
The marriage was; terminated by divorce effective March 25, 1975. Therefore, the parties would have been deemed not to be married to each other
beginning with the month following the month in which the decree became
final, in this case, April 1975.

In addition, on March 30, 1975, the claimant and her spouse were separated for a period of six months, neither party having begun living with
another individual in the interim. Thus, the claimant and her spouse should
not have been considered to be husband and wife for the purposes of title
XVI of the Social Security Act effective March 30, 1975, and the claimant,
being presumably otherwise qualified, should have received payments as an
eligible individual effective the following month, April 1975.
It is, however, the contention of the claimant and there is an abundance of
evidence, both in the form of testimony and 'documentary evidence to the
effect- that the claimant did not receive support from her former husband

prior to September 30, 1974, nor after that date. There is, however, no
provision under -title XVI of the Social Security Act -for consideration of
whether support is being given between members of an eligible couple, that
is, an eligible individual and an eligible spouse, or how benefits which- are
received are divided and apportioned between them, or how such benefits
are to be used. The law provides that an eligible individual with an eligible
spouse receives benefits at _a different rate than that of an eligible individual
alone. Whether a member of an eligible couple is or is not receiving support
from her spouse is, therefore, not determinative of the issues to be decided
in this case.
The claimant further contended -that her former husband's benefits were
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terminated effective December 1, 1974, and that following the separation
on September 30,J974, the husband maintained a separate residence where
he received his SSF checks. She further stated that payments continued
until December 1, 1974, then his benefits were terminated as his October
check was returned_to Social Security because he no longer resided at the
address he-had previously given and no additional or forwarding address
was provided.
The claimant contends her husband did not receive payments after September 1, 1974, and for all practical = purposes was terminated on or about
October 1, 1974. Since the theory of -a reduced check to the claimant is
belied on payments-to her- spouse, no reduction was in order after October
1, 1974, as her spouse at that time was receiving-no payments.
Subpart M of Social Security Regulations No. 16 provides for suspensions
and terminations

of supplemental

security

income benefits.

Section

416.1321(a) of said Subpart M provides as follows:
"When suspension is proper. Suspension of benefit payments is required when
a-recipient is alive but no longer meets the requirements of eligibility under
title XVI of the Act (see Subpart B of this part) and termination in accordance
with section 416.1331-416.1335 -does not- apply. (This subpart does not cover
suspension -of- payments for administrative reasons, as, for example, when mail
is returned as undeliverable by the postal service and the Administration does
not have a- valid mailing address for a recipient or when the representative
payee dies and a search is underway for a substitute representative payee.)"

The husband's benefits were not suspended or terminated within the
meaning of the above cited section of Regulations No. 16, but the payments

were suspended for administrative reasons, as when mail is- returned as
undeliverable by the postal service- and the Social Security Administration
does not have a valid mailing address for a recipient. In the absence= of
evidence to the contrary, it appears the husband continued to be eligible for
benefits and was a member of an "eligible couple" from the time of separation through the month of March. The claimant, therefore, was also a
member of an eligible couple (or more accurately) an eligible individual
with an eligible spouse.

Therefore, it is held that the claimant's supplemental security income
benefits should have been reduced effective October 1974 because of her
eligible spouse's income, but that claimant being otherwise qualified, should
receive payments as an eligible individual effective April 1975.

EligibilityMarital Relationship
SECTION 1614(d) (2) (42 U.S.C. 1382c (d) (2) )SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOMEELIGIBILITYMARITAL RELATIONSHIP
S511 76-42
20 CFR 416.1003 (c) ,
416.1185 (a)

416.1005(a) (1),
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416.1007,

416.1035,

and
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The claimant lives in the same household with a person of the opposite sex
'and they are known throughout the community in which they live as man and
wife. -The claimant contends she is not in a husbandwife relationship with the
per,on with whom she has been living because she is still legally married to
another man. Held, the claimant is determined to be in a marital relationship
for Supplemental SeCurity Income purposes as defined by Section 1614(d) (2)
of the Social Security Act, as amended.

The claimant stated that she has lived with W since 1945 following a
separation from her lawful husband. "I began living with W and have lived
with him since then (1945) altho'igh we have never been married. W and
I have four children; two of them still live at home with us. He lists me as
his wife on his tax returns, we have -a joint checking account and our car
is in both our names."
A copy of W's wage and titx statement discloses that he earned $15,501.95

in 1974. In addition, a receipt of rent discloses that the lessor- of the
claimant's premises referred to tt claimant and W as Mr.. and Mrs. W.
On July 10, 1975, the claima.,t

nded to a- series of five questions
...stration in order to determine the
claimant's living arrangements and marital status. h: this document the
claimant stated that "t . . sometimes we call ourselves Mr. and Mrs. but
mostly we introduce ourselves by first names." When asked how the mail
is addressed to the claimant and
the ,claimant responded ". . . sometimes it's addressed to Mr
n-s. W."
vta+^
20 C.F.R. 416.1003'
at a man and a woman are 'holding themselves out as husbana ';, ,..tte' if they represent themselves as husband
and wife (or as marrieci to each other) to relatives, friends, neighbors or
treiespeople with whom they do business.
20 C.F.R. 416.1005(a) (1) define., 'a marital relationship for supplemental security income purposes to' include individuals that are living
together in the same household, and holding themselves out to the community in which they reside as husband and wife.
20C.F.R. 416.1007 stares that if a man and woman are living together
in the same household,- and holding themselves out to the community in
which they reside as husband and wife, they shall be considered husband
and wife for the purposes of Title XVI of the Act. Where a man and woman
living together in the same hot:3ehold allege as in this case that they are
not husband and wife and that they are not holding themselves out as such
to the community in which they reside, then they must establish such in
accordance with 20 C.F.R. 416.1035 (b).
The evidence is clear that under title XVI of the Social Security Act as
amended a marital relationship between claimant and W has been established. The information supplied pursuant to the requirements,of 20 C.F.R.
416.1035(b) discloses the claimant lives in the same household with the
ineligible individual and they hold themselves out to the community in
which they reside as husband and wife. The mail is often addressed to Mr.
and Mrs. W and he includes the claimant as a dependent wife on his tax
returns. In addition, the parties hold themselves out to the community as
husband and wife when being introduced to other people.
As a result of the claimant's relationship with W, W's income is deemed
to be income to- the claimant as required by Regulations No. 16, section

propounded by the Social Security.,_
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416.1185(a):it-i6iherefore,heldtrtharthe claimant is not entitled to Supplemental Security Income '5enefits because of excess income.

Amount of Benefits

SECTIONS 1611(bX2), 1612(a), and 1614(b) (42 U.S.C. 1382(b)(2),
1382a(a), and 1382c(b))SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME
AMOUNT OFBENEFITSRELATIONSHIP
.20 CFR 416.412, 416.432, 416.1001, and 416.1101-

SSR 76-28

The claimant and her husband were receiving Supplemental Security Income:(SSI) as an-eligible couple. Their only other source of income was his
Social security_ benefiti. After they separated, they continued to receive sst
benefits at the_rate applicabk to eligible couples. The amount each received
was computed by-reducing the payment provided eligible couples because of
the husband's social security benefit and dividing -this reduced payment,,in
two. One half`was sent to claimant and one half to her eligible Spouse. The
claimant contended her benefit should be that applicable to eligible individuala and that the social security benefits paid to her estranged husband Should
rioi,,reduceiter SSI grant. Held, the status of the claimant and her spouse as
tin ',eligible couple continues until they have been separated for 6 months and
social Security benefits are income to the eligible couple which reduces
thei amount received by each.

The general issue to be determined is the amount of Supplemental
Security- Income benefits payable to claimant. The specific issues are:
(1) will the claimant .and her husband be treated as a couple during the
first 6 months of Their. separation; (2) will social security benefits of an
eligible spouse, who is the husband of claimant, be considered- as-unearned income h. computing the benefits payable to an eligible ,couple;
and (3) should the Supplemental Security Income benefits payable to an
eligible couple be divided equally between the claimant and her eligible
spouse?
Claimant and her husband were converted from the State welfare rolls
on January 1, 1974. At that time, they were an eligible couple. Claimant's
husband received a titlelI social security benefit of $94.80 a month. In
September 1974, claimant and her husband separated. The Social Security Administration has inch, -led in the computation of claimant's-grant a
part of-this income of her eligible spouse.
Section 416.412 of Regulations No. 16 provides, in effect, that benefits
under this part for an eligible couple shall be payable at the rate of $210
per month for the period endingJune 30, 1974, and at the rate of $219 per
month for the remainder of 1974 and any calendar year thereafter, reduced by the amount of income not excluded pursuant- to Subpart-K.of
Regulat' Jns No. 16, of such individual and spouse.
Section 416.1101 of Regulations No. 16, provides, in effect, that under
title XVI of the Social Security Act, as amended, an individual's income
includes all of his own income-in cash or in kind, both ,earned or un-
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earned, and includes all-the income of his or her eligible spouse.
The social security benefit paid' to the husband, after applying the
appropriate exclusion, is used to determine the amount of SSI benefits
Paidito claimant and her eligible spouse. The social security payment-of
$94.80- is reduced by the $20 exclusion, §416.1165, leaving countable
inconiein the amount of$74.80 per month. The monthly SSI benefit for a
couple is S219, and this amount is reduced by the countable income of
$74:80: There remains a balance of a combined benefit amount totaling
$144.20. One4half of this ansount is $72.10, and is payable each month to
,claimant, §416.501.
Section 416:1001 of Regulations No. 16 provides, in effect, that if a
husband and:s wife are both aged, blind, or disabled individuals living in
tne same household, or if such husband and wife have been separated for
less than 6- months, and such husband and wife are eligible for payments
under title XVI of-the Act, such payments-shall be made to them -as= a
couple. The payment made for an eligible couple will be less than the sum
of the separate amounts which they -could receive if each_was_an eligible
individual. The eligibility of an individual or a couple for a payment for a
month,will be based on their marital status on the first darof the month.
Any subsequent change in marital status within a month will not affect
th_e_ eligibility for, or the amount of, the payment for such month.
Section- 416.432 of Regulations No. 16, subsection (d), provides, in
effect, that when -there is a dissolution of an eligible couple and each
member of the couple becomewaneligibleindividual for one (1) or two (2)

months of ,the quarter, a payment amount for each person shall be
computed individually for such months.
The eligibility of an individual or a couple for payment for a month will

be based on the marital status as of the first day of the month; any
subsequent change in marital status within a month will not affect eligibility for or the amount of payment for such month, §416.1001. Claimant and
her husband were an eligible couple on September 1, 1974. They separated during September 1974. On October 1, 1974, they were separated.
As of April 1, 1975, claimant and her husband will have been separated
for a period of 6- months and, as of April 1, 1975, claimant will be eligible
to receive benefits as an individintl. These benefits will be in the amount
of $146 per month.
Claimant submitted a copy of her Decree of Dissolution of Marriage,
which states that the marriage will be dissolved effective May 7, 1975. As
the date of dissolution would be after April 1, 1975, when the 6 months
separation has ended, it will not affect this decision.

It is the decision of the Hearing Examiner that the status of claimant
and her spouse as an eligible couple continues until they have been
separated for a period of 6 months. The Supplemental Security In,come
benefits payable to claimant and her eligible spouse are to be divided
equally until they have been separated for a period of 6 months and that
the,untanied income of claimant's spouse is considered income of claimant in computing the amount of Supplemental Security Income benefits.
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EligibilityInstitutional Status
SECTION 1611(e)(1)(A) and (B) (42 U.S.C. 1382(e)(1)(A) and (B))SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOMEELIGIBILITY DUE TO INSTITUTIONAL STATUS
20 CFR 416:231

SSR 76-7

The claimant for SupplementeJ Security Income (SSI) was converted from the
disability rolls of her local State welfare to the Federal rolls as of January 1974.
Since that time, she has been a resident of a county owned and operated rest home,
receives or has available treatment and/or services which are appropriate, and has

not been absent- from the home in any -month for a period of more than 14
consecutive days, Held, since the claimant isin residential care rather than in a
capacity requiring treatment normally furnished by a hospital, an extended care
facility, a nursing home or an intermediate care facility; and the home is not
receiving payments on her behav under a plan approved under Title XIX of the
Social-Security Act as amended, the claimant is ineligible for her SSI benefits.

The general issue before the Hearing Examiner is whether the claimant is
eligible to receive Supplemental Security Income.benefits under Title XVI
of the Social Security Act, as amended. The claimant was converted to the
Supplemental Security Income rolls on January 1, 1974. She was notified
by the Social Security Administration that because she resided in a public
institution Supplemental Security Income checks could not be paid to her.
Applicable law in this case is section 1611(e)(1)(A) of the Act, which

provides the following: "Except as provided in subparagraph (B), no
person shall be an eligible individual . . . for purposes of this title with
respect to any month if throughout such month he is an inmate of a public
institution." Subparagraph (B) provides:
(B) In any case where an eligible individual . . . Is, throughout any month, in a
hospital, extended care facility, nursing home, or intermediate care facility
receiving payments (with respect such individual or spouse) under a State
plan approved under title XIX, the benefit under this title for such individual

for such month shall be payable
(i)

(ii)

at a rate not in excess of $300 per year .
a who does not have an eligible spouse;

. .

in the case of an individual

at a rate not in excess of the sum of the applicable rates specified in
Subsection (b)(1) and the rate of $300 per year . . . in the case of an
individual who has an eligible spouse, if only one of them is in such a
hospital, home, or facility-throughout such month; and
. . in the case of an individual
who has an eligible spouse, if both of them are in such a hospital, home, or
facility throughout such month . . .

(iii) at a rate not in excess of $600 per year .

The cuestion to be resolved in this decision is whether the claimant is an

inmate in a public institution. Section 416.231 of Regulations No. 16
which implements §1611(e)(1)(B) of the Social Security Act is applicable
herein and provides in pertinent part:
(a) General
(1) Except as provided in subparagraph (2) of this paragraph, no person shall be an
eligible individual or eligible spouse for purposes of title XVI of the Act with
respect to any month and throughout such month person is an inmate of a
public institution. . . .
(2) ... Where an eligible individual ... is throughout any month in a hospital ...
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el.lied nursing facility ... or intermediate care facility ... receiving payments
(With respect to such individual) ... under title XIX ... title XVI ... shall be
payable: -a) at a rate of $300 per year. . . .
(b) Definitions. For purposes of this part, the following definitions shall apply:

(1) An 'institution' is an establishment which furnishes (in single or multiple
facilities) food and shelter to four or more persons unrelated to the proprietor
and, in addition, provides some treatment or services which meet some need
beyond the basic provision of food and shelter.
(2) A 'public institution' is an institution that is the responsibility of a governmental
unit, or over which a governmental unit exercises administrative control.
(3) An 'inmate of a public institution' is a person who is living in a public institution
and receiving treatment and/or services which are appropriate to the person's
requirm..ents. A person is not considered an inmate when he is in- a public
educational or vocational training institution, for purposes of securing educational or vocational training.
(4) Being in an institution 'throughout a month' means a continuous stay involving
24 hours of every day in a calendar month. Brief periods of absence . . . lasting
not more than 14 consecutive days, would not interrupt a continuous stay in the
institution.

The claimant's representative testified that the claimant resides at a

health facility licensed by the State Board of Health and it is a
residential and comprehensive health care facility. He also stated that
the home is not a privately owned institution, it is supported through
tax monies from the county taxpayers and is under the dircct operation and supervision of the County Commissioners. He further testified
that the home does not receive donations in the form of money from
any private individual or sources.
The representative said that thcre arc medical facilities at the home

that provide 24-hour-a-day nursing services, that a physician is
employed by the facility and the physician trcats any and all residents
there without regard to race, color, or creed or national origin as thc
need may arise. The facility also dispenses medication to the residents
if ordered by the physician and they are taken out into the community
for prescribed medical treatment if so prescribed by thc doctor.
The representative also testified that although the claimant is residing in thc facility, she is not an inmate of the-facility as defined under
section 1611(e)(1)(A) of the Act. He stated that "the people residing in
the facility arc . . . not committed by a court or any action of anyone
for their living arrangments." The claimant, as well as other residents
of thc facility, werc free to leave the home at any timc, thcy could come
and go as they wished, they werc not restricted in any way regarding
their freedom of egress and ingress at the facility.

The representative further stated that the facility is licensed to
participate in title XIX under the Social Security Act, but the claimant
is not involved in the benefits of that title in this instance because she is
not receiving intermediate or skilled nursing cart.

The Hearing Examiner in summarizing the facts set out:
(1) the claimant resides at the facility and alsoithat the facility is an
establishment which furnishes in multiple facilities, food and

shelter to more than four persons who are_unrclated to thc
proprietor. In addition, thc facility provides treatment and services which are available to mcct needs of the claimant that arc
beyond the basic provisions of food and shelter.
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(2) the facility-is a public institution under the Act in that it is an
institution that is -the responsibility of a governmental unit (the
county) and that governmental unit exercises administrative
control over the-facility.
(3)=the claimant is aninmate.of.a.public institution and-is living in
the-facility, a public institution (and receiving services there in

which are appropriate to the claimant's requirements.) The
claimant is not residing in a- public educational or vocational
training institution nor is the claimant residing in the bcility for
the \purpoSes Of securing educational or Vocational training.
The claimant, because she is an inmate Of a public institution Under
the-Act, is precluded from eligibility for Supplemental Security Income
benefits,with respect to any complete month she resides at_thejtome.
Periods of abience not more than 14 consecutiVe days on the part of
the claimant while continuing in the status of an inmate of the facility,
do nolinternipt a continuous stay in the facility-in an_y one month.
The_evidence fails to-show that the claimaatiaiw has throughout any

nionth been in a hespital, extended care facility, nursing home, Or
intermediate care -facility receiving payments with respect- to the
claimant -under a- State plan approved under title XIX of the-Social
Security Act. Hence, the claimant is not eligible for partial payMents
under the Act for any complete month that the claimant residea at the
home.

It is ',he decision of the Hearing Examiner that the claimant, is

ineligible for Supplemental Security Income benefits under- the proyisions of title XVI- of the Social Security Act as amended, and such
ineligibility will continue until such time as the clainiant ceases to be an
inmate of a public inaitution under the -Act.

Unearned Income
SECTIONS 1611(a) (1) and 1612 (a) and (b) (42 U.S.C. 1382 (a) 11) , and
1382a(a) and (b) )-,SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME
UNEARNED INCOMESERVICE ALLOTMENTS

SSR 76-18

20 -CFR 416.1102 (a)

The Supplemental Security Income (SSI) recipient began receiving an allot.
went -from her daughter who was in the military service, The daughte: 'Claimed
the entire allotment was not intended for the sole use of the claimant but rather
to supplement her living expenses. The balance was to be deposited to a joint
savings account. The claiinant contended that only the amount she actually
used for her support should count as her income in computing any SSI" pay-

due her. Held, in accordance with sections 1612 (a) and (b) of the
Social Security Act, the entire-allotment is income attributed directly to the
claimant and chargeable to her as ?unearned income" as defined in those
sections. Therefore her SSI payment inust be adjusted accordingly.

t)
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It has been determined that the claimant meets all factors of eligibility
for supplemental security income except with respect to the question of in.
come. Accordingly, the issue'before the Hearing Examiner is whether the
'claimant's 'Income, other than income excluded pursuant to section 1612 (b)
of the Social.Sectirity Act, is at a rate of no more than $1,752 per calendar
year as set forth in section 1611 (a) (1) (A) of the Act.
At.thelearing, the claimant readily testified that she had been receiving
the sum of $18(1 monthly as an allotment from her daughter who entered
the Army in June, 1974. These allotments were effective -with -the month of
January, 1975, and the claimant testified that the allotment check was made
to her solely., However, she testified that the intent of the allotment check
was not for her sole use; rather, her daughter had instructed her to place
the money in a joint savings account and the claimant was- -to use whatever was necessary to maintain a decent standard of living, particularly in
the area of food acquisition. According to the claimant, when her- daughter
was, discharged from the Army she planned to use the money left in the
Savings account for educational expenses. The- claimant further testified
that she never used= all of the $180 monthly for her own expenses. In _fact,
she seldom used as much as oneltalf of the= money sent for her own personal use. Claimant also testified that at the time that her daughter made
the allotment payable -to her, she was not receiving supplemental security
income benefit checks but was subsequently restored to supplemental security income benefits.
The claimant did not-present the savings account book which would have

shown the deposits and Withdrawals from the joint account- which was
maintained and supplemented with the allotment check.

A- representative of the Social Security Office personally inspected the
records of the Army Finance Center, Indianapolis, Indiana, to verify the
allotment in question. He found that the allotment was in the amount of
in thly beginning January, 1975, through April, 1975, and $100
$180
monthly beginning May, 1975. There was on record a request from the
daughter that the allotment be terminated effective July, 1975.

Section 1611(a) (1) (A) of the Social Security Act provides, as pertinent
herein, that a disabled individual who does not have an eligible spouse and
whose income, other than income excluded pursuant to section 1612 (b) (2)
is at a rate of not more than $1,752 per calendar year shall be an eligible
individual fonpurposes of the Act.
Section 16112(a) of the Social Security Act states that "income" means
both earned and unearned income. "Earned income" means only wages and
net earnings from selfemployment as defined in sections 203 and 211 of the
Act, respectively, (with exceptions as provided in section 1612(a) ). "Un
earneffincome" means all other income.
Section 1612(b) sets forth the types of income which may be excluded
in determining an individual's income for the purpose of title XVI of the
Social Security Act.

Section 1612(b) (2) of the Social Security Act provides, as pertinent
herein, that in determining the income of an individual there shall be

-

excluded- the first $240 per year (or proportionately smaller amounts for
_shorter periods) of income (whether earned or unearned) other than income which is paid on the basis of the need of the eligible individual.
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Section 416.1102(a) of Regulations No. 16 defines inc.ime. The term
"income " -for, purposes of title XVI of the Social Security Act (the Supple-

mentalsSecurity Income Law) means the receipt- by an individual of any
property orservice-which he can apply, either directly or by sale or conversion, to meeting_ his basic needs for food, clothing, and shelter.
The law and regulations cited above provide that a disabled individual
is entitled to- supplemintal security income benefits only if her income,
after,excludable deductions, doeir-not exceea \the sum of $1,752 yearly, or
$438 quarterly -(or $146 monthly if the- claimant is potentially entitled to
one or more payments .during a calendar quarter). Regulations No. 16,
section-416.1102(a) defines income for purposes of title XVI is the receipt
'by an individual of any property or service which he can apply (emphasis
Supplied), either directly or by sale or conversion, to meeting his basic
needs for food, clothing, and shelter. In view of_this regulation, it becomes
dear that the allotment to the claimant by her daughter could have =been
wholly- applied- by the claimant toward- meeting her basic needs- for food,
clothing, and shelter. 3t does-not matter that the proceeds of the allotment
were not, in fact, so applied by the - claimant So =long as =she could have
applied.the proceeds in the manner mentioned by the regulations. Certainly,
this might seem inequitable if the'cluimant applied only a portion ,of the
allotment toward her living expenses, as she testified. However, the regulations are dear that the entire amount of the allotment must be charged
as income to the claimant.

The only exclusion that can be applied toward the allotment proceeds
received by the claimant is the exclusion outlined in section 1612(b) (2)
of the law which provides for an exclusion of $240 yearly or $60 quarterly
or no monthly. In this case, section 1611(c) (1) of the law provides for
quarterly computation of countable income.

in accordance with the above, :t is concluded and found by the Hearing
Examiner that the claimant -is not entitled =to supplemental security income
benefits for =the quarter- ending in March, 1975, by reason of the fact that
she was receiving income in excess of the amount allowed by law.
For the three months ending in June, 1975,,it is, found that the claimant
received the sum of $380 as proceeds of the allotment. Deducting the sum

of $60 in- accordance with law, the countable income of the claimant for
that quarter was $320. Deducing $320 from potential payments of $438
($146 for three months) results in the amount of $118 in benefits owing to
the claimant for the quarter ending June 30, 1975.

Nonexcludable Resources
SECTIONS 1602, 1611(a)(1)(B), and 1613(a) (42 U.S.C. 1381a,
1382(a)(1)(B)
and
1382b(a))SUPPLEMENTAL
SECURITY
INCOME--NONEXCLUDABLE RESOURCES
2O4CFR 416.1201, 416.1205(a), 416.1210, 416.1218,
416.1224, and 416.1240
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The Social Security Administration disallowed the claimant's application for
supplemental security income because of excess resources. Under pertinent regular
tory criteria, a resource is defined to include real or personal property which may
be converted to cash and used for support and maintenance. Thus, the property is
considered a resource if the claimant had the right to convert it to cash to be used

for his support and maintenance. The claimant is allowed to exclude from his
countable resources the value of one vehicle (provided the value does not exceed

prescribed amounts). In addition to cash, the claimant owned several vehicles, and
held a note anti Deed of Trust, and a contract of sale for balances owed him` forthe
sale of several pieces of property. Held, the excess vehicles, the note and Deed of

Trust, and the contract of sale could be converted to cash and used for the
claimant's support and maintenance, and thus, after considering their approximate
market value, the claimant's non-excludable resources exceed the amount permitted
under title XVI of the Social Security Act and he is therefore ineligible for supplemental security income benefits.

Section 1602 of the Social Security Act provides, in part, for'the payment
of benefits by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,_to every
aged individual who is determined to be eligible on the basis of his income
and resources.
Section 1611(a)(1)(B) indicates that each aged individual who does not

have an eligible spouse and

whOle resources, other than resources excluded pursuant to section 1613(a), are not
more than (i) *** (ii) in case such individual has no spouse with whom he is living,
$1,500, shall be an eligible individual for purposes of this title.

Section 416.1205 of Regulations No. 16 states in pertinent part, as

follows:

An aged, *** individual without an eligible spouse may have nonexcludable resources not in excess of $1,500, and not be ineligible for benefits under title XVI of
the Act.

The evidence indicates the claimant purchased a 1961 pick-up truck
around 2 years ago for about $350. It is presently operable, but is not
driven because it is not licensed by the State in which he lives due to a

dispute pending over a prior licensing debt of $27.
He also owns a 1958 automobile, which is inoperable and which was
purchased for an agreed sum:of $100, upon which a balance of $49 is
preiiently due. The claimant continues to own a 2-ton truck, which he
purchased around 1971,which is also operable. However, this vehicle is
also unlicensed because of a dispute over the need for a smog device.
Finally, he owns a 1974 motorcycle, which he purchased in October of that
year for about $542.
The approximate market value of the above-said vehicles is reflected as
follows:

1964 Ford truck
1958 Simca station wagon
1966 2-ton Chevrolet truck

$100
$100
$400
$600

The claimant's 1974 motorcycle was excluded as a resource pursuant to
§416.1218 of Regulations No. 16.
The claimant sold 22 acres of unimproved land on January 17, 1969, for
$1,800. Said sale was secured by note and Deed of Trust bearing intereet'at

the rate of 7112 percent per annum. He indicated the present balance
thereof was $1,439.
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It was also indicated
by the claimant, that he owned 3 lots and sold same,
do,
$2,000. The
purchase price was payable at the rate of $25 per month. At the time of the

pursuant to a contract of sale around February 1973 for

}hearing,_ the claimant.stated that the purchaser was in default and the
balance due upon the above-said contract of sale was $1,665. If the sale
-Wire not to be completed, theclaimant assessed the market value of this
.property at approximately $4,00.
"Liquid resources" at the time of the hearing approximated $95.
Section 416.1210 indicates_which resources shall be excludable with the
following language:
In determining the resources of an individual, the following items shall be excluded:
(a)` The humeineluding the land appertaining thereto' to the extent its value does
not exceed the -amounts set forth'in §416.1212;
(b) Household good, and personal effects to the extent that their total value does
not exceed the amount provided in 1416.1216;
(c)_,An automobile to the exteniihat its value does not exceed the value provided
in §416.1218;

(d) Property of a trade-or business which is essential to the means of self-support as provided in 1416.1222;

(e) Nonbusiness property which is essential to the means of self-support as

provided in /416.1224***

Seddon 416.1201 of Regulations No. -16 generally defines resources as
follows:
For purposes of this Subpart L, resources mean cash or other liquid assets or any
real or personal property that an individual (***) owns and could convert to cash to
be used for his support and maitiienance. If the individual has the right, authority,
or power to liquidate the property, or his share of the property, it is considered a
resource. If a property right cannot be liquidated, the property will not be considered a resource of the individual.

In view of the foregoing, it appears the total countable resources.the
claimant are as follows:
3 vehicles
balance of note and Deed of Trust
(sale January 1969)
balance contract of sale
(sale February 1973)
cash
ash

$ 600
$1439
$1665
$ 95

$3799

It is the decision of the Administrative Law Judge that the claimant's
resources, after exclusions, exceed the maximum amount permitted under
the law and, therefore, he is not eligible for Supplemental Security Income
benefits under the Social Security Act.
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'ResourcesPrepaid Burial Contracts
SECTIONS 1613(a) (42 U.S.C. 1382b(a))SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY
INCOMERESOURCESPREPAID
BURIAL
CONTRACTS
MINNESOTA
20.CFR 416.1201(a)

SSR 76-9

Held, prepaid burial contracts are revocable in accordance with Minnesota State
laws and= must be treated as a countable resource in establishing eligibility to
"Supplemental Security Income.

The-standard "Agreement for Pre-Paid Funeral used in Minnesota contains the following language:
"Pursuant to the laws of Minnesota, 1953, Chapter 481, the payments made under
this contract shall_remain intact as a trust fund until the obligation of this contract
is fulfilled according to its terms, or until refunded to the person who made the
payments (or payment) upon his demand."

Funds used to make payments for a burial trust containing the above
language should be treated as resources of the depositor of the funds for the
purpose of determining eligibility for SSI in Minnesota. This is because the

agreement and the cited Statute, also contained at Minnesota Statutes
Annotated §§149.11-149.14, allow a refund to be made to the person who

made the payment or payments upon =his. demand, and are therefore
revocable by the depositor of the funds.
Also for consideration were two agreements that were submitted on
standard forms, however, these forms were modified in that they refer-to
the Funeral Director and purchaser rather than to the Trustee and Be-

neficiary. Moreover, the words "held- in trust" have been inserted
throughout one of the agreements and in the other agreement, reference is
made to a Certificate of Deposit.
Although an evaluation of the two modified agreements would be less
clear-cut than an evaluation of the standard agreement, the funds used to
make payments under the modified agreements should also be treated as
resources of the depositor of the funds for the purpose of- determining
eligibility for SSI benefits in Minnesota.

Generally, we look to State law to determine whether a particular ar-rangement is revocable or irrevocable, however, such laws are not diapositive of issues-involving whether a person's property interest in a pre-paid

funeral arrangment is or is not an includable resource for purposes of
determining eligibility for SSI benefits.
Notwithstanding the fact that the modified agreements made no reference
to the laws of Minnesota, 1953, Chapter 481, also contained at Minnesota
Statutes Annotated §§149.11-149.14,,they are subject to the requirements
of that law. Minnesota Statutes Annotated §149.11 reads as follows:
_ When prior to the death of any person, he or someone in his behalf, enters into any

transaction, makes a contract, or any series or combination of transactions or
contracts with another person, partnership, association or corporation, other than
an insurance company licensed to do business in the State of Minnesota, for or
related to the disposition of his body, by the terms of which, certain personal
property will he delivered upon his death, or the professional services of a funeral
director or embalmer will then be furnished..or bt0h, then the total of all money so
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paid by the terms of such transaction, contract or series or combination of transactions or contracts sball be held in trust for the purpose for which it has been paid
until the obligation Of transactions or contracts is fulfilled according to its terms, or
refunded to the person who made the payment or payments, upon his demand.
Accruals of interest or dividends declared upon the sum of money so held in trust
are subject to the same trust.

The above Statute clearly covers all prearranged funeral plans, whether
they-be styled as trust agreements, contracts,..or other modes of transaction. The substance of the arrangements cause the requirements of the
Statute to apply, rather than the form by which such arrangements are
made. Whenever the substance of -a contract is a funeral plan, the Statute
directs that the funds paid are to be held in trust until the contract has -been
fulfilled or the money is refunded to the depositor of the funds upon his
demand. We therefore conclude that the funeral plans created under the
modified- agreement forms are subject to the requirements of Minnesota
Statutes Annotated §149.11, and that revocable trusts are created thereunder.

Hearings and Appeals
SECTIONS 1631(c) (42 U.S.C. 1383(c) )SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY
INCOME _HEARINGS AND APPEALSEFFECT OF ABANDONMENT
20 CFR 416.1423, 416.1450, and 416.1453

SSR 76-43

The claimant filed his application with the State after June 1973 for Aid to
the Disabled and was converted to the Federal program in January 1974: Subsequently he was notified he did not meet Federal standards to receive SSI
payments based on disability. He requested a reconsideration of the determination; such reconsideration upheld the initial determination. The claimant then
requested a hearing and his Benefits were continued pending a decision on his

claim. He failed to acknowledge receipt of Notice of hearing and did not
respond to other attempts to contact him. Held, the claimant's request for
hearing is dismissed as abandoned in accordance with Regulations No. 16,
section 416.1450. Further held, the reconsideration determination is binding-and
becomes the final decision of the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare.

The claimant filed his application for Aid to the Disabled with the State
after June of 1973. He was determined to be disabled and entitled to disa
bility benefits from the State in October of 1973. On January 1, 1974,
claimant was converted from the State to the Federal disability program. On
September 1,1974, the claimant was notified that since he had not received
any disability check from the State for any month prior to July 1973 and
since it had been determined -that he did not meet the Federal standard of
disability, then he was not entitled to receive any supplemental security
income benefits. He requested a reconsideration of that determination on
October 7, 1974. Claimant was advised on or about November 14, 1974,
that his original denial had been,affirmed and the Social Security Adminis
tration terminated his benefits at that time.
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On May 29, 1975, the claimant was notified that he had been receiving
supplemental Security income benefits for the months of December 1974
throUgh the date .of the notification because the Federal court in the case
of Buckles v. =reiabeiger, 398 F. Supp. 931 .(1975), held that the Social
Security_ Administration had used improper procedures to terminate his
:henefits. Claimant -was further instructed-that if he-still disagreed with the
initial and reconsidered determinations, he could request a hearing and
his benefits would be continued through the rendering of a :decision on
lin, claint. The claiinimt filed a timely request for a' hearing on June 27,
1975. A notice of hearing was mailed on November 7, 1975, to the same
addiessitbat the claimant listed in his request for hearing dated June 27,
1975. Prior to, the hearing, a subsequent letter was mailed to the claimant
on-fNovember 28, 1975. This letter was mailed to the claimant 'because he
had not returned a card-indicating whether he would appear at,the hearing
-nor-heid'he'Ctintacted the Hearing-Examiner as to his intentions. The Plaimant. did not appear at the hearing nor did he respond to the letter .dated
November 28, 1975.
On December 19, 1975, a notice to show cause for failure to appear was
Mailed to the claimant by certified mail, return receipt requested. The
certified letter was returned with the notation `-`refused" stamped on it.
The -certified letter had been mailed,to-the-address-listecrby the'-elaimitii--on.
.
his request for hearing.
,

The appropriate sections of Regulations No. 16 as apply here are as

follows:

§ 416.1423 Effect of a reconsidered determination. The reconsidered
determination-shall-be final and binding upon all parties to the reconsidera`lien tinless,--aliearing is requested and a decision rendered or unless such
determination is reopened and revised, pursuant to § 416,1475 and
§ 416.1477, or unless the expedited appeals process is used, in accordance
with § 416.1424 et. seq.
§ 416.1450 Dismissal by abandonment of party. With the approval of the

presiding officer, a request for hearing( may also be dismissed upon its
abandonment by the party or parties who filed it. A party shall be deemed
to have abandoned a request for hearing if neither the party nor his repre- sentative appears at the time and place fixed for the hearing and either:
(a) prior to the time lei hearing such party does not show pod-cause- as
to why neither he non his representative -can appear; or, (b) within a
reasonable period after- furnishing of notice to him by the presiding officer
to show cause, such party does not show good cause for such failure to
appear and failure to -notify the presiding officer prior to the -time fixed
for hearing that he cannot appear.

§ 416.1453 Effect of dismissal. The dismissal of a request for hearing
shall be final and binding unless vacated in accordance with § 416.1454.

Pursuant to the above cited sections of the regulations, the Hearing
Exaininer concludes that the claimant's request for hearing should be
dismisse&as the claimant has abandoned his request for a hearing.
The dismissal means that the findings in the reconsideration determination_
are binding on the claimant since no further decision was rendered (Regulationi No. 16, section 416.1423). The reconsideration determination
affirmed the initial determination which held that the claimant was not
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disabled.

Since.the elaimantis in pay status because of the Federal court decision
.thivdismissal-means-that his benefits should be ceased immediately and it
also -means that the claimant is considered not to have been disabled for
any month after December 1973.

Disposition of Underpayment
SECTION 1631(b) (42 U.S.C. 1383(b))SUPPLEMENTAT, SECURITY
INCOMEDISPOSITION OF UNDERPAYMENT
SSR 76-10

20 CFR 416.542(b)

The supplemental security income recipient lived in a nursing home more than
three years prior to her death. Her husband filed as her representative payee and
also received a supplemental security income payment as an eligible individual. The
claimant died before receiving any payments. Her husband claimed that all due
monica ehould be paid to him. Held; the law is quite definite in listing when and to
whom an underpayment may be made. Although the husband is an eligible individual, hewas not living with the claimant at the time of her death and does not meet
the requirements of Regulations No. 16,_ §416.542(6).

The general issue to be determined is whether the husband is an eligible
recipient of supplemental security income underpayments due his deceased
wife.
The specific issue on which findings will be made and conclusions Wiltbe

reached, is whether the surviving husband is an eligible member of a couple
to receive the benefits due his deceased wife who, at the time of her death_ ,
was a resident of a nursing home in which he did not reside.
On November 26, 1974, the husband filed an application for himself and
as a reprekentative for his aged and disabled wife. She had been confined to
a nursing home since June 2, 1971. According to the husband's testimony,
his and his wife's savings were used to maintain her in the nursing home,
and there was no assistance from Federal or State funds. He and his wife,

prior to her need for care in the nursing home, had maintained a home
together since their marriage on December 18, 1910.
His claim for benefits was processed expeditiously, and he commenced
receiving payments with a monthly check about January 1, 1975, and a

retroactive benefit check thereafter on January 6, 1975. On January 7,
1975, he inquired regarding his wife's supplemental security benefits which

had not yet been received. On January 19, 1975, she passed away. On
January 21, 1975, the surviving spouse filed a claim for the amounts due in
the case of his deceased wife.
On January 22, 1975, he was advised by letter from the Social Security
Administration that:
Section 1631(b) of the Social Security Act provides that money due a supplemental
security income recipient who dies may he paid only to the deceased individual's
surviving husband or wife who was also a supplemental security income recipient in
the month the deceased individual died and was receiving benefits as a spouse. If
there is no such surviving husband or wife, the payments due the deceased recipient
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cannot be made to anyone.

.0n January 28, 1975, he was sent a further letter from the Social
Security Office, stating that his wife was eligible to receive the supplemental=
=security, income payment.

On hii request for reconsideration, the reason for reconsideration was:
''According tolyour, notice of January 22, 1975, this indicates Fin to'reccive my wife's

"SSI cheeks for November '74 through January '15. Yet when I went.to Soc. Sec.
office they'iold me I couldn't get 'her back pay."

A Notice of Decision letter was sent advising him that:
you requested, your claim for the suppler-iv:mai security income underpayment
has been thoroughly-examined.
A supplemental security income underpayment due on behalf of _a deceased individual bylaw is generally payable only to the surviving eligible spouse. To receive a
supplemental security income payinent due a deceased member ofi'a couple, the
surviving member must meet requirementi for eligibility as a member of a couple for

the month ofdeath.
For the month of death, you met requirements for eligibility as an individual but did
not meet she requirements :or eligibility as a member of a couple. Therefore, the
payment due your wife cannot be made to anyone."

The first letter to the husband, dated January 22, 1975, was incomplete
in that it did Ina specify that the surviving spouse had to be living in the
same household -with the deceased spouse at the time of death in order to
qualify for the unpaid benefits. This omission was-covered in the Notice of
Decision letter of February 24, 1975.
On February 25, 1975, the spouse signed a request for hearing whiCh
stated:
1 don't feel that this is an underpayment, I feel it was a back payment. Her
application and my application were filed on the same day in 11/74. I rec'd my initial
payment. 1/1/75 and on 1/6/75,1 received my back payment for 11/74 and 12/74.

The deceased wife was not receiving Title XIX Medicaid and was not in a

public institution. She was entitled to supplemental security income benefits to'supplement her Title II social security payments.
After careful consideration of the evidence in this case, it is clear that
because of the care she required, the deceased wife was in a private nursing
home from June 2, 3971, until the date of her death on January 19, 1975.
Although their separation was not due to marital difficulties, they were, in
fact, living in separate households from each other at the time of her death.
The social security office correctly took two applications from the husband
when he filed applications on November 26, 19'74. The benefits payable to
each eligible individual living in a separate household is greater than the

benefits paid to the two as a couple. Had the wife lived, she and her
husband would have received more benefits over a period of time as eligible
individuals than they would have as an eligible couple. This may well be the
legislative reason that the surviving spouse of all eligible couple is entitled
to receive 'le unpaid benefits of his deceased spouse.

The supplemental security income program is a creature of statute, and
the administrat;ye law judge must be guided by the legislation and regular
'bons pertaining tb -the creation of the program. As inequitable or unfair as
it may appear to the surviving spouse that his wife's application was not as

promptly processen and paid as his, nonetheless, delay did occur, and
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because they were living separately when she died on January 19,_1975, he
is net eligible to receive her unpaid benefits.
It is the decision of the administrative law judge that the underpayment
due the deceased individual cannot-be legally paid to her surviving spouse
`becaitie -they were.living in separate accommodations at the time of her

death, and he does not meet the requirements of Section 4l6.542(b) of
Regulations No. 16.
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216(h)(1)(B)----------------- 404.708(a)
216(h)(2)

404.1101; 404.1104 ---- ---- --------- 404.1101 -404.1103 -- --- - - -- -- 404.1110- -- - ---- -- ---- -- -- -- --

216(h)(2)(A)-

404.1101

74-10(14)
71-55(15)
72-11(21)
74 -25c(3)

*73-11(31); 73-27(37);
73-28(34); 72-25(32)

404.1101(c)(1)-- ---, ---- -- - - --

73- 52c(35)

404.1109 - --- - -- -- - ------ - ---

73-27(37)

404.1109(c) - ----

73-11(31); 73- 52x.(35)

404.321(b)(2)------- -- --- -- -

71-41(17)
73-53c(9)
73-2(29)

404.403---404.1101(c)(1)J_401.1109(c)
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216(h)(3)(A)(/)(1)----r-r---216(b)(3)(A)(ii)
216(b)(3)(B)
2164Y(3)(8)(1) (1)----t---216(b)(3)(C)(i)(1)

404.1101(d)
404.1101(d)(1)(11); 404.1113 -404.1101; 404.1109----404:1101(d) "
404.1101(d)

216(1)-

404.115--

- - - -

72-32(34)
73-19(32)
75-4c(4)
72 32(34)
72 32(34)
74-8c(59)

404.924; 404.933; 404.1523;
404.1539
404:927; 404.929 -- 404.1502;404.1505; 404.1506 --404.1501

216(1)(1)
216(i)(2)(B)
216(1)(1)
216(k)

218(a)

74 6c(63)
73-59c(128)
73-60c(129)
76 35c(70)
404.1501; 404.1532 -404.1534 ----- 76-4a(77)
404.1502(b)
74 7c(75)
404.927; 404.928; 404.1502(b)
73-23c(124)
404,956 -404.958
75 6(86)
404.116; 404.1013
76-3c(67)
- - 72-44(5)
=404.1114 ----404:1301
74-26c(45)
404.130140; 405.104(a)-(b)----- 75 9(98)
404.201; 404.230; 404.237;
404.242; 404.1201(a) 74-11c(18)
72-33(115)
404.1222; 404.1275 --- -------73-58c(110)

4041201-----218(013) (A)

-=-73=58d(110)

(111)=--=-===-----3==------404-;1222;40471.275

218(c)(6)-------------------- 404.116; 404.1006; 404.1201 - -- 73-47c(118)
218(d)(4)(A)
404.1257; 404.1270-- -- - 74-5(54)
218(e)
404.1026(c); 404.1222(a) -- 75-2(56)
218(e)(1)
404.1223;_404.1225; 404.1255;404,1261_(x)(2); 404.1261(b)--- 73-56(105)
404.1225; 404.1255; 404.1260;
404.1261----- ---- -- 73-55(102)
--= 404.1257; 404.1270- ---- - - 74-5(54)
218(1)-------404.1026; 404.1027(b); 404.1275= 76- 22c(62)
218(1)
- 404.1223; 404.1225; 404.1255;
404.1261(a)(2); 404.1261(b)--- 73-56(105)
404.1225; 404.1255; 404.1260;
404.1261
73-55(102)
404.1226; 404.1255(a) - 75-28(83)
218(a)
71-6(55)
404.1004(a)(2)
72-34(117)
404.1004(c)
73 -54(99);72 -7(110);
72-34(117)
72- 16c(113)
404.1004(c)(2)
72-7(110); 72-16(124)
404.1026(a)(3)
72-34(117)
404.1026(a)(4)
404.1223 - - - - - 73-56(105)
- - 74-30(56); 73-55(102);
404.1225
73-56(105)

-

404.1226; 404.1255(a) - -

404.1252-404.1255 -

- - 75-28(83)

-----

- 404.1260-404.1261404.1261(a)(2); 404.1261(b)
404.1270- - - ---404.1270-404.1274-- ------

404.1257 -

404.1285- --2184)

73-57(107)
74-30(56); 73-55(102);
73-56(105)
74_5(54)

74-30(56); 73-55(102)
73=56(105)
74-5(54); 73-54(99)
72- 16c(113); 72- 35c(121)

74 30(56)

404.1026(a); 404.1027(b);
404.1275 --- --------404.1275 ---z- -

- - 76-22c(62)
- --- 73 -17c(94)

221 --- - - --------- 404.306; 404.907; 404.909;
404.917; 404.945; 404.951 - -

221(d)
223--------

-404.937(a); 422.210- ------404.115
404.306; 404.907; 404.909;

- 76- 23c(80)
71- 32c(72)

74-8c(59)

404.917;- 404.945; 404.951 -- - -- 76- 23c(80)

404.924; 404.933; 404.1523;
74 6c(63)

404.1539-

404.927- ---- 404.928- ---- -404.929
404.1501
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- - 73- 23c(124); 73- 59c(128)

73-23c(124)
73-59c(128)
76- 35c(70)
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404.1502; 404.1505; 404.1506-- 73-60c(129)
73 23c(124)

404.1502(b)
404.1504; 404.1505;
404.1506

72 4c(7)
71-30(114)
75 6(86)
404.956-404.958
71 30(114)
404.601(d); 404.607(b)--------- 72-63c(133)
404.116; 404.804;.404.1006;
72 45c(129)
404'.1501
76-3c(67)
404.116; 404.1013-..
404.116; 404.1006; 404.1201 ----- 73 47c(118)
72 45c(129)
404.116--_
71-24c(66)
404.37,0(a) _
74 20c(65)
404.320(a)(4)(111)
404.8e4; 404.1006; 404.1501 ---- - 72-45c(129)
74 20c(65)
404.9.23;-404.934
73-21c(72)
404.957; 404.958-!---73-7c(121)
404.1501
404.1501;,404.1532 -04.1534 ----- 76 4a(77)
74 20c(65)
404.1501(a)
71 -24c (66)
404.1501(b);=404-.1522
74-7c(75)
404.1502(b)-----

223(a)
221(a)(1)
223(b)
223(c)

-223(c)(1)(8)
223(d)

17 (121)
223(d)(1)(A)=---------------- 404.1502; 404.1504; 404.1539 - --- 71- 12c(60)
223(d)(2)
404.947; 404.948; 404.949;
404.950; 404.951; 404.1504 --- - 71-42c(90)
--r 404.1501; 404.1504 - - - 74-31c(78)
223(a)(2)(B)
71-12c(60)
404.1502; 404.1504; 404.1539- --_
72-50(144); 71-15a(93)
224
404.408
71 30(114)
224(a)
74 9c(71); 74-21c(73);
404.408
73-4C(67); 72-37c(136)
71-34c(100);
71-45c(104)'
71-33c(96)
404.408(a)
76-34c(73); 71-33c(96)
(d)--- - - 73-4c(67)
07
404.507---=---- -- --76-34c(73)
71-46(126)
75-9(98)
226(e)-(f)------------------- 404.1301(a); 405.104(a) -(b)
228
404.374(a)
- /2-27(16)
74-27c(7)
228(a)--------.---------- 404.374(a)
74 27c(7)
228(e)
404.374(a)
401-------------------------- 410.210; 410.414(b); 410.418;
76-36c000
410.462
76-5c(n1)
410.400ff
76 5c(133)
402----- ------------------- 410.40Off410.110; 410.201; 410.214 ---- - 76- 24c(95)
402(d)----------------410.110(h); 410.110(j)
- - 75-11(93)
76-258(98)
410.110(h). (j), (DI)
-

- --

224(b)---

----- ---

462(e)--- -

76-15(0)

410.210; 410.211-- 410.210; 410.414(b); 410.418;

76-36c(u14)

410.462 ---

410.412; 410.490(b)(1)(11)
and (3) -

76-6c(118)

---- --

410.110; 410.416; 410.490------- 76 -37c000)
75 12c(96)
410.21
76 -5c(111)
410.400ff
411(b)----------------------- 410.412; 410.490(b)(1)(11) and
76 6c0)8)
(3)
410.414(a); 410.428; 410.454(a)- 75-5(88)
75 12c(96)
410.210-- -412
- - 74-33(82)
412(a)(5) -------------------- 410.200ff
- 76-38c003)
410.214; 410.380; 410.395(h)
- 76-24c(95)
413(b)---------------------- 410.110; 410.201; 410.214-- 410.414(a); 410.428; 410.454(a) - 75-5(88)
74-32(80)
410.226(b)
414(a)
-- --- -- -=- - 75-10(90)
410.110(o); 410.550- --------- 414(d)
- - 74-32(80)
410.226(b)---- 415(a)
75-30c(115)
405.451
- 73-48(91)
401.1
1106
411---------

----

1102-
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416.1101(a); 416.1102(4);
416.1165; 416.1185(4)--------- 75-32(125)
416.1201; 416.1205; 416.1210;
416.1218; 416.1224; 416.1240-- 76-80.0
75- 31(123)416.1130; 416.2112
416.1001; 416.1005; 416.1185---- 75-33(126)
416.1101(a); 416.1102(a);
75 32(125)
416.1165; 416.1185(a)
76 18(x)
416.1102(a)
416.1201f416.1205(a); 416.1210;
416.1218; 416.1224; 416.1240
76-8091)
416.412; 416.432; 416.1001;
76-28(10)
416.1101'_
76-7091
416.231
416.412; 416.432; 416.1001;
76-28=
416.1101
416.1102(a)
76-18052)
76-18(152)
416.1102(a)
416.1201
75 34(129)
76 9(67)
416.1201(a)
416.120,4 416:1205(a); 416.1210;_
4161218;-416.1224; 416.1220 -- 76-80Z74)
416 412; 416 432;-416 1001*
76 -28S13
416.1101

1602

1611
1611(a)
1611(p)(1)

1611(a)(1)(B)
1611(b)(2)

1611(4)(1)(A)(8)
1612(a)

1612(6)
1613`_:

-1614(b)
,1614(d)(2)

416.1040;-416.1321(a)-

76-4104

416.1003(c); 416.1005(a)(1);
416.1007; 416.1035;
416.1185(a)

76 -42(i1

416.1003(b), (c); 416.1005(4)-

76-27*(142)

-416.1001; 416.1005; 416.1185-- 416.1003(b), (c); 416.1005(a)7-416.542(6)
- 416.1423; 416.1450; 416.1453---416.1130; 416.2112-------------405.1102ff

1614(f)
1614(f)(1)

--

1631(c_) ----1634
1802
1812
- - -

1812 (a)

- 405.120- ---

405.126405.127
405;128
405.162- - - 405.165
405.170(b)(1)
1813(4)(3)
1814

76-2701,2)

7610(60); 75-35(130)
76-43050

75-31(123)
71-16(138)
71-36(133)
73-51c(160); 72- 17(163);
71-35(151)
- - 73- 51c(160)
73-51c(160); 72-17(163)

-

-

_

73- 51c(160)

---------- 71-7(119)
72 17(163)
1
71-17(166)
71-47(127)
71- 26(148)

405.116(a); 405.310(g);
405.310(k)
405.152; 405.191; 405.192 -1814(a)

75-33(126)

405.120- -------- ---- --

-

1814(4)(2)
- -1814(4)(2)(C)

73-49a(146)
- 71 -49 (128)

-------

1814(a)(2)(D)---1014(4)(3)

73-51c (160)

405.126; 405.127; 405.128-- 73-50*(150); 73-51c(160)
405.310; 405.1627(a)(2)--------- 73-504(150)
405.110; 405.310(4); 405.1035 -- 71-37(123)
71 48c(152)
72-17(163); 71-8(135)
405.12072-17(163)
405.127; 405.165
71 8(135)
405.166
- 71-17(166)
- 405.170(b)(1)
405.310(g); 405.310(k) ----- - 76-264026); 74- 34a(89)
71-9(156); 71-39(162)
405.152
- 72-9(159); 71-56(164)
405.152(6)
405.152(b); 405.191, 405.192 ---- 76-17c0Z,
405.191 - - - 71-56(164)
------------ 72-9(159); 71-39(162);
405.192 --71- 36(164)
71 -38c (158)

1814(d)(1)(A)
1815-- ----

-

405.1885-----

1835(d)
1836(2)(8)
1837(6)(2)

405.205

1837(h)- -- --- - --

405.226--

1842'

1861

-------------- 75-21(113)
72-10(166)
76-40c(13U
71-40(172)
-----75-1(120)
71-25c(141)
71-26(148); 71-57(177)

-1 7 7
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76-160;5)
75-21(113)
76-16(21)
405.116; 405.310(g); 405.310(k)- 75-29c(100); 74-34a
76-26a026)
405.310(g); 405.310(k)
405.116(a); 405.310(g);
405.310(k)-------------------- 73-49a(146)
76-2600); 74-34a(89)
405.310(g); 405.310(k)
71-46(126)
73-34c(158); 71-35(151)
405.120-71-51(155)
405.120(a)
74 15c(84)
405.120(c)
405 .120;405.126;405.127;405.128 - 73-51c(I60)
73- 35a(164)405.614(a)(1) -(3)

1861(a)

-1861(0" 1.

-1861(a)

1861(i)

1861(j)

405.1102ff----------

71- 16(138)

405.1120(b); 405.1124; 405.1125;
73-35a(164)
71-37(121)
73-8c(154)
71-8(135)
75-30c(115)

405. -1134; 405.1135; 405.1136--

1861(k)

405.110; 405.310(8); 405.1035
405.127

.1

405.120; 405.166---z---

1861(k)(4)
1861(v)

405.451
405.415; 405.429; 405.625;
405.626
-405:1885
405.116(b)
405.116; 405.310(g)
405.116(a)

1861(v)_(1)(A)_

316161(2y-7;
1862(a)

75 22(107)
-75-21(j -3)

405 .126;405.127;405.128;405.310 -

405.310(g); 405.310(k)--405.1627(a)(2)------405.116; 405.310(g); 405.310(k)-

1862(a)(I)

405.310(g); 405.310(k)----

-1862t0(9) 7
405.1in-405.116; 405.310(g); 405.310(k) 405.120-405.126

405127--------------------405.128-- ----- -------

405.162--7---------

-- ---- --

(g) --------0---------------405.1035---------405.166- -------

405.310

1862 (0(11)
1862(b)

-

405.315---315------ --

1866-405.406; 405.454; 405.614 - --

71-50(130)
71-19(120)
73-49a(146)
73-50a(150)
73-49a(146)
73-50a(150)
75-29c(100); 74-34a(89)
76 26a(76)71 48c(152)
71-37(123)
75-29c(100)
71-34c(158); 73-51c(160);
71-8(135)
73-51c(160)
73-8c(154); 73-51c(160)
73-51c(160)
71-7(119)
71-8(135)
71-27(121); 71-37(123)
75-8c(110)
71-37(123)
71-10(168)
71 29(170)
72 38(167)
72-40(171)

405.415; 405.429; 405.625;
75-22(107)

405.626 -----

72-64 (174)

405.152--

- 71-9(156)
72-39(170)
- 405.607 - - 75-7c(103)
405.1901 -405.1908 -- - - - - 1866(a)(1)---------- 75-7c(103)
1866(b)(2)------------------- 405.1901 -405.1908 ---- 405.614(a)(1) -(3); 405.1120(14;
1866(b)(2)(A----- -

-1866(a)----------------------

405.1124; 405.1125; 405.1134;
405.1135; 405.1136-- -L-- - -

405.614(a)(1) -(3); 405.1120(b);
-1866(b)(2)(B)------405.1124; 405.1125; 405.1134;
405.1135; 405.1136 -1866(b)(2)(C)-r---- 405.614(x)(1) -(3); 405.1120(b);
405.1124; 405.1125; 405.1134;
- 405.1135; 405.1136 -405.110;
405.310(g); 405.1035- -1869
-- - ---- ----------------- - 1869(b)---------------------- 405.730------------------------405.835 --

405.451---=
405.1q01 -405.1908,-----

1 78

- -

73-35a(164)

73- 35a(164)

73-35a(164)
71-37(123)
71-47(127)

76-3901241 75-8c(110);
74-22c(87)
74-23c(93)
75-30c(115)
75- 7c(103)
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CUMULATIVE LISTING OF SELECTED COURT CASE DECISIONS
PUBLISHED AS RULINGS (1971-1976)
(For cumulative listing of court decisions published as rulings prior-to 1971, see CUMULATIVE BULLETIN 1970, pages 181-185)

Alexander v. Richardson (duration of inability to engage in substantial gainful- activity), 73-7c(121)
Weinbeiger (3-consecutive-day hospital stay requirement prior
to admission to-skilled nr-sing facility), 74-15c(84)
Antweiler v. Secretary (expirsation of disabled widow's eligibility period),
-74-14c(61)

Aronowitz v.-Weinberger (computation of benefits,_noncovered employment), 7411c(18)
Ascherman v. Mathews (earnings- record after expiration of-tine limitation,
self- employment Income), 76-32c(48)
Besuchot v. Richardson (dicabled-child, judicial review), 73-21c(72)
Bolditr v. Richardson-(disability, workmen's compensation offset),
72-37c(130)
Belcher, Lillian:I. v. Richardson (babysitter, employer - employee
relationship),- -73- 46c(43)

Blangy-v. Richardsdn (proof of age, substantial evidence-test),
72- 19c(49)-

Cairns-v. Richardson (mother's insurance benefits, reentitlement
after termination of common-law marriage), 73-3c(22)
Camden v. Richardson (application, retroactivity), 73-1c(19)
Carey v. Finch (hospital emergency services), 71-38c(158)
Chambers, James a. v. Social-Security Administration (judicial reexhaust administrative remedies), 73-44c(77)
view, failnr,
Cooley v.-Weinberger (mother's insurance benefits -- homicide conviction -Iran), 75-25c(10)
-Dales v. Weinberger (black lung benefits to w4dou of a Miner), 75-12c(96)
Davis, Norma v. Richardson (family maximum be6fits,
child), 73-53c(9)
deVilla v. Finch (substantial serNicas, work deductions), 71-13c(34)
Dew-v. Richardson (overpayment, disabled child), 73-5c(69)
Diaz, et al, v. Mathews (supplementary medical insurance benefits,
eligibility, alien residence requirement), 76-40c(131)
Diaz, Florencio Alicea_v. Secretary (expiration of insured status, onset
of disability subsequent thereto), 74-8c(59)
Dilley v. Secretary (disability, workmen's compensation offset), 74-9c(71)
Easley v. Finch (judicial review, res judicata), 71-32c(72)
-Eichbaum, Elsie v. Finch (hospital custodial care exclusion), 73-8c(154)
Eldridge v. Mathews (disability benefits, constitutionality of termination
of benefits without prior hearing,-appeals nrocess), 76-23c(80)
Emelett v. Weinberger (black lung be,afits, conditions of entitlement,
parent's benefits), 76-38cCLO
Ensey v. Richardson (administrative appeal rights, time Unit for request,for hearing), 73- 45c(19)
-Feltbeglr_v. Wainbergetlblack lung_Lenefits,_death of miner due to
ft:clime, miner regularly and gainfully employed), 76-36c(1C4)
Fisher., et al v. Secretary of HEW, et al (employment, wage exclusion
for domestic service, constitutionality), 76-12c(19)
Florio v. Richardson (stepchild, termination of entitlement), 73-26c(3)
lurst v. Weinberger (computation of benefits, pre-1965 exclusion of
physician services), 74-12c(21)
Gainville et al v. Richardson (work deductions, excess earnings),
72-5e(81)
Caroni v. Riehardson (skilled nursing facility, failure to provide
extendefiTZare services within-34-day transfer period), 73-34c(158)
Catling v. Richardson (paternity denied, sterility of alleged
father), 73- 52c(35)
Gillock v. :Richardson (disabled widow's benefits, severity of
impairment), 72-4c(7)
Gillum v. Secretary of HEW (adoption after 24-month period),

Ginsburgf.V. Richardson (proof of age, substantial evidence test),
72-2c(41)
Cold v. USinberger (disability, proof of jobs In the nations, economy), 74-7c(75)
Grace v. Weinberger (pneumoconiosis, interim presumption,outotal
76-6c(118)
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-Granger v, Finch (legal representation).,71-23c(52)
benefitO, Workmen's compensation offset,
Grait=i,-Weinbeigir
sPecificloss_under-Michigan statute), 74- 21c(73)
Griffie_u; gicksean (proof-of =ese.-,onfliciine evidenee,evaluition).
.75=15c(47):
Hagler v. Finch (idOptiOn-after 24-month period), 72- 43c(3u)
,-clialemv.:Hainberamr-(inpatient'hospiCal services- - - level of care- -=

weight-.ni physicians' opinions), 75-299(100)
Hamilton-v. DREW and:Blue Cross-of North'flakota (health-inaurance-benefits
iatitlaient), 7:2r4c(110)
Heicnek-v.lieinba?ger-(parent's -insurance benefits -- one-half-support)
'75-26C(42)
liarbe14,v. Richarison (disability insured status, prison wurk-ex_-=:(6luitiOn), 73-47t(118)

Finch,(disabled widow's benefits), 71-12c(60)
-Berner v.-Richardsonr(overpaiient, simultaneous entitlement
to more than one benefit), 72=2Pc(92)
Iglinsky, Jr., v. 'Richard:on (disability, workmen's compentition
offset), 11 -33c(96)
Jimenes-et-al vi Weinberger (gar to entitlement of illegitiamte child_born,
subiequenr-tO onset of wage earneria diebility), 7574c(4)
Johnson v. Meinberger (black-lung benefits, sarvicesoy-miner as-"eAployee4
prerequisite-for eligibility), 76-24c( 5i
v.-Richirdson-(lump-sum death payment, time liMit on
Johnson,
filing -of applicdion), 73- 39c(16)
Johnson, _Maurica,C-. v. Rinhardsonz(akilled-nursing_facility, custodial
-care cexclusion), :73-516(160)

Judkins_v._Richardsou (disabled childrmarriage.to old-age insurance
7,3- 18c(28)
benefiCiary prior tn- entitlement
Kane v. Weinberger (services as manufacturers' r7presentative), 75- 3c(60))
Kaplan-v. Richirdsou (disability insured status, Federal civilian
overtime payments), 76 -3c(67),

Xing v. Finch (disabled child'einefits), 71- 24c(56)
Ladner v. Secretary (disability, workmen's compensation offset)r
71 -34c(100)

1Lagtapon v.-Secretary (pare..E's benefits, exclusion of Philippine army service),-_

74- 26c(45)

Lahr-v. Richardson (termination of benefits, disappearance of-beneficiary), 72- 1c(52),

Lamb v. Weinberger (rental property income exclusion -- computation _f -NF. from
SE), 75 -18c(67)-.

Leech v. Richardson (finality of decision, earnings record
correction), 72-556(104)
Lofty V. Cohen (disability. workmen's compensation offset), 71- 45c(104)
Long v. Weinberger-(black lung benefits, disability), 76 -5c02)
Miller v.- Richardson (work deductions, substantial services), 72-21c(86)
Mitchell, Selma v. United Medical Service (supplementary medic?! insurance
benefits, appeals), 74- 23c(93)
Mum64 v. Mathews (child's benefits overpayments, over age 18-no longer
student), 76- 20c(10)

Nurga, Rayons,. Secretary (special age 72 payments,-application and Puerto
Rican residerce requirements), 74.-27c(7)
Myers, John G. v. Richardson (cessation of disability, issues detirrinable
by Secretary in single hearing), 74- 6c(63)
New-Jersey Chapter Incorporated of the American Physical Therapy Association,
Inc. v. The Prudential Lire Insurance-Company of America, et al _(intermediary's instructions to providers), 75- 30c(115)
Nicobstx, Olka et al v. Weinberger (nonrenewal of provideragreement), 7514c(103)
Pankau,-Marcha and Lavrence=v. Weinberger (health insurance benefits, appeals),
74- 22c(87)

Pasquale. W. Finch (finality of dedision), 71- 2c(49)
Payton v. Finch (disabled widow's benefits),_71 -42c(90)Peoples, James L. v. Richardson (substantial gainful activity,
- vocational- testimony), 73r59c(128)
F)rales V. Richardson (disability,. hearsay medical evidence-use of medicalzadvisers), 71- 53c(75)
Perez v. Finch (duration of marriage), 71- 21c(8)Phillips, Beulah v. Richardson (disabled viiaw's ability to engage in any
gainful activity), 74- 31c(78)
Philpott, Doris and. Wilkes, Wm. v. Essex County Welfare Board
(levy or attachment of benefits prohibited), 73=274(87)
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Pigford-V. Mathews (hospital insurance benefits, emergency services),

76=17023)
Pleasant v: Richirdson-learnings.record, revision:after time
limitation, 73=6c(80)
Poss_v. Richardson (presumption of death, 7-years abience), 72-53c(54)
PieUt.v. Secretary of lUEW (u',spital_custodial care exclusion), 71-48c(152)
Reyes, Sintoe,v.-Secretary.-Xchild!s_insurapcebenefits, onset of
,Cisability-before age 18), 74-20c(65)
Ross v._ RiChardern (husband-wife partnership,net earnings Cram self- emOloyient);-73=33C(57)
Rubinv. Weinberger (hospital insurance benefits, right to judicial
review, contested amount lees than $1900), 76-39c(129)
Ruiz v. Secretary-joverpayment,sitcultaneous entitlement to more. than
one benefit), 73-4c(67)
Schneider v. Richardson-(representation-of claimant, attorney's
fees), 72- 14c(95)-

Schroeder Nursing Care, Inc. et al v. Hntual_of Omaha InnUrance
Co.,_et-al (review of hospital reasonable cost determliation),
71-25c(141)
Severn-v.-Richardson-(overpayment of-child's benefits, student's
failure to riOdit earnings), 74-2c(42)
Silverman v. Secretary,AEW (self,--employment, non-professional fiduciary
in adilnistering-relatives-estate), 76-31c(34)'
-Small v. Weinberger,(black lung benefits, employment in -a coke yard not
appurtenant to=t coal-mine), 76-37c(70)
State of Indiana v. Finch (jail cooks of_Allen and Vigo Counties),
73-17c(94)
State=of Montana -v. Pinch (coverage, -ferry boat operators,
Chouteau_CoUnty),, 72-16c(113)
-State of Nebraska v.-Richardson (constables, justices of'the peace,
_-and:registrars of vital statistics), 73-58c(110)
State of New VIeltiCo v. Weinberger (State and local coverage, University
of New Mexico, wages), 76-22c(62)
State of West Virginia v. Richardson (coverage, policemen of
City-of-Ne4 Martinsville), 72-35c(121)
Stowers v. Finch (dependency --of adopted child), 71-43c(5)
Sullivan v. Weinberger (survivor's benefits, evidence of death, seven
year absence), 76-1c(m)
Thompson-V. Richaidson (finality of decision, earnings record
-correction)': 72-54t(101)

Tillman v. Richaidson (disability, retroactivity-of application), 72-6.t(133)_
Torrance V.-Wel.,berger (self7employment, deductions, substantial_services).
76-21c(38)
iriude v. Pinch (average monthly wage, benefit computation
years), 72=15c(57)
Vaughn v. Mathews (disability, reduction of benefits due to receipt of
Workmen's compensation), 76-34c(73)
Veronie v. Secretary (disability,-xecovery of overpayment),
72-28c(146)
Waldron v. Secretary (disability, defective delinquent confine;anent), 73-60c(129)

Walker v. Finch (dependency of stepchild), 71-11c(4)
Webb, W.M. v. United-States (employees of commercial fishing
boats), 71-54c(19)
Weber vliathews (judicial_review, referral of SS cases to U.S. Magistrates),
76-146(54)
r's-and child's insurance benefits -Weinberger v. Salfi, et al (u
nine month duration of marri....e requirement -- failure to exhaust
administrative remedies), 75-24c(24)
insurance benefits -- deprivation of
Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld (eurvi
due process'), 75436(15)
Whiteheid-v. Richardson (representation of claimant, attorney's
fees), 72-31c(97)
Wieszczak v.-Secretary (disability, age 21 to 31 provision).
72-45c(129)
York v. Secretary (disability, evaluation of impairments, combination of
impairments), 76-35c(70)
Young v. Secretary (disability insurance benefits, substantial evidence
of-jobs available), 73-23c(124)
Yount v. Weinberger (parent's benefits, relationship under State-law),
7425c(3)
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SOCIAL SECURITY RULINGS (SSR1s)

_

XUMULATIVE INDEX (1960 -1976)

TeisIndex reflectsaall rulings published in "Social Security Rulings"
The-figurea-Anfparentheses following-the ruling-numbers
refer-to the page Where the rulini-appears-in the annual Cumulative
Bulletin, e.g., 72-16(52) refers to SSR-No. 72-16 published in the 1972
Cumulative-Bulletin-at page 52.

:during 1960 -1976.

-AAbsence for 7 years not unexplained in presumption of death,-68-466(57),
60-20(46)
Accidental death of miner, establiehMent of widow's ent...tlement, 75-126(96)2
73.1.36(135)

AdMinistrative:
appeal rights, tiie limitation for request for hearing, 73- 45c(79)
authority'to regL4ate-and-approve attorney's feei, 72=146(95), 72- 31c(97)
firality-of decision, earnings-ricord-correction, 72-546(101)
fiL:Mlity,of-decitiion, meaning of-initial determination 71-26(49)
representation of claimant, fair-and impartial hearing, 71-236(52)
-waiver of right to object, 72- 2c(41)
Administrator or executor, 63-46(44), 61-43(61), 60-27(60)
AdoptiOn-of-adult after worker's death, 66-43(62)
Adoption-of Child:

after worker's death, by sister of natural father, 69-16(43)
after worker's death, by spouse living in the same household, 66-43(62),
65-11(46), 61-46(29)
after worker's death, by-stepparent, grandparent, aunt or uncle, 63-27(26)
after worker's death, constitutionality of supp6rt exception, 71- 43c(5)
after worker's-entitlement, dependency requirements, 71-1a(1)
after worker's entitlement to old-age insurance benefits, 70- 53c(3)
agreement to adopt, 66-45(11)
change of domicile,-validity-of adoption decree, 72-60(39)
-.conceived child "in being", 67- 17(16)
grandchild, 74-16(16)
inheritance rights from_natdrel father, 73-27(37)
institution of adoption prOceedings, 65-18(3)
interlocutory decree,-61-18(28)
living in worker's household_requirement, 65-37(51)
nonterminating event, 71-41(17)
nuns pro tunc order, effective date of decree, 66-226(58), ;6-33(61)
participation by child-placement agency, 68-55(78), 68-56(;0)
relationship of-natural father, 69-3(42)
right-of inheritance fro-,natural parent, 68- 42a(74), 66-2(57), 64-27(6),
-

63-28(27), 63- 50c(3)

termination of benefits",9-3(42), 69-16(43)
24-month time limit after disability insurance benaficiaryle
entitlement,-72-206(1), 72-436(36)
24-month time limit after entitlement of beneficiary, 68-30(16),
66 -14 (3)

unconditional surrender for promise to adopt, 61-63(30)
Age:

attainment of age 18, 63-15(5)
disability insured status, age 21 to 31, 69-30(106)
72 before 1969, transitional insured status, 67-62(53)
Agricultural Act of 1961, payments under wheat and feed grain programs,
62-64(63)
Agricultural labor, cash remuneration, 70-10(22),, 70-11(23)
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Alierv,5-ieirtOntinuous residence requirement, NIB and-special age 72
litiYa(inii,V72= -27(16)

Alien beneficiaries, Trust Territory of-the Pacific Islands, -4-19(38)
,no
Section 202(t), 75-17(74), 73-1'(64),
Alien-nonpayment provisions, work deductions, 64-56(66)
Alien-ieiidency_requirement, supplementary medical insurance benefits,
7640c(131)1
Amount of Balefit:
adjustment_for retroactive months 63-4(29)
fieily=makiimin, 62-7(65)
_husband's, 62-3(6)
:parent's, 11614nendments, 62-5(11)
xeduced=old-age and reduced disability inWurance benefi , 69-5(45)

-_ __ 4

reduced old -'age insurance- benefit (wenan),=62-2(33)°
reentitleient to- widow's benefits,,68-71(31)

Widower's, 62-23(10)
widow's-remeAriage-of entitled widow, 67-19(36)
wife's hilabanfl's insurance benefit reduced, 62-21(4)
wife's, reduction before_and after age 65, 68-1(2)
wife's=and di6ability, sinultineous, 64-16(1)
wife's and 4-age_insurance-benefits, simultaneous, 69-13(5)
Annual cost reports, providers of services, 73-35a(164), 72-40(171)
Annual earnings report;, good cause for failure to file timely, 73-43(62)
Annual-earnings testi:64-37(88), 64-38c(63), 64-39(59), 64-58(72),
1
64-62(61), 6334(69)
Annuity, supplemental under railroad retirement act, 69-28(92)
t
Annuity, widow'S under Railroad Retirement Act, 61-53(115)
Anthracosilicosis (disability), 65-15c(111)
Anti - miscegenation statute, 67-56(67)Anxiety -reaction (disibility)-, 62-71(103)
Appeal rights, -Dime limitation, 68-8(122), 68-17c(114),
65-26c(91)
,.

Appeals Council

tisions:

adopted_child, ependency requirements, 71-1a(1)
ige-prOof, evaluation of evidence, 75-14a(45)
black lung benefits, miner defined, owner of close corporation,
76-25a(96)
black lung claimant-close corporation owner, 76-25a(98)
Childs' benefits; dependency requirements, 68-70a(25)
child's_benefits;_educational institution defined, 76 -lla(7 )
compromise settlement of-workmen's compeasation payments, reduced

benefits, 71-34(93)
custodial care exclusion,fron-extended _care facility, 70-47a(151),
69-52a(173), 69r53a(176), 69-54a(178), 69-65a(183)
custodial care-exclusion from hospital insurance coverage, 69- 51a(169)
custodial (ere pending-bed availability in skilled nursing facility,
73-50a(150)
deemed marriage provisions, 69-27a(29)
disability,-failure or refusal to submit-to consultative medical
examination, 68-50a(185)
disability, substantial' gaihlut activity,- 76- 4a(7g)

divorced-wife, court order of supPort73-10a(25)
domestic service, identificatinn of employer, 67-41a(81),dual entitlement of adopted - child,- 68- 42a(74)

employer/employee relationship, family employment, 76-13a(30)
federal c.nsus records, use as proof of age, 67-38a(54)
hospital benefits, 5 years continuous United States residence, 68-65a(201)
hospital benefits, reasonable and necessary team approach rehabilitation
services, '-76-26a(11)

medical necessity for inpatient services, custodial care exclusion,
73-49(1(146)
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nursing-care exclusion,from2hospital insurance coverage, 69-50a(144)
-Onset:of,disability, expiration of`- disability insured btatus,

49=;407)
Provider,participation agteemtnt, 73-35a(164)
pUblic.wilfare_funds as- support, widower's-insurance-benefits, 73- 9a(14)
rehabilleitien iiivicia,reasonible and necessary, 76-26a0)
relationship, decedent domiciled outside_U.S.,"69-21a(37)
reepenini;Of determination, new-and-material evidence, 68-12a(129)
.seamen, benefits-under Jones'Adt, 70-57a(96)
-tine limit on review of=hearing, 74-4(48)
voidable marriage; effect of-aunt:Lunt, 65-3a(38)
Applications:
black lung benefits, -72- 8.(148)

childlmarried and divorced before filing, 60-1(1)
condition for-entitlement, 62-19(16)
DWB, expiration of eligibility-period, 14=14c(61)
diatbled-worker, age_21 to-31, 69- 30(106)
filing -for ali-benefits, 76-2(14), 71-52(10)
good-cause-for delayed filing, 61-4(12), 61-55(13)
HIB'end speeial_age 72 Payments, alien 5 year conti!,pous residence
requirement, 72- 27(16)

hospital and supplementary medical-benefits, 67-29(130)
initial hospital enrollment period, 67-15(143)
%intent- to file, 76-30(16)
LSDP,-constitutionality of-time limitation on filing, 73-39c(16)
Modifidation-of-initial month of entitlement, 69-19(26)

Aral_inquiry, 66-17c(38), 63-37c=
proapective-and retroactive effect after reopening initial determinetion,_6646(41)
Puerto,Rico residents,,special age 72 requirements, 74-27c(7)
requirements, 68- 68c(54)-

retroactivity, 75-23(9), 73-21C(72), 73-1c(19), 72-63c(133)
special age 72- payments, 70-23c(12)
who may file, 62-46(17), 60- 24(11)
-withdrawal, 69-24(19),-68-42a(74), 67-36c(51), 65-17(22), 64-33c(22)
Application of 1967 amendments to Pending disability cases, 71-24c(66)
Arthritis (disability), 65=58c(130)
=Attachment-of benefits_prohibited, 73-22c(87)
Attorney, disbarred, representative of claimant, 74-29(50)
Attorney's -fees, 72-14c(95), 72-31c(97), 68-47c(134), 68-61c(140), 67-54c(109)
66-19c(92), 65-33d(101), 62-47(86)
Average monthly-wage, benefit computation years, 72-15c(57)
Average-monthly wage, exclusion'of=pre-1965-physician services in computation,
74-12c(21)
Average monthly wsge, noncovered employment. determination, 74=11c(18)
-BBaby sitter, 61-27(50)
Baby sitter, employer-employee.relationship, 73-46c(43)
Beneficiary, institutionalized, ability to handle own affairs, 73-29(60)
Benefits:

application, 62-19(16)
application, widow, 71=52(10)
claims of creditors, institutionalized beneficiary, 68-10(99)
deportation, effect, 75-27a(78)entitle:limit of worker-prerequisite, 64-52(3)
felonious homicide of wage earner, 65-25(20), 61-21(98), 60-6(97)
investment of conserved funds, 72-13(90), 71-3(31)
levy or seizure for collection of delinquent federal taxes, 62-12(85)
modification-of initial month of entitlement, 69-19(26)
precluded, homicide- conviction, 75-25c(10), 73-40(90), 72-22(14)
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Selection of permin to receive_ payments, 62-46(17)
simultaneons-entitlement.to more than one type, 69-5(45), 69-13(5),
64-16(1)
waiver-of civil service ansuity, 62-52(87)
withdrawal-Of application, r69 -24(19), 68- 42a(74), 67 -36c(51),65 -17(72)k
64 -33c(22)-

motion under age 62,.67 -48(7)

workmen's compeasatiOnriduCtion, 70-45c(94), 69-24(19)
.

- =Birth certificate, delayed, 60-10(17)
birth date, probative value of-documents, 72- 2c(41), 72- 19c(49)

Black Lung Benefits:
=accidental-death of miner, establishment-of widow's entitlement, 76 -36c(A),
''75- 12c(96), -73- 36(135)

application,_ protective writing, 72 -8(148`
chest reentgenographic (X-ray) evidence, 7S-5(88)
close- corporation owner; 76-25a(98)
coal miner defined, 75-11(03)
tokS-yard-employmenti 76-37c000)
combination -of impairments, 76- Scan)
-Morkmen's compensation payment, reduction inapplicable,
death-,of

72 -41(140),-71651155), 72-66(157)
disposition- of'-overpayments and-underpayments, 71-20(111)
entitlement for sibling, 74- 33(82)
"maintenance of effort"-provision, 75-10(90)
adne=enployee-prerequisite-for eligibility, 76-24095)
monthly payment Period, 71-30(114)
parent's dependency, 76-38c003)
pneumoconiosis, self-employed miner, 73-24(133)
pneumoconiosis, total disability, 73-37(137), 73-38(141)
reduCtion, 70-40(93)
requireients for entitlement, 74-32(80)
self -emplFyed miner, 73-24(133)
total disability, 73-37(137),_73-38(141)
widow's remarricges.annuled, 76-15(109)
Blindness;- disability insured status, prison-work exclusion, 73- 47c(118)
Blood-grouping tests, presumption'of legitimacy of child, 72-25(32)
Bona Fides oft

earnings, 63-32(68), 62-8(67)
employment, 66- 31c(65), 63-40(71), 63- 42c(39)
family corporation, 69- 37c(50)
transfer of business, 66-18c(76), 65- 23c(73), 65-41c(76), 64- 38c(63)
Bonus payment, 60-26(76)
Brothers-in-law, technical relationship, 71-10(168)
Burial Expenses:-

additional expenses incurred, 65-22(18)
contractual obligation, 60-3(6)
expenses incurred by medical school or anatomical board, 69-18(23)
lot and market, "63-36(11)
payment from-worker's assets in foreign country, 64-6(14)
payment from worker's trust account, 64-54(18)
prepaid, income-resource under SST, 76-9067)
reimbursement, 655(15), 65-21(16)
removal and reinterment, improper burial, 61-3(8)
Business relocation payments, net earnings from self-employment, 72-59(78)

-cCardio4ascular System (Disability):
-capability to do -work, 64- 46c(128)
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subliknent findings and testimony of madiCal add vocational specialists,
65447c(150)
Carrier,,eovereign immunity, 69- 49c(163)
*deity loss-to inventory, self-employment, 74-17(27)
--(!asation of-Disability:

medical improvement, 63-24c(110)
_self-iem-ployment, 64-32(149)

-triarvork,pericid, 70-56c(86), 65-62(157)

,Ifbildof.WOrker:
acknowledgment in writing, 72-32(34), 68-54(70), 66-470.4)
adopted-child, constitutionality -of support exception, 71-43c(5)
adoptiOn hy-natural;nother-and spouse, 71-41(17)
child-difined, equitable adoption, 65-20c(5)
childriniWomb, statue, 60-9(35)
child of-inyalid-ceremonial marriage, 64-42(8)
court decreeof-paterniii,,69-56(40)
dependency-on.adoPting-father, 69=17(7)4 6840a(25), 67 -30.3)
dependency on disability beneficiary, 6717(16), 66-14(1), 65-35(10)
-,dependency on natural father,-73-27(37), 70-22(19)4 66-2(57) dependency om-!old-ageneficiarY, 70-53c(3), 68-30(16).
;effett.oL,Statecouit 7tdar of-paternity on- Secretary's-determination,
68-10c(124),,67=32c(f8)
eqditable-adoptinn, 611zo(35)
foster child, 66745(11), ,5641(55)
illegitimate child born after onset of wage earner's disability,
constitutionality of eligibility to benefits, 75-4c(4 )
inheritancetights_under-State law, 63-50c(3)
legal adoption after worker's entitlement to,DIB, dependency requirements,

.

72-20c(1),72-43c(36), 711a(1)
living wiea-or support of unborn child, 73-19(32)
liVing in household with father,-62-38(28)
"living withor support of" unborn child, 68-22(66)
presuiPtion,57-11(69), 62-35(27)
status undet State lawi-68-73(72), 64-27(6)
stepchild,_69-55(17),-60-24(11)
stepchild, duration-requirement, 72-44(5)
stepchild,-priority for underpayment, 70 -3(38)
stepchild, termination of entitlement, 73-26c(3)
stepchild, validity of relevant support period, 71-11c(4)
Childhood Disability Benefits:
appeal from Administration refusal to reopen, retroactivity of application,
73-21c(72)
marriage to old-age_insurance beneficiary, entitlement precluded,,- /3- 18c(28)
onset of disability before age 18, tuberculosis, 74-20c(65)
overpayment, failure to report marriage, 73-5c(69)
substantial gainful activity, 71-24C(66)
Child's Insurance Benefits:
attainment of -age 18, 63-15(5)
attendance at two educational institutions simultruously, 63-14(13)
child conceived outside of marriage, 66-11(55)
child -in womb, status, 60-9(35)
child married and divorced before filing application, 60-1(1)
court decree of paternity, 69-56(40)
definition of child, relationship, 74-24(1)dependehcy requirements of grandchild, 74-16(16)
dependency at point of time, 67-17(16), 66-14(3)
dependency on adopting father, 69-17(7),-67-3(13), 60-70a(25)
dependency on natural fathet, 70- 22(19), 662(57)
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disabilliy,-substantial gainful activity, 64-14(147)
,Aisavawal.of-peternity-Of child; 69-15(36)
,iffeci,,of State court or!sr of paternity on Secretary's-determination,
68=10c(124), 67r32c(18)
effictive-date, adoption decree, nunc pro tunc, 66- 33(61), 66- 22c(S8)
-eatiElei*niTOnalotie than One earningi record, 68 -42a(74),-62 -25(8)-

enrolleesunder4ainiowerlevelopment.end training act, 68-3(12)
.aaiiii3Ole_idoption,___05-20:(5) 44-27(6), 63- 50c(3)
'faiilY*aximismi 62-7(65)

ToOniOus-h6micidecof insurenwage_earner, 61-21(98)
(till-time4ChOoi.atiendinCe-69-'44(15), 68-69(23), 67-34(25), 67-50(29)
fulltime'student; 69-45(22), 611,2(11), 67-51(30), 66-25(6), 66-35(7)
graidchild;or,stepgrandchild, 73 .;41(7)
'hoilcideetifict.onThenefits, 16=29(8-)
inheritance -rights-prior-to-rdopton, 71=41(17)'
issue of invalid-cireionisl merriise, 64'-42(8)
Job 7Corps_sirollee,-

marriage status-at time:or-filing-application, 75 -23(9)
overpaymment,_Ovei age-28_no-longer student, 76-20o(10)
reduceion-tiPon-4orker's receiptfof liorkients compensation rayments, 74- 9c(71)
reentiiliment on saii3earnings-record following.marriage and divorce,
-67-33(23)-

retroactivity of application, 73-1c(19)
retroactive entitlement, 6848c(54)
separation_Orchild,frou-steinarent, 69-;55(17)_
stepchild, terMination of entitlement, 73- 26c(3)
student-attended-nonnecreditedNschool, 76 -11a(7 )
student failed to report earnings; overpayment, 74 -2c(42)student,-nOnattendince_period, 76- 19(5)=
student paid-by-employeri 68-43(18), 67 -2(11)student undir-work-study program, 67-49(27)
- termination, -63- 15(5), -61 -35(2)

wage- earner's abeence:no preemption ,f death, 60-20(46)
Child_plaCimentfagency, adoption of child, 72- 20c(1), 72- 43c(36)
iClaimant'S failure to_exhaust,adminittrative remedies, jurisdiction of
-court, 73 -44c(77),

Cliiis-orCreditors,_institutionalized_beneficiary, 68-18(99)
Coal Miner, definition, 75-11(93)
ComaissioneeirRulings on State's Request for Review:
California, city of Santa Rosa employees, 73-570.37)
Connecticut, transfer of positions from covered to noncovered retirement
system, 74-5(54)
Indiana, county-jail coGks, 65- 57(55)
Indiana, school bus-dr'iers, 67-12(111)
interest charges for fAilure-to timely pay-contributions, 74-30(56)
interest assessment -for failure to timely pay-contributions, 75-28(03),
73- 55(102), 73-56(105)
Kentucky, janitors of county buildings, 69-29(85)
Kentucky, part-time medical clinician, 70-44(67)
Michigan, Department of Conservation employee, 67-13(112)
Michi;ln, interest assessment for failure to make timely payment on
contribatiuns due, 68-24(147)
Missouri, services and fees-of motor vehicle license agent.3, 72-7(110)
Missouri, services and fees of public and deputy public,idmitAstrators,
-wage- status, 72-36(124)

Mies4uri, county night watchman, 67-27(113)
Montana, county ferry boat operator, --68- 34(350)

Montana, fees "received by justices of the penc-. 69-61(87)
Nebraska, constables -and justices of the peace, 67-44(115)
Nebraska, registrars of vital statistics 68-51(154)
New Jersey, "ineligibles" in position under county retirement system,
68- 35(153)

Pennsylvania, services as school dentist, 73-54(99)
PeunsylivAnia,,tiaderman's_services, independent contractor status, 72-34(117)-
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West Virginia, policemen of city of New-MArtinsville,,69 -7(82)Wisconsin, social worker-for Department otjelfare on education leave,
71-6(55):

--doimdssions, life insurance- agent's renewal, 71-22(40)
C?_;-adisioei, real estate_ salesman, 62-31(56)
Coaimen-lam6larriage, 61=9(22), 61=47(23

CommOnTlawnarriege,_SSI, 76,27010
Coiaoa-law,aiiiiige_terainated, reentitlement to mother's benefits, 73-3C(22)
-CoMmon-lawmarriage under State law, constitutionality of State's non recognitiOn, 71-216(8)
Common-4awiarriage under State law, legal capacity, 71 -4(11)
-COmmon-linumarriage, validity-after removal Of-impediment, 72-26(23)
Comidnity_Propeity, management and control, 68-19(83)
ComOutatiOn of-Benefit Amount:
averige-uonthly_wage, divitiOrAmonths, 72- 15c(57)
average monthly wage, noncovered employment invelved, 74 -11c(18)
dedUetione, entitlement before_age 65, 62=26(37)
exclusion of pre-1965 physician services, 74- 12c(21)
husband's-before age 65, 62-3(6)
military service -wage credits,-63- 29(31)
reduced old-7age insurance- benefit (man), 62-20(35)
redieed old-age insurance benefit (woman), 62 -2(33)
'reduction-for Maximum, adjustment for-retroactive-months, 63-_-4(29)
remuneration allocated on a time basis, 64-62(61)
simultaneous entitlement, two or-more benefits, 69-13(5), 64-16(1)
waged,- deferred compensation payments, -75- 2(56), 73 -:0(48)
wages paid -after worker's death, 64-8(39)
widowls,:lready entitled, 67- 19(36)
wife's,'reeuction before and after age 65, 68-1(2)
Confidentiality, disclosure, 70-6(155), 70-15(56), 59-41(117), 68-53(138)
Confidentiality-of patient records. Drng Abuse Office and Treatment
Act of-1972, 73-48(91)
Xennectieut, transfer-of poaitioni from covered toatoncovered` retirement
system, 74-5(54)
Conser4ed funds_of-benefidiary, investment, 72-13(90), 71 -3(31)
Coneerietion-of benefits, 70-41(34), 68-9(97), 68-60(106), 65- 43(82),
64-23(80), 61-23(99), 61-24(100)

-Conatibles,Austices,of the_peace, and registrars of vital statistics,
Nebraska, 73- 58..(110)

Constitutionality of eligibility to benefits, illegitimate child born
after oaset of wage earner's disability, 75 -4c(4)
Constitutionality of family maximum where illegitimate child involved,
73-53c(9)
Constitutionality of gainful_activity_provision, disabled widows, 74- 316(78?
Constitutionality of including periods of noncovered employment in benefit
,_Aputation years, 74- 11c(18)
Constitutionality of prison work exclusion, disability insured status,
blindness, 73-47c(118)
Constitutionality of retirement proviso, section 203(f)(3) of the Act,
727,3c(81)-

Constitutionality of section 202(n) of the Act (Deportation), 60-1(87)
Constitutionality of State's- nonrecognition of common-law marriages, 71- 21c(8)
Constitutionality of time limitation on filing of application, LSDP,
73-39c(16)
Constructive pigment of wages, insured status, 73-20(47), 73-42(52)
Court decree, effect on-finding of Secretary, 65- 34c(28)
Cuban refugees, hospital and-medical insurance benefits, 68-38(197)
Custodial Care Exclusion-froi Coverage under Extended Care-Facility:
diabetic management, 69- 51a(169)
inpatient psychiatric hospital services, 70- 24(102)leg in case, 69- 54a(178)
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level of-hospital care, 75-29c(100), 73-49a(146), 71-19(120), 71-27(121)
-1p4-baCk strain and osteoarthritis, 69-53a(176)
noncovered-hospital care, 71-7(119)
nursing_seriices,,leVil-of care, 70-18(143), 70-37(145); 70-46(140,,
-70-47a(151), 70-59(153)
posi-cataract 8.Fgery_services, 69-52a(1t
senility, 69n_65a(183)
Services f011oWing stabilization of patient's condition, 73-51c(160),
72,17(163), 1-486(152)
services rendered 'pending bed availability in skilled nursing facility,
13=50*(150)
utilizationlreview cormittee's deficiency in operations, 73-8c(154)
utilization_review committee's', 'failure to notify claimant, 71-8(135)
Custom mairiage, 63-48(22),-63-49(24)

-DDeath-date, seven year absence, 76-1c(12)
-Death, 7-year absence not unexplained, 72-53c(54)
Deductions for-refusal of vocational rehabilitation (disability), 64-13(145)
DeductiOns on:Account of Work:
alien nonpayment-provisions, 64-56(66)
amounts exceeding-paid-travel expenses as wages, 63-18(37)
beneficiary workipg, 6332(68)
bonUaluty,-60-26(76)
computation of earnings, 61-57(82)
deeMed wages, military service, 69-47(94)
earnings, inclution of all, 68-6c(91), 63-33c(63)
employment abroad, 62-61(76)
failure to exercise high degree of care, 64- 20(C4)
family-mmuinium, 62-7(65)
Income-from valid trust created by life Zmneficiary and sole trustee,

674(87)
noncash-psyment exclusion, 67-41a(81)
reliance on-employer's agreement to restrict earnings 64-21(86)
report Of-earnings, good cause for failure to file timely,-61-39(83)
royalties, 67-52(92)
salesmen expenses, exclusion from wages, 76-33(51)
shift of earnings, 63-40c(71), 63-42c(39)
4-58(72), 62-60(74)
short- taxable -year, excess earning,
-Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act (SSCNA), 61-40(104)
special retirement payments,_62-9(68), 61-26(56)
substantial services, 76-21c(38), 68-6c(91), 66=18c(76), 65-6(70)', 65-23c(73),
65-41c(76), 64-38c(63), 64-39(59)
trade or- business- abroad, 61-22(77), 61-37(78)
vacatiOn-pay,.6=10(70)
"Defeat the purpcde of title II," defined, 65-24c(87)
Deferre&compensition payments, adjustment, 7/:-1a(29)
Deferred compensation payments, wages, 75-2(56), 73-30(48)
Ilelayed.birth certificate as evidence of age, 60-10(17)
Dependency and Support:

adopted child, constitutionality of support exception, 71-43c0)
adoption of grandchild, 74r16(16)
child adopted after worker's entitlement to DIB, 71-1a(1)
claimant "in loco parentis," 65-40(14)
contributions in kind, 61-2(39)
duration of time, 61-52(42), 60-22(41)
elimination, wife's insurance-benefits, 73-25(1)
husband's, benefits, one-half support, 68-66c(8), 66-3c(22), 64-53(4),
61=17(40), 60-19 (36)

in loco parentis, State (PA.) law, 74-25c(3)
inheritance rights from natural father, 73-27(37)
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parent's- support, 68-4o(33), 66-15c(28), 64-18c(94) 64-19c06), 63-16(8)
payment underagreement, 66-5c(26)
t4
personal services, value, 60-23(37)
-property settlement in lieu-of alimony as support, 70- 52c0.), 68-28(5)
'67-16(4)-'_rental-Vidue-of-home-provided,-61-17(40)
sibling claimant for Black Lung benefits, 74-33(82)
itelichIld, change in support_ situation, 71-11c(4)
use-of joint_bank account,_60-19(36)
,widower use of public welfare funds, 73- 9a(14)
widdwer's one-half aupport, 66-3c(22), 62-23(10)
Deportation, nonpayment of benefits, 75-27a(78), 68-45(94)
-Determinations:

,date or-diath777-yearabsence ratiffeaT-72=1"e(52)------aisability issues-by-Secretary in single hearing, 74-6c(63)
initial determination, finality of decision, 71-2c(49)
Diiiietie,-custodial care exclusion, 71-19(120)
-Disability:

res,judicata, 71-32c(72)
Disability,_Evaluation_of-Impairnent:
ability to Continue in usual occupation, 65-59c(133)
anxiety-reaction,. 62-71(103)
break -in continuity of disability, 68-64c(180)
capacity to do other work, 65-15c(111)
cessation, determinable-by Secretary in single hearing, 74-6c(63)
combination of impairments, 76-35c(70)4 63-14(104),
conflicting medical evidence, 64-28c(111),-64-29c(114), 63-25c(112)
credibility findings,'6546c(128)
defective-delinquent, confinement, 73-60c(129)
expiration of insured status, 69-6a(97), 69-38c(108)
job availability, 76-5c(81), 69-40c(115), 65-30c(116), 64-47c(139)
job availability, evidence of ability to engage in substantial employment,
73-23c(124)
levels.of severity, DIB and DNB, 71-12c(60)
level of severity, DNB, 72-4c(7), 71-42c(90)
medical -and clinical tests-and decision by Veteran's Administration,
68-39C(110)
onset_before age 18, tuberculosis, 74-20c(65)
onset of disability subsequent to expiration of insured status, 74-8c(59)
poor safety risk,-65-61c(144)
prOof of existence of jobs -in National economy, 74-7c(75)
refusal to-submit to- medical examination, 68-50a(185)
remand for evidence as to capacity for work, 63-11c(94)
residual capacity, 64-11c(109), 64-46c(128)
-subjective complaints, 65=58c(130)
subsequent findings and testimony of medical and vocational specialists,
65-47c(150)
vocational testimony, ability to engage in substantial gainful activity,
73-59c(128)
work ability, substantial gainful activity, 76-4a(77)
Disability Insurance Benefits:
ability to- engage in substantial gainful activity, 1967 ananfinents,
71-24c(66)
age 21 to 31 provision, 72-45c(129), 69-30(106)
black lung benefl.,,s, 76-5c0311, 70-40(93)
deceased benefielery, validity of subsequent applization,-75-6(06)
deductions, refusal of vocational rehabilitation, 64-13(145)
disClosure of medical information, 69-41(117)
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duration of inability to engage in substantial gainful activity, 73-7c(121)
earnings requirement, 60-30(113)
earnings requirement, railroad service, 70-20c(76)
evidence of ability to engage in substantial employment, 73-23c(124)
hearsay medical evidence as "substantial evidence" use of medical advisers,
71-53c(75)
insured status,- overtime payments under federal civilian employment,
76-3c(67)
judicial review, res judicata, 71-32c(72)
legal, adoption after entitlement, dependency requirements, 72-43c(36),
71-1a(1)
military service wage credits, 68-11(159), 65-12(146)
onset date, 63-25c(112)
reduction for-receipt of workmen's-compensation payments, 74-21c(73)
reduction of child's benefits upon worker's receipt of workmen's
compensation payments, 74-9c(71)
reopening of determination, 68-12a(129)
...etroactivity of application, 72-63c(133)
--seameni,benefits under .Tones -Act, 70-57a(96)
iiimultanebus-entitlement to=other-benefits, 69-5C45)
simultaneous with-workmen's compensation, overpayment, 73-4c(67)
substantial gainful activity, 76-4a(77)
-terminated without prior hearing, 76-23c(80)
trial -work months, 69-46(119), 65-62(157)
vocational testimony, ability to engage-in substantial gainful activity,
73-59c(128)
wife l'inder 65 also entitled to wife's benefits, 64-160.)
work activity, overpayment, 72-28c(146).
work availability test, 1967 amendments, 70-5c(81), 69-40c(115)
workmen's compensation reduction,-76-34c(73), 70-45c(90, 69-24(19)
Disabled Widow's Benefits:
DIB and-EMI levels of severity distinguished, 71-12c(60),
expiration-of eligibility period, 74-14c(61)
level of severity, alleged violation of constitutional right to due
process, 71-42c(90)
level of severity requirements, 74-31c(78), 72-4c(7)
Disappearance of beneficiary, time of death, 72-1c(52)
Disaster Relief Act of 1970, inventory losses, 74-17(27)
Disclosure-of patient records, Drug Abuse Office-and Treatment Act of
1972, 73-48(91)
Distributive share of partnership income, net earnings from self-employment,
71-14(28)
Disabled worker, age 21 to 31, 69-30(106)
_Disclosure of- information, 70-6(155), 70-15(56), 68-53(138)
Divisor months, average monthly wage, noncovered employment, 74-11c(18)
Divisor months, exclusion of pre-1965 physician services in computation,
74-12c(21)
Divorce:

"avinculo matrimonii:4k1-1(1)
ree, 65-56(46)
annulment, validity of
decree recorded after worker's death, validity under State law, 72-62(30)
dependency requirement eliminated, 73-25(1)
domicile of one party within a jurisdiction, 67-10c(60), 66-1(48),
65-4(40), 64-41(35), 61-8(21)
effect of foreign ex parte decree on court order of support, 73-10a(25),
68-41(6)
Haitian, validity of, 75-16(54)
interlocutory decree, effect on relationship, 65-36c(48)
Mexican, 66-1(48), 62-37(23), 62-68(26), 61-65(25)
Mexican, validity of, 72-61(28)
misnomer of parties, validity of decree, 70-33(17), 68-2(59)
nunc pro tunc court order, 70-33(17)
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paympt'underagreement, 66- 5c(26)
-proPeity_sittlement_in lien of alimony, 70-52c(1), 68-28(5), 67-16(4)
-rabbinical divorce ineffective under State law, 68- 71(31)

SST, effiatoi, 76-41(a)
State xiMirictioue-ngainit-xemarriage, 68-20(61)
support agreement_69-4(18),-66-38(20), 61-1(44), 61-19(44)
validitY,nbiSined,Outaide=Stite, 72=3(20)
--Vilidity:Oflaiseierriage, 62-37(23)
Validity Under State-lay, 70-21(16),_65-4(40), 64-41(35), 61-8(21)1
61-65(25)
void, 72- 11(21), 72-51(26)
Doctors of osteopathy, 63-35(42)
Doctientary,evidenco of age, 64-505(31), 60-18(19)
,Dmeeetic- aervice,_ 64-61c(44), 61-6(49), 61-44(63)

Domesticraervice, identity of employer, 72-57(64), 67=41a(81), 62-29(46)
Dmmestic_seivice-in private home-of son, wages, 73-31(50)
Domestic service wage exclusion, 76-12c(19)
Domicile:

change-of, validity of adoption decree, 72=60(39)
common lay marriage, State law, 72-26(23)
decedent outside U.S., District of Columbia law, 69-21a(37)
divorce by-court of another jurisdiction, 64-41(35)
divorce, validity of, 7546(54)a/2-11(21), 72-51(26)
preemption-of-legitimacy of child, blood grouping tests, 72-25(32)
requirement for valid divorce, 67-10c(60), 66-1(48), 65-4(40), 61-8(21)
Drug Abuse Office -and Treatment.Act_of 1972, confidentiality-of patient
records, 73-48(91)'
-EEarnings Record:

correction, family employment, 74-3a(25)
correction after expiration of time limitation, 73-6c(80)_, 73-15(04)1
72=30_(99), 72-54c(101)

entitlement on more than one, 62-25(8)
evidence- needed for correction, 62-11(81)-revision:after final decision, constitutionality-of time limitation,
72-55c(104)
time limitation for correction, 66-8(94), 66-30(95), 65-42c(96),
'62-28(83)

Educational institution, 76-11a(7 ), 67-2(11), 67-49(27), 67-50(29), 67-51(30),
IkTergency-inpatient hospital services, nonparticipating_hospitalv 70-26(122)
70=48(124), 70-49(128), 69-22(131)
Emergency inpatient hospital services, outside the United States, 70-50(129)
Emergency Services, Hospital Insurance Benefits:
accessibility requirement, 72-9(159)
emergency occurring after nonemergency admission 71-38c(158)
inpatient of=nonparticipating hospital following termination of emergency,
71-56(164)
nonemergency situation, 71-39(162), 71-49(128)
nonparticipating hospital, 76-17c023), 71-9(156)
Employees of city of Santa Rosa, California, State and local, 73-57(107)
Employer compensation plan, payment after end of employment relationship,
72-23(61)
Employer, identifying, 67-41a(81), 62-29(46)

Employer-Employee Relationships:

baby sitter, 73-46c(43), 61-27(50)
captains and crewmen of commercial fishing boats, 71-54c(19)
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corporate-enterprise, 73-12(39), 73-42(52), 69-37c(50), 66-31c(65)
determination by a Federal agency, 64-24c(41)
determination_by Utited_States-Postal Service, 72-46(63)
disabled patient :in work project 69-46(119)
domestic service, 73-31(50), 7257(64), 67-41a(81), 64-61c(44),
62-29(46), 61- 6(49), 61-44(63)
employee of international organization, 64-62(61)
family employment, 76-13a(30), 74-3a(25)
ferry boat operators,'Choutean'County,
Montana, 72-16c(113)
independent contractor, 73-54(99), 72-34(117), 63-52c(35)
jail cooks, Allen-and-Vigo-Counties,
Indiana, 73-17c(94)
Job-Corps enrollee, 66-36(9)
manufacturers' representative, 75-3c(60)
medical clinician, county health department, 70-44(67)
-motor vehicle license agents, 72-7(110)
ordained minister in exercise of ministry, 67-6(78)
patient helpers, 73-13(41)
phyeician,-part-time industrial, 61- 61(53)
-prictinal_nurse, 62-30(43)
real estate salesmen, 61-58(51)
securities-salesmen, 72-58(66)
services in sheltered workshop, 69-60(58)
services performed under hospital rehabilitation program, 69-59(56)
State employee-granted educational leave, 71-6(55)
VA-patient, 64-15(106)
Employer identity, Intergovernmental Personnel, Act of 1970, 72-33(115)
Employment:

bona fides uf, 66-31c(65), 63-40c(71), 63- 42c(39)
domestic service wage exclusion, 76-12c(19)
Federal=civilian overtime payments, disability insured status, 76-3c(67)
Federal, determination by-Federal agency, 64-24c(41)
job availability test (disability), 70-5c(81), 69-40c(115), 65-30c(116),
64-29c(114), 64-47c(139)
ordained-minister in-exereise -of ministry, 67-6(78)
outside United States, work deductions,
63-34(69), 62-61(76), 61- 22(77),
61-37(78)
services_by hospital patient, 69-59(56)
sheltered workshop participant, 69-60(58)
student 68-3(12), 68-43(18), 67-2(11), 67-49(27), 67-50(29)
Enrollment for supplementary medical insurance benefits 75-1(120), 71-40(172)
Equitable Adoption:

agreement not legally enforceable, 66-45(11)
child defined, 65-20c(5)
contract or agreement to adopt, 63-50c(3)
custody of child irrevocably surrendered 61-30(35)
Erroneous payments, recovery, 64-2(91)
Esioppel,_misadvice by Administration, 70-19c(9), 64-18c(94), 64-19c(96),
61-55(13)
Evidence:

ability to- engage in-substantial employment, 73-23c(124)
correction of earnings record, 62-11(81)
death, 7-years absence not unexplained, 76-1c(12), 72-53c(54)
determination of date of death, 72-1c(52)
net earnings-from self-employment, 70-55c(27), 66-7(74)
new and-material, good cause for reopening of determination, 68-12a(129)_
one-half support, husband's benefits 66-3c(22)
pneumoconiosis, total disability, 73-37(137), 73- 38(141)
presumption of lack of wages, 69-57c(60)
presumption -of legitimacy of child, blood tests, 72-25(32)
proof of parent's support, 68- 4c(3)(j
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-EXcees,earninge, work deductions, 72-5c(81), 62-60(74)
Executive clemency after conviction of feloneous homicide, 65-25(20)
Eitiiiition:of insured status subsequent to Onset of disability,'74=8c(59)

Extended Care Services:

certiffdaLon, inpatient services, 71-16(138)
failure to provide services within 14-day transfer period, 73734c(158)
-hearing right, amount in controversy less than $100, 71-47(127)
hospital transfer requireMents, 70-36(116), 69- 63(149), 68-39(205)
hone-health-services, hooks confinement, 71-17(166)
inpatient servioii,-not,certified for participation, 71-26(148)
nursing services, level-of care,_73-51c(160), 72-17(163), 71-48c(152)
100-day-maxinum limitation, 7135(151)
prio-r-hospitaLdischarge befOre 6/30/66, 71-46(126)
review-of determination of reasonable costs, 71-25c(141)
three consecutive day hospital stay-requirement, 74-15c(84), 71-51(155)
utilization-review committee's deficiency in operations,_ 73-8c(154)
utilization review committee's failure to notify claimant of finding,
71-8(135)
Extension-of time to_request.hearing or review or-begin civil action,
68-8(122), 68-17c(114)

-F-Failure to exhaust administrative remedies, jurisdiction of court, 73-44c(77)
Failure to timely pay contributions, interest assessment, 75-28(83), 74-30(56),
73=55(102), 73-56(105)
Family care home, 67-24(85)
Family corporation, validity, 73-12(39), 69-37c(50),-66-31c(65)
Family etployment,-64-61c(44), 61=6(49), 61-44(63)
-Family employment, spouse, 74-3a(25)
Family maximum, 62t-7(65)
Family maximum, constitutionality where illegitimate child involved, 73-53c(9)-Family Relationship:

acknowledgment of illegitimate child, 72-32(34), 62-38(28), 61-48(31)
61-64(34)
adoption of child after death of worker, 65-11(46)
annulment of-divorce, 65-56(46)
annulment of marriage, 69-1(1)
brothers-in-law, technical relationship, 71-10(168)
change ofr_donicile, validity of adoption decree, 72-60(39)
child-adopted by aunt after parent's death, 63-27(26)
child adopted by sister of natural father, 69-16(43)
child born-after death of worker, presumption of legitimacy, 73-28(34)
child in-womb, 60-9(35)
common=led'inarriage, 61-9(22), 61-47(23)
common-law marriage, validity after removal of impediment, 72-26(23)
common-law_marriage under State-law, 71-4(11)consanguineous marriage, 68- 62(63)
continuation of valid marriage after subsequent bigamous marriage,
62-36(22)
-court-decree of paternity, 69-56(40)
deemed-child-of insured-individual, 70-22(19), 68-29(15), 68- 49(68)deemed marriage provisions,-69-27a(29)
disavowal of paternity, 69- 15(36)
entitlement as-spouse of deemed marriage and as'widow, 71-55(15)
eqUitable adoption, 66=45(11), 65-20c(5), 63-50c(3), 61-30(35)
foreign,pron_marriage,_Validity, 7144(13)
grandchild or stepgrandchild, 73-41(7)
illegitimate child, before and after 1965 anendments,_69-14c(30)
illegitimate child, out=of-court settlement as acknowledgment in writing,
'

_

68- 54(70)

illegitimate posthumous child, 68-22(66)
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inheritance rights from natural father, 73-27(37)
institution of adoption proceedings, 65-18(3)
interlocutory-decree-of adoption-61-18(28)
legal capacity to marry under State law, 68-20(61)
legitimacy rebuted, sterility of alleged-father, 73-52c(35)
legitimating -acts by parents, 68-21(36), 62-53(30)
legitimation -of child under State law, 73-2(29), 73-11(31)
legitimation under State law, 68-73(72), 66-43(62), 65-36c(48), 62-38(28)
living with or support of unborn child, 73-19(32)
marriage ceremony to solemnize relationship, 74-10(14)
marriage- duration, failure to exhaust administrative remedies, 75-24c(24)
marriage'precluding or-terminating-entitlement to benefits, 65-19(43)
mother of worker's child, 63-47(21)
presumption of legitimacy=of child, 67-11(69), 62-35(27)
presumption of legitimacy of child, blood tests, 72-25(32)
procedural-defect in_marriage, 63-48(22), 63-49(24)
stepchild, 69-55(17)
stepthild, duration_requirement, accidental death of worker, 72-44(5)
stepchild, priority-for underpayment, 70-3(38)
stepchild, statutory exclusion,-69-66(168)
surviving spouse defined, 67-55(39)
-underage marriage, validity, 72-49(24)
voidable marriage, effect of annulment, 65-2c(34),65-3a(38), 65-39(12)
widow and illegitimate child of decedent domiciled outside U.S.,
69-21a(37)
wife of worker, 67-10c(60), 62-57(25)
Farm operator, 67-7(87), 67-42(90)
Farm operator, self-employment, nonproduction payment, 72-47(76)
Farm rental income, material participation, 64=25d(56), 63-45c(57),

62-16(4)
Farm work, substantial gainful activity, 61-69(159)
Federal census records as proof of age, 67-38a(54)
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, black lung benefits,
70-40(93)
Federal Employers' Liability Act, railroad employee, filing claim for
workmen's-compensation, 72-42(152)
Federal employment, determination by Federal agency, 64-24c(41)
Federal employment, determination by United States Postal Service, 72-46(62)Fees for services of attorney, 68-47c(134), 68-61c(140), 67-54c(109)
66-19c(92), 65-33c(101), 62-47(86)
Fees of public and deputy public administrators, wage status, 72-36(124)
Fees as wages, public officers or employees, 69-61(87)
Felonious-homicide, 65-25(20), 61-21(98), 60-6(97)
Felonious homicide conviction, preclusion of benefits, 75-25c(10), 73-40(90),
72 -22 (14)

Ferry boat operators, Chouteau_County, Montana, 72-16c(113), 68-34(150)
Fiduciary, 65-10(57), 63=46(44), 61-43(61), 60-27(60)
Filing application, intent to file, 76-30(16)
Filing-for all benefits, 76-2(14), 71-52(10)
"Final decision" (section 2020)(2)), defined, 66-26(41)
Finality of Decision:

earnings record correction after time limitation, 72-54c(101), 72-55c(104)
initial determination, 71-2c(49)
referral of SS cases to U.S. Magistrates, 76-14c(54)
Florida, interest assessment for failure to timely pay contributions,
73-56(105)
Food and Agriculture Act of 1965 payments, 67-42(90)
Foreign and domestic work tests, 63-34(69)
Foreign countries, social insurance or pension systems, 75-17(74), 73-16(64)
Foreign court order of support, 68-16(30)
Foreign proxy marriage, validity, 71-44(13)
Foreign school, educational institution, 67-31(30)
Foster child, 66-11(55), 66-45(11)
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!nil-time school attendance, 69-44(15), 69-45(22), 68-3(12), 68-14(13),
68-43(18), 68=69(23)1, 67-2(11), 67-49(27), 67-50(29), 67-51(30),
-66-25(6),-66-35(7),-66-36(9)Funeral hoie.paYment, 62-24(12), 61-54(9)

Good Cause:

advanded-age, illiteracy and renete location, 67-35(42)
disbarred attorneras representative of claimant, 74-29(50)
erroneous-mithod-of,computinrzarnings, 61-39(83)
error:on-face of evidence, Computin: time-_period-for reopening determination, 61-60(106)
extended illness,- application deemed filed, -61 -4(12)

failure to-file timely-report of earnings, 73-43(62)
incomplete-information, intent, application deemed-filed, 61-55(13)
new and,material evidence, 68-12a(129), 67-22(104),,65-51(93)
phylical and mental infirmity,63-16(8)
Soldiers' and-Sailors' Civil-Relief Act-(SSCRA),-61r40(104)
timeAimitatiOn:for filing request for hearing, 68-8(122)
Governmentar-,Pension-system, 70-23c(12), 68-13(42), 67-28(45)
Grandchild, dependency requirements, 74-16(16)
Grandchild/great-grandchild, 74-24(1)
Grandchild or atepgrandchild, 73-41(7)
Gratuitous wage credit!, exclUtion of Philippine army service, 74-26c(45)

Hearings and Appeals;
abandonment of claim, 76-43(158)
adverse finding, termination of provider agreement, 72-64(174)
appeals council_denied review, 65-59c(133)

black lung,- accidental death, 76-360Q
black_hing-binifits, 76-6c(138), 76-5c0178
black lung benefits, close corPoration_owner, 76-25a(98)
black lung claimant, mine employee prerequisite for eligibility, 76-24c(95)
black-lung, coke-yard-employment, 76-37000)
child over 18 no longer student, 76-20c(10)
death_ evidence, 7-years absence, 76-1c(12)
disability- benefits terminated-prior to hearing,- 76- 23c(80)
disability, combination-of impairments, 76-35c(70)
disability reduction,- workmen's compensation, 76-34c(73)
disability, res judicata, 71-32c(72)
disability issued determinable by Secretary in- single hearing, 74-6c(63)
disability, substantial-gainful activity, 76-4a(77)
dismissal of request, res judicata, 65-7c(95)
domestic-service wage exclusion, 76-12c(19)
educational institution definition, 76-118(7 )
failure-to appear or be represented, 71-42c(90)
family employment,. 76-13c(30)
Federal-civilian overtime payments, 76-3c(67)
finality of decision,,res judicata, 70-31c(57)
HIB,_mitter in controversy less than $100, 71-47(127)
HIE determinations, 75=8c(110), 74-22c(87)
-hOspital-binifits, lose-than $1,000 involved, 76-39029)

hospital emergency services, 76-17023)
judicial-reviewreferral_to U.S. Magistrates, 76-14c(511)
limitation outside the United States, 74-20c(65)
nonattOrnoy disqualified as-representative of claimant, 74-29(50)
paroled dependency, black lung, 76-38c(103)
reopening of-determination, res-judicata, 68-12a(129)
reprisentation-of claimant, fair-and impartial hearing; 71-23c(52)
request, time limitation, 7345c(79)
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right to representation, 6938c(108)
rights on second claim, 63-41(84)
-self-employment,-deductions, 76-21c(38)
-self-employment income, conclusive after expiration of time limitation,

76-32c(48)
self-employment, nonprofessional fiduciary administering relatives
estate, 76-31c(34)
SHIB determinations, 74-23c(93)
State and local, wages_-,siCk pay, 76-22c(62)
sUiplementary medical benefits, alien residency, 76-40c(131)
time limitation on request, 68-8(122), 65-26c(91)
time-limit-on review of hearing decision, 7474(48)
waiver of-right at administrative,level, 72-2c(41)
Hearsay medical evidendevsedical_advisets, 71-53c(75)
Home for aged, life-care contract, provider-agreement-not to charge for
coveredairvices, 72-39(170)

Home-Health Services:

lime confinement, 71=17(166)
withholding-services from Medicare patients, 72-38(167)
Homicide conviction, preclusion of benefits, 75-25c(10), 73-40(90), 72-22(14)
Homicide, effect on-child's benefits, 76-29(8)
Hospital Insurance Benefits:
accessibility requireient, 72-9(159)
*lien, 5 year continuous_residence requirement, 72-27(16)
alien requirei4iats, 68-65a(201)
appeals, benefit determinations, 75-8c(110), 74-22c(87)
certification requirement for participation, 71-i6(138), 71-26(148)
chronic_renal disease, deemed-wages-to establish fully insured status,
75-9(98)
conditions of participation and certification-for hospital, 69-11(126)
1CUban.refugee,_entitlement, 68-38(197)
dental exclusion,-6932(138)
emergency services, facility not classified as hospital, 70-49(128)
emergency services, nonparticipating provider, 76-17c(10, 70-26(122),
70-48(124) , 69 -22 (131)

emergency services- outside United States, 70-50(129)
inpatieet'piychiatric services, 70-24(102), 70-58(117)
judicial review, less than $1,000 involved, 76-39c029)
level of care, 75-29c(100), 73-49a(146)i 71-19(120), 71-27(121)
liability of pharmacist as consultant, 69-31(133)
lump-sum compromise, workmen's compensation, 70-38(105)
misrepresentation or willful deception-by use of term "Medicare",
69-58(186)
noncovered care, 71-7(119)
nonparticipating hospitai, 67-30(132)
nursing care, private duty exclusion, 70-7(100), 69-43(143),-69-50a(144)
payment, lack of entitlement,-67-63(140)
Payments directly or indirectly by governmental agency for prison
inmate, 68-26(195)
private accommodations, medical necessity, 71-50(130)
psychiatric confineient on effective date of entitlement, 71-36(133)
reasonable and necessary rehabilitation services, 74-34,1(89)
rehabilitation-services reasonable and necessary, 76-26420
reimbursable charges, 68-40(199)
requirements-for entitlement, 71-46(126), 67- 29(130)
review of determination of reasonable costs, 71-25c(141)
simultaneous entitlement under other Federal statute, 69-8(124)
skilled services, certification by physician, 71-17(166)
spell of illness, 76- 16021), 70-17(108), 70-25(110), 69-62(146), 67-31(136)
transfer pgreement with extended care facility, 70-36(116), 69-63(149),
68-39(205)
utilization review committee, failure to-timely review, 71-37(123)
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Rusband's=insurance Benefits:
entitlement-before-sgs-65i 62-3(6)
64-53(4), 61- 17(40), 60-19(36)
-oce=hilf-eUppOrt, 68-66c(8), 66-3c(22),
73-33c(57)
Husband-Wife-partnership, 73-32(55),

.

service, 72-57(64), 67- 41a(81),
Identificatisu of Employer, domestic
;62-29(46)
inceme, deeming,_SS1_, 75- 32(125),_75= 33-(126)
IntergovernmentalFerannniilACt-of-1970;-72.733(115)of_benefits, 73-40(90)
Illinois-homicide-conylction,_preclusion
Incompetent, legal guardian iwzome, 61-62(71)
70- 42(36)

Incompetent,_selection-of representative-payee,
68-32(100), 68-33(102)
Incompetent, use of benefit foe support of relative,
72-34(117), 63-52c(35)
Independent contractor, 73-54(99),
entity, 67 -12(111),-65 -57(55)
Indiana employees-of political
Indiana, jail cooks-of Allen and Viga Counties, 73-17c(94)
In her care, child over age 18, 69-45(22), 63-1(1)
647.3(10),
-In her care,:incovetent-child,
-3(42),-68 -73(72),
Inharitande, child's rights, 71-41(17), 70-22(19),-69
66-2(57), 63=28(27)
Inheritance rights- from - natural father, 73-27(37)
71-2c(49)
Initial
67-15(143)
Initial-enrollment period, uedical-insurance benefits,
"In loco parentis," 65-40(14)
Inpatient Hospital Services:
duration limits, 70-25(110), 67-31(136)
69-22(131)
emergency service requirement for nonparticipating provider,
-49a(146), 71-19(120), 71-27(121)
level -of care, 75- 29c(100), 73

noncoveied care, 71-7(119)
necessity, 71-50(130)
private accommodations,_medical
psychiatric, 71-36(133), 70-24(102)4 70-58(117)
services, 74- 34a(89)
reasonable and necessary rehabilitation
spell of illness duration, 76-16021)
failure-to timely review, 71-37(123)
utilization review committee,
withholding services-from Medicare patients, 72-38(167)
-Insanity, validity of annulment -of divorce, 65-56(46)
Instiiutionalized beneficiary, ability to handle own affairs, 73=29(60)
68-18(99),
Institutionalized beneficiary, use of benefits, 70-32(33),
61-23(99)
66- 20(83),_66- 42(84), 54-23(80),
Institutionalized claimani,-SSI4 76 -7(3

51)

InsuredAStatus:

amendments of 1965, 66-21(46)
constructive payment of wages, 73-20(47), 73-42(52)
entitlement for months prior to application, 62-1(19)
Federal civilian overtime payments, 76- 3c(67)
HI entitlement, use of deemed wages, 75-9(98)
male worker, 64-51(27)
military service wage credits, use of, 70-13(72)
labor, 64-26(29)
quarters of-coverage, agricultural
method for determining,- 1937-1950,
quarters of coverage, alternative
70-1(14)
service, 73-31(50), 72-57(64)
quarters of coverage, domestic
employment, 66-10(45), 65-45(27)
quarters of coverage, railroad
tine first acquired, 65-44(25)
provision, 66-21(46)
widow's eligibility under transitional
workers age 72 before 1969, transitional, 67-62(53)
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Insured StatusDisability:
age 21 to 31_provision,-69-30(106)
-blindneasr constitutionality of prison-work exclusion,
73-47c(118)
Continued employment after expiration, 72-45c(129)
crediting of railroad service, 70=20c(76)
expiration, 69-6a(97), 69- 38c(108), 68-64c(180)
expiration-subsequent-to onset of disability, 74-8c(59)
use of-military service wage credits, 65-12(146)
Interest'income from contracts of sale of realty, net earnings
from selfemployment, 73- 15(84)
Intergovernmeatal Personnel: Act-of 1970, employer identity, 72-33015)
Interlocutory decree of adoption,
effective-date, 61-18(28)
interlarriage-of-parents, legitimation-of child, 62-53(30),-61-64(34)
Intermediaries:

Reasonable cost
guidelines_issued-to-providers, 75-30c(115)
Reopening daterminationa, error made in reimbursing provider,
75-21(113)
Interracial marriage,
anti-miscegenation statute, 67-56(67)
Interrelationship with railroad
retirement system, 67-8(31), 66-10(45),
62-14(45)4-61-25(114)-,
61-53(115),-60-30(113)Invesinent of conserved-benefits,
68-9(97), 65-43(82), 61-23(99), 61-24(100)
Investment -of conserved Linda,
72-13(90), 71-3(31)
Iran, homicide conviction,
preclusion of benefits, 75-25c(10)
Items and-services excluded-from
supplementary medical insurance benefits,
70-8(101),-69-64(166)

-3Jail cooks, Allen and Vigo Countiei, Indiana, 73- 17c(94)
Janitors, county-buildings-of Kentucky, 69-29(85)
Job Corps enrollee,_as full-time student, 66-36(9)
Justices -of the peace,
constables, and registrars of vital statistics,
Nebraska, 73-58c(110)
Judicial-Review:
appeal from Administration's
refusal to reopen prior final decision,
68-58c(120), 67- 39c(106), 64- 22c(99)
appeal from carrier's
determination denying reimbursement, 69-48c(156)
appellate court review, jurisdiction of district court,
68-57c0.17)
authority to regulate and
approve attorney's fees, 68 -47c 034)t 66-19c(92)
failure-to request heating
within prescribed time period, 68-17c(114),
65-26c(91)
finality of decision, 70-31c(57)
hospital_insursnce benefits, less than $1,000 involved,
nonestoppel_of Administration to require compliance with76-39029)
statutory
-requirement for entitlement,
70-19c(9), 66-17c(38), 64-18c(94),
64-19c(96)
referral of SS cases to-U.S.
Magistrate, 76-14c(54)
res judicata, 70-31c(57), 65-7c(95)
sovereign immunity of carrier, 69-49c(163)
substantial gainful activity, 70-56c(86)
termination of benefits-because
of deportation, constitutionality of
section 202(0, 60-1(87)
use of dictionary of occupational
titles and employment publications,
65-58c0.30)

Legal guardian as payee, 70-42(36)
Legal representative equitably entitled to lump-sum death
paynent, 66-6(32),
60-4(7)
Legal representative of
estate, 70-4(40), 70-9(41), 70-30(43), 68-31(X10),
68-72(112)
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Legitimacy of Child:

acknowledgmentAnArtiting, 72-32(34)
"acknowledgment-in writing" (Federal law), 66-47(14)
ekneirlidgment of child-under-State law, 73-2(29), 73-11(31), 68- 49(68),
61-48(31)
before and after"1965_amendments, 69-14c(30)
-contributions toward support, 67-60(75)
court decree of paternity, 69-56(40)
court order to contribute, 67-59(73)
disaviaral of paternity _ of child, 6915(36)

divoiteiimlidity-of, 72-11(21)
effect-of'State-court order of-paternity on_Secretary's determination,
-68-106(124), 67=32c(18)
-family:Maxieem-benefits, constitutionality, 73-536(9)
inheritance rights under-State law, 69- 3(42), -66- 11(55)
2 -53(30),_61 -64(34)

legitimation, 1965-imengents, 69 -21a(37)legiiimationiby State law; 68-73(72),-66-43(62),-657-36c(48), 62-38(28)
living with or supOort, 73-19(32), 68-22(66), 68-29(15)
paternity deniedsterility of alleged father, 73-52c(35)presuiption,-_67 -11(69), 62-35(27)
preaumption,_blo-od grouping tests, 72-25(32)

presumption, child-born after-death of worker, 73-28(34)
time--,requirenei:ta for-acknowledgment, livingwith or contributing to
support, 67- 26(71)

"voluntary recognition"-of child under-State law, 68-21(36), 68- 54(70),
-66=46(12)

Level of- hospital care, custodial care exclusion, 75- 29c(100), 73-49a(146),
/1-19(120), 71-27(121)
-Levy of benefits prohibited, 73-22c(87)
Levy or-seizure of benefit checks for collection of delinquent Federal
taxeei-62-12(85)
Liability of estate, overpayments, 70 -2(45)
Liability of representative payee, 65-53(80_, 65-54(85)
-Life insurance -agent beneficiary, renewal commissions, 71- 22(40)
Livinein same-household, 69-27a(29), 68-5(38), 66-16c(33), 65-37(51).
-64= 5(13), -64- 35(16)

Longshoremen's and Harbor Worker's Compensation Act, offset provisions,
71- 34c(100)

Luip-sum compromise,- workmen's compensation, 70-38(105)

Lump-Sum Death Payment:
body-not recovered, 63-38(11)
claimant reimbursed from other sources, 65-5(15)
constitutionality of time limitation on-filing of application, 73-39c(16)
contractual obligation to-pay burial expenses, 60-3(6)equitable-entitlement of estate, 66-6(32), 64-6(14)
equitable entitlement-of medical school or anatomical board, 69-18(73)
_equitable entitlement of namedbeneficiary, 68-44(40)
---ftmeral-home;?62=24'(1261=54X9)
good-cause-for extension of filing period, 61-4(12), 61-55(13)
legal representative of equitably entitled estate, 66-6(32), 60-4(7)
living in same household, 66-16c(33), 64-5(13), 64-35(16)
- !payment; no-legal representative appointed, 16 -22(18)
payment-from trust account, 64-54(18)
:priorityof- payee, 68-5(38)
recomputation of deceased worker's primary-insurance amount, 62-66(41)
reduction-of-overpayment,-63-7(82)
union proceeds paid to-funeral home under plan, system or general practice,
--68-44(40)
-Lump-sum settlement of workmen's compensation paymento, 71- 15a(93), 71- 346(100)
71-45c(104)
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"fail- order" divorce,. effect on subsequent marriage, 62- 68(26)

Marriage:

annulment, "divorce a vinculo matrimanii", 69-1(1)
annulment of, 65- 2c(34), 65- 3a(38), 65-39(12), 63-2(6)
7-56(67),

applicability of 1965 ammulments-to_divorced wife, 67-1(2), 67-16(4),
66-24(1)-

ceremony-to-solemize relationship, 74-10(14)
cowman -law, -72=.26(23), 71-4(11)

common -law marriage, matrimonial intent, 61-9(22), 61-47(23)
consangnineous, validity under State-law, 6862(63)
deemed, entitlement as-spouse, 71-55(15)
deeled marriage provisions,- 69- 27a(29), 67 -25 (64)

d?eabled child to old-age insurance beneficiary, 73-18c(28)
divorce obtained outside of State, validity, 61-8(21)
durition and' continuity-of- marriage, 67- 55(39) --

duration of larriage-requiremeni, 75- 24c(24),- 72-52(12), 71- 21c(8)
duration of, surviving_divorced wife, 66-38(20)
first cousins, 63-20(19)
foreign divorce, termination, 66-1(48)
foreign proxy marriage, validity, 71-44(13)
Mexican divorce, 66-1(48), 62-37(23), 62-68(26), 61-65(25)

one-year duration requirement, 6758(9)
parties'estopped to-deny validity of divorce, 61-65(25)
presumption-of validity, 72=61(28), 68-63(64)4 66-12c(49), 66-34(52),
66-44(53), 62-36(22), 62-37(23)
procedural defect, 64- 42(8), -63- 48(22), 63-49(24)

reentitlement of child between ages 18-22 on same earnings record precluded after divorce, 67-33(23)
reentitlement to mother's benefits, effective date of divorce, 67 -4(40)
reentitlement to motherts benefits, termination of common-law marriage,
73-3c(22)
remarriage, conflict of law, 66-4(25)
remarriage of widow before age 60, 70-19c(9)
remarriage to another beneficiary, -66- 37(18)
eeparation, effect on SSI, 76-28(82)
status at,time of filing-application, child's benefits, 75-23(9)
unrecorded divorce decree, 70-21(16)
validity, legal capacity under State law, 68-20(61)
validity, violation of State law, 67-25(65)
voidable, effect on entitlement to benefits, 65-19(43)
voidable underage, effect on entitlement to benefits, 72-49(24)
4

Material Participation:
agent, 65-8(59), 63-44(55)
agreement for, 65=9c(61)
criteria, 64-25c(56), 61-7(67)
faim agent, 62-16(54)
legislative history, 63-45c(57)
Owner or-tenant of land, meaning, 65-27(64)
sharecrop, 63- 43(52)

subsidy payments, 63-19c(46), 62-64(63)
Maximum family-benefits, constitutionality where illegitimate child involved,
73-53c(9)
Medicaid eligibility, 75-31(123)
Medical-advisers, heresay medical evidence, 7153c(75)
Medical examination refusal, disability, 68-50a(185), 65-59c(133)
Medical expenses as_burial expenses, 65-5(15)Mediaal-expenses nonreimbursable, DIB and workmen's compensation, 71-33c(96)
Medical facility operated by Federal agency, 72-10(166)
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Medical information, disclosure, 70- 15(56)
necessity for inpatient hospital-services, custodial care exclusion,
117491(146)
Medicare, eisrepreeentation-or willful-deception, 69-58(186)
_Mental-and Neurological' Impairments:
anxiety reaction, -62- 71(103)

deibination-ofimpairmints, 65-59c(133)
expiration of=disability insured status, 69-63(97)
work-performance, 64-14(147)
Mental impairment, defective delinquent, confinement, 73-60c(129)
Meilcan_sliVorce, effect-on-subsequent Marriage, 72-61(28), 62-37(231,
62- 68(26), 61-65(25)

Maiican=divorce, jurisdiction66.4(48)
-Michigan-Department-of Coniervation,-67-13(112)_
Michigan statute, reduction for receipt-of workmen's compensation-payments,
_

74-21c(73)_

Military Service Wage Credits:
31164ance_Of, 60- 16(110)
computation of_benefits, 63-74(31)

correction oUiervice records, 62-13(90)
deemed:Wages, 69-47(94)
disability insured statue, 65-12(146)
_foreign country, service for, 64-12(103)
other -Tedeial_benefit, 70-43(72), 6928(92), 64-64(106), 61-49(110)
fpresidential_pardon after dishonorable discharge, 68-11(159)
retired-pay, 70-13(72)
Ministers, rental valde of paMsonage-in net-earnings 72=6(70)
Ministers,services_performed-in exercise-of ministry, 67-6(78)
Nitadvice, not grounds for,estoppel, 70-19c(9), 64-18c(94), 64- 19c(96)
61755(13)-

Misnomer of-parties, validity of divorce-decree, 70-33(17), 68-2(59)
Misrepresentation-or-willful-deception-by use of "Medicare ", -69- 58(186)
Missouri, services and-fees of public and deputy public administrators,
wage status, 72-36(124)
Missouri, status of services and fees of motor vehicle license agents,
72-7(110)
Montana, ferry boat operators for Chouteau County, 72- 16c(113)
Mother's Inidrance-Benefits:
adjustment for retroactive months, 63=4(29)
divorced -wife, conrt_order of support, 73-10a(25)
-family-maximum, 62-7(65)
homicide conviction, effect on-entitlement, 75-25c(10)
"in hr care ", 69-45(22), 64=3(10)
marriage-requisite, 69-14c(30)
reenthlement after remarriage and divorce, 67-4(40)
reentitliment after-void remarriage, 63-2(6)
reentitiement, termination_of common-law marriage, 73-3c(22)
remarriege-to beneficiary, effect, 65-39(12)
support under an agreement, former wife-divorced, 66--5c(26), 61-19(44)
surviving spouse defined, 65-11(46)
termination due-to remarriage, 66-4(25)
validity OfAivorce obtained outside-State, 65-4(40)
void or voidableAsarriage, effect on entitlement, 65-19(431
voidable-marriage, 66-34(52)
voidable marriage, effect of_annulment, 65-3a(38)
Motor license-agents in Oklahoma, 68-23(145)
Multiple impairments =(disability), -65-59c(133)-, -63-14(104)
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Musculoskelitai Impairment:
ebility-to-do'vaiied -lighter-work, 65 -15c(111)combination of impairments, 65715c(111)
conflicting medical evidence, 64 -i'c(114)
residual-caNRcity, 65- 29c(114)
upper limb, 61-68(144)
work performance, 65-62(157)-

-N-

Nebraska constables and justices-of the peace, 67-44(115)
Nebraska registrars of vital statistics, 68-51(154)
Nebraska, status of constables, justices of the peace, and vital statistics,
73-58c(110)
Nestor; Flemming v., -termination of benefits because of deportation
(section-202(n)), 60-1(87)
Net Earnings-from Self-Employment:
community income from trade or business, 68-19(83)
computation, remuneration allocated on a time basis, 64- 62(61)
disaster losses-to inventory, 14-11(27)
distributive_share of parnership income from domestic and foreign sources,
71-14(28)
farm-rental income,-mater ial_paiticiPetion, 65-8(59),:65-9C(611, 65-27(64),
64-25c(56), 63-43(52), 63-44(55), 63-45c(57)i. 62-16(54), 61-7(67)
husband-wife partnership, 73-32(55), 73-33c(57)
income from all trades and businesses, 68- 6c(91)
income from business operated-by gnardian,61-62(71)
income-from valid trust created-by life_ eneficiary and sole trustee,
67-7(87)
income-producing-activity, 67-24(85)
interest income, 64- 10(52)
interest income derived from tax sale certificates, 72-48(77)
interest income from contracts of sale of realty, 73-15(84)
investment income, limited partner, 72-24(73)
jointly owned assets used, 68-48c(85)
optional method-of computing-farm income, 62-32(58)
partnership, 62-8(67), 62-17(55)
payment in kind, 62-31(56)
payment to farm operator under the Food and-Agriculture Act of 1965,
67-42(90)
payments under wheat and-feed grain programs, 62-64(63)
personal or liVing expenses, 61-42(70)
profits-from sale-or exchange of capital assets, 63-36c(48)
real estate salesman's commission on sale of own Property, 73-14(54)
renewal commissions-of life insurance agent beneficiaries, 71-22(40)
rental_property income exclusion, computation, 75-18c(67)
rental value of_parsonage, 72-6(70)
rentals from real estate, 65-28c(67), 64-39(59), 62-48(59), 60-8(66)
royalties, 75-19(72), 67-52(92), 62-49(61), 62-50(50)
small business relocation payments, 72-59(78)
soil bank-payments, 63-19c(46), 61-2E(70)
subitintial services 71-13c(34)
Nevada divorce, jurisdiction, 67-10c(60)
New Jersey, interest assessment for failure to timely_pay contributions,
73-55(102)
Noncash payment,-wage exclusion, 67-41n(81)
Nonnovered care in hospital, 71-7(119)
Noncovered remunerative activity outside U.S., 63-34(69), 62-61(76),
61-22(77), 61-37(78)
Noncovered work outside the-United States, seven day work test, 74-13(36)
Nonparticipating hospital, 70-26(122), 70-48(124), 69-11(126), 69-22(131),
67-30(132)
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Nonparticipating-hospital, emergency services, 71-9(156), 71-38c(158),
71.=39(162), 71-56(164), 71-49(128)
NonPiyment of -Benefits:

alien _outside the United States, change of citizenship, 73-16(64)
alien outside the United States, Trust-Territory of the Pacific Islandi,

7449(38)
deportation, 75-27a(78), 68!45(94), 61-1(87)
felonious homicide, 65=25(20), 61-21(98), 60-6(97)
section- 202(1)- summary', 75-17(74)

-Nonpinfit,organizatian,-constitutionality of exemption from Coverage,

I2-45c(129)
Noniiilbursable hospital- expenses, 70-50(129), 68-26(195)
Notary__ public_ in Puerto Rico,-62-51(51)

Notice of-tereination of provider agreement, 72-64(174)
Nurse, practical, 62- 30(43)Nursing- care, hospital insurance_ benefits, 70.L.71100), 69-43(143), 697.50a(144)

Nursing services, level of care, 73-51c(160), 72-17(163), 71-48c(152)
-0Occupational risk (disability), 65- 61c(144)

One-Half Support:
contribution in kind, 61-2(39)
husband!s requirement, 687.66c(8), 66-3c(22), 64-53(4), 61-17(40),
60-19(36)
parents proof, 75- 26c(42),_68- 4c(33), 67-35(42), 64-18c(94), 64-19c(96),
63 -16(8)

' perional_service, value, 60-23(37)
,pooled income, 68-66c(8)
'rental value of home provided,_ 61- 17(40)
validity of-relevant period, 71-11c(4)
use of jointlbank account, 60-19(36)
onset of disability before age 18, tuberculosis, 74-20c(65)
Onset of ditability expiration of disability insured status, 69-6a(97)
69-38c(108), 68-64c(180)
Option for computing-farm income, 62-32(58)
Oral inquiry, application for benefits, 66-17c(38), 63-37c(13)
Ordained minister in exercise of ministry, 67-6(78)
Osteopathy, doctors of 63-35(42)
Outpatient physical therapy services, withholding services from Medicare
patients, 72- 38(167)

Overpayments:
adjustment after discharge in bankruptcy, 63-7(82)
adjustment not initial determination, 67-21(100)
beneficiary not without fault, 69-36(79), 68-7c(108), 65-41c(76),
64-2(91), 64-21(86), 64-37(88)
black lung benefit adjustment, 71-20(111)
child over 18 no longer student, 76-20c(10)
deceased beneficiary, liability of widow, 70-54(54)
disabled-child, failure to report marriage, 73-5c(69)
liability of estate, 70-2(45)
partial withholding, 64-20(84)
provider' of inpatient-hospital services, 67-63(140)
recovery or adjustment, 70-29c(47), 65-24c(87)
representative payee liability, 64-7(82)
simultaneous-entitlement-to more than one benefit, 73- 4c(67),- 72- 29c(92)
status of travei expenses, waiver of recovery, 74-28(34)
student failed to report earnings, 74-2c(42)
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waiver 6f-recovery-or-adjustment, 69- 35(78), 66-28(86), 64-7(82),
61=59(102)
without fault, 75- 20(80)
'Owner or-tenant_of farm, 65-27(64)

-P4h: rental control. and responsibilities,-in her care, 63-1(1)

-Parent's Insurance Benefits:

:mount, 62-5(11)
-black lung, entitleMent_conditions, :6-38c(103)
Claimant "in 1C-co parentis," 65740(14)-gratuitoUa_wage-cridits, exclueiorrof Philippine Army service, -74-26c(45)

one-halUsupport, 75=26c(42)
-parent-Child relationship under State 10 68721(36)
proef-of-sup-port-rkulrement, 68-4c(33),'67-35(42), 66-15c(28), 64-18c(94),
64-19c(96), 63-16(8)
relationship-under-Seite (PA.) law, 74- 25c(3)
void4r voidable marriage, effect on entitlement, 65-19(43)
-Parsonage, rental value in net earnings from self-employment, 72-6(70)

defined, 64-9(50)

in net earnings from - self - employment,_ 616-6(41)
-distributive share of-income_from-domestic-and foreign sourcesi net
earnings from-self-employment,-71-14(28)
husband and wife, 73-32(55), 73-33c(57)-, 62-17(55)
investment with limited partner, 72-24(73)
joint-ownership of farm, 61=29(73)
_owner-operator control, 62-8(67)
rentals -frog- real estate, -62- 49(61)

-Paternity-denled,,sterility of alleged filcher, 73-52c(35)
'Paternity evidence of=parent-child relationship, 69-15(36), 69-56(40),
68- 29(15)

liternity,--presumption=of legitimacy-of child, blood-tests, 72-25(32)
Patient helpers, employer - employee relationship, 73-13(41)
Patient records, confidentiality, Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act of
1972, 73-48(91)
-Payment-in kind,10-10(22), 70-11(23), 70-43(25)
Payment under an-agreement, definition, 66-5c(26)
Payments-defined,_64-56(66)
Pennsylvania, in -loco-parentis, intestate distribution of estate, 74-25c(3)
Pennsylvania, services as school dentist, independent contractor status,
73-54(99)
Pennsylvania, tradesman's services, independent contractor status, 72-34017)
Period'of-spport, validity, 71-11c(4)
Personal-or living expenses, deductibility, 61-42(70)
Personal services, dependency and=supportt 60-23(37)
Personal services, family or cost friend relationship, 61-6(49), 61-44(63)
iharmiCist, civil liability as hospital consultant, 69-31(133)
-Philippifie May service, gratuitous wage credit exclusion, 74-26c(45)
Physician, industrial, 61-61(53)
-Physician's
affect of stayed revocation of license-pending final

court decision, -77(177)
Pneumoconiosis:. -(See A:lack lung benefits)

chest roentaenographic (X-Ray) evidence, 75-5(88)
self-eiployed miner, 73-24(133)_
total- disability, 73-37(137), 73-38(141)
Policemen, city of New-Martinsville, West Virginia, 72-35c(121), 69 7(82)
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iosthospital Extended CarezSeivices:
attainment-of age 6S, payment for services, 7O- 34(113)

gabitic management, 69-51a(169)
,durstion of-spell of illness, 70-17(108), 69-62(146)
l41'diy,tiierequirement, 68-39(205)
leg in cist,.69-54a(178)
low back strain and osteoarthritis, 69-53a(176)
nursing services, level- of care, 70-18(143), 70-37(145), 70-46(148),
70-474(151) , 70-59(153)
post=( :strict surgery services,- 69- 52a(173)
proVidir-agreement with nursing home, 69-12(154)
ieuility, 69-65a(183),
3-Consecutive-day hospital stay, 70-36(116), 69-63(149)
Post-hospital_home heilth,services, 67-30(132)
-Precticil-nUrse, 62- 30(43)
-Premium_payments under supplementary-medical insurance-program, 677.23(79)-Prepaid-burial expenses,_ additional expense incurred, 65-22(18)

Presumptions:

death.,7=yearsabsence not unexplained, 72753c(54L-60-20(461death-, effect of court decree on findings of Secretary, 68-46c(57)
death-of-workev-established, 65-50(32), 60-'21(47)
.lack-of-wages.in-Sbience,of_reporting,_69"-57c(60),
legitimacy-of child, 67-11(69), 62-35(27)
legitimacy of-child, blood grouping tests, 72-25(32)
legitimacy of child born after death of worker, 73-28(34)
legitimacy rebutted, sterility of alleged-father, 73-52c(35)validity of last marriage, 72-61(28), 68-63(64), 66-12c(49), 66-34(52)
66-44(53), 62-36(22), 62-37(23)
Private-duty attendants, hospital insurance benefits, 70-7(100), 69-43(143),
69-50a(144)
Private-home defined, 67-41a(81)
Professional services, substantial services test, 72-21c(86)
Prohibition against levy or attachment of benefits, 73-22c(87)

Proof of Age:
conflicting records, 75-15c(47), 72-19c(49), 64-50c(31), 63-26(16),
60-17(18), 60-18(19)
court decree, effect on finding of Secretary, 65-34c(28)
delayed birth certificates, 60-10(17)
documents, determining probative value, 72-2c(41)
Federal census records, as evidence, 67-38a(54)
RIB, evaluation of evidence, 75-14a(45)
Proof of Death:
fact and circumstances, 65-50(32), 64-5(13), 62-45(3), 60-21(47)
presumption not unexplained, 68-46c(57), 60-20(46)
Property settlement in lieu of alimony aa_support, 70-52c(1), 68-28(5),
-67-16(4)

Providers of-hospital services, certification and conditions of participation, 69-11(126), 69-22(131)
Providers of-Services:
certification requirements for participation, 71-16(138), 71-26(148)
facility operated-by Federal agency, 72-10(166)
failure-to file annual coat reports, 73-435a(164)t 72-40(171)
ownership change, 75-22(107)
reasonable cost guidelines issued by intermediary, 75-30c(115)
review cf determination of reasonable costs, 71-25c(141)
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terilnation of agreement, 75- 7c(103), 73-35a(164), 72-38(167), 72-40(171),
72-44(174)
Psychiatric: Hospital:
190 -day lifetime_ limitation, 71-36(133)
services, 70-24(102),-70-58(117), 67-31(136),
'Public aisiatance Nicipients, special age 72 payments, 67-45(47)
:Public-Healtti'Service,_waiier of civil service.fietirement annuity, 62- 52(87)
Public_wlfare-funds as suppoit, widower, 73- 9a(14)
-Puerto -Rican residence requirements, special age 721:ay:merits, 74- 27c(7)
'Puerto-Rido, notary.public in,_62 -51(51)

Quarters-of Coverage:

_

-agricultural labs, 64-26(29)
.
alternative method-for-determining 1937-1950-period, 70-1(14)
-crediting-earnings, domestic-service, 73-31(50), 72- 57(64)
disability- earnings requirement,-railroad service, 70-20c(76)insured status,_tine first acquired; 65-44(25)
rail-road-compensation, -65=45(27)
=41-

,Radiation trentment, nonemergency-services, 71- 49(128)
Railroad compensation, quarters of coverage, 65-45(27)

_

-Railroad Retirement Act:
compensation creditable as wages, 66-10(45), 62-14(45), 61-25(114)
-disability-earnings-requirement, 70= 20c(76) -, "60= 30(113)

futility of filing_claim_forworkmen'a compensation, 72-42(152)
supplemental-annuity gratuitous military-service wage credits, 69-28(92)
widow's--benefits, 67-8(31), 61;-53(115)
--Real-Estate:

bioker, 62-48(59)
interest from mortgage loans, 64-10(52)
salesman, net earnings from self-employment, 73-14(54)
salesien, 62-31(56), 61-58(51)
Reasonable charge, durable:medical equipment, i,9- 9(150)
Reasonable Costs (HI -EMI):

Interaediary's instructions to providers, 75-30c(115)
Provider.6 services, review of determination, 71-25c(141)
Recomputation of Benefit Amount:
decreased worker's primary insurance amount, 62-66(41)
deductions, entitlement before age 65, 62-26,(37)
earnings after year of entitlement, 62-65(39)
revision, correction of earnings record after time limitation, 66-30(95)
waiver of automatic entitlement, 69-25(48)
Reconsideration, administratime action, 67-21(100)
Recovery of Overpayment:
adjustment, black lung benefits, 71-20(111)
adjustment, deferred compensation, 74 -1a(29)
adjustment, subsequent payments, 70-29c(47)
beneficiary.not without fault, 69-36(79), 68 -7c(108), 67-21(100), 65- 24c(87),
65 -41c(76), 64-21(86), 64-37(88)
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diceased-beneficiary, liability -of wido4, 70-54(54),
disabled,,cliild, failure to report marriage, 73- 5c(69)
erroneous paymeet:baced.on fraud, 64-2(91)
partial.withheldiag of- benefits, 64-20(84)
representative payee liability, 64-7(82)
-4c(67)
simultaneous -entitlement toDIB and workmen's compensation;
-simultaneous entitlement to RIB and widow's-benefits, 72- 29c(92)
siudint,failid-tO-rePrrt earningi, 74- 2c(42)
substantial servicee,'72721c(86)
.Waiver of recovery-or idjustment, 69-35(78), 6628(86), 61-59(102)
work4ctivity, fault determinations, 72- 28c(146)

Reduced Benefits:
-adjustment,-bliCklung benefits, 71- 20(111)
adjuitient for retroactive- months, -63 -4(29)

black:lam-70-40(93)
disability_insurance_benefits, workmen's compensation reduction,
'76-456(94):. 69-24 (19)-

diiorded-wifereentitled, before-and after age 65, 68-1(2)
-family maximm, 62-7(65)
husbind's,,62,3(6)
oid-age_ineurance-benefit-before age 65, 62=2(33)
reduction-Of-husband's-effect on-wife's,-62-21(4)`
*kultapeous-entitlement, 69-5(45)wife', _also-entitled-to-disabilityirenefits, 64-16(1), 69=13(3)
iiithdralial- of aPplicition,:67-36c(51)-

Reentiiiement to mother's benefits after termination ofcomman-lavvrearriage,
73 -3c (22)

Registrars -of- -vital statistics, justices of the peace, And-constables,
Nebraska, 73-58c(110)
Rehabilitation services, reasonable and necessary treatment, 76-26a6 26),
74-34a(89)
Rehabilitation, trial work period, 69-46(119), 65-62(157)
Rehabilitation program, employment-in-sheltered workshop, 69-60(58)
,RehabilitAtion-program, services performed-by hospital patient, 69-59(56)
-Reintermeet of -body, burial expense, 61-3(8)
Religious order members, retroactive wage credits, 74- 18(31)
Religious services, burial expense, 65-21(16)

Rentals from Real-Estate:
family corporation, 69-37c(50)
income frog- investment properties, 60-8(65)
Officeibuilding, 65-28c(67)
real estate broker, 62-48(59)
roaming house, 61-42(70)
royalties for use of lands, 62-49(61)
Rental value of pareonage,net earnings from self-employment, 72-6(70)

Reopening Determinations
appeil from-administration's refusal not subject to judicial review,
-68-58c(120), 67-39c(106), 64-22c(99)
error on face of evidence, 75-20(80)
finality of decision, 71-2.a/49)
health insurance, reimbursement due provider, 75-21(113)
correction of-earnings record, excluded income, 66-8(94).
correction of-earnings record-after time limitation, revision of benefit
rate, 66-30(95)
error on face of evidence, computing period, 61-60(106)
finality,-64-24(41)
finality of dacieion, 71-2c(49)
fraud ior-similer fault, 64-2(91)
new -and material evidence, 68-12a(129), 67-22(104), 65-51(93)
proof-of void-or annulled marriage, 65-19(43)
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proapectivceffect of application 66-26(41)
._.Soldiers' and'Sailors Civil Relief_Act (SSCRA), 61-40(104)
time-limitation- period, 63-2(6)
Reibit-Of.annual earninga, failUte to file timely,_61739(83)
Representation by counsel, fees for services, 69-38c(108), 68- 47c(134),
6861c(140), 67- 54c(109), 66"-196(92), 65- 33c(101), 62-47(86)
_

Repreeentition-of-Claiiant:
attorney's fees, authority to,tegulate and approve, 72- 14c(95)
attorney's fees, award -_by court, 72- 31c(97)

disqUilifiednonattoiney,-noticetand-hearing, 74-29(50)
fair aid_ippartierhearing, 7123c(52)
Representative Payee:
conservation of benefits, 70=41(34), 68-9(97), 68-60 (106), 65-43(82),
64 -23(80),_61=23(99),,61 -24(100)

institutiaralited-beneficiaryf 70-32(33), 68-18(99), 66- 20(83), 66-42(84)
6423(80), 61-23(99)
instiintionalized-beneficiaty, ability to handle own -affairs, 73-29(60)
invaarment_in corporate Stocks, State law, 72-13(90)
investment --a-conserved--liaids,_-71 -3(31)'

averpayment_liability,_4-4(82)_
selection, 70-42(36)
iesidenccin the U.S.,-temporary absence,- 68- 65a(201)
Res-Judicata,-disability claim, 71- 32c(72)
1Wsources, SSI; 76 -8(), -75-34(129)

Respiratory Impairment:
ability to do other work, 64 -47c(139)
ability-tO do varied lighter work, 65- 15c(111)
level of severity, 64- 28c(111)
Retired pay for ronregular military service, 70-13(72)
Retireac, i Insurance Benefits:
-"."`

proof-of_age, evaluation of-eVidence, 75-14a(45)
reduced before age 65,,,82-2(33)simulianeotia-entitlement to reduced disability insurance benefit;
69-5(45)
simultaneous-entitlement to wife's insurance benefit, 69-13(5)
simultaneous with widow's benefits, overpayment, 72-29c(92),
termination, !ate of death, 62-45(3)
Retirement pay, 62-9(68), 61-26(56)
Retroactive wage_credits, coverage for member of religious ordets,'74-18(31)
Retroactivity of application-for benefits, 68- 68c(54)
Retroactivity of-application, child's insurance benefits, 75-23(9),
73-1c(19), 73-21c(72)
Retroactivity, period of disability, 72-63c(133)
Review of determination-of reasonable costs of provider of services,.

7125c(141)
-Review of-hearing_decision, time_ limitation, 74-4(48)
Roaming house -gross income derived, 61-42(70)
Royalties,-ettainment-of -age 65, 75-19(72)

Royalties, use of land,62-49(61)
-Royalties, writing activities,-67-52(92), 62-50(50)
Rules-of administrative finality, 68-12a(129)

-SSalesmen, real estate, 62-31(56), 61-58(51)
Salesmen, securities, status as-employee, 72-58(66)
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-School-Attendance,-full-time, 6944(15),-68 -3(12), '68-14(13), 68-43(18),
-68- 69(23), -67- 34(25), 67-50(29), 66-25(6), 66-35(7)
School records,_proOf of age; 72- 2c(41), 72- 19c(,49)
Seafaring work, employer-employee relationship, 71 -54c 09)
Securities salesmen, statue as employee, 72-58(66)
Self-employed liner; pneumoconiosis, 73-24033)
SeIf-4mpIoyment'Incomet,

administering relatives estate, nonprofessional fiduciary, 76 -31c(31)
administrator of estate, 63-46(44), 61-43(61), 60,27(60)
baby_sitter,'61-27(50)'
business operated:by_gdardian,-61=62(71)
community=income-from trade or business, 68-19(83)
,coirettion_attempt-after-time-limitation eipired,_ 76 -32c(g)
deductions on account ofwork, -76-21C(36)
distributive share-oUnartnership-income-from doMestic and foreign
sources, 71-14(28)'
doctors_of:OititiOirhy,-63-55(42)
,earnings, corroborative evidence, 70-55c(27), 66-7(74)excess earnings, deductions from monthly benefits, 72- 5c(8I)
-eicluiion,of pre-1965-phisician.servides, -74 -12c(21)gross_incole frma agricultural enterprise, nonproduction-payment, 72-47(76)
husband -wife- operation of-jointly owned'hote14-68-48c(85)

husbatid-wife.partnership,-7332(55),_73,33c(57)---___-----_-_--lifelmsurance_igent-beneficiary, 71-22(40)
musician,_ itinerant, 64-40(54)
notary public, 62- 51(51)
nurse, 62-30(43)
partnership, 64-9(50), 62-17(55)
real estate salesman, -62- 31(56), 61-58151)
rental property exclusion, 75- 18c(67)
rental value-of parsonage included in net earnings, 72-6(70)
royalties, 75-19(72),_62-49(61)
salesman's commission included in_net earnings, 73-14154)
substantial services, 72- 21c(86), 71- 13c(34)
writing activities, 67-52(92), 62-50(50)
Senility, posthospital- extended care services, 69 -65a(183)Separation agreement no incorporated into subsequent divorce decree,
-61-19(44)
Seven -day work test, 63-34(69), 62- 61(76), 61-22(77), 61-37(78)
Seven day work test, benefit deductions, 74-13(36)
Sheltered workshop, services as employee, 69-60(58)
Sheltered workshop (disability), 61-10(154)
Sick or disability pay, 60.4(55)
Sick-or vacation pay, 62-63(47)
Sick-Pay, status as wages, 72-56(126)
Simultaneous entitlement to-more than_one type of benefit, 69-5(45) -, 69-13(5),
64-16(1)
Simultaneous entitlement to more than one benefit, overpayment, 73- 4c(67),
72- 29c(92)

Skilled services (HHI), certification by physician 71 -17 066)
Soil bank-payments, 63-19c(46), 61-28(70)
Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil-Relief Act, 61-40(104)
Special Age 72 Payments:

alien, 5-year continuous residence requirement, 72-27(16)
disability retired pay of veteran, 67-28(45)
eligibility, for governmental-pension, 70-23c(12), 68-13(42), 68-36(44),
_68-48(49)

public assistance -under State-prokram, 67-45(47)
Puerto Rican residence-requirements, 74- 27c(7)
reduction due to &mutation of periodic pension, 68-52(48>
veteran-el benefits from State, 67-46(49)
voluntary deposits for-.teacher's-annuity not cause for offset, 68-37(46)
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Spell_of illness, hospital insurance benefits, 76-16(1a), 70- 17(108),
70-25(110), 69-62(146); 67-30(132), 67-31(136)'
-State and Local Coverages
Anderson -v. Celebremze, coverage of employee, 63-51c(33)
'California, city of Santa Rosa employees, 73-57(107)
Connecticut, transfer of positions from covered to-noncovered retirement
system, 74-5(54);
employe. granted- educational leave, 71-6(55)
employees in positions compensated -by feed, 68=23(145)
employer identity, Intergokernmental-Personnel Act -of 1970, 72-33(115)
extension Of coverage group-to coverage,- 68-77(157)
ferry-boat operators, Chouteau COinty, Monttne, 72=16c(113)
interest assessment for-failure to:timely pay contributions, 75-28(83),
74-30(56); 73-55(102), 73-56(105)
jail-amok*, Allen and Vigd CoUnties, Indiana, 73-17c(94)
:Louisan*, sChool-,bUe-driversi 70-14c(63)
Miller w..-Rlimming,_employment after retirement,- 63- 52c(35)
Hissouri,eervices and-feel of public and deputy public administrators,
wige-starusi 72-36(124)
Nebraska, status-of-donstablesijustices of the peace, and registrars of
vital statistici, 73-58c(110)
l'enneylvenia,,services-as.school dentist, -73-54(99),
Pennsylvanian tridesain's services, independent contractor statue; 72-34(117)
-policemen, city-of-New-Martinsville, West Virginia; -72-35c(121)
tervides-ind-fies of motor vehicle litensi agents, 72=7(110)
sick pay, status as wages, 72-56(126)
uniformalloWandes, status as wages, 70-43(25)
wage-sick,pay, 76=22c(ig)State -court order, effect on_finding-af-Secretary, 62-62c(88)
State court order-of paternitY, effect' on Secretary's determination,
68=10c(124), 67-32c(18)Stepchild:-

dependency, change in support situation, 71-11c(4)
\durition-riquirement, accidental death of worker, 72-44(5)
relationship; 70-3(38)4_69-55(17), 67-32c(18), 61-52(42), 60 -9(35)
termination of entitlement, 73-26c(3)
Stepgrardchild or grandchild, 73-41(7)
Student:

Army nurse program, 68,43(18)
attendance at -two educational institutions simultaneously, 68-14(13)
deemed-full-time attendance, 6B-69(23), 67-34(25), 66-35(7)
educational institution definition not met, 76-11a(7)
20-hour-per week requirement, 66-25(6)
Manpower Development and Training Act enrollee, 68-3(12)
-medical-assistants school, 20-hour per -week requirement, 69-44(15)
nonattendance period, 76-19(5)
Over-age 18, in-her care, 69-45(22)
period-of nonattendance, 76-19(5)
service academy of the United States, 67-2(11)
trade or vocational school, 20-hour per week requirement, 67-50(29)
work-study program, 67-49(27)
Student beneficiary failed -to report earnings, overpayment, 74-2c(42)
Substantial Gainful Activity:
ability to- engage in, 76-4aG7), 70-56c(86), 65- 47c(150), 65-59c(133),
64- 47c(139)

_

adaptability to other work, 65- 61c(144)
application of 1967 amendments to pending cases, 71-24c(66)
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constitutionality of provision, disabled44dow, 74- 31c(78)
defective=dilinquentc6ifinement, 73-60e(129)
duration of- -inability, 73=7c(121)
existence of jobs,in_nationel-economy, 74- 7c(75)
ferm-enployeent, 61-49(159)
lack-of,seierity, 7,2,4c(7), 65-58c(1.39)
Iiiited__adriVity;340-;29(153)
iiiidual capacity,- 65- 30c(116), 64 -11c(109)_

retUrito,Work, overpayment; 72- 28c(146)
Oubeidieid,work ahop-61=10(154)
voditinfial,adiptabiliii, 63414(104)
vocational-testimony, 73-59C(128)
verk-perforiande,65-62(157);p64--14(147), 64-32(149), 61- 16(156),
61- 33(157)-

workshop- evaluation as evidence, 73-_23c(124)

Substantial Services:
deduttions, 76-21(3B)
dentetfrofeesion,_iimeidevoted_to_practice, 72- 21c(86)
highly - skilled and technical services, 71-13c(34)
--Substantial-services -in-self-employmentr-68-6c(91),-66-18c(76}, -65-6(70),65=23c(73), 65-41C(76), 64-38c(63), 61-38(80)
--Supplements:I.:Security-Income:

burial-prepaid, resources, 76-905/)
couple separates, 76-28010
deeming-of income, 75-32(125)
deeming_of income from ineligible-spouse, 75 -33(126)hearingeand-apPeals, abandonment effect, 76-430513)
institutionalized Claimant, 76-70.53)
merital,felationship, 76-420109, 76-17%2)
Medicaid-eligibility, 75-31(123)
real property-resources, 75-34(129)
resources_nonexcludable, 76 -80541
service allotments, unearned- income, 76-18050
spouse eligible, definition, 76-410/4
underpiyments, disposition, 75-35(130)
underpayment,_ recipient died in nursing-home, 76 -1000Supplenentary Medical insurance Benefits (Part B):
alien residency requirement, 76 -40c031)
appeal from carrier's determination denying_reimbursement, 69-48c(156)
appeals, benefit determinations, 74- 23c(93)
carrier, agency -6f- government, 69- 49c(163)
charges=imposed by-inmediate relative, 71- 10(168), -69- 66(168)
Cuban refugee, enrollment-period, 68-38(197)
durable medical-equipment, reasonable charge, 69-9(150)

inrollmentlimitation, 71-40(172)
enrollment -under State_buy-in agreement, 69-10(152)
exclusion of payments, services-under-a-workmen's compensation law or
plan, 71-291170)
facility oPerated by Pederal'agency, 72-10(166)
initial_ nrollment period, 67-15(143)
inirial:enrollaint-peiiod, application timely filed, 751(120)
its and-services excluded, paymentsby governmental entity, 70-8(101),
68-26(195)
physician's and medical servicesvoutsidelLS., 69-44(166)
physician's services effect-of-stayed revocation of license pending
final, court decision, 71-57(177)
_premium payments _Under-plan or-system, wages, 67-23(79)
reasonable charts, physician's services, 70-27(132)
reasonable charge, prosthetic device, 70-28(133)
requirement's for-enrollment, 167- 29(130)
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Support, validity-of relevant_period, 71 -11c(4)
Siriiviosidtierced wife,_69=4(18),-68-15(28), 68-16(30), 67748(33),
67 -55(39), 66-38(20)
SureiVing:spause defined, 65-11(46)
Survivors' insurance benefits, widower with minor childTin his care,
75-13c(15)"

SUsOension of Benefits:
alien- outside the United-States, change of-citizenship, 73-16(64)
iiii_coniecitive-months' absence, Client:, 64- 36(74)
-TTax sale-certificates, interest income,- net earnings from selfi!employment,
-72-48(77)
lenants-ii-common_as_partners,-:61 -29(73)
Tonnessee,_interest assessment for failure-to timely pay contributions,
74-30(56)
Tereinitionsallowantes,, ytatus-as wages after endtif-employment-relationship,
72-23(61)-

Termdziation-cif-agreement,-providers.of-servicesr15:76(103),-73-35a(164);
72-41(167)-', 72-40(171), 12-64(174)-

Termination-of-Benefice:
adoption of child, 69;.4(42), 69-16(43)
child's-attainment of age 18, 63-15(5)
child's reentitlement On same -- earnings- record, 67-33(23)
deith, date, 72- 1c(52)
date of death, 62-45(3)
dePortstion, constitutionality of_section 202(p); 60-1(87)
disability cessation of, 65-62(157), 6432(149)
disability, prior to hearing, 76-23c(30)
reentitlement after void remarriage, 63-2(6)
remarriage, 66-4(25)
stepchild, 73-26c(3)
Termination of-commonnlaw-marriage, reentitlement to mother's benefits,
73-1c(22)
'Three consecutive day hospital stay requirement prior to_adaissien-for
extended care services, 74- 15c(84)

Time Limitation:
adoption of child, 24- month- period, 72- 20c(1), 72- 43c(36)

application for lump-sum, 61-4(12), 61-55(13)
cosputition of period for reOpening determination, 61- 60(106)
constitutionality-of filing of application, LSDP, 73-39c(16)
DVIB, eligibility period, 74- 14c(61)
earnings record correction, 73-6c(80), 73-15(84), 72-30(99), 72- 54c(101);
72- 55c(104)

exclusion-Of family employment, 74 -3a(25)
failure to pay contributions, interest asoessment, 73-55(102), 73-56(105)
proofs, filing of, 64- 18c(94), 64- 19c(96)
request for hearing, 73-45c(79), 68-8(122), 65- 26c(91)
review of hearing decision, 74-4(48)
revision of earnings record, 66-8(94), 66-30(95), 65- 42c(96), 62-28(83)
rules for administrative finality, 68 -12a(129)
Soldiete' andSeilors' Civil Relief Act (SSCRA), 61-40(104)
rdthdrawal limitation removed, 65-17(22)

Trade or Business:
administrator or executor, 63-46(44), 61-43(61), 60-27(60)
bibyrsitter,:61=27(50)
beneficicry's-business in foreign country, 61-22(77), 61-37(78)
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_doctors Of osteopathy, 63- 35(42)
-elemeits for-determining, 64--40(54)
family-care-hOis, 67-24(85)

fare operator,,677(87), 67-42(90)
grois_income-from agriculturallenterprise, nonproduction payment,

7247170zbusbandiai&vite;parinership, 62-17(55)
inviaimeet with limited - partner of partnership, 72-24(73)
lending irony,. 64= 10(52)
minagesent_andidontrol, Community- property state, 68- 19(82)
ienagimanilOt-trust-estate, 65=10(57)

_notary,publicin=Puerto Rica-62751(51)
practical-aurae; 62-30(43)
-real.festatesilesmen,'62=31(56), 61-58(51)
rental-of equipment, -61- 45(64)
sari--Of basinesa-63-36c(48)
sales_of Lite, 64-9(50)
writing_activity, 67- 52(92) -, 62=50(50)

Transfer of=bUsinese, bona fides of, 66-18c(76), 65- 23c(73), 65- 41c(76),
64- 38c(63)

-Transfer-of-position (State's-Attorneys) from-covered to noncoverediretire-sent,.syetee4-44-5(54)
Transitional insured-status, 67-62(53), 66-21(46)
Travel_expensea-63-18(37)
-aravelAixpense.status, -wOrk-deductions, -74 -28(34)
Trial-worklperiod (disability), 70-56c(86), 69-46(119), 65- 62(157)
Trust estate,- management- of, -65- 10(57)

Trust Territory-of the Pacific Islands,
74-19(38)
Tuberculosia-onset of disability before
Twenty-four month time limit provisions
Twenty-four month time limit provisions
67-3(13)

alien nonpayment provisions;
age 18, 74- 20c(65)
for adoptions, 68-30(16)
for Adoptions by retired workers,

-UUnderpaymentsr
black lung benefits, 71-20(111)
disposition, legal representative, 70-4 (40), 70-9(41), 70-30(43),

68- 31(110),

.,68-72(112)

disposition, stepchildren, 70-3(38)
disposition, SSI, 75-35(130)
email estate statute (Ariz.), 70-30(43), 70-9(41)
SSI, recipient died in nursing home, 76- 10(60)
United States Postal Service, Federal employment, 72-46(63)
Use of Benefits:
conservation, 68-9(97), 65-43(82), 61- 23(99), -61- 24(1.00)

institutionalized beneficiary, 66-20(83), 66-42(84), 64-23(80)
liiitation on expenditure, 68-18(99)
prepaid burial plan, 70-41(34)
support of relative, 70-32(33), 68-32(100), 68-33(102), 68-59(103),
68-60(106), 65-53(84), 65-54(85), 61-24(100)
Utilization review committee inpatient hospital services, 71-8(135),
71-37(123)
Utilization review committee's deficiency in operations, 73-8c(154)

-VVacation pay, 62-10(70), 62-63(47)
Veterans:

correction-of service records, 62-13(90)
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dishonorable discharge, presidential pardon, 68-11(159)
other Federal benefit, 70-13(72), 69-28(92), 65-12(146), 64-64(106),

63-29(31)01-49(110), 60-16(110)
service for foreign country, 64-12(103)
Veterans' Administration hospitals, work by patients, 64-15(106)
Vocational expert-testimony, existence of jobs in national economy,
74-7c(75)
Vocational rehabilitation,_refusal of (disability), 64-13(145), 64-46c(128)
Vocational testimony, ability to engage in substantial gainful- activity,
73-59c(128)
Vow -of- poverty deductions, members-of religious orders, 74-18(31)

Wages:
agricultural labor,
labor, 70-11(23)
agricultural labor, payment in kind, 7040(22)
allowance_for-traVel, 63-18(37)
-alternative method for determining QC's, 1937-1950 period, 70-1(14)
annuity-purchased through payroll deductions, 64-59(48)
bonus, 60-26(76)
Constructive payment, 73=20(47), 73-42(52)_
corporate officer, 73- 12(39), 73-42(52)

deferred compensation.payments,_752(56-30(48),
domestic service excluded, 76-12c(19)
domestic service, identity of egploYer, 72-57(64), 62-29(46)
domestic-service in private-home of son, 73-31(50)
evidence to correct earnings record,.62=11(81)
excess earnings, deductions from monthly benefits, 72-5c(81)
exclusion, employed by spouse, 74-3a(25)
expenses of salesman exclusion, 76-33(51)
faimily employment, 76-13a(30)
Federal agency determination, 64-24c(41)
fees of motor vehicle license agents, 72-7(110)
fees, publit officers or employees, 69-61(87)
noncash payment exclusion,- 67- 41a(81)
paidiafter-worker's death, 64-8(39)
payment after-termination of employment relationship, 72-23(61)
pension pay during employment, 66-9(71)
premium-payments under supplementary medical insurance program, 67-23(79)
railroad compensation, 66-10(45), 62-14(45), 61-25(114)
renewal commissions of life insurance agent beneficiary, 71 -22 (40)
retirement=pay, 62-9(68), 61-26(56)
retroactive coverage for members of religious orders, 74-18(31)
services and fees of public and deputy public administrators, 72-36(124)
services, extent and value, 66F-31c(65), 63-42c(39)
sick or disability pay, 60-7(55)
sick pay, 72-56(126)
State and local, sick pay, 76-22c(62)
stipend payments to employee granted educational leave, 71-6(55)
uniform allowances, payment in kind, 70-43(25)
vacation-pay, 62-10(70), 62-63(47)
Waiting period, disability, 65-62(157)
Waiver of adjustment or recovery, 69-35(78), 66-28(86), 61-59(102)
Waiver of adjustment or recovery of overpayment, 63-7(82)
Waiver of automatic.entitlement to recomputation, 69-25(48)
Waiver of civil service annuity, 62-52(87)
Waiver of-recovery, status of travel expenses, without fault, 74-28(34)
Waiver of-right at-administrative level, 72-2c(41)
Widow, miner's black lung benefits, 75-12c(96), 73-36(135), 72-41(140),
72-65(155), 72-66(157), 71-20(111)
Widower's Insurance Benefits:
child in his care, equal protection claim, 75-13c(15)
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,dependency- and support, use of public-welfare,funds, 73-91(14)
-dopendency-require ment, 66-3C(22)_
entitlenent under 1961 amendments, -62- 23(10)
-ioid-Or-ioidablirmorriage, effect on entitlement, 65-19(43)
__-Widow"a InsuranciAionefits:

annulment of_divorce, 65-56(46)
appliCation,_1ntitlement conditions, 71-52(10)
application requirement,'66-17c(38)
black lung, miner's death- accidental,/6- 36a(31
-black lunepaiienti after=aintilment of marriage, 76-15009)
cOnputation ,aidoaralready-entitled, 67- 19_(36) --

134eli&marriage provisions, 69,271(29)
disability-Venefits_sUbject fo workmen's-compensation, 69-24(19)
_dUration ofinarriage-requirement, 72-52(12), 71- 21c(8)
.entitlement --)aa sponse-Of deemed marriage and as-legal widow, 71-55(15)

foreign Proxymarriage, validity, 71-44(13)
marriage requisite, 69-21a(37)
Airesumptiou-O/ validity of last marriage, 68-63(64)
-railroa&benefits,,61 -53(115)
recomputation, 62-66(41)
remarriage -after-age-60-,--68=71131)66=37(18rag0-60, 70.49c(9)
sinultadeous entitlement, overpayment, 72- 29c(92)
OUriiilar,divorced-wifef-ceurt-order-for-suppor4.694(18); -68,15(20767-18(13), 66 -38(20)-

surviving_divorced=wife, duration of carriage, 67-55(39),
surviving-divOrced.mife, foreign-COurt order of support,-68-16(30)
transitional-insured status provision, 66-21(46)
validity-of-divorce, 70-21(16)
validity of divorce under State law, 72-62(30)
validitrof Heilcan divorce, 12 -61(28)
void-or voidable faxriage, effect-on,entitlement, 65-19(43)
voidable_marriage, effect-of-annulnent, 65-2c(34)
widow-defined, 67-8(31)
Wife's Insurance Benefits;
deductions far work, 63-32(68)
divorced wife, 1965 amendments, 69 -1(1), 66-24(1)
divordid=wife, court order-of support, 68 -41(6), 61-1(44)
divorced -wife, elimination of dependency-requirement, 73-25(1)
divorced wife, property settlement agreement, 70- 52c(1), -68- 28(5),

67-16(4)
effective date of-entitlement, 63-8(18)
entitlement of child prerequisite -for woman under-62, 67-48(7)
entitlenent of worker prerequisite, 64-52(3)
husband entitled to reduced benefit, 62-21(4)
in-her care, child -over -age 18, 63-1(1)
mother of worker's child, 63-47(21)
onetiear duration of marriage requirement, 67-58(9)
reeitiflement of divorced wife, amount before and-after age-,65, 68-1(2)
reentitliment of wife divorced-prior to Social Security Amendments of
'1965,-6771(2)
reinstatement, void-divorce, 72-51(26)
simultaneous entitlement to-old-age insurance benefits, 69-13(5)
validity_of;Mexican divorce, 72-61(28)
vOidable-underage marriage, effect on entitlement, 72-49(24)
Wife of-Worker, 67-58(9),-62-57(25)
life under 654aleo entifled'to disability benefits, 64-16(1)
-WiscOnsin, social worker for Department of Welfare on educational leave,
71-6(55)
Withdrawal of application, 68-42a(74), 67 -36c(51), 65-17(22), 64- 33c(22)
-Women's-ArmY Auxiliary Corps (WAAC), 60-16(110)
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Work availability test,-disability, 70-5c(81), 69-40c(115), 65-30c(116),
64-29c(114),_64-47c(139)
Woik Deductions:
constitutionality of retirement proviso, 72- 5c(81)
deferred compensation, 74- 1a(29)
good ciuse, failure to file timely report of earnings, 73-43(62)
renewal commissions of life insurance agent beneficiaries, 71-22(40)
royalties, 75 -19 (72)

seven -day work teat, 74-13(36)
substantial services in self-employment, 72- 21c(86), 71- 13c(34)
travel expenses -of salesman, J4- 28(34)

Workmen's Compensation:
death_of Miner, reduction-of benefits - inapplicable, 72-65(155), 72-66(157)
diffirent_impairments, reduced disability benefits, 72-50(144)
disability benefits paid after miner's death, 72-41(140)
disability-reduction, 76- 34c(73)
futility-of filing-claim, railroad employee, 72-42(152)
=lump- sum - compromise award, -70-38(105).

lunpsum settlement reduced disability benefits, 71-15a(93), 71- 34c(100),
71-45c(104)
-medical-expense.axclusion_from_award,_71=33c,(96),
reduced disability benefits, constitutionality, 72- 37c(136)
reduced disability insurance benefits, 70-45c(94), 69-24(19)
reduction of child's benefits upon worker's receipt of State-compensation,
74 -9c(71)-

-xeduction of disability insurance benefits, Michigan statute, 74 -21c(73)
seamen, benefits under Jones Act, 70-57a(96)
simultaneous with DIB, overpayment, 73- 4c(67)
supplementary medical insurance benefits exception, 71-29(170)
Workshop-evaluation as evidence of ability to engage in substantial
employment, 73-23c(124)
Writing activity, 67-52(92), 62-50(50)
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